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The construction industry contributes significantly to the socio-economic 
development of nations through infrastructure development, and job creation 
culminating into the growth of Gross Domestic Product (GDP). Quantity Surveying 
Professional Service Firms (QSPSFs) play a critical role in the construction industry 
by ensuring that projects are delivered within cost, required quality and duration by 
providing technical and knowledge-intensive services to clients, contractors and 
stakeholders. Irish QSPSFs are facing challenges such as tender price inflation, 
intense competition, a skills shortage and disruptive technology. These challenges 
coupled with the cyclicality of the sector create a turbulent business environment for 
Irish QSPSFs, yet there remains a paucity of empirical evidence pertaining to how 
strategic decisions are made by these firms. Strategic planning is critical to addressing 
the challenges confronting business organisations such as the Irish QSPSFs; however, 
to date strategic planning has focused to a greater extent on manufacturing, oil and 
gas, retail, consumer products and light manufacturing, whereas there remains limited 
empirical investigation within the construction industry. This study aims to address 
this gap by examining the strategic decision-making process of Irish QSPSFs 
operating in the changing environment of the construction industry. What sets the 
research apart is that a Dynamic Capabilities (DC) perspective has been used with 
focus on sensing; seizing; and transformation, culminating into its integration into the 
development of a strategic decision-making framework. This study is entrenched in 
the pragmatist philosophical stance with emphasis on the positivist and interpretivist 
position and adopts mixed method by using quantitative and qualitative approaches 
over two phases. The first phase involves a survey administered with support from the 
Society of Chartered Surveyors Ireland (SCSI) to 350 member practices whereby a 
single senior Quantity Surveyors (QS) in each practice was invited to participate. 
Seventy-two usable survey questionnaires completed by respondents were prepared 
for data analysis. The second phase of the research comprised of interview with ten 
chief executives or managing directors of Irish QSPSFs.  The study found the most 
preferred strategic choice at the corporate level of QSPSFs as  the expansion of   
services to new markets and  sectors. At the business level, the investigation 
discovered the differentiation of services as the main strategic choice of QSPSFs. 
Furthermore, participation in strategic decision-making is very critical to the success 
of strategy formulation in organisations.  This study identifies the factors that drive 
participation in strategic decision-making as the  knowledge and competence of staff; 
personality traits; and the ability of people to make decision at the operational level 
of the organisation. The investigation also found that strategic change has occurred in 
QSPSFs over the past ten years. This strategic change is attributable to turbulent 
environmental conditions such as economic recession, in particular reference to the 
prolong economic recession 2008-2013. The investigation identified the specific 
strategic changes that occurred in QSPSFs as growth and expansion into new markets; 
agglomeration, and changes in the ownership and management structure.   The 
negative and positive impacts of economic recession on QSPSFs have also been 
identified in this investigation. For instance, a radical shift in strategic response from 
being proactive to reactive; and self-preservation of ownership structure are  the 
ii 
 
adverse effects of economic recession identified by the study while knowledge 
acquisition; and risk profiling for identification and capturing of opportunities are the 
positive impacts of economic recession. The study found significant statistical 
evidence to confirm a strong relationship between the turbulent business environment 
and the strategic decision-making process characteristics of QSPSFs. A strategic 
decision-making framework was developed on the basis of field work undertaken 
which was subsequently validated by respondent practices. The framework is the first 
of its kind pertaining to construction PSFs.  
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The structure and organisation of this chapter is presented in a number of sections as 












                             Figure 1.1: Outline of Chapter One 
 
From Figure 1.1, this chapter examines the background of the investigation; the 
statement of the research problem; the research question; and the research objectives. 
Also, this chapter provides a brief description of the research methodology adopted, 
which is further developed and analysed in detail in chapter six. Other critical issues 
addressed in this chapter include scope of research; significance of the research; and 
the outline of the entire thesis. Thus, the purpose of this chapter is to provide an 
overview of the research topic and to introduce the key components of this 
investigation.  
 
Background to the Study 
Problem Statement 
Research Question; Research Aim; and 
Research Objectives 
Research Methodology 
Scope of Research 
Significance of Research 




1.2 Background of the Study 
The construction industry is hugely important to the global economy, due to its role 
in the delivery of buildings and infrastructure that drive economic development.   The 
construction industry is a significant contributor to Gross Domestic Product (GDP); 
employment; and infrastructure for residential, commercial and productive 
infrastructure in Ireland (McQuinn et al., 2019). The Irish construction industry 
contributes significantly to the socio-economic development of Ireland by providing 
necessary infrastructure for various economic and social activities (Ó Murchadha and 
Murphy, 2016).  
 
Despite the significant role the construction industry has in the economy, it is highly 
fragmented, complex, cyclical, and unpredictable due to the diversity of the sectors 
and stakeholders that operate within it (Koskela et al., 2020). The construction 
industry is fragmented because numerous professionals such as QSs, architects, 
engineers, and building surveyors provide services across a range of sectors from civil 
engineering and commercial to housing. The construction industry is complex due to 
the difficulty of determining the actual cost, time and quality of projects, as the 
industry is influenced by various factors such as delays due to inclement weather, and 
lack of funds.  
 
The construction industry is strongly related to economic cycles in the sense that 
construction outputs improves during economic booms while the industry tends to 
shrink or crash whenever there is an economic crash or financial crisis. These issues 
create a turbulent business environment for stakeholders involved in the industry. A 
turbulent business environment refers to increasing levels of uncertainty, complexity, 
unpredictability, and cyclicality of both the internal and external settings of 
organisations (Singla et al., 2018). The construction industry in Ireland clearly 
displays these characteristics. 
 
The diversity of construction sectors such as civil, residential, productive 
infrastructure (roads, railways), social infrastructure (healthcare and education), and 
non-residential sectors (offices, hotels), also create high levels of uncertainties and 
complexities, due to the differences in projects and services delivered within each 
sector. Despite the perceptible challenges posed by environmental turbulence to 
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stakeholders in the construction industry, there is a dearth of scholarly investigation 
as to how firms operating within the sector engage in strategy, this is particularly 
pronounced when considered in the context of Professional Service Firms (PSF’s), 
such as QS practices.  
 
The role of the QS is hugely important in the sector. A QS has responsibility for the 
cost management of a construction project and ultimately to ensure that the project is 
completed on time and within budget. Construction is a capital-intensive industry 
involving both private and public sector funding, however, economic cycles dictate 
the extent of investment to a large degree in terms of demand for construction output 
and the cost thereof. While the construction industry is the subject of considerable 
scrutiny from an economic perspective given the contribution to GDP, there remains 
limited knowledge pertaining to the strategic decision-making process at a firm level 
within the industry.  
 
Strategy is the “the determination of the basic long-term goals and objectives of an 
enterprise, and the adoption of courses of action and the allocation of resources 
necessary for carrying out those goals (Chandler, 1962, pp. 13).” Though the 
definition of Chandler (1962) is dated, its components such as goals, objectives, 
actions, and resources make it appropriate for the context of this investigation.  
Strategy formulation is a conscious analysis intended to determine and ‘lay out’ 
actions for implementation (Pedersen et al., 2020, pp.16) after strategic decision-
making. Strategic decision-making focuses on the choices of top management that 
involves the commitment of substantial resources; and decisions that have long-term 
impacts on the survival of organisations (Montibeller and Franco, 2011; and Johnson 
et al., 2005; Elbanna, 2006).  
 
Considering the complex and multifaceted nature of the construction industry and the 
rapidly changing business environment, QSPSFs need to develop strategies that 
enable them sense, assess and capture opportunities by transforming their internal 
resources. Thus, dynamic capabilities have become crucial to strategic decision-
making of QSPSFs. Dynamic capabilities refer to identifying opportunities, seizing 
those opportunities; and transforming resources in a rapidly changing business 




As is evident, the QS profession contributes significantly to the overall performance 
of the construction sector by providing technical and management advice on project 
costs, time and quality (Ranasinghe et al., 2019).   However, challenges such as a 
skills shortage have negatively affected the performance and output of QSPSF in 
Ireland (Murphy, 2018). The acute shortage of skills in the construction sector and 
notably in QSPSF has a domino effect on the recovery and the delivery of services to 
clients in the Irish construction industry (Society of Chartered Surveyors Ireland, 
2018). However, digital technologies provide potential for QSPSFs to address the 
acute shortage of labour in the construction industry (Talamo and Bonanomi, 2020). 
 
The construction industry has lagged in the uptake of Information Technology (IT) 
(Agarwal, 2016). However, modest gains have been made in Ireland in the absorption 
of digital technologies such as Building Information Modelling (BIM) (McCauley et 
al., 2017; and National BIM Council, 2017). The Irish construction industry has made 
progress in adopting IT tools, especially in the case of BIM (SCSI, 2017). However, 
QSPSF requires high levels of digitisation to address the challenges posed by rapid 
technological changes culminating into a turbulent business environment in the 
construction industry. A turbulent business environment refers to economic and rapid 
technological changes that create uncertainties and unpredictability within the 
business setting for organisations (Yang and Tu, 2020). This research seeks to address 
the knowledge gap regarding the strategic decision-making process in Irish QSPSFs, 
which are highly knowledge intensive, by applying a dynamic capabilities 
perspective.  
 
1.3 Problem Statement 
The complex and multifaceted strategic management discipline is under investigated 
in the construction industry. Even within strategic management investigations, there 
is less emphasis on professional service firms, with emphasis remaining on contractor 
organisations. Professional service firms refer to group of companies that are 
dominated by professional knowledge intensity by virtue of their employees such as 
architects; engineers; surveyors; lawyers; and medical doctors (Løwendahl, 2007).  
The resource-intense nature of PSFs lends support to the application of dynamic 




As noted, to date, empirical investigations into strategy formulation in the 
construction industry largely focus on contractors (Tansey et al., 2014); hence, an 
investigation on strategic decision-making process in construction professional 
services firms (PSFs) through a dynamic capabilities lens is further warranted given 
the increasing level of turbulence in the business environment. 
 
Existing studies on strategy seldom reflect the essential characteristics of the strategic 
decision-making process at the top management level (Dubey et al., 2017; Guo et al., 
2017). The strategic planning processfocuses on the mission statement and objectives, 
environmental analysis, the choice of methods and strategic alternatives, and 
coordination of strategic actions (Bryson, 2018) for the company. The strategic 
planning process will display differing characteristics between firms, including the 
extent of participation, flow, regularity and formality of the process (Papke-Shields 
and Boyer-Wright, 2017). An in-depth investigation examining the characteristics of 
a strategic planning process in a turbulent environment is thus timely. 
 
QSPSFs need to build, integrate and transform their resources to address the rapidly 
changing business environment created by the economic recession, market instability 
and digitisation. A firm’s resources refer to available factors, including tangible and 
intangible inputs, owned and controlled by the firm (Amit and Schoemaker, 2016). 
Tangible resources of the firm include physical property consisting of physical assets 
such as property and equipment, while intangible resources include the talent, know-
how, experience, expertise of employees, finance and technology. QSPSFs depend 
hugely on intangible resources including the skills and expertise of their employees, 
thus, the acute shortage of QSs in the Irish construction industry has the potential to 
undermine the output of QSPSFs.  Technology remains another source of competitive 
advantage for QSPSFs, which has not been explored from a strategic management 
perspective despite the increasing influence of digitisation on the business 
environment. 
 
While a considerable number of studies such as Wang et al. (2020); and Munir et al. 
(2020) focus on IT innovations in the delivery of construction projects, the impacts of 
digitisation on the strategic decision-making process of QSPSFs has not received 
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adequate attention from researchers.  Digitisation in the construction industry is 
underdeveloped compared to digitisation in manufacturing and financial services 
(Jacosson et al., 2017; Agarwal et al., 2016; Ahuja et al., 2009).  
 
It is also essential to investigate the role of digitisation in the strategic planning 
process of QSPSF that address issues regarding economic developments; 
technological changes; international events (global financial crisis, disasters, 
terrorism); government regulations; and increasing competition (Jacosson et al. 
(2017). Addressing the challenges discussed in this section requires an in-depth-
investigation of the research question; aim of the research; and objectives are set in 
section 1.4.   
 
1.4 Research Question; Aim and Objectives 
The previous sections have outlined the importance of the construction sector to the 
global economy, and the role of the QS within it. In Ireland, the construction sector is 
critical in the provision of the built environment within which we live, but also in 
terms of the contribution to GDP and employment. The sector has undergone a period 
of severe turbulence through the economic cycles and is thus considered a very 
turbulent environment. In spite of considerable evidence of the economic impact of 
the construction sector, there remains a paucity of insight pertaining to how companies 
within the sector engage in strategic decision making. It is in this context that the 
following research question arose: 
 
How do Irish Quantity Surveying Professional Service Firms( QSPSFs) deploy 
dynamic capabilities in their strategic decision-making process in a turbulent 
environment? 
 
Based on the research question posed, the following is the overall aim of the research: 
 
This study aims to develop a strategic decision-making process framework to 
enable Irish QSPSF deploy their dynamic capabilities in strategic decision-




In order to achieve the aim, the objectives are:  
1. To ascertain the strategic decision-making process characteristics of Quantity 
Surveying Professional Service Firms (QSPSFs) in Ireland; 
 
2. To evaluate the impact of a turbulent environment on the strategic decision-
making process of Irish QSPSFs; 
 
3. To assess the dynamic capabilities of Irish QSPSFs operating in a rapidly 
changing construction industry environment; 
 
4. To determine the role and impact of technological developments on the 
strategic decision-making process of Irish QSPSFs, and 
 
5. To develop a dynamic capabilities strategic decision-making framework for 
QSPSFs operating in a complex and changing construction industry 
environment. 
 
1.5 Research Methodology  
To answer the research question, it is necessary to adopt methodologies that are 
appropriate for understanding the philosophical worldview of QS practitioners by 
focusing on the senior management of QS firms during the strategic decision-making 
process. The research applies the positivist and interpretivist paradigms and research 
methods for data collection. The choice of the positivist and interpretivist paradigm is 
fundamental to the adoption of quantitative and qualitative approaches to collect data 
on a wide range of issues regarding strategic planning and digitisation from senior QS 
in the top management level of Irish QSPSF. The choice of senior QS in top 
management is consistent with the target population of other strategic management 
studies such as Agrawal and Cooper (2017) and Heavey and Simsek (2017) who focus 
on top management in their investigation.  
 
The first phase of data collection focuses on the administration of a survey 
questionnaire to one senior member of 350 QSPSFs registered with the Society of 
Chartered Surveyors in Ireland (SCSI) who fully supported the research and provided 
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a nominal research grant for this purpose. The target informant was selected at a senior 
level as that person is more likely to be knowledgeable about the strategic decision-
making process and strategic choices of the organisation. Selecting only one 
respondent per company also ensured that no double-counting could occur. The 
survey questionnaire was administered using an online survey tool.  
 
In the data analysis that followed, the descriptive statistical tools used include 
percentages; mean scores; standard deviation; and median.  At the inferential analysis 
level, the Chi-Square test was used for the hypotheses testing. The purpose of 
hypotheses testing at the inferential analysis level is to ascertain the statistical 
significance of the results and to determine the nature of association or relationship 
between independent variables and dependent variables of the hypotheses formulated.  
 
Several studies have explored strategic decision-making process characteristics; 
digital technologies; and turbulent business environment as separate entities in 
deferring context. There has not been much effort to consider these issues let alone 
ascertain the correlations between them within the context of QSPSFs. Thus, three 
main hypotheses were formulated based on the review and synthesis of existing 
literature in chapters 3, 4, and 5. Thus, the following hypotheses were tested in section 
7.11 using the Chi Square test: 
 
Hypothesis 1: There is no relationship between the turbulent business 
environment and the following strategic decision-making process 
characteristics: 
 
(H1a) Analysis of the construction industry on an ongoing basis (industry reports, 
tender prices); 
(H1b) Systematic review of the macroeconomic environment (GDP, Interest rates, 
employment trends); 
(H1c) Competitor analysis; 
(H1d) Repeat business with existing clients; 
(H1e) Regular review of internal business processes (Staff, marketing, IT); 
(H1f) Investment in staff training and development; 
(H1g) Internal quality assurance mechanisms are reviewed on an ongoing basis; 
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(H1h) Investment in research and development is important to the organisation; 
(H1i) Top-down flow of strategic decision-making; and  
(H1j) Engage external consultants to facilitate the strategic decision-making 
process. 
 
Hypothesis 2: There is no relationship between the strategic decision-making 
process characteristics and the following roles of digitisation in QSPSFs: 
 
(H2a) Improves efficiency of QS service delivery to clients; 
(H2b) Drives innovation in the organisation internally and externally;  
(H2C) Reduces the cost incurred in the delivery of QS services to clients; 
(H2d) Reduces duration by ensuring faster delivery of QS services  
to clients; 
(H2e) Encourages collection of market data and industry data for decision-
making; 
(H2f) Ensures collaboration between staff and other stakeholders during QS 
service delivery to clients; 
(H2g) Improves communication between project participants and 
stakeholders; and  
(H2h) Provides technological know-how for competitive advantage 
 
Hypothesis 3: The strategic decision-making process is not dependent on the 
implementation of the following digital technologies in QSPSFs: 
 
(H3a) Mobile solutions (Tablets/Phones); 
(H3b) BIM technologies; 
(H3c) Cloud computing; 
(H3d) Digital collaboration; 
(H3e) Internet of things (IoT); 
(H3f) Data analytics; 
(H3g) Innovation in construction; and 




The second phase of data involved semi-structured interviews. Some of the 
respondents in phase one opted to participate in phase 2, which adopts semi structured 
interviews addressing the same themes in phase1. The interviews were recorded with 
the permission of participants; and later transcribed, in which the files were password 
protected. A qualitative data analysis software, NVivo was used to organise the data 
into themes for analysis.  
 
The research adhered to the principles and research ethics by obtaining approval from 
the Research and Ethics Committee in TU Dublin, as demonstrated in section 6.10, 
and Appendices 1, 2, 3, 5 and 6.  The stage 3 of the study involves the development 
and validation of the strategic decision-making framework in Figure 9.5. The 
framework incorporates the dynamic capabilities and digitisation into the strategic 
decision-making process of QSPSFs. 
 
The methodologies adopted for this investigation culminate into empirical findings 
that demonstrate a strong relationship exists between the turbulent business 
environment and strategic decision-making process in QSPSFs. This indicate that the 
drivers of turbulent business environment such as economic recession; and market 
instability have a strong impact on strategic decision-making in QSPSFs.  
  
1.6 Scope of Research 
This study focuses on the decision-making process in the formulation of strategy 
within QSPSF’s in Ireland. In investigating the strategic process characteristics, 
strategic choices are also examined and changes arising from environmental 
turbulence are scrutinised.  
 
The environment within which QSPSF’s operate is hugely turbulent and the 
mechanisms by which resources are utilised to gain competitive advantage, in 
particular, emerging technologies, are considered by applying a dynamic capabilities 
perspective.  
 
Though strategy consists of formulation and implementation, this study focuses on 
strategy formulation, rather than implementation. The strategic decision-making 
process will vary from one firm to the next and the characteristics of strategic 
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decision-making is explored, to include comprehensiveness; participation; choice; 
approach; formality; time horizon and strategic types. The study also seeks to 
determine the extent of strategic change within QSPSFs in the context of economic 
cyclicality, digitisation, resource scarcity and the opportunities that employing a 
dynamic capabilities approach may provide in such a turbulent environment.  
 
The scope of this study is specifically on professional service firms, namely QSPSFs. 
Thus, it does not extend to QSs that work within a contractor organisation. 
Construction contractors display differing characteristics to PSFs and therefore lie 
outside the scope of the research. 
 













































Figure 1.2:Scope of the Study 
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1.7 Significance of Research 
The study contributes to knowledge in the field on a number of levels. Firstly, by 
determining the characteristics of the strategic decision-making process; secondly by 
determining the impact of a turbulent business environment on the process and finally 
by providing a framework to guide the strategic planning process of QSPSF in Ireland.  
 
The research indicates the activities that QSPSF must undertake to utilise their 
dynamic capabilities in a rapidly changing business environment in pursuit of the 
corporate and business level strategy. The focus of this study on dynamic capabilities 
and digitisation has the potential to create competitive advantage for QSPSFs 
operating in complex business environments such as the construction industry. 
Competitive advantage is the ability of organisations to create unique products and 
services that have higher performance and greater profits than that of their rivals 
(Besanko et al., 2000; Grant, 1998).  
 
The findings of this study provide QSPSFs with a comprehensive framework to 
facilitate the multi-faceted and complex strategic decision-making process in a rapidly 
changing business environment. This enables QSPSF to identify strategic changes 
caused by environmental turbulence as a result of international events; economic 
cyclicality; and rapid digitisation in order to adopt the requisite strategic decisions to 
address them. Evidence suggests that there is a need for QS professionals to undertake 
further training within the management domain (Murphy, 2018) thus warranting such 
a framework. 
 
Unstable economic conditions and IT disruption have created a challenging business 
environment (Liu and Atuahene-Gima, 2018). However, IT also provides capabilities 
to deliver products and services at low cost to clients (Singla et al., 2018), and possibly 
become a source of competitive advantage.  
 
With regard to DC, a number of previous investigations such as Teece (2018, 2007, 
1997); Felin and Powell (2016); Wang and Ahmed (2007); Eisenhardt and Martin 
(2000) have examined various components of DC such as sensing, seizing, and 
transforming which have been analysed in Chapter Four of this investigation. Sensing 
refers to activities undertaken by organisations to identify and assess opportunities 
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within their business environment (Teece, 2011). Seizing involves all processes 
adopted by organisations to ‘address sensed opportunities’ through activities such as 
research and development’ (Wagner et al., 2017, pp. 28). The Transforming 
component of DC focuses on recombining resources and structuring of the 
organisation to match the internal processes of the organisation with seized 
opportunities (Wagner et al., 2017; and Teece, 2010).  However, existing studies have 
not shown how specific digital technologies drive the various components of the DC, 
a phenomenon which has been addressed by this study  in Chapters 8 and 9 (Figure 
9.5)  to enhance the understanding of DC with respect to digitisation.  
 
1.8 Outline of Thesis 
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Chapter Two provides a comprehensive review of the construction industry in 
Ireland with an emphasis on the post-recovery outlook of the Irish economy. The 
review of the Irish construction industry examines the contribution; structure; size; 
features and growth of the Irish construction industry. This chapter discusses 
professional service firms in the construction industry with an emphasis on QSPSF.  
 
Chapter Three focuses on the literature review with specific emphasis on the general 
concepts of strategy and strategic management, including fundamental theories 
relevant to the conduct of this research. Subsequently, the definitions and evolution 
of strategy and strategic management analysed include strategy formulation, strategic 
planning process, planning process characteristics, and modelling of a strategic 
planning process. Fundamental theories discussed and analysed include the Resource-
Based View (RBV); the five forces of strategy that shape competitive advantage; and 
turbulent environment. The review of these theories ensures the positioning of the 
study in an appropriate theoretical framework demonstrated in Figure 5.3 of chapter 
five of this research. 
 
Chapter Four scrutinises dynamic capabilities in a rapidly changing environment 
with an emphasis on the concepts and types of dynamic capabilities and digitisation. 
The types of dynamic capabilities examined include sensing and assessing 
opportunities; seizing opportunities, and transformation of resources to address 
opportunities and threats. The enablers and barriers of dynamic capabilities explored 
in this chapter with an emphasis on internal and external factors. The second 
component of chapter four deals with digitisation in a rapidly changing environment. 
Within this section on digitisation, issues such as the digital technologies in the 
construction industry were analysed. 
 
Chapter Five presents the synthesis and analysis of the literature review, including 
the conceptual framework for this research. The synthesis of the literature review 
culminates into the formulation of three hypotheses, which were tested to ascertain 
the significance of the results. 
 
Chapter Six addresses the methodology adopted for the research. It comprises the 
philosophical underpinning of the research; research methods, strategy and data 
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collection techniques and statistical tools intended for data analysis. The statistical 
tools adopted for the analysis of quantitative data were descriptive and inferential 
statistical tools. The descriptive statistical tools include the mean; median; standard 
deviation; and percentages. The inferential analysis focuses on the testing of the 
hypotheses by using the Chi Square test. 
 
Chapter Seven presents an analysis of the results derived from the data collected by 
using the methods described in chapter six. The overall analysis and discussion of the 
quantitative results were also undertaken with an emphasis on the demography of 
QSPSF involved in the study; strategic decision-making characteristics; strategic 
choice; digitisation; and quadrant analysis. The inferential analysis of the results 
involves the use of Chi-Square for the testing of the hypotheses formulated in Chapter 
Five in order to ascertain the significance of the results and the nature of association 
among the variables involved in the study.  
 
Chapter Eight presents findings from the second (qualitative) phase of the research, 
with a focus on the analysis and discussion of the qualitative data collected during the 
interviews with managing directors of Irish QSPSF. Chapter Eight analyses the 
qualitative results with respect to the demography of participants; strategic decision-
making process characteristics; dynamic capabilities; environmental turbulence; and 
digitisation.  
 
Chapter Nine, involves the development and validation of the strategic decision-
making framework. The specific issues explored in this chapter include the key 
components suggested by interviewees for the framework; the methodology adopted 
for the validation; and analysis and discussion of the validation results.  
 
Chapter Ten, which is the concluding chapter of the investigation focuses on the 
review of research objectives and findings, the contribution of the study to knowledge 
with respect to theory, practice, and methodology. The limitations and 
recommendations of the study for further investigation have also been discussed in 
Chapter Nine.  
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1.9 Conclusion  
This study seeks to examine the strategic decision-making process of QSPSFs in 
turbulent business environment. The key concepts of the investigations have been 
introduced and explained in the background of the study, which also demonstrate the 
state-of-art with regards to strategy; dynamic capabilities; and turbulent business 
environment. The statement of the research problem indicated that existing studies on 
strategy focus less on PSFs in the construction industry. Though a detailed chapter on 
the methodology of the study is presented in chapter six, this chapter provides an 
overview of the mixed method adopted for this study with emphasis on quantitative 
approach and qualitative approach. The adoption of the mixed method is to help the 
researcher in addressing the overall aim of this research which is to develop a strategic 
decision-making process framework to enable Irish QSPSF deploy their dynamic 
capabilities in strategic decision-making within a turbulent business environment. 
 
The next chapter of this study focuses on the review of related literature pertinent to 
the research questions and objectives. It provides a detailed insight into strategic 
management literature with emphasis on the construction industry. Chapter two of this 




















Construction Industry in Ireland 
 
2.1 Introduction 
The objective of this chapter is to scrutinise the construction industry in Ireland with 
emphasis on the nature on the construction industry and its relationship with the 
national economy. The importance of the construction industry to economic 
investment and development is well documented in previous studies that highlight the 
massive contribution of the construction industry to national economic growth 
(Ahmad et al., 2020). For instance, McQuinn et al. (2019) highlight the contribution 
of the construction industry to national economic development as employment 
generation in various sectors of an economy; a strategic tool for sustainable 
development; and as a contribution to economic indicators such as GDP.  As a result 
of the importance of the construction industry to national development, this chapter 
focuses on the review of the Irish construction industry. The chapter also addresses 
the features; employment; sectors; growth; structure; and size of the Irish construction 
industry; and QSPSFs. Based on Figure 1.3, which outlines the nine chapters of this 















The Nature of the Construction Industry 
Irish Construction Industry 
Structure of the Irish Construction Industry 
Employment in the Irish Construction Industry 
Professional Service Firms(PSFs) in the 
Construction Industry 
Challenges of the Irish Construction Industry 
Government Strategies and Interventions in the 
Construction Industry 
Conclusion  
Figure 2.1: Outline of Chapter 2 
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Chapter 2 commences with the nature of the construction industry, which deals with 
the key characteristics of the sector and how they impact project and service delivery. 
With reference to Figure 2.1, the chapter provides an analysis of the Irish construction 
industry in order to provide context to this investigation. Other critical issues 
scrutinised in this chapter as demonstrated by Figure 2.1 include the structure of the 
Irish construction industry; employment in the Irish construction industry; and 
professional services firms in the construction industry. The challenges of the Irish 
construction industry and the strategies and interventions adopted by the government 
in dealing with them have also been analysed in this chapter,  as depicted in Figure 
2.1.  
 
2.2 The Nature of the Construction Industry: complexity and uncertainty 
Economic cycles hugely influence the cyclicality of the construction industry, which 
leads to changes in the economic policy of governments around the world including 
Ireland (Chekh et al., 2020). Government policies on demand for construction output; 
regulations dealing with building energy efficiency; and health and safety of 
stakeholders affect the construction industry (Pan et al., 2019). The construction 
industry becomes complex due to the difficulties associated with the implementation 
of economic policies and regulation across an industry that is fragmented as a result 
of different sectors, with differing drivers of demand and numerous stakeholders 
involved in the construction process.  
 
The construction industry also suffers from workload uncertainties due to the 
challenges faced by construction firms in determining accurately the duration; cost; 
and quality of construction projects (Zhong et al., 2018). Construction firms estimate 
the cost, time and quality of construction projects during tendering (i.e. prior to 
construction) and thus can lead to risk and uncertainty in costing, especially if there 
is poor or incomplete information given to them to price.  
 
These issues and other risks and unknowns such as limited access to finance, and 
volatility in interest rates can impact the cost and timely delivery for the construction 
client. Thus, the high level of complexity and uncertainty in the construction industry 
make it difficult for many construction firms to win projects during competitive 
tendering (Mathar et al., 2020). The lack of barriers of entry and the low probabilities 
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of winning projects due to imperfect information and competitor pricing lead to 
intense competition among construction firms (Cheung and Shen, 2017).  
 
The fragmented nature of the construction industry leads to the heterogeneity of final 
output because of diverse teams that deliver projects across the different sectors of the 
construction industry. Furthermore, client involvement in the process from inception 
to end use results in no two units of construction output being identical. The diverse 
nature of construction teams that manage project in the construction industry are 
different in terms of the professionals; training; and stage of team development such 
as forming, storming, norming and performing (Fidalgo-Blanco et al., 2020). Due to 
the differences in the level of project teams in the construction project delivery chain, 
majority of the team’s lack cohesiveness for successful delivery of projects due to lack 
of collaboration and miscommunication. Government policies on the construction 
industry also affects the output of the sector. For instance, government is a major 
determinant of the demand for construction output, thus a decrease in government 
spending tends to affect the demand for construction output. Furthermore, intense 
competition among construction firms and suppliers contributes to the increasing 
uncertainties in the construction sector. Having discussed the main characteristics of 
the construction industry so far, Figure 2.2 displays the various conditions that give 
































-Shortage of QS 
-limited access to finance 
Figure 2.2: Complexity and uncertainty of the construction industry 
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Having briefly examined the nature of the construction industry, the factors driving 
uncertainty and complexity in the industry are shown in Figure 2.2. It is appropriate 
to note that the construction industry is largely characterised by high level of 
environmental turbulence despite the significant roles that it plays in the development 
of infrastructure and economies of many nations. Strategic decision-making provides 
team cohesiveness that leads to effective project delivery. Strategic decision-making 
itself is complex and varies across firms with different characteristics. However, the 
application of strategic decision-making in the construction industry has the potential 
to minimise the diversity and complexities created by the different teams, and 
stakeholders that operate in the industry.  
 
It is necessary to examine the Irish construction industry with an emphasis on the 
output of the construction industry to ascertain its performance. In this regard, it is 
vital to focus on employment in construction; and the Irish government’s Multi-
Annual Capital Investments Allocations for 2017-2019, including its significant 
impact on the performance, growth and output of the industry. Construction output in 
2017 was €17 billion, while 2018 had an output of €19.5 billion (Department of 
Finance and Public Expenditure and Reform, 2017).  
 
The output of the construction industry in 2016 was €15 billion representing an 
increase of 18 per cent over the 2015 output (Central Statistics Office, 2016), which 
implies that the overall recovery of the economy had a positive impact on the output 
of the construction industry. However, the construction output of €19.5 billion in 
2018, after the economic recovery in Ireland, is interestingly only half of the 
2007(height of the boom in Ireland) output of € 38 billion (Central Statistics Office, 
2008). Even though Ireland has experienced significant economic growth in recent 
years, construction output is only half that of the pre-crash level in 2007. The recovery 
in the construction industry presents several opportunities to QSPSF as construction 
investment and output continue to increase. The ability of QSPSF to identify and seize 
opportunities depends on formulating strategies that address the fundamental 
structural issues such as employment; growth; and demand for skills in various sectors 




2.2.1 Structure of the Irish Construction Industry 
The criteria for assessing the structure of the construction industry include sectors of 
operation, labour issues; market conditions; and types of firms (Veen et al., 2017).  
The SCSI (2016) identifies the structures of the Irish construction industry as 
residential construction; non-residential construction; public sector construction, and 
employment in the construction industry.  
 
The main sectors of the Irish construction industry, which include residential; private 
non-residential; productive infrastructure; social infrastructure; and major 






















The residential sector of the Irish construction industry focuses on the provision of 
public and private dwellings while the non-residential sector provides office 
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Figure 2.3: Structure and stakeholders in the construction industry 
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infrastructure such as roads; airports; communications; and utilities. The social 
infrastructure sector of the Irish construction industry delivers schools; hospitals; and 
courthouses.  
 
The output of the residential sector increased by 22.5 per cent (Central Statistics 
Office, 2019); however, the delivery of housing stock is still below annual targets for 
accommodation coupled with  an acute shortage of accommodation; and the rising 
cost of rents still prevails. The outputs of all sectors in the construction industry have 
recovered, as there is a clear indication of growth in the private sector with increasing 
demand for commercial office space; and office fit outs (Dwyer-Bond et al., 2019). 
The volume of construction work increased in all areas of the Irish construction 
industry for the period 2017-2019, partly due to Irish government’s annual capital 
investment allocations for planned project expenditure  (€4.5 billion in 2017; €5.3 
billion in 2018; and €6 billion in 2019) respectively (Department of Finance and 
Public Expenditure and Reform, 2019).  
 
The government allocations for projects in recent years has led to annual average 
growth rate of 45% in the Irish construction industry in 2019 (McQuinn et al., 2019). 
The stability of the construction industry enhanced the current level of investment in 
the industry, as the SCSI (2016) notes that the construction industry stabilised at the 
end of 2013, which led to a growth rate of 9.9% in 2014 amounting to € 11 billion of 
construction output.  
 
The overall output of the Irish construction industry increased by 2.5% in which the 
residential sector contributes the highest output of 8.2% (CSO, 2019). The overall 
output of the construction industry for quarter 3 2018 to the third quarter of 2019 
including the quarterly change and annual change are demonstrated in Table 2.1. 
Table 2.1:Construction output 
Quarter         Volume Index  
 
Value Index 
Q3 2018 151.1 160.0 
Q2 2019 152.0 162.8 
Q3 2019 155.8 167.4 
Quarterly % change 2.5% 2.8% 
Annual % change 3.1% 4.6% 




Table 2.1 shows a marginal increase in the output of the Irish construction industry 
for Q3 2018-Q3 2019. However, the output of the construction industry improves by 
3 point in which output reached 155.8 in Q3 2019. The annual year change for 2018-
2019 is 3.1% with an overall value index of 4.6%, suggesting the increasing level of 
growth in terms of output in the Irish construction industry. The output of each sector 
has increased as indicated in Table 2.2, which shows the residential sector with the 
highest increase in output with 22.5% while the year on year output for the non-
residential sector decreased by 0.5%.  
 
Table 2.2:Output of construction sectors- 2019 
Sectors Output (%) Year on Year Change 
Residential 8.2% 22.5% 
Non-Residential  2.2% - 0.5% 
Productive (Civil) 1.7% 3.1% 
Source: CSO (2019) 
 
The increasing growth in the Irish construction industry has better prospects for 
construction employment discussed in section 2.2.2. 
 
2.2.2 Employment and output in the Irish Construction Industry 
The two main types of employment in the Irish construction industry include direct 
and indirect employment (McNaboe et al., 2018). During the peak in 2007, 
employment in the construction industry was circa 13.4% of total employment in 
Ireland (Bobek and Wickham, 2015). However, during the economic recession in 2008; 
employment in the Irish construction industry fell by 0.5% in the second quarter of 
2007 and continued in a downward trend for six years across all types of enterprises 














Under 10 58,936 55,722 51,380 49,202 48,541 47,397 46,180 -22% 
10 - 19 1,823 11,00 809 724 594 648 731 -60% 
20 - 49 721 487 319 251 253 276 333 -54% 
50 - 249 259 147 88 70 56 66 89 -66% 
250 and 
over 
26 16 11 9 9 9 16 -39% 
Source: Central Statistics Office (CSO) Business Demography, CIF and DKM 
Consultants (2017) 
 
The different types of enterprises in Table 2.3 operating in the Irish construction are 
categorised according to the number of persons employed. For instance, Table 2.3 
shows that organisations with less than ten persons have the highest number of 
workers in that demography during the six years of recession while large enterprises 
with over 250 employees engage a smaller number of people during the 2008-2014 
period. However, this employment trend in the Irish construction industry changed in 
2015-2016 due to the recovery of the Irish economy and the construction industry, as 
shown in Table 2.4.  
 
Table 2.4:Employment in construction SMEs and large firms (2015-2016) 
Structure of Active Enterprises 2015 2016 Percentage 
change 
2015 - 2016 
Enterprises  50,546 51,568 2.0 
   SME <250 50,533 51,554 2.0 
    Large firms (250+) 13 14 7.7 
Number of Persons Engaged  108,720 120,341 10.7 
   SME (<250) 102,690 113,558 10.6 
   Large Firms (250+) 6,030 6,783 12.5 
Turnover (€m) 14,9451 19,428 30.0 
   SME (<250) 13,443 17,395 29.4 
Large (250+) 1,502 2,033 35.4 
Gross Value Added (GVA) (€m) 5,8191 6,960 19.6 
   SME (<250) 5,296 6,296 18.9 
Large Firms (250+) 523 664 27.0 




Table 2.4 demonstrates a positive trend in construction industry employment from 
2015-2016. An increase in employment in the Irish construction firms implies that the 
industry has recovered; hence, there is high demand for labour. However, the crucial 
skills such as QSs may not be available now since majority of them left the 
construction to seek better opportunities. This challenge has implications for the 
business environment in the sense that the output of industry will stagnate. To address 
this challenge, QSPSFs must develop their dynamic capabilities by improving their 
internal resources to enable them to identify and capture opportunities.  
 
The firms in the Irish construction industry are mainly of a medium and small size 
(Cremers, 2009) comprising of self-employed, and various sizes of subcontractors to 
large companies employing hundreds of people. Small companies in the Irish 
construction industry use less than ten people, while large firms use more than fifty 
persons (CSO, 2017). Table 2.4 shows that small and medium enterprises employ 
more persons than large enterprises; this is consistent with the employment trend in 
Table 2.5 as far as employment across enterprises in the Irish construction industry is 
concerned. The increasing level of employment across the various enterprises in the 
Irish construction industry has a positive impact on the employment trend across the 
different professions engaged in the industry in 2018 is shown in Table 2.5. 
 
Table 2.5:Employment in the construction industry-2018 




1. Architects, town planners, architectural 
technologists, & surveyors 
12,400 9% 2.3% 
2. Civil Engineers, construction project 
managers 
11,000 8% 6.3% 
3. Bricklayers & plasterers 9,900 8% 11.0% 
4. Plumbers 9,100 7% 7.4% 
5. Painters & decorators 8,100 6% 16.2% 
6. Construction operatives & elementary 38,900 30% 0.2% 
7. Carpenters & joiners 18,100 14% 9.0% 
8. Other construction trades 24,100 18% 10% 
Total 131,600 100% 100% 




From Table 2.5, professionals such as Architects and QSs have a low growth rate as 
far as 2018 employment in the construction industry is concerned. Hence, this 
indicates the lack of Architects; Town Planners; and QSs at a time when the 
construction industry has recovered, and the Irish economy is at full employment. 
However, Table 2.6, which focuses on the level of employment across Irish 
construction industry professional in 2019 shows an increase in the growth rate of 
employment among Architects, Town Planners, Architectural Technologists and 
Surveyors. The rate of employment in other professions across the construction 
industry has increased over the period while the rate of employment for construction 
operatives and other construction trades has decreased as displayed in Table 2.6.   
 
Table 2.6:Employment in the construction industry 




1. Architects, town planners, architectural 
technologists, & surveyors 
13,100 9% 8.9% 
2. Civil Engineers, construction project 
managers 
17,100 12% 10.6% 
3. Bricklayers & plasterers 11,200 8% 16.1% 
4. Plumbers 9,800 7% 6.7% 
5. Painters & decorators 9,300 7% 15.9% 
6. Construction operatives & elementary 32,100 23% - 4.6% 
7. Carpenters & joiners 20,500 14% 12.3% 
8. Other construction trades 24,600 17% 8.4% 
Total 141,900 100% 100% 
Source: Adapted from McNaboe et al. (2019) 
 
Despite the scarcity of these critical professionals in the construction industry, the 
output and the level of employment in the Irish construction industry continues to 
increase, as shown in Table 2.7. 
 
Table 2.7:Construction employment and output (2016-2020) 
 Construction Employment and 
Output 
2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 
Total Construction Output(€bn) 14.9 17.2 19.6 22.9 27.4 
Employment (000s) 192 1 9 9 219 247 298 




Table 2.7 demonstrates a relationship between construction output and employment 
by indicating that an increase in output of the industry leads to corresponding 
employment. It also implies that a shortage of labour reduces the output of the 
construction industry. This phenomenon has the potential to increase complexity and 
uncertainty in the construction industry. Notwithstanding the high rate of employment 
in the Irish construction industry, McNaboe et al. (2018) identify a skills shortage with 
regards to construction professionals such as QSs, McNaboe et al. notes this as a 
critical challenge to the growth of construction output. Professional service firms 
contribute significantly to the output of the construction industry through the 
provision of expert services. Thus, it is necessary for QSPSFs to transform their 
internal resources, particularly human resources, through collaboration with training 
institutions to increase the supply of professionals such as QSs.  In this regard, section 
2.3 discusses professional service firms, including QSPSF. 
 
2.3 Professional Service Firms (PSFs) in Construction 
A professional service firm is a low capital-intensive form of service firm that depends 
on a highly knowledgeable and professional workforce to deliver solutions to clients’ 
problems through the intangible skills of their human resources (Von Nordenflycht, 
2010). The knowledge intensity of PSFs workforce has been emphasised in previous 
investigation by Anand et al. (2007) who defined a PSF as an organisation that relies 
substantially on the knowledge and skills of its workforce to provide services to 
clients. A profession is the application of a knowledge by an individual who has been 
certified, examined, trained and licensed by an institution or a regulating body 
(Starbuck, 1992).  The emphasis of the PSFs definitions on knowledge intensity; and 
professionalised workforce with high level of skills indicate the importance of the 
resource-based view and dynamic capabilities to create value for clients. The value 
creation is when the benefits of professional services acquired are more than the cost 
incurred by the client in obtaining the service (Porter and Kramer, 2019). PSFs have 
become an important element in many economies due to their ability to create value; 
offer employment to people; and shape the thoughts of managers in organisations 




PSFs encompass wide range of disciplines that have been investigated over the 
decades such as management; Architectural, Engineering and Construction (AEC); 
medical; and law which are displayed in Figure 2.4. These areas are critical to 
economic development in terms of building and infrastructure provision; healthcare; 
human rights and justice delivery; and efficient organisation and management of both 
private and public institutions. Figure 2.4 indicates QSPSFs in the AEC category, 


















Service is an essential component of PSFs with varying definitions by authors. For 
instance, Zeithaml and Bitner (2003) define service as activities or deeds, while 
Lovelock (1996) refers to service as a performance.  A service requires the application 
of knowledge and skills to perform an activity or deeds for the benefit of clients 
(Vargo and Lusch, 2004). Knowledge and skills are fundamental to the delivery of 
services that are beneficial to clients. Hence, QSPSFs need to develop their resources, 
particularly people within the organisation so that they can offer services that are of 
value, rare; immutable and non-replicable (VRIN) in order to create competitive 
advantage. The DC is critical to the development of competitive advantage as it 

























QSPSFs Contractor’s QS 
Figure 2.4: Categories of PSFs (Source: Adapted from Thakor and Kumar, 2000) 
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identify opportunities; and assess threats. Also, the focus of QSPSFs on DC allows 
them to use their resources that possess VRIN characteristics to capture opportunities.  
 
Professional service researchers focus on the distinctive characteristics of services 
applied in practice and scholarly studies. The main features of service include 
intangibility, heterogeneity; inseparability, and perishability (Reen, 2014). 
Intangibility and inseparability refer to the simultaneous production and delivery of 
services to clients (Jewell et al., 2010). Heterogeneity is the provision of customised 
services to meet the needs of clients, while perishability refers to the inability of 
service producers or clients to store services (Zeithaml et al., 1996).  Professional 
services are also characterised by professional assessment and judgement; high level 
of customisation; high level of client interaction; professional training; and code of 
conduct and professional ethics (Løwendahl, 2007).  
 
Jewel et al. (2010) in their investigation focusing on construction PSFs, identify 
service characteristics as labour intensity; the level of customer interaction; and 
customisation. Services offered by construction PSFs is characterised by 
heterogeneity; and the intensive use of technology and human capital inputs (Styles 
et al., 2005), which enable construction PSFs to deliver knowledge-intensive business 
services to clients (Miles et al., 1995). Construction PSFs such as QS firms require 
intensive professional knowledge and skills to add value to services offered to clients 
in the construction industry. QSPSFs are fundamental to the successful delivery of 
construction projects by providing cost management and other professional services 
discussed in section 2.3.1. 
 
2.3.1 QS Professional Firms (QSPSFs) 
The QS profession began in the 20th century as a result of decades of changes in the 
services that they offer to clients in the construction industry (Latham, 1994; Egan, 
1998). Clients engage the professional services of QSs to manage cost and reduce 
financial risks associated with construction projects (McGaw, 2007).  
 
The primary role of the QS involves control of construction costs to ensure delivery 
of projects within the agreed budget, time and quality (Olanrewaju and Anahve, 
2015a). In addition to cost management, QS firms offer numerous other services to 
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clients (Ashworth and Hogg, 2002) such as investment appraisal; advice on cost 
limits; and budgets; whole life costing; value management; risk analysis; insolvency 
services; subcontract administration; and cost engineering services.  
 
Furthermore, QS firms provide services in emerging roles such as environmental 
services; measurement and costing; planning and supervision; evaluation for 
insurance claims; project management; and facilities management (SCSI, 2020). Cost 
control remains one of the dominant roles of QSPSFs in various sectors and industries 
(Eke, 2006).   
 
Researchers focusing on QS practice have predominantly carried out research in 
traditional QSPSFs, but emerging roles and sectors are gaining interest among 
researchers. For instance, Eke (2006) identifies cost control as the most dominant role 
of QS firms but factors such as globalisation; rapid changing business environment; 
the unpredictability of clients’ expectations; and project complexity have shaped the 
functions of QS firms culminating into further categorisation.  Thus, the roles of QSs 
are now classified as technical; professional; managerial; financial; and legal roles 
(Bonnar, 2007). The emergence of the financial and legal functions of QSPSF indicate 
the changing nature of QS roles over the decades.   
 
QSPSFs now offer services to clients in oil and gas, insurance and financial sectors 
(Olatunde, 2006; Cartlidge, 2009) culminating in more diverse work across a 
multitude of sectors. The role of the QS has gained global recognition through the 
influence of professional bodies. In Ireland, the SCSI is responsible for the training, 
certification and regulation of professional QS through education and training 
programmes.  
 
The SCSI is a professional body formed as result of a merger between the Society of 
Chartered Surveyors (SCS); and the Irish Auctioneers and Valuers Institute (IAVI) in 
2011(SCSI, 2019). The SCSI works in partnership with the Royal Institution of 
Chartered Surveyors (RICS), which is a global professional body for the registration 
of Chartered Surveyors in construction; land; and property sectors. Both SCSI and 
RICS perform their function in the interest of the general public by ensuring the 
highest standard and ethics professional practice by Chartered surveyors whom have 
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subjected themselves to various forms of assessments such as  Continuous 
Professional Development (CPD); and Assessment of Professional Competence 
(APC).  
 
The members of the SCSI provide services to clients in the construction industry, the 
property market; government agencies at both central and local levels; and business 
organisations. The professional services of SCSI members are offered to clients at 
various levels such as central and local government; state agencies; academic 
institutions; business organisations; and non-governmental organisations. 
 
Education and skills development are fundamental to the performance of QSPSF. 
Hore et al. (2009), and Nkado and Meyer (2001) emphasise the need to address critical 
areas of training such as IT skills, which they note will improve the expertise of 
QSPSF. In Ireland, third level institutions contribute to the education of QS 
professionals by offering degree programmes recognised under the National 
Qualifications Authority of Ireland (NQAI) framework (Murphy, 2011).  
 
Education is undertaken on an ongoing basis, and the SCSI is a professional body for 
the training, assessing, certifying and regulating, and registration of titles for QS 
professionals in Ireland. Building Control Act 2007 indicate the SCSI as a registration 
body for professionals QSs and other building professionals such as building 
surveyors; and planning and development surveyors that operate in Ireland.    
 
The SCSI also offers Continuous Professional Development (CPD). CPDs and 
Assessment of Professional Competence (APC) are lifelong learning tools for 
developing new skills in professions (Maister, 2003) but importantly also provide 
confidence to clients that their professional service provider is up to date with industry 
and regulatory requirements. Figure 2.5 summarises the structure and organisation of 
the SCSI with emphasis on the key roles; areas of focus for professional development; 
education; and the titles and letters awarded to prospective members who have 































The challenges confronting the Irish QSPSFs and the construction industry such as 
skills shortage; lack of internal resources; and difficult planning process are discussed 
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Figure 2.5: A summary of the structure of SCSI 
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2.4 Challenges of the Irish Construction Industry 
Irish QS firms continue to face considerable challenges in the delivery of professional 
services to clients. Surveys by PSFs, and the SCSI identify key challenges confronting 
QSPSFs; these are shown in Tables 2.8 and 2.9 below. 
 
Table 2.8:Challenges confronting Irish QS Firms 
AECOM (2018) SCSI and PwC (2018) SCSI and PwC (2017) 
1. lack of internal   
    resources 
1.skill shortage; 1. acute shortage of 
professional quantity 
surveyors 
2. challenging planning  
    process 
2. planning and  
    regulation constraints 
2. increasing construction 
cost due to the high 
demand for construction 
services 
3. inappropriate  
    procurement routes 
3. financial constraints 3. increasing tender price 
inflation 
4. delays in approval  
    structures 
4. competition from  
    foreign firms 
4. unrealistic expectation 
for higher remuneration 
5. inadequate transport  
and utility infrastructure 
to meet the demands of a 
growing economy 
5. inclement weather 5. low level of digital 
technology application 
6. lack of funding for 
private sector projects 
  
7. acute shortage of skills   
 
The challenges indicated in Table 2.8 demonstrate that QSPSFs in Ireland face similar 
challenges to the overall issues in the Irish construction industry.  The challenges are 
mainly lack of resources; environmental turbulence; and digitisation, which must be 
appropriately resolved by adopting strategic decision-making process. Environmental 
turbulence refers to an increasing rate of change that makes it difficult for 
organisations to predict the outcome of their actions in the business setting (Danneels 
and Sethi, 2011).  Digitisation is the conversion of a process or a material from 
‘analogue contents to digital formats readable by a computer’ (Manzˇuch, 2009, pp. 
771).  Table 2.9 adds clarification, to Table 2.8, by ranking the key challenges on 






Table 2.9:Key Challenges for SCSI Member Firms 
Challenges of SCSI Firms Average 
Rating 
Ranking 
1. Complexity and costs of public sector tendering 2.45 6th  
2. Future Wage Demands 2.59 5th  
3. Inadequate finance for investment and expansion  2.63 4th  
4. Lack of capacity to Meet Market Demand 2.73 3rd 
5. Lack of Graduates and shortage of skills 2.89 2nd 
6. Competition from Abroad 3.38 1st 
Source: Adapted from SCSI, 2016 Survey 
 
The studies undertaken by PSFs and SCSI demonstrate consistency as their studies 
identify similar challenges confronting Irish QS firms from 2016 to 2018. The 
challenges facing Irish QSPSFs include lack of adequate access to financial resources; 
labour and employment due to lack of people entering third level institutions to study 
construction courses; and the increasing rate of economic recovery while few people 
are churn out by the educational institutions for the industry. Also, the delay in 
processing of planning permission has created challenges such as delay in the 
commission of projects. To address the challenges outlined in Tables 2.8 and 2.9, 
governments adopt various strategies and interventions, which are discussed in section 
2.5. 
 
2.5 Government Strategies and Interventions in the Construction Industry 
Studies on construction industry development by Fox and Skitmore (2007); Ofori 
(1993); Hillebrandt (1984); and Turin (1973), demonstrate the significance of 
government interventions in addressing the challenges confronting the construction 
industry. Specifically, studies by Hillebrandt et al. (1995), and Ng et al. (2009) in the 
UK; Singapore; Ghana; Australia; Japan; and South Korea show that government 
interventions are necessary for the development of the construction industry. The 
majority of studies on government intervention in the global construction industry, 
identify construction business support policies; improved industrial practice and 
culture; financial resources; skills training; construction industry research and 
development; and alternative markets as strategies and interventions that governments 




In Ireland, Tansey and Spillane (2014) in their study on response strategies adopted 
by Irish construction firms during the 2007 economic recession, identify a number of 
government interventions such as innovative sources of financing; training, education 
and research; and international assistance. Government interventions focus on broad 
issues in the construction industry. Therefore, QSPSF need to develop strategies at 
the micro level to alleviate the challenges confronting them in the business 
environment.  In addition to existing interventions from government, it is appropriate 
for QSPSFs to focus significantly on the creation of competitive advantage with 
emphasis on the unique characteristics of their internal resources that possess VRIN. 
Thus, the application of dynamic capabilities from the perspective of sensing and 
seizing opportunities is critical to Irish QSPSFs that seeks to create competitive 
advantage.    
 
2.6 Conclusion  
The purpose of this chapter is to provide context to the research as far as the Irish 
construction industry is concerned. The chapter examined the characteristics of the 
construction industry comprising of fragmentation; complexity and uncertainty; 
intense competition; resource scarcity; and frequent output fluctuations due to 
economic cyclicality. These attributes of the construction industry create 
environmental turbulence for PSFs including those operating in the Irish construction 
industry. 
 
This chapter has identified the current trends in the construction industry by 
emphasising the complexity; cyclicality; and intense competition that pervades the 
construction sector. Similarly, the chapter explored issues related to the output; and 
employment in types of firms operating in different sectors such as the residential; 
private non-residential; productive infrastructure; and social infrastructure. The acute 
shortage of professionals, especially QSs; and other professionals such as architects; 
and engineers were scrutinised while the review found a continuous increase in the 
employment as far as construction trades such as carpentry; painters and decorators 
are concerned. The plausible reason for this phenomenon regarding the increasing 
level of employment for construction trades is fundamentally related to the shorter 




This chapter examines the Irish construction industry with an emphasis on the 
performance of the various sectors, employment and growth of the sectors in the Irish 
construction industry. The chapter discusses the multiple challenges confronting the 
Irish construction industry, and QSPSF. Considering the importance of the 
construction industry to national development; and the roles of QS to construction; 
and their decision-making under the conditions of environmental turbulence, it is 






























Strategy and Strategic Management  
 
3.1 Introduction 
Chapter Two analyses the Irish construction industry including government 
interventions and strategies for the sector; hence, this chapter focuses on strategy, and 
strategic management.  The purpose of this chapter is to examine existing works on 
strategy in order to provide theoretical context to the investigation; and to identify 
existing strategic decision-making process characteristics, as outlined in objective 1 
of chapter one. Strategy enables business leaders to create competitive advantage in a 
rapidly changing business environment full of unpredictability and uncertainty. 
Competitive advantage refers to the unique capabilities of an organisation that enable 
it to perform better than their rivals do (Bobillo et al., 2010). This chapter focuses on 
the definition of strategy and strategic management; the evolution of strategic 
management; and Resource-Based View (RBV).  Drawing from Figure 1.3 in chapter 
one, which outlines the chapters consisting this study, Figure 3.1 demonstrates the 















                                                 




Strategic Planning Process 
Strategic Planning in the Construction Industry 
The Strategist 
Strategic Planning Process Characteristics 







Figure 3.1 shows the organisation and structure of this chapter, which starts from the 
analysis of existing works on strategy followed by strategy formulation and strategic 
planning, respectively. The chapter continues by examining strategic planning 
process; strategic planning in construction industry; and strategic planning process 
characteristics. Also, chapter 3 explores the roles and attributes of strategist in 
organisations. Furthermore, strategic planning modelling; strategic choice; and 
environmental turbulence have been examined in order to identify the current state of 
disruptions in the business environment, and to address objective 2 in chapter one.  
3.2 Strategy  
Strategy is a military term derived from the Greek word ‘strategos’, translated as 
‘general commander of troops’ or ‘the art of the general’ or the plan to defeat enemies 
with effective use of resources’ (Mainardes et al., 2014, pp. 44). The later translation 
of ‘strategos’ highlights ‘plan’ and ‘effective use of resources’ which are critical in 
the management of organisations.  
 
 Chandler (1962) focuses on the comparative study of an internal organisation in 
large-scale industrial enterprises such as General Motors Corporation; Standard Oil 
Company; and Sears Roebuck and Company.   
 
Strategic decision-making is systematic and involves a sequence of steps and phases 
(Fredrickson, 1984). Strategic decision-making encompasses activities such as the 
strategy formulation; investments in new products and services; mergers and 
acquisitions; and internal organisation (Nutt, 1999).  
 
Drawing from the definitions of previous studies on strategic decision-making, 
strategy formulation, strategic planning process and its characteristics are related 
closely to strategy in organisations and some investigations tend to use them 
interchangeably to refer to the strategy process of organisations.   This investigation 
is positioned within the overall context of strategy, and specifically delves into 
strategic decision-making in QSPSFs with emphasis on strategic planning process 


















3.2.1 Definitions of Strategy 
 Strategy is the analysis of the present situation, and changes including the selection 
of resources to address them (Drucker, 1954). Strategy is the determinant of the long-
term basic goals of organisations and the allocation of resources to achieve the goals 
set (Chandler, 1962).  Newman and Logan ( (1971) explained strategy as a forward-
looking plan that enable organisations to anticipate changes and take actions that 
enable them to capture the advantages of opportunities. Mintzberg’s (1987) definition 
of strategy focuses on ‘Plan’, ‘Ploy’, ‘Pattern’, ‘Position’ and ‘Perspective’, referred 
to as the ‘5Ps of strategy’.  In Mintzberg (1987) the 5Ps of strategy are explained as 
follows. ‘Plan’ refers to the actions and paths of organisations due to the routine 
activities undertaken while a ‘Ploy’ involves plotting to discourage rivals from the 
sustainability of their competitive advantage.  The ‘pattern’ in the ‘5Ps’ of 
Mintzberg’s  (1987) strategy definition reflects unplanned decisions and activities to 
address emerging issues affecting the organisation without emphasising the 
capabilities required for responding to changes in the business environment.  
 
According to Hax and Majluf (1988) strategy is a means for establishing the long-
term objectives, initiating action programmes, and allocation of resources. 
Notwithstanding the weaknesses in the previous definitions of strategy,  Andrews 










Figure 3.2: Structure of Strategy 
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the objective; purpose; and the plans to develop the policies of the organisation. 
Having provided some of the notable definitions of strategy in existing literature,  
Table 3.1, highlights the key strategic concepts that are embedded in the 
conceptualisation of strategy overtime, commencing with Drucker (1954), to ascertain 
the focus of strategy definitions with regards to the turbulent business environment; 
dynamic capabilities; and strategic process characteristics.
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Table 3.1:Summary of Key Concepts in Strategy Definitions Overtime 
Author/Literature Source Key Concepts/Terms Industry 
Drucker (1954) goals, resources, situations, changes Manufacturing 




Newman and Logan ( (1971) Plan, actions, changes, advantage, 
opportunities  
Theoretical review 
Andrews (1991) Corporate environment, decisions, pattern, 
goals, objectives, stakeholders, economic 
and non-economic contribution, choice of 






Action, plan, ploy, pattern, position, 
perspective, specific situation  
Manufacturing, healthcare (hospital 
administrators) 
Hax and Majluf (1991) Image, decision, objectives, program of 
action, resource allocation, choice of 
business, plans, response to the 
environment, stakeholder engagement 
Manufacturing 
Whittington (2001)  Decision making, objectives R&D organisations (In-house 
industrial laboratories) 
Barney (2001) Competition, performance Theoretical review 
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The definitions of strategy in Table 3.1 demonstrate the similarities and divergences 
of the various strategy definitions in terms of ‘goals’, ‘actions’, ‘plan’, ‘resources’, 




Table 3.2:Commonalities in the definitions of strategy 
Goals Objectives Actions Plan Resources Environment 
Chandler (1962) Chandler (1962) Chandler (1962)  Chandler (1962)  
Drucker (1974) Drucker (1974)   Drucker (1974) Drucker (1974) 
Andrews (1980) Andrews (1980)    Andrews (1980) 





Porter (1996, 1986) Porter (1996, 1986)     





 Hax and Majluf (1991) Hax and Majluf 
(1991) 
Hax and Majluf 
(1991) 
Hax and Majluf 
(1991) 
Hax and Majluf 
(1991) 
 Whittington (2001) Wrona and Ladwig 
(2015) 
   
  Fairbanks and 
Buchko (2018) 







The commonalities in the definition of strategy include goals, actions, objectives, 
which are highlighted in the descriptions of Chandler (1962); Drucker (1954); and 
Steiner (1979). In addition, Higgins and Vineze (1993); Mintzberg (1987); and Hax 
and Majluf (1991) emphasise ‘plans’ in their definitions of strategy in Table 3.2. 
 
It is also necessary to note that the commonalities in Table 3.2 do not reflect dynamic 
capabilities; hence, the focus of this research in chapter four on dynamic capabilities 
is appropriate.  Considering the increasing uncertainties in the business environment 
of QSPSFs. A study investigating strategy in QSPSFs would improve the concept of 
strategy by providing insight into strategy in the construction industry from a senior  
management perspective because  senior managers need to regularly make strategic 
decisions to address the rapid changes  in the construction industry.  
 
Considering the commonalities of the strategy definitions in Table 3.2, the definitions 
of Chandler (1962), Mintzberg (1994), and Hax and Majluf (1991), highlight goals, 
objective, actions, plan, resources, and environment during strategy formulation.  The 
application of strategy to address management problems culminated into different 
definitions of strategic management discussed in section 3.2.2. 
 
3.2.2 Definition of Strategic Management  
Strategic management refers to the determination of the future goals and objectives of 
an organisation from the perspective of its internal and external environment 
(Mainardes et al., 2014). Strategic management is a hybrid discipline, which began to 
receive attention from both the academic and business world in the 1950s (Bhalla et 
al., 2009). Strategic management gained prominence in the 1960s with studies 
undertaken by Ansoff (1965) and Chandler (1962) on corporate strategy, and strategy 
and structure, respectively. 
 
Numerous definitions of strategic management exist in previous studies undertaken 
by scholars in different disciplines over the decades (Mainardes et al., 2014). This 
section scrutinises the definitions of strategic management in studies conducted across 
various industries, which are demonstrated in Table 3.3, commencing with  Learned 
et al. (1965). The critical aspects of strategic management definitions demonstrate 
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authors’ focus in terms of research direction, and the need to apply strategy concepts 
and theories in strategic management over the past fifty years (Guerras-Martin et al., 




Table 3.3:Strategic management definitions 
Author Definition of Strategic Management Industry 
Learned et al. (1965) The functions and responsibilities of general managers that affect 
the success of organisations 
Theoretical review with less emphasis on industry 




Bracker (1980) Analysis of internal and external environments of organisations Focused on the historical development of the 
strategic management concept, without a focus on 
specific industry  
Jemison (1981) A process for strategy development focusing on the competencies, 
opportunities and constraints in the business environment 
Overall review on the contributions of general 
managers to SM development. Lacks focus on 
specific industry 
Smircich and Stubbart (1985) Creating and maintaining organisational systems to facilitate 
actions 
 steel, music, beer, automobile 
Fredrickson (1990) Issues confronting managers running a multifunctional organisation Review and synthesis of existing literature without 
indicating the specific industry 
Teece (1990) The formulation, implementation and evaluation of management 
actions to create value for business organisations 
Natural gas 
Rumelt et al. (1991) Senior management providing direction to business organisations Manufacturing 
Bowman et al. (2002) A field focusing on the development and sustainability of 
competitive advantage 
General review of existing studies, with no industry 
as a scope of the study 
David (2005) The formulation, implementation and evaluation of strategy in 
organisations 
Food, retail, automobile, technology, 
manufacturing, entertainment 
Nag et al. (2007) The intended and emergent actions of managers on behalf of 
owners in the utilisation of firms to enhance performance in the 
external environment. 
A conceptual review of existing articles 
Raduan et al. (2009) The processes of specifying organisational objectives, development 
of policies, plans and resource allocation of resources for 
implementation plans 
Theoretical review 
Bao (2015) Overcome future challenges emerging in a turbulent environment Theoretical review 




The definitions of strategic management in Table 3.3 highlight the critical aspects of 
strategic decision-making, such as information gathering, the hierarchy of strategy 
making; and decision-making, including the major components of strategic 
management such as formulation and implementation. Strategic management 
definitions in Table 3.2 emanate from studies focusing on industries such as 
manufacturing, retail and food. However, the construction industry receives less 
attention from scholars focusing on definitions of strategic management. Hence, fewer 
strategic management definitions emanate from studies focusing on the construction 
industry throughout the evolution of strategic management.  
  
3.2.3 Evolution of Strategic Management 
This section delves into the historical development of strategic management, since its 
emergence. Precursors to the evolution of strategic management include studies on 
the role of managers (Bernard, 1938); framework for analysing administration 
(Simon, 1947); strategic planning and resource allocation (Von Neumann and 
Morgenstern, 1947; and Drucker, 1954); and quantitative modelling (Gordon and 
Howell, 1959), which predate the birth of strategic management in the 1960s. Current 
studies continue to cite earlier studies of strategic management such as Drucker 
(1974), which demonstrates the importance of evolution in strategic management 
research. Strategic management went through six different phases throughout its 
evolution to the its present state. Table 3.4 demonstrate the various phases of strategic 
management evolution with emphasis on the timeline including key authors at each 
phase and their contribution to the field chronologically.  
 
RBV and dynamic capabilities are discussed in section 3.2.4 and chapter four, 
respectively.  The specific contributions of these theories outlined chronologically 
starting with Chandler (1962); Ansoff (1965); and Learned (1965) in Table 3.4. 
Although strategic management theories analysed in this section have been applied in 
construction-related studies, there is a lack of studies focusing on strategic change; 
and environmental changes; thus, this study focuses on dynamic capabilities in QS 
professional services in a rapidly changing environment. 
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Table 3.4:Key Timelines of strategic management evolution 
Year /Timeline Authors Contribution 
The 1960s: Definition of 
Strategy 
Chandler (1962); Ansoff (1965); 
Learned et al. (1965) 
Business policy; planning school; corporate strategy;   
The 1970s: Strategy 
Definition  
 
Child (1972); Prahalad (1975); 
Rumelt (1974); Minztberg and 
Waters (1978)Hatten and 
Schendel (1977); Schendel and 
Hatten (1972); Aldrich (1979) 
Introduced and explained diversification strategy, the strategic intent of 
organisations, core competencies, innovation as a source of competitive 
advantage; five levels of organisational structures: simple, machine  
bureaucracy, professional bureaucracy, divisionalised form and adhocracy; 




The 1980s: Generic 
Strategies 
Porter (1981); Harrigan (1981); 
Rumelt and Wensley (1981) 
Theory of generic strategies; competitiveness, analytical tools for industry 
analysis; methodologies for contingency approaches to business strategy 
The 1990s: Resource-
Based view 
Barney (1991); Amit and 
Schoemaker (1993); Robins and 
Wiersema (1995); Hoskisson et 
al. (1999);  
Resource-based theory: resources and capabilities are essential variables 
for understanding sustained competitive advantage 
The 2000s: Knowledge, 
learning and innovation 
Eisenhardt and Martin (2000); 
Wiklund and Shepherd (2003); 
Teece (2000); Hamel (2000) 







Madhok and Marques (2014); 
Dabic et al. (2014);  
Align competition to current changes in the environment 






Despite the importance of the construction industry, it has not received the needed 
attention as compared to the manufacturing industry as far as strategic management 
research is concerned. While the roles of the construction industry in the socio-
economic development of many nations has been emphasised in many studies (Myers, 
2013) with less consideration for strategy. Therefore, it is appropriate for strategic 
management researchers to improve upon the current state of strategic management 
research by focusing on the construction industry. 
 
Given that strategic management studies mostly focused on manufacturing over the 
past fifty years, this study intends to explore strategic planning process in construction 
professional service firms with an emphasis on QSPSF. Fundamental theories such as 
resource-based view (RBV) and dynamic capabilities emanate from  existing 
investigations because of the continued development of strategic management. The 
RBV and dynamic capabilities, which are pertinent to the objectives of this study have 
been explored in sections 3.2.4 and chapter four, respectively. 
 
3.2.4 Resource-Based View (RBV) 
Numerous studies on RBV focus on the resources and capabilities of the firm 
(Armstrong and Shimizu, 2007; Brush and Artz, 1999); and value of knowledge-based 
resources (Miller and Shamsie, 1996). The RBV is a theoretical framework for 
assessing physical and intangible resources of the firm for competitive advantage 
(Goh and Loosemore, 2017; Wernerfelt, 1984; Rumelt, 1984). 
 
The resources for creating competitive advantage in firms include financial, 
physical/technological, organisational, human, intellectual and social (Barney, 1991; 
Wernerfelt, 1984; Rumelt, 1984). Financial resources are funds for operating and 
expanding business (Green and Brown, 1997).  Physical resources are assets used to 
create products and services such as raw materials, tools and equipment, plant and 
buildings (Goh and Loosemore, 2017). Organisational resources consist of the 
structure of the firm; systems and policies; and culture (Haeri and Rezaie, 2014). 
Organisations can develop a portfolio of resources to exploit opportunities through 




Human resources are critical to organisational culture and structure due to their 
interaction with the task and external environment of organisations to undertake 
activities that lead to successful strategic outcomes. According to Goh and Loosemore 
(2017), human resource refers to the workforce, including their skills, commitment 
and capabilities in organisations. Intellectual resources are an essential component in 
the development of the skilled workforce. Intellectual resources encompass the 
knowledge and experience of employees and the trademarks and copyrights created 
by individuals employed by the organisation through innovation (Leila et al., 2006).  
 
In construction professional service firms, intellectual resources are critical parts of 
strategy formulation due to the high intensity of knowledge required to deliver quality 
services to clients. Human resources differ slightly from other resources because they 
need tacit skills and expertise to develop them adequately for their use in the 
construction professional service firms.  The social skills of employees contribute to 
the overall social resource pool of the organisation. Goh and Loosemore (2017) refer 
to social resources as social capital, which are intangible resources of the organisation. 
Burt (2005) and Nahapiet and Ghoshal (1998) note that social capital transforms 
organisations into key actors in societies. Therefore, as QSPSFs seek to develop the 
competencies of their employees, it is vital to address the social development of their 
employees.  
 
Despite the importance of financial, physical, human and social resources to 
organisations, they need to possess unique characteristics to create competitive 
advantage. Resources for sustainable competitive advantage must have unique 
features such as value; rare; inimitability and non-substitutability (VRIN) (Kabue and 
Kilika, 2016). According to Barney (1991), valuable resources enable firms to 
formulate and implement strategies to improve their efficiency. The ability of an 
organisation to develop and implement strategies better than its competitors create 
rare opportunities for the organisation. 
 
Managerial talent is a rare resource that enables firms to formulate strategies that 
differentiate them from their competitors (Cavaleri and Shabana, 2018). Managerial 
expertise is a resource that creates differentiation. Firms that possess managerial 
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expertise create competitive advantage while those organisations without managerial 
expertise cannot formulate strategies that culminate into a competitive advantage. 
Imitability of resources refers to the difficulty of duplicating resources that create 
competitive advantage in a particular firm (Ferreira and Fernandes, 2017). To sustain 
a competitive advantage, the strategies of firms must be difficult to imitate by their 
competitors.  Non-substitutability of resources refers to the situation where there are 
no similar resources to resources of a firm.  
 
Drawing from the discussions on VRIN, innovation is fundamental to creating the 
unique characteristics of resources. Professional service firms need to innovate in the 
key areas of managerial talent, social resources to enable them to exploit resources in 
their network. VRIN is central to sustaining the competitive advantage of 
organisations. The RBV of the firm focuses on strategy and competencies; 
organisational economics; and complementary industrial analysis (Chatzoglou et al., 
2018). The strategy perspective of RBV refers to strategy making process and 
performance of the firm (Ramanujam and Varadarajan, 1989). Organisational 
economics aspect of RBV deals with transaction cost economics, agency theory, 
property rights and evolutionary economics (Eisenhardt, 1989; Alchian 1984; and 
Williamson, 1985). 
 
Despite the contribution of RBV to organisational development literature by 
providing a framework for assessing the suitability of resources for competitive 
advantage, Black and Boal (1994) in their article on strategic resources, traits, 
configurations and paths criticise the RBV of focusing mostly on the monetary value 
of resource configuration. This criticism of RBV by Black and Boal (1994) lack an 
emphasis on resource transformation to provide competitive advantage. Within the 
context of professional service firms, repeat business is fundamental to resource 
configuration due to its ability to create networks that culminate into a monetary value. 
In professional service firms, previous clients and repeat business are social resources, 
which the organisation must use managerial talent; and the soft skills of employees to 
exploit for monetary gain due to knowledge intensity (von Nordenflycht, 2010).  
 
Goh and Lossemore (2017) criticise the RBV for emphasising only resources create 
competitive advantage without considering specific conditions or industry 
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characteristics as determinants of competitive advantage. Despite the criticisms of 
Goh and Lossemore (2017); and Priem and Butler (2001), the RBV has been applied 
in studies focusing on the construction industry. For instance, Kaiser et al. (2015) 
focus on the strategic perspective of the RBV by delving into the role of structural 
alignment in project selection techniques without considering the construction project 
managers’ understanding of strategic planning process. Kaiser et al. (2015) focus on 
project level strategy (functional level strategy) neglecting critical aspects of 
corporate-level strategy, which is central to successful project delivery. Despite Goh 
and Loosemore (2017) use the RBV to examine the impacts of industrialisation on 
subcontractors in the construction industry, they did not consider the strategies for 
combining resources and implications of emerging technologies such as digitisation. 
A study investigating  strategic decision-making with emphasis on the disruptive 
environment and dynamic capabilities contributes to the understanding of the strategic 
management literature in strategy formulation, discussed in section 3.3. 
 
3.3 Strategy Formulation 
Strategy formulation consists of activities that lead to ‘breakthrough strategies and 
solutions’ in organisations (Ulwick, 1999, pp. 23). There are numerous benefits of 
strategy formulation to organisations (McFarlane et al., 2013). For instance, Grattan 
(2011) notes that strategy formulation enables organisations to determine their future 
goals; achieving proficiency; ability to concentrate on market segments; and 
achieving target performance and efficiency to ensure the satisfaction of clients and 
stakeholders.  
 
Strategy formulation is classified as planned formal and emergent-flexible (Elbanna 
2006). Planned formal involves an analysis of internal and external environment; 
structured and logical processes across organisations, and policy options (Andrews et 
al., 2009). The internal environment of an organisation refers to the management, 
finance, employees, material resources, IT, quality and organisational culture. The 
external environment of business organisations refers to the institutions and factors 
outside the organisation that influence its survival, growth and performance (Muscalu 
et al., 2016). External factors include economic, social, technological, cultural, 
demographic, educational and political issues. The internal and external factors must 




Formal processes in organisations are channels or systems that create a conducive 
environment for people to raise their concerns for expeditious resolution (Martin et 
al., 2018).  Logical process refers to the detailing of all activities that constitute the 
formal process of an organisation. The logical process must be adopted to address 
both internal and external factors in QSPSF during strategy formulation. Quinn (1980) 
proposes emergent flexible, which involves setting broad organisational goals; and 
political process for resolving a conflict of interest among actors and collaborates in  
an organisation (Andrews et al., 2009; and   Boyne and Walker, 2004).  
 
Strategy formulation comprises vision and missions, information gathering and 
analysis, and developing and selecting alternative actions to pursue (David, 2011; and 
Bordean et al., 2010). Ulwick (1999, pp. 3, 4, and 5) outlines the following about 
strategy formulation:  
• a ‘process of creating strategy’; 
•  ‘steps are taken to produce breakthrough strategies and solutions’; 
•  ‘the mechanisms by which actions, investments, decisions are determined’;   
and  
• deliberate search for a plan of action.’ 
It is essential to identify the components of strategy formulation to include them in 
the strategy development of organisations (David, 2011; Bordean et al., 2010; Ulwick, 
1999). The components of strategy formulation consist of values and philosophy of 
management; mission statements; establishing objectives; strategic planning; 
corporate and business strategy;  and determining policies (Alkhafaji, 2003). The 
strategy formulation components outlined in David (2011); Bordean et al. (2010), and 
Ulwick (1999) among others have been examined in empirical investigations in 
section 3.3.1. 
 
3.3.1 Strategy Formulation from the European Perspective 
This section of the literature review on strategy formulation focuses on empirical 
studies from the European perspective. It scrutinises studies undertaken in Ireland, 
UK and other parts of Europe. The section discusses the various research methods 
used in the investigations. For instance, in Ireland, Murphy (2013) adopts cross-case 
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and survey techniques to investigate strategic planning in QS professional service 
firms. This study found that large QSPSF take a formal approach to strategic planning, 
while small QSPSF take the emergent approach for strategic decision making. 
 
 To address some of the limitations of the previous studies, Murphy (2016) in a 
longitudinal study investigates strategy formulation in Irish QSPSF, concluding that 
economic recession significantly influences strategic planning in Irish QSPSF.  The 
findings of Murphy (2016) implies that strategic planning skills are required in Irish 
QSPSF to address the existing challenges of the planning process. Tansey et al. (2014) 
use a case study for a comparative study of response strategies of construction firms 
in Ireland and the UK. The study identifies 37 response strategies in Irish construction 
firms notably cost leadership; differentiation strategies; and focus strategies. 
Regarding UK construction firms, Tansey et al. (2014) identify response strategies 
such as stricter financial management; and loan renegotiation.  
 
Despite the contribution of Tansey et al. (2014) to strategy formulation literature on 
Irish construction, the study has a significant limitation because of the small number 
of cases investigated. According to Eisenhardt (1989), ten interviews guarantee the 
generalisability of results; however, Tansey et al. (2014) fail to adhere to the 
recommendation of Eisenhardt (1989) by using 4 interviews during their study on 
response strategies. Besides, the study investigates response strategies in construction 
firms without considering professional service firms such as QSPSF. Therefore, this 
study investigates strategy formulation in Irish QSPSF with an emphasis on large 
sample size to enhance the validity and generalisability of the result is appropriate and 
timely in improving the strategic management literature on the Irish construction 
industry.  
 
Studies undertaken in other parts of Europe on strategy formulation include Vrchota 
and Rehor (2017); Löfving (2014); Nartisa et al. (2012); and Terzakis et al. (2012). 
For instance, Nartisa et al. (2012) adopt multiple methods comprising content 
analysis, constructive analysis and case analysis to investigate strategic planning in 
both the public and private sectors of Latvia. The study found that public sector 
entities undertake strategic planning frequently, while private sector organisations 
tend to develop strategies on an ad hoc basis. Consistent with Nartisa et al.’s (2012) 
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finding on private enterprises, Vrchota and Rehor (2017) also found that only 25 per 
cent of small and medium enterprises (SMEs) formulate strategy for the future 
direction of their organisations.  
 
A limited number of researchers undertake studies focusing on strategy formulation 
in SMEs (Ghobadian and O'Regan, 2000). The findings of Vrchota and Rehor (2017); 
Nartisa et al. (2012); and Ghobadian and O'Regan (2000) emphasise the need to 
undertake this study focusing on Irish QSPSF, which are mostly SMEs. In addition to 
the investigations of Ghobadian and O'Regan (2000) and Nartisa et al. (2012), Löfving 
(2014) which explores strategy formulation in Swedish small and medium-sized 
(SME) manufacturing firms use case study and multiple techniques such as project 
meeting, interviews and workshops to collect data from 18 senior management 
personnel. The study identifies internal factors influencing strategy formulation in 
SMEs consisting of information gathering and analysis; adequate resource allocation; 
the role of top management; and communication. One of the weaknesses of Löfving 
(2014) was the small number of cases involved in the study, hence limiting the 
generalisation of the results and findings.   
 
The complexity of strategy formulation culminated into the development of strategic 
planning tools to enhance the process (Murphy, 2011). Various studies were 
undertaken on strategic planning tools such as strength, weaknesses, opportunities and 
threats (SWOT) analysis (Gunn and Williams, 2007; and Clark, 1997); political, 
economic, social and technological (PEST) analysis (Frost (2003); and total quality 
management (Rigby, 1993). Dyson (2004) investigates strategic development and 
SWOT analysis in the UK. Though this study was not able to provide a detailed 
description of the methodology adopted, it concludes that the SWOT analysis is an 
input to the strategic planning process. Though these studies on strategic planning 
tools are novel in advancing the strategy formulation literature within the context of 
Europe, it is necessary to consider studies undertaken in other parts of the world in 
section 3.3.2. 
 
3.3.2 Empirical Studies on Strategy Formulation outside Europe 
Emeka et al. (2015) examine the relationship between strategy formulation and 
behavioural tendencies within the organisational structure in a survey involving 100 
56 
 
participants in the manufacturing industry, concluding that strategy formulation 
eliminates the uncertainties associated with organisational performance improvement. 
In another development, Kruger and Mama (2011) interview ten business managers 
in South Africa and conclude that strategy formulation is fundamental to identity 
management of business organisations. Lam et al. (2014) adopt case study to 
investigate customer relationship and effective strategy formulation to develop 
marketing strategy from the perspective of customer demand and behaviour in Hong 
Kong identify franchising as a strategy for increasing market share and profit. 
 
Shri et al. (2015) use focus group discussion (FGD) to investigate strategy formulation 
and performance improvement in Indian corrugated industry in which they indicate 
that the establishment of research and development (R&D) department of business 
units enhances strategic decision making for product innovation. However, the use of 
FGD to gather data undermines the generalisation of the study due to the limited 
number of participants.  Further investigation involving more participants to ascertain 
the perception of personnel across the organisational hierarchy will provide more 
insight into the impact of strategy formulation on R&D and product innovation.  
 
Strategy formulation is fundamental to performance improvement in organisations 
(Andrews et al., 2009). Anichebe and Agu (2013) investigate the impact of strategy 
formulation for growth in ailing organisations. The objective of Anichebe and Agu 
(2013) is to establish a relationship between strategy formulation and the structure of 
organisations. The study shows that there is  a positive relationship between strategy 
formulation and organisational structure improves performance. In conclusion, 
Anichebe and Agu (2013) note that strategy formulation has several benefits to 
organisations. Sections 3.3.2 and 3.3.3 scrutinise empirical studies on strategy 
formulation from the European perspective have been summarised in Table 3.5 




Table 3.5:Empirical Studies on Strategy Formulation 
Author(s) Study Focus/Area Methodology Findings/Conclusions Weaknesses of the Study 
Murphy 
(2013) 
Irish Quantity surveying Mixed method; cross-case 
and survey 
-Large QS firms use deliberate planning 
while small QS firms use emergent 
approaches to planning  
-A small number of participants 
involved 
-Need to expand the study with 




Irish quantity surveying Longitudinal  The recent economic recession has an 
impact on strategic decision making in 
Irish QSPSF 
-Requires more quantitative 
dimension of the study 
Tansey et 
al. (2014) 
Irish and UK construction firms Case Study -human resource response strategies are 
common in small construction firms 
during the economic recession  
-a small number of cases make the 
generalisation of the findings difficult 
-The study requires further studies 
using a quantitative approach 
Nartisa et 
al. (2012) 
Strategic planning in public and 
private sectors of Latvia 
Multiple methods: content 
analysis, logically 
constructive analysis and 
case analysis 
-High level of strategy formulation in 
public sectors. 
-low implementation of strategy in 
public sectors  
-Results were based on the opinions 
of a few participants. There is a need 





formulation in small and 
medium-sized enterprises of 
Sweden and Singapore 
case study Internal key factors for strategy 
formulation include procedure, 
alignment, management and realisation 
- a small number of cases  




Strategy formulation in the 
education management   of UK 
A case study involving one 
institution 
- SWOT analysis is an input into the 
strategic planning process 
- Lacks clear direction as far as the 
research method is concerned.  
Terzakis et 
al. (2012) 
transformation of service quality 
gaps into strategy formulation in 
the educational sector of Greek 
Case study -resource capabilities and core 
competencies are fundamental to 
strategy formulation in educational 
institutions 
-Inappropriate participants involved 
in the study.  
Lam et al. 
(2014) 
customer relationship and 
effective strategies formulation 
in Hong Kong 
Case study: used cloud 
technology to mine data 
franchising is a strategy for increasing 
market share and profit 
-Only one case was used for the 
study; this would require more cases 





Table 3.5 shows that qualitative studies using case studies and interviews dominate 
scholarly investigations focusing on strategy formulation. Hence, this study adopts 
semi-structured interviews in section 6.8.2. In addition to the empirical investigation 
on strategy formulation analysed in this section, Minzberg (1990) proposed ten 
schools of thought on strategy formulation that are discussed in section 3.3.3. 
 
3.3.3 The Ten Schools of Strategy Formulation 
The ten schools of strategy formulation outline various processes for decision-making 
in organisations. The ten schools of strategy formulation ensure the strategic direction 
of the organisation; achieving proficiency; attainment of innovation; improved 
efficiency, and ability to concentrate on specific service or product (Grattan, 2011). 
Each of the school of thought suggested by Minzberg’s (1990) emphasises specific 
process for strategy formulation consisting of design, planning, positioning, business, 
cognitive, learning, power, cultural, environmental and setting, as shown in Table 3.6 




Table 3.6:The Ten Schools of Strategy Formulation 
School Methodology Impact/ Significance Weaknesses Focus 
1. Design School: 
Adopts the conceptual process 
ensures the internal factors are 
compatible with the external 
factors of the firm 
-Useful for influential and visionary 
leaders.  
 
-Ignores learning and flexibility 
-Stakeholder resistance to change is 
high 
SWOT analysis 
2. Planning School: uses formal 
processes 
Concrete steps are taken after 
situational analysis to 
implementation of the strategy 
-Provides control and direction 
-Supports resource allocation 
-Highly inflexible 





-Span of control 
 
3. Positioning School: Adopts 
analytical processes 
Emphasises the improvement 
of market position 
Appropriate for initial stages of 
strategy formulation  
Mostly used for large firms  Competitive 
advantage 
  
4. Business School: Visionary 
process 
The process is embedded in 
the mind of the leader.  
A good vision takes the organisation 
through challenging times 
-The difficulty of getting a leader 
with a vision to overcome 




5. Cognitive School: relies on 
mental processes 
Analyses people’s perception 
regarding information  
  
Concepts, maps, and frameworks are 
the outcome of strategy formulation 
processes 
Not ideal for collaborative and 
collective strategy formulation 
-Groupthink 
-Cognitive bias 
6. Learning School: adopts 
emergent processes 
Strategy emerges in piecemeal Reduces uncertainties in strategy 
formulation  




7. Power School: uses the 
negotiation process 
Strategy is formulated through 
interaction  




8. Cultural School: Uses a 
collaborative process 
Involvement of all relevant 
groups 
  
Incorporates company values and 
beliefs into strategy formulation 
 
Not enough clue about how strategy 
formulation should evolve. 
Cultural 
intelligence 
9. Environmental School: Uses the 
responsive process 
Strategy formulation focuses 
on responding to the 
environment 
The environment is fundamental to 
the strategy formulation processes. 




10. Setting School: transformation 
processes 
Aligning the organisation to 
decision-making  




Drawing from Table 3.6, the ten schools of strategy underpin various aspects of the 
strategy formulation process, such as formality, is analysed in section 3.4.1.1. Despite 
the ability of the ten schools of strategy formulation to guide the strategy formulation 
process under specific conditions, it is necessary to highlight their weaknesses to 
enable management in selecting the most appropriate school of thought during 
strategy formulation. Section 3.3.3.1 examines the criticisms against the ten schools 
of strategy formulation. 
 
3.3.3.1 Criticisms of the Ten Schools of Strategy Formulation 
One of the weaknesses of the planning school is its inability to cope with future 
changes in both the internal and external environment. The burgeoning digital 
environment in which firms operate requires a flexible approach to strategy 
formulation, which the design school does not offer. The application of the position 
school can mislead senior management to assume that unstable environmental 
conditions such as volatility, technological changes, and economic instability do not 
influence market circumstances. A significant drawback of the business school is the 
over-concentration of power and decision making at the top management level. 
Therefore, this prevents the participation of employees at the lower levels of 
organisations. Hence, the business school of strategy formulation does not reflect 
participation, which is critical to the strategy formulation process.    
 
Scholars such as Yazdani (2010); and Ansoff and Sullivan (1990) criticise  
Mintzberg’s (1990) schools of strategic thought despite its contribution to the strategy 
formulation process. For instance, Yazdani (2010) criticises Mintzberg’s (1990) 
strategy formulation for lack of emphasis on the business environment; and failure to 
identify the relevant context. Regarding the business environment, Mintzberg’s 
(1990) school of strategic thought fail to address the unique situation in business 
organisations;  the level of environmental turbulence and responses (Ansoff and 
Sullivan, 1990); and increasing environmental changes over the years (Bartlett and 
Ghoshal, 2002).   
 
Minztberg (1990) school of strategic thought is not capable of addressing critical 
issues due to the rapidly changing business environment. According to Türkay et al. 
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(2011), rapid changes in the business environment require that management formulate 
strategies that respond effectively to changes in the business environment. Laari-
Salmela (2009) suggests the adoption of the rational model for strategy formulation 
to save time by selecting actions with the highest level of success for strategic 
planning process; reduce strategic errors committed during the strategic planning 
process and reduce the cost of planning by eliminating unproductive strategic actions. 
In addition to the suggestions of Laari-Salmela (2009), it is essential for participants 
and stakeholders in strategy formulation to understand the forces influencing the 
process of strategy formulation in business organisations. Therefore, section 3.3.4 
discusses the forces that influence strategy formulation. 
 
3.3.4 Forces Influencing Strategy Formulation 
Steensen and Sanchez (2008) argue that it is not feasible to apply all the schools of 
strategy formulation by Miztberg (1990) to address emerging issues in the business 
environment. To address the emerging problems of the business environment such as 
rapid changes, Steensen and Sanchez (2008) propose the competency model to 
support strategy formulation.  Pfeffer (1981) analyse decision models offered by 
Allison (1971) to help in combining strategy models. Empirical studies emphasising 
the combination of models for strategy formulation include Hart’s (1992) analysis of 
five models of strategy, which suggests process combination during strategy 
formulation. Using the quantitative approach,cross-sectional design, and case studies, 
Bailey et al. (2000), and Johnson (1987) support the combination of models to 
enhance the strategy formulation in organisations.  Steensen and Sanchez (2008) 
proposed an integrative model of strategy formulation emphasising the interaction of 





Table 3.7:Forces Influencing Strategy Formulation 
Force Procedure/ Approach Techniques/Tools Source 
1. Rational forces: formal techniques for collecting 
information and situational analysis 
Full knowledge of 
alternatives 
 
Long-range planning; SWOT 
analysis; Business 
Reengineering; Balanced 





Kaplan and  Norton( 
1996); Hammer and  
Champy (1993) 
2. Imposed forces: challenges and constraints in the 
organisational environment which limit choice in 
strategy formulation 
-Resource dependency 
-Addressing the demands 
of stakeholder groups 
Stakeholder approach Freeman and McVae 
(2001); 
Day (1990);  
3. Teleological forces: organisations adopt a common 
purpose 
Mission, vision and 
strategic intent 
Analysis of mission statement Mintzberg and 
Westley (1992) 
4. Learning forces: feedback cycles, mutual 






Bailey and Johnson 
(1995); Mintzberg 
and Westley (1992) 
5. Political forces Using power to influence 
decision-making 




6. Heuristic Forces Cognitive processes Top-down processes Klayman and 
Schoemaker (1993) 
7. Social forces: supportive organisational culture 
underpins company success 
Cognitive diversity; 
corporate culture 










The forces shown in table 3.7 do not only influence strategy formulation but also 
interact with each other during the strategy formulation process in an organisation. 
The use of integrated models for strategy formulation in organisations implies an 
interplay of forces during the strategy formulation process. It is, therefore, necessary 
to identify a basic model, which is an amalgamation of the forces influencing strategy 



























It is important that top management address the impact of the forces influencing 
strategy formulation in Figure 3.3 by collecting detailed  information from the 
business environment to support their strategic decision-making. The issues of 
collaboration, feedback, leadership and resource allocation within the constraints 
imposed by the organisational environment must be addressed to harness the potential 

























3.4 Strategic Planning 
Strategic planning enables organisations to determine their direction and future goals. 
Strategic planning is a vital tool for the monitoring and evaluation of the day-to-day 
decisions in organisations. This section discusses the characteristics of strategic 
planning such as flow, participation, comprehensiveness, and time horizon. Strategic 
planning is a ‘disciplined effort to produce fundamental decisions and actions that 
shape and guide organisations (Bryson, 2018, p.6; and Amrollahi and Rowlands, 
2017). A plethora of literature exists on strategic planning definitions due to attempts 
by scholars to explain strategic planning based on their perspectives (Batra et al. 2016; 
O’Regan and Ghobadian, 2007; Gran, 2001; and Larsen et al., 2000). For instance, 
Batra et al. (2016) note that strategic planning research spans over six decades in 






Table 3.8: Definitions of Strategic Planning 
Author(s) Definitions of Strategic Planning 
Kallman and Shapiro 
(1978) 
A process of analysing and understanding systems to formulate goals and objectives, assess capabilities, design 
alternatives to initiate necessary actions. It also involves evaluating and monitoring plans to achieve successful 
implementation of goals and objectives set. 
Kudla (1980) A systematic process of determining the goals and objectives of the firm for three years; and developing 
strategies for resource acquisition. 
Leontiades and Tezel 
(1980) 
Strategic planning refers to the time and efforts chief executive officers (CEOs) used to formulate a strategy 
Grinyer et al. (1986) Strategic planning is a formal process perceived as a sophisticated technique. 
Ramanujam and 
Venkatraman (1987) 
Strategic planning is a comprehensive organisational process comprising internal and environmental analysis; 
resource allocation; and managing corporate resistance to change.  
Bryson et al. (2018, pp. 
327); Pasha et al. (2015, 
pp.5) 
Strategic planning is ‘a rational-comprehensive approach to strategy formulation that uses a systematic process 
with specific steps such as external and internal assessments, goal setting, analysis, evaluation and action 





Other studies adopt terms such as long-range planning; and corporate planning instead 
of strategic planning in their discourse (David, 2011; Ansoff, 1994; Steiner, 1979; 
Steiner and Cannon, 1966; Ackoff, 1970). Notwithstanding that, different names are 
used to describe strategic planning, its application in organisations and research is 
primarily supported by socio-economic analysis focusing on macroeconomic 
analysis; cyclical and structural analysis by using quantitative methods (Fabbri, 2016).  
It is crucial to include digitisation as a critical tool for supporting strategic planning 
in a fast-changing business environment influenced by digital technologies, 
particularly when the earlier studies focused mainly on socio-economic analysis.  
 
Strategic planning is essential in undertaking specific functions in organisations such 
as finance, human resource, transportation, health and education (Bryson et al., 2018). 
The strategic planning sets the agenda for operation planning and determines the 
direction for resource allocation and utilisation in organisations (Jones and Clark, 
2014, pp. 499). Strategic planning enables organisations to identify past behaviours 
that can lead to failure in the future (Beer and Lawson, 2017).  
 
3.5 Strategic Planning Process 
The strategic planning process involves organisational activities that systematically 
focus on the mission statement and objectives, environmental analysis, the choice of 
methods and strategic alternatives, and coordination of strategic actions (Bryson, 
2018; Jarzabkowski and Balogun, 2009, Andersen, 2004). The nature and scope of a 
strategic planning process vary across organisations in terms of the size of firms 
(Barron and Chou 2017). Despite these differences in the scope of the strategic 
planning process, there is a consensus in the existing literature that the strategic 
planning process involves the combination of resources to exploit opportunities (Reid 
1989).  
 
The strategic planning process involves formal and informal human interactions in 
organisations through communication (Lyles and Lenz, 1982). The effectiveness of 
the strategic planning process depends on the nature of internal communication in the 
organisation (Lorange and Vancil, 1995; Andrews 1980). Communication enhances 
the strategic decision-making process to provide a better understanding of the 





The key elements and stages of the strategic planning process include selection and 
monitoring of strategic alternatives for future directions of organisations (Barron and 
Chou, 2017; Chiuri, 2016; Choubey and Mishra, 2015; and Hopkins and Hopkins, 
1997). Each stage of the strategic planning process consists of various activities shown 
in Table 3.9. 
Table 3.9:Activities of the main components of strategic planning processes 
Stages of Strategic Planning Process Activities of the Strategic Planning 
Process 
1. Development and Planning 1. Mission statement 
2. Evaluation of internal and external  
    Factors by focusing on SWOT: 
     a. strengths 
     b. Weaknesses 
     c. Opportunities 
     d. limitations 
2. Implementation 1. Put strategies developed into action 
2. Establishing objectives and policies 
per a mission statement 
3. Allocating resources to objectives   
    and policies 
4. Directing the objectives and policies  
    Using a suitable framework for  
    implementation  
 
3. Monitoring Developments and  
    Progress 
1. Determining and making changes in  
    internal and external factors 
2. Ascertaining the effects of changes  
    made on: 
           a. mission statements,  
           b. objectives,  
           c. strategies, and 
           d.  procedures implemented 
Source: Adapted from Esmaeili (2015) 
 
Drawing from Table 3.9, Esmaeili (2015) provides an in-depth insight on the strategic 
planning process by considering the mission statement as an integral part of the 
strategy formulation and implementation than Wheelen and Hunger (2010). However, 
at the implementation stage, Wheelen and Hunger (2010) note that the strategy 
formulation process requires information that highlights planning activities, 
programmes, projects, budgets and procedures to address challenges arising from 




from the allocation of resources in organisations (Source et al., 2015). The successful 
allocation of resources during strategic planning process depends on the application 
of resource-based view (RBV) of the firm on the uniqueness of resources; and intra-
organisational interaction (Newbery, 2007; Barney, 1991; Dierickx and Cool, 1989) 
which are primary requirements of the strategic planning process.  
 
Despite the novelty of investigations by Bryson (2018); Binazir et al. (2015); Choubey 
and Mishra (2015); Esmaeili (2015); Wheelen and Hunger (2010);  Amstrong (2006); 
and   Lyles and Lenz (1982) in highlighting the requirements for strategic planning 
process such as human interaction, these studies put less emphasis on the review, 
evaluation, and participation. For instance, Murphy (2013) discusses participation in 
the strategic planning process and suggests that a further investigation is necessary to 
advance these aspects of strategy formulation and implementation by addressing 
formal and informal interaction during the strategic planning process. The inclusion 
of intra-organisational participation, review and evaluation in the strategic planning 
process in firms is demonstrated in Figure 3.4 to enable successful strategy 
















The inclusion of the review and evaluation of vision and mission in Figure 3.4 is 



































the strategic planning process, it is necessary to explore how it has been applied within 
the context of the construction industry, thus section 3.6, explores strategic planning 
in the construction sector.  
 
3.6  Strategic Planning in the Construction Industry 
Investigations have been undertaken in the construction industry to deepen the 
understanding of strategic planning (Sapripamulu, 2010). For instance, Murphy 
(2016); Khan and Khoso (2014); Bakar et al. (2011); Flanagan et al. (2007); Dansoh 
(2005); Cheah and Garvin (2004); Dikmen and Birgonul (2003); Price et al. (2003); 
Chinowsky and Meredith (2000) explored various aspect of strategic planning in 
construction. The strategy research  in the construction industry has been increasing 
steadily over the years with an emphasis on using strategic management (SM) theories 
to address the challenges confronting organisations operating in the construction 
industry. For instance, the generic theories of Porter (1981) on strategy have been 
applied in investigations such as the methodologies of strategic planning in the 
construction industry (Warszawski, 1996). Despite a steady improvement in strategic 
planning research in construction industry, there remains a significant amount of work 
to do in the areas of turbulent business environment, dynamic capabilities and the 
impact of digitisation in the strategic decision-making process of construction firms 
including QSPSFs, which are the focus of this research.  
 
The use of mathematical models in strategy formation in the construction industry 
gained acceptability among scholars investigating strategic decision-making in civil 
engineering firms operating in the construction industry (Venegas and Alarco´n, 1997; 
and Junnonen, 1998) while the majority of similar investigations give less attention to 
QSPSFs. However, these investigations on mathematical models for strategy 
formation in construction are mostly descriptive without inferential analysis to 
validate or refute hypotheses (Kale and Arditi, 2002). Cheah (2002) investigates 24 
international organisations and found that strategic actions influence corporate 
strategy; strategy formulation; strategy implementation; and international 
diversification. Despite this finding by Cheah and Garvin (2004), the study is mostly 
conceptual and could not address the earlier concerns raised by Kale and Arditi (2002) 




construction. A scrutiny of existing strategic planning studies in construction reveal 
methodological weaknesses such as the use of secondary data from unreliable sources. 
 
The use of secondary data from public sources such as press release, journal articles 
and annual reports in a study by Cheah and Garvin (2004) poses methodological 
challenges. These methodological challenges include collection and use of unsuitable 
data for analysis and lack of control to ensure data quality (Saunders et al., 2011; and 
Denscombe, 2010) lead to the drawing of wrong conclusions based on inappropriate 
data.  However, this research addresses these methodological challenges by using 
primary data collected in two main phases sequentially, commencing with the 
quantitative phase followed by the qualitative phase.  
 
Strategic planning process in the Malaysian construction industry has been explored 
by administering survey questionnaires to 78 top management personnel of large 
construction firms (Bakar et al. (2011). Hence, the focus of this study on QSPSF 
enhances the existing literature on strategic planning process in construction from the 
perspective of professional service firms. Despite the use of descriptive and inferential 
statistical tools such as correlation and regression, Bakar et al. (2011) could not 
indicate the sampling technique adopted for selecting participants for their study. 
However, this investigation provides a detailed description of the sampling techniques 
adopted for this study in sections 6.8.1.1 and 6.8.2.3 for the quantitative phase and 
qualitative phase, respectively, to improve the conduct of future research in QSPSF 
as far as sampling and sample size determination are concerned. 
 
In addition to the methodological issues related to strategic planning process 
investigations in construction, Khan and Khoso (2014) adopt a case study to explore 
client satisfaction. The use of case study limits the generalisation of the findings by 
Khan and Khoso (2014) regarding customer relationship management. This research 
addresses this methodological weakness by formulating three hypotheses for testing 
using inferential statistical tools (Chi Square test) to provide the foundation for the 
generalisation of the results. A considerable number of studies have investigated 
strategic planning in the construction industry. For instance, Dansoh (2005) examines 
the use of strategic planning in Ghanaian construction firms and found widespread 




firms. Despite the importance of Dansoh’s (2005) findings, an in-depth investigation 
using qualitative interviews is required to gather valuable information from top 
management on the strategic decision-making process. 
 
Theoretically, the definition of strategy as a perspective by Minztberg (1987) has been 
adopted to examine the performance of contractors in the construction industry 
(Dikmen and Birgonul, 2003). In addition to the application of SM theories in 
construction studies, Tan et al. (2012) combine strategy as a perspective and RBV to 
explore the level of integration and competitiveness among construction firms.  Neo-
institution theory has been used to establish that competitive and institutional forces 
influence the performance of construction firms in the US (Kale and Arditi, 2003). 
Furthermore, Porter’s 1986 generic strategies have been applied in the construction 
industry to examine competitive strategies; hence, competitive strategies such as 
differentiation, cost leadership and strategic focus have been investigated in the 
construction industry. This study focuses on business-level strategic choice, which 
encompasses cost leadership; differentiation; focus on narrow market segments with 
low cost and  concentration on narrower market segment of services to provide an 
insight into the nature of business-level choices of QSPSFs operating in turbulent 
business environment.   
 
The ability of construction firms to differentiate their products and services depends 
on formulating strategies. Hence, strategy formulation is vital to successful 
differentiation.  Existing studies also explore other variant of differentiation in 
construction by delving into the internationalisation of the construction industry. For 
instance, Ling et al. (2005) explore business strategies and mode of entry in Chinese 
architectural, engineering and construction (AEC) firms. This study highlights the 
need for construction firms to adopt differentiation strategies instead of cost reduction 
strategies for internationalisation.   
 
SMEs in the construction industry lack the requisite skills for strategic planning to 
drive infrastructure development,  as the training component of QS does not offer 
training in strategy development, because professional bodies perceive strategic 
decision-making as the core competences of management consultancy firms.  The 




level and business level (Adendorff et al., 2011). Corporate level strategies identified 
in construction SMEs include joint venture partnerships; firm acquisition; 
subcontracting of projects through outsourcing, and vertical integration while 
business-level strategies comprise pricing strategies and resource mobilisation for 
competitive advantage. 
 
Competitive advantage is a crucial component of strategic management. It is also a 
primary focus of most SM definitions, as some investigations perceive SM as a tool 
for positioning organisations in a competitive environment. For instance, Betts and 
Ofori (1992); Chinowsky and Meredith (2000) investigate competition from the 
perspective of strategic management. Likewise, Dikmen and Birgnoul (2003) adopt 
cost leadership and differentiation to classify construction organisations in Turkey.  
 
The relationship between the strategic planning process and the turbulent environment 
is unpredictable due to uncertainties (Junnonen, 1998; Grant, 2003; Brews and 
Purohit, 2007). Turbulent environment influences the elements of strategic planning 
such as competitive advantage, macroeconomic, industry and internal environments 
during the strategic planning process (Murphy, 2011). The increasing level of 
environmental turbulence in the construction industry has necessitated construction 
















Table 3.10:Strategy in Construction Firms 
Author Study Focus Location 
1. Tansey et al. (2014); 
Murphy (2013) 
Response strategies of construction 
firms during the 2007 recession 
Ireland and the 
UK 
2. Tan et al. (2012) Competitive strategies of contractors 
in turbulent environments and their 
effects on performance 
Hong Kong 
3. Li and Ling (2012) Strategies adopted by AEC firms in 
turbulent economic times and 
profitability 
China 
 4. Lim et al. (2010) Contractors response actions during 
the eight-year recession (1997-2005) 
Singapore 
5. Low and Lim (2000) Strategic responses of construction 
firms in the Asian financial crisis 
(1997-1998) 
Singapore 
 6. Hillebrandt et al. 
(1995) 
Behaviour and strategies of large 
contractors  
UK 
7. The Contractor 
(1998) 
The contractor’s response to the 
financial crisis 
Singapore 
8. Wong and Logcher 
(1986) 
Response strategies of contractors in 
cyclical environment and 
performance 
US 
9. Lansley and Quince 
(1981) 
Strategic responses of construction 
companies in mid-1970s economic 





The strategic planning process in turbulent environments requires response strategies 
to both internal and external environmental conditions affecting the performance of 
business organisations. Strategic responses are actions intended to address conditions 
in the business environment (Andersen and Torp, 2019). Mostly, strategic 
interventions in turbulent business environments address the consequences of the 
recession (Tansey et al., 2014). The studies in Table 3.13 delve into response 
strategies that organisations adopt during economic downturn comprising strategic 
focus; market orientation; financial efficiency; operational innovation; workforce 
realignment; and decision-making (Paroutis et al., 2014).   
 
High level of uncertainties in the business environment requires the analysis of both 
the internal and external settings of organisations (Pries and Janszen, 1995). Strategic 




business environment (Betts and Ofori, 1992). The industry environment is crucial to 
the success of construction professional service firms. Fergusson and Langford (2006) 
explore the strategies for managing the environment by adopting the theory of 
strategy, grounded theory, and case study approach. However, Ferguson and Langford 
(2006) could not address the issues of the environment from an economic perspective 
with direct implications on general corporate and business-level strategy formulation. 
 
Technology also influences the environment, as demonstrated in a study by Alarcón 
and Bastias (2000) on the computing environment for the strategic planning process. 
However, Alarcón and Bastias (2000) did not consider environmental factors such as 
the influence of digitisation on the strategic planning process. The model proposed by 
Alarcón and Bastias (2000) has inherent weaknesses due to the use of a case study, 
which relies on a small number of participants to collect data for modelling. It is, 
therefore, necessary to consider more cases for developing a model to validate for 
general applicability.  
 
To achieve the benefits of strategic planning indicated by Bryson et al. (2018); Beer 
and Lawson (2017), and Jones and Clark (2014), it is essential to understand the 




Strategists are senior individuals in organisations who are idea-driven; proactive; and 
facilitators for change and opportunities (Bowen and Bowen, 2017). Strategists are 
confronted by several challenges in terms of allocating resources to a new business 
venture; recruitment of people for leadership positions; and the courage to go ahead 
with a proposed acquisition (Ehrig and Schmidt, 2019).  The practices and activities 
of strategist are geared towards addressing the challenges of strategy formulation in 
organisations (Dameron and Torset, 2014). In terms of their roles, strategists are 
perceived as planners (Mintzberg (1994), whom through their activities and roles 
identify; assess; and develop alternative solutions that address the challenges 
confronting their organisations. Thus, in performing their roles, strategists look for 
emerging strategies; encourage managers to think creatively, challenge the status quo; 





The analysis of data forms an integral part of a strategist’s roles in organisations, and 
for that matter QSPSFs. The information derived from the data analysed by the 
strategist ensures that appropriate strategic choices are made within the organisations. 
Strategists provide qualitative information to their organisations by drawing insights 
and understanding from the business environment. In their analysis of data for 
strategic choices, strategists focus on “observable attributes such as GDP; the success 
of market entry; and market language (Ehrig and Schmidt, 2019, pp. 4).” Strategists 
are important to QSPSFs due to economic cyclicality; complexity; and industry 
fragmentation. The roles of strategists in QSPSFs also enhance dynamic capabilities 
such as sensing; seizing; transforming; and digitisation because strategists undertake 
detailed and comprehensive analysis of information pertaining to the business 
environment. Hence, strategic types; formality, and strategic approach; which are 
critical components to strategists are scrutinised in section 3.7.1.  
 
3.7.1 Approach  
The approach to strategic planning shapes strategic decision-making process 
(Murphy, 2013). Notable studies undertaken in strategic management focus on two 
main approaches to strategic planning such as planned and emergent (Whittington, 
2001; and Grant, 2003). For instance, Porter (1979, 1981, and 1986) investigate the 
planned or rational approach from the perspective of industrial economics culminating 
into the five forces of strategy; and structure-conduct-performance analysis.  
 
The planned approach is suitable for a controlled environment, while the emergent 
approach is suitable for a flexible environment. To identify an appropriate strategic 
approach for both restrictive and flexible settings, Grant (2003) suggests the 
combination of both the planned and emergent approaches to creating ‘planned 
emergent’ approach for planning in changing environments.  The planned emergence 
involves an analytical and systematic approach to planning emphasising the flexibility 
to respond to changes in the competitive environment (Murphy, 2013).  
 
Drawing from the analysis of previous investigations on strategic approach, this 




driven approach to strategic planning process at the quantitative and qualitative phases 
of the research. The success of the strategic planning process in a changing 
environment requires an appropriate strategic type discussed in section 3.7.2. 
 
3.7.2 Strategic Types 
Strategic types refer to the decisions that organisations make in order to respond to 
changes in their environment (Desarbo et al., 2005; Conant et al., 1990; Miles and 
Snow, 1978).  The choice of strategic type influences the approach to planning 
(Murphy, 2011). Miles and Snow (1978) propose four main strategic types, namely: 
defenders, prospectors, analysers and reactors to describe how organisations react to 
their environment. Jenster and Søilen (2013) in their study on the relationship between 
strategic planning and strategic types discussed several characteristics of the four main 























-Focus on narrow product market 
-Top managers have expert 
knowledge in their fields 
-Maintaining existing market share 
and not searching for new 
opportunities 
-Seldom respond to changes in 
technology, structure and method of 
operations 
-Primarily focuses on improving the 
efficiency of existing operations 
Prospectors 
-Continuously searching for 
opportunities 
-Regularly respond to emerging 
environmental changes 
-Strong focus on product and 
market innovation, and not 
efficiency 
Analysers 
-Operate in both stable and 
changing markets 
-Hybrid of both defenders and 
prospectors 
-Undertake routine operations and 
seeks efficiency in stable markets 
using formal structure and 
processes 
-In turbulent environments, top 
managers analyse competitors 
critically for new ideas 





-Top managers perceive 
uncertainties and changes in 
the business environment 
-Unable to respond to 
environmental changes 
effectively 
-Lacks consistent strategy and 
structure 
-Seldom make changes but are 
forced by environmental 
changes to make adjustment. 
 




Analysers are the hybrid of prospectors and defenders concentrate on maintaining 
their market position while exploring new products and services simultaneously 
(Boyne and Walker, 2004). Reactors respond to changes and uncertainties in the 
organisational environment and have limited capacity to develop a strategy 
consistently (Boyne and Walker, 2004; Miles and Snow, 1978). 
 
Strategic types are suitable for application in studies focusing on the construction 
industry. The selection of a strategic types in Figure 3.5 enables organisations such as 
QSPSF to react to changes in their surrounding in order to undertake a comprehensive 
strategic decision-making process. 
 
3.7.3 Formality  
Existing studies provide different explanations for the formality of strategic planning. 
For instance, Ali (2016, pp.10) states that the formality of strategic planning refers to 
the ‘amount of emphasis on developing written plans.’ The formality of strategic 
planning is determined by time horizon, and comprehensiveness (O’Regan and 
Ghobadian, 2007; Glaister et al., 2008; and Veskaisri, 2007), which are discussed in 
sections 3.7.3 and 3.7.4, respectively. In addition to the views of Ali (2016); and 
Glaister et al. (2008) on the formality of strategic planning, Falshaw et al. (2006, pp. 
22) indicate that formality of strategic planning refers to ‘distinct steps delineated by 
checklists; and supported by techniques.’ Ali (2016) further states that the level of 
stakeholder commitment; and the degree of systematic procedures adopted determines 
the formality of strategic planning in a business environment.  
 
In terms of the relationship between the formality of strategic planning and business 
environment, Yasai-Ardekani and Haug (1997) state that organisations operating in a 
highly competitive environment tend to focus more on flexibility in their strategic 
planning than the formality of the process. Hence, a high level of competition and a 
rapidly changing business environment lead to less formalised strategic planning (Ali, 
2016). In addition to the business environment being one of the distinguishing features 
of the flexibility and formality of strategic planning by Ali (2016); and Yasai-
Ardekani and Haug (1997), Grant (2003) indicates the determinants of formality in 
strategic planning as timescales, documentation and formal written reports; structured 




(2016); Glaister et al. (2008); Grant (2003); and Yasai-Ardekani and Haug (1997) on 
the features of formality in strategic planning,  Boateng et al. (2015) add to the  
determinants of formality and flexibility of strategic planning, which are shown in 
Table 3.11. 
 
Table 3.11:Formality and flexibility of strategic planning 
Flexibility Formality 
Planning is emergent Planning is required by company policy 
Scheduled as needed Scheduled review of plans 
No limit on the time horizon Strict adherence to time limits for 
reviews 
Informal presentation Formal presentation 
Involves only decision-makers Involves numerous participants 
Open discussion Restricted dialogue 
Less paperwork is involved Involves massive paperwork 
Decisions are optional The decision is compulsory and binding 
Result-oriented Process-oriented 
Review of progress is not regular Regular review of progress 
Low level of accountability High level of accountability 
Supported by business intelligence Backed by data, numbers and facts 
Source: Adapted from Boateng et al. (2015) 
 
Price et al. (2003) investigate the formality of strategic planning in large construction 
firms in the UK, while Dansoh (2005) examines the formality of strategic planning in 
subsidiaries of international firms in Ghana. In Ireland, Murphy (2011) investigates 
formality of strategic planning in QSPSF and found that 69 per cent of respondents 
involved in the study did not have a formal or written plan. It is necessary to 
investigate the formality of strategic planning in Irish QSPSF as the time horizon for 
strategic planning in most firms is five years, and there might be changes since the 
findings of Murphy (2011). Formality alone cannot lead to a robust strategic planning 
process, as the written plans need to be communicated to the lower levels of the 
organisation. Hence, the characteristics of strategic planning process characteristics 
are scrutinised in section 3.8. 
 
3.8 Strategic Planning Process Characteristics  
The characteristics of the strategic planning process include comprehensiveness,  and 
flow of strategic planning (Segars and Grover, 1999; Mintzberg, 1990; and Murphy, 




the planning process characteristics of QSPSF involved in this investigation. Strategic 
planning process characteristics analysed in this section consist of  flow (Segars and 
Grover, 1999; Dansoh, 2005; Mintzberg, 1994; Murphy, 2011); participation (Papke-
Shields and Boyer-Wright, 2017); comprehensiveness (Hammack et al., 2017; 
Maloney and McCarthy, 2017; Fredrickson, 1984); and  planning horizon (Murphy, 
2013; Whittington, 1993; Ansoff, 1991; and Porter, 1981). Though Murphy (2011, 
2013); and Dansoh (2005) investigate strategic planning characteristics in the 
construction industry, only Murphy focused on QSPSFs. In this regard, it is necessary 
to investigate the features of the strategic planning process within the context of 
environmental change in QSPSF. Therefore, section 3.8.1 scrutinises the flow of the 
strategic planning process. 
 
3.8.1 Flow of Strategic Planning  
The strategic planning process is mostly initiated at the senior management level and 
implemented at the lower levels of the organisation (Papke-Shields et al., 2006; Segars 
and Grover, 1999). Minztberg (1994) criticises the top-down flow of the strategic 
planning process by showing its inability to involve the functional departments and 
staff in the planning process. Participation addresses the problems associated with the 
top to the bottom flow of strategic planning. An appropriate flow of the strategic 
process depends on the involvement of all parties in the process. Therefore, it is 
significant to explore the intricacies of involving stakeholders in the strategic planning 
process in section 3.8.2. 
 
3.8.2 Participation in Strategic Planning  
Løwendahl (2007) and Maister (2003) argue for inclusiveness in the strategic planning 
process to ensure participation and teamwork. Participation in strategic planning 
refers to the involvement of stakeholders in the process. Within the context of the 
involvement in strategic planning, stakeholders refer to any group or individual that 
influences the strategy formation and implementation process (Booth and Segon, 
2008). The stakeholder theory is significant to the strategy formulation process within 
the context of participation. Drawing on from the stakeholder theory, Freeman and 
McVae (2001) argue for the inclusion of internal stakeholders in the strategic 
decision-making process. Despite the argument raised by Freeman and McVae (2001) 




process; it did not consider the stakeholders within the external environment of the 
organisation. The stakeholder theory focuses on the maximisation of shareholder 
value; and maintaining key stakeholder relationships (Freeman and McVae, 2001). 
The strong link existing between communities and business organisations underscores 
the need to involve stakeholders in  strategy formulation.  
 
Participation emphasises top management’s request for inputs and relevant 
information from stakeholders during the strategic planning process (Locke and 
Schweiger, 1979).  Top managements requesting for inputs promotes  synergy, 
collaboration, and commitment of employees during strategic decision-making (El-
Mobayed, 2006; and Mintzberg, 1994). Participation in strategic planning has the 
potential of broadening employees’ knowledge about the organisation and its 
operations for improved performance of departments and units in the organisation 
(Phillips and Peterson, 1999). In the construction industry, Murphy (2013); Dansoh, 
(2005); and Price et al. (2003) acknowledge limited participation in strategic planning 
in construction firms. Despite the benefits of participation in the strategic planning 
process of organisations, conditions in the business environment can influence choices 
within organisations. Thus, a detailed analysis of information is required to ensure the 
comprehensiveness of strategic planning process in section 3.8.3. 
 
3.8.3 Comprehensiveness of Strategic Planning 
Comprehensiveness is the extent to which organisations consider all possible 
alternatives (Papke-Shields and Boyer-Wright, 2017) during the strategic decision-
making process. Thus, comprehensiveness involves internal and external gathering of 
detailed information with emphasis on key issues such as macroeconomic indicators, 
industry, competitors, and internal analysis.  Fredrickson and Mitchell (1984) identify 
rationality as a determinant of comprehensiveness.   Rationality involves the 
collection and analysis of relevant information such as economic indicators affecting 
organisational goals during strategic planning (Dean and Sharfman, 1993; and 
Fredrickson, 1990). Rationality involves the adoption of an appropriate process to 
achieve a set of goals within the imposed constraints of the organisational 
environment (Hammack et al., 2017; Maloney and McCarthy, 2017). Hough and 
White (2003) identify two types of comprehensiveness, namely analytic 




comprehensiveness refers to the entire decision-making process leading to the 
composition of the final strategy (Fredrickson and Mitchell, 1984). Analytic and 
integrative comprehensiveness should enable QSPSFs to adopt appropriate strategic 
types to respond to their business environment.  
 
Strategic types influence the comprehensiveness of planning process, as Miles and 
Snow (1978) state that comprehensiveness of planning is one of the essential 
characteristics of prospectors and analysers. This implies that prospectors and 
analysers undertake an exhaustive strategic planning process. In addition to strategic 
types influencing comprehensiveness, company size affects the comprehensiveness of 
planning process (Murphy (2011). Building on Mintzberg (1990), Segars and Grover 
(1999) found three levels of comprehensiveness consisting of a low level of 
comprehensiveness, moderate level of comprehensiveness; and high levels of 
comprehensiveness, which affect the approach to strategic decision-making in 
organisations. Duration is critical to the comprehensiveness of strategic planning 
process because information gathered need to be implemented within a specific time, 
if the needed outcomes of strategic choices are to be achieved. Hence, section 3.8.4 
explores the time horizon of strategic planning process. 
 
3.8.4 Time Horizon 
Time is fundamental to the strategic planning process as it determines the duration of 
the entire process. Strategic planning is time-bound, future-oriented and complex 
(Capon et al.,1994). Different labels are used to indicate the time horizon of strategic 
planning. For instance, Montebello (1981) used long-range planning to depict the 
timeline for the strategic planning process. Long-range planning has a timeframe 
longer than one year; in most cases, five years while shorter to mid-range plans have 
a duration of one year and three years, respectively (Pacios, 2004).  
 
According to Veskaisri et al. (2007), a high level of formality in strategic planning 
takes a more extended time. The turbulent environment influences the time horizon 
of strategic decision-making by reducing the decision windows for strategic planning 
process (Davis et al., 1991). The impacts of turbulent environment on the time horizon 
of the strategic planning process results into the organisations undertaking their 




basis leading to short-term and long-range planning (Montebello, 1981). This study 
explores the time horizon of strategic planning process from the annual, 2-year, 3-
year, 5-year and ad hoc basis to ascertain the impact of environmental turbulence on 
the time horizon of strategic decision-making in QSPSF. Having considered the 
strategists and their roles; the strategic planning process characteristics, it is essential 
to examine the techniques that organisations adopt to integrate the key component 
analysed in the previous sections into strategic decision-making by using modelling 
or frameworks in section 3.9. 
 
3.9 Modelling the Strategic Process 
Models of strategy are frameworks for defining, developing and aligning strategy to 
competitive advantage (Ward and Rivani, 2005). The complexity of the strategic 
planning process necessitates the use of models for simplification of the strategic 
decision-making process in organisations. Models are systematic components of an 
interrelated phenomenon designed to enable the planning process and operations of 
organisations (Scott, 2007). A model is useful for the identification and classification 
of business components to build a taxonomy (Baden-Fuller and Morgan, 2010) for 
analysing existing strategies. Strategic planning process models use a prescriptive 
approach highlighted in the earlier studies of LeBreton and Henning (1961) and 
(Scott, 1965) using fourteen step-process; and five step-process, respectively.  
 
The previous models of the strategic planning process were fundamental to the model 
developed by Dess (1993) focusing on identification of resource gaps, distribution and 
monitoring. The models of strategy formulation ensure clarity by providing the 
guidelines for the strategic planning process (Harrington, 2005). However, numerous 
challenges and complexities associated with strategy formulation prevent 
organisations from harnessing the full potential of strategy formulation (Ulwick, 
1999). Scholars have proposed models to simplify the strategy formulation process 
(Grattan, 2011; and Kriemadis and Theakou, 2007) in order to address the challenges 
associated with strategic decision-making. This section of the study discusses three 
main models of strategy comprising linear, adaptive, and interpretive strategy models. 





 3.9.1 Linear Strategy Model 
The linear strategy model originates from Chandler’s (1962) definition of strategy 
emphasising the long-term goals of organisations, strategic actions and resource 
allocation. The linear strategy model emphasises a sequential approach through the 
integration of decisions, actions and plans (Bryson, 2018; and Chaffee, 1985).  The 
application of the linear strategy model requires the ability of top management to 
undertake a rational decision-making process.   
 
The rational decision-making process of the linear strategy model is consistent with 
the assertions of Wollmann and Steiner (2017); Calabretta et al. (2017); and 
Cabantous and Gond (2011) that rational forces influence the strategic planning 
process. Furthermore, formal techniques of analytical decision-making process such 
as data collection and situational analysis adopt SWOT analysis, long-range planning, 
business reengineering, balanced scorecard and total quality management enable the 
identification of strategic alternatives during strategic decision making at the senior 
management level of organisations (Khan, 2018; and Bryson, 2018). The various 
definitions of the linear strategy reflect its  characteristics shown in Table 3.12. 
 
Table 3.12:Characteristics of Model of linear Strategy 
No. Characteristics of Linear Strategy Model Authors 
1.  Suitable for profit-oriented businesses Okumus (2002) 
2.  Adopts simple strategic planning process in a 
hierarchical manner 
Andersson (2005)  
3 Successful adoption is dependent on an 
interconnected and highly synergistic 
organisational environment 
Mason (2007) 
4 The forward-looking nature of the planning 
process is time-consuming 
Porter (2008) 
5  Suitable in a predictable environment Kenny (2006) 
6 Involves decisions, actions and integrated plans Porter (2018) 
7 The strategy formulation and implementation 
focus on processes and outcomes 
Schmitt et al. (2018) 
8 Goal-oriented Chaffee (2017)  
9 Adopts formal planning  Falshaw et al. (2006) 
10 Configuration of products/services or businesses Chaffee (2017) 





The inability of the linear strategy model to resolve complex problems in strategic 
management led to the neglect of the model of linear strategy (Ansoff, 1987) leading 
to the emergence of the adaptive strategy model analysed in section 3.9.2. 
 
3.9.2 Adaptive Strategy Model 
The adaptive strategy model involves the monitoring of the external environment to 
make changes that transform opportunities and threats into a competitive advantage 
(Harrington, 2005). The exploitation of opportunities requires efficient management 
of existing business prospects (Kohtamäki et al., 2010). Risk mitigation eliminates or 
reduces exposure to hazardous conditions for the safety of both tangible and intangible 
resources of the organisation (Hallowell and Gambatese, 2009). In risk mitigation, 
organisations deploy strategic planning process techniques such as environmental 
analysis emphasising the critical issues, namely the strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and threats confronting the firm (Ward and Rivani, 2005).  
 
The environment is an essential variable in the adaptive strategy model due to its 
influence on events, competitors and stakeholders (Chaffee, 2017). The central 
assumptions of the adaptive model focus on the changes in the organisational 
environment. This assumption of the adaptive model regarding environmental change 
and dynamism is fundamental to technological and digital disruptions occurring 
globally in the business environment due to increasing innovation. The premise of 
adaptive strategy on environmental change affects the strategic planning process of 
QSPSF due to the disruptive and complex nature of the construction industry.  
 
Studies by Chaffee (2017); Harrington (2005); and Shirley (1982) identify the 
differences between the adaptive strategy model and the linear strategy model as 
follows: 
• the adaptive model does not focus on goals while the linear strategy model 
emphasises goals as an essential phase of the strategy formulation process 
(Harrington, 2005); 
•  strategic behaviour in adaptive strategy model focuses on changes in style, 
quality and marketing while the linear strategy concentrates on only 




•  strategy formulation in adaptive strategy model is decentralised with overall 
responsibility for top management while in the linear strategy model, senior 
management is entirely responsible for a strategy formulation (Chaffee, 2017). 
 
Despite the differences between the adaptive and linear strategy models, distinct 
characteristics of the adaptive model exist in scholarly studies such as Galbraith and 
Schendel (1983). For instance, a distinctive aspect of the adaptive strategy model is 
its ability to handle complex issues in strategy formulation (Wiechmann, 2008). 
Though the adaptive strategy model emphasises alignment with the environment, the 
model lacks the specific factors underpinning technological changes. Technological 
advancement is creating rapid environmental changes that tend to influence strategy 
formulation. Therefore, an investigation focusing on strategy formulation in a rapidly 
changing technological environment is worth undertaking, especially in the 
construction industry, which has been subject to many changes. The inability of the 
adaptive model to consider environmental changes such as rapid technological 
disruption culminates in the emergence of the integrative model discussed in section 
3.9.3. 
 
3.9.3 Interpretive Strategy Model 
The interpretive strategy model adopts the social contract philosophy that emphasises 
the use of cooperative agreement and free will of individuals to attract partners into 
strategy formulation process of organisations for mutual benefits (Chaffee, 2017; and 
Keeley, 1980). The five main assumptions of the interpretive model include the 
environment, stakeholders, social construction of reality, maintenance of social ties, 
and participants (Chaffee, 1985). The interpretive model interacts with the 
environment through actions and communications (Chaffee, 2017).  
 
Though the interpretive strategy model mostly relies on the environment and 
communication, factors such as economic development and competition require 
attention from QS researchers and practitioners to formulate strategies that address 
the issues in the business environment. Also, emerging issues such as rapid 
technological advancement driving digitisation in organisations; and dynamic 
capabilities development require consideration during the development of strategic 




interpretive strategy models while interpretive strategy model encapsulates both linear 
and adaptive strategy models suggesting the concentric nature of strategy models 
shown in Figure 3.6. 
 
 
Figure 3.6: Concentric nature of strategy models 
 
Figure 3.6 shows the concentric view of the strategy models by comparing their 
features and assumptions examined in this section.   The combination of the relevant 
characteristics of the three strategy models ensures comprehensive data collection 
during the strategic planning process. Although the features of the three strategy 
models enhance the strategic planning process, they do not highlight the guidelines 
for strategy formulation in rapidly changing environments. The models analysed in 
this section lack focus on the key strategic decision-making components such as 
strategic objectives; the rapid changing environment; which this investigation 
addresses in Figure 3.7 including strategic choice, which is scrutinised  in section 3.10.  
 
3.10 Strategic Choice 
Strategic choice refers to the options available to top management during decision-
making at the corporate and business level of organisations (Child, 1997). Strategic 
choices at the corporate level consist of growth, stability, retrenchment while strategic 
choices at the business level focus on price leadership, differentiation, focus, and 




generic strategies of Porter such as cost leadership, differentiation, and focus that 
firms use to create competitive advantage than their rivals(Porter, 1980).  
 
  
Scholars have debated the most appropriate strategic choice for unstable business 
environments (Peng and Heath, 1996). For instance, White (2000) criticise 
overreliance on the organisational environment as a determinant of strategic choices 
while Peng (2000) argues for the consideration of factors influencing strategic 
decisions such as the organisational environment, new entrants, and increasing 
corporate diversity. Corporate diversity consists of major business groups in both 
state-owned and private enterprises; entrepreneurial start-ups; and foreign entrants. 
Child (1997) investigates the relationship between environmental conditions and 











Hill (2017) identifies strategic choices comprising the selection of products or 
services; target market or segment to operate; marketing and advertising methods; 
competitor acquisition to increase market share; and the choice to focus on trade fairs 
and shows instead of mainstream advertising to reach clients or customers. Scholarly 
investigations in the construction industry by Langford and Male (2001), and Price et 
al. (2003) note the challenges of applying traditional strategic planning models. Also, 
Porter’s (1981) generic strategies have been employed in studies on the analysis of 
the construction industry by Hillebrandt and Cannon (1990); Betts and Ofori (1994, 
1992); Jennings and Betts (1996); and Price et al. (2003). Despite the successful 
application of Porter’s generic strategy in construction, these studies could not focus 
































3.11 Strategic Content 
Strategic content refers to the overall outcome of the strategy formulation process 
such as competitive advantage, growth and sustainability (Chenhall, 2005). There is 
a positive relationship between strategy formulation and strategic contents (Elbanna 
et al., 2016). Previous studies in strategic management establish a relationship 
between strategic types and strategic content. For instance, DeSarbo et al. (2005) 
applied the strategic typologies of Miles and Snow in an investigation involving  709 
firms in Japan, China and the United States and found a relationship between strategic 
content and strategic types. Studies by Hodgkinson and Hughes (2014); and Boyne 
and Walker (2004) identify two types of strategic content comprising strategic stance 
and strategic action. Strategic stance refers to an organisation’s market position, and 
the general approach adopted for interacting with the business environment (Boyne 
and Walker, 2004). Strategic stance does not change in the short-term while strategic 
actions change in the short-term (Zajac and Shortell, 1989; and Fox-Wolfgramm et 
al., 1998). Boyne and Walker (2004) state that strategic actions focus on changes that 
occur in markets, services and products; revenue; and external relationship. In 
addition to existing studies focusing on the critical components of strategic 
management such as strategy formulation, and strategic content, section 3.12 focuses 
on environmental turbulence. 
 
3.12 Environmental Turbulence 
Environmental turbulence refers to the volatile and rapidly increasing events arising 
in an environment of an industry (Yasir et al., 2017, pp. 1150; Wong, 2014). The two 
main factors responsible for environmental turbulence are technological instability; 
and market fluctuations (Day and Schoemaker, 2016). However, other sources of 
environmental turbulence include economic cyclicality; market uncertainty; sector 
uncertainty; resource scarcity; increasing competition; technological advances; and 
global events such as terrorism (Boyne and Meier, 2009). These sources of turbulence 
in the business environment including rapid technological changes create uncertainty 
and unstable business environment that makes it difficult for organisations to predict 
the outcome of their strategic choices (Singla et al., 2018). The increasing level of 
environmental turbulence due to technological convergence eliminates the barriers of 




Therefore, the lack of barriers of entry creates a high concentration of industry actors, 
which leads to competition. 
 
Considerable number of investigations in environmental turbulence extensively 
applied Emery and Trist‘s (1965) theory of organisational environments without 
emphasising entrepreneurial knowledge (Yasir et al., 2017), which is essential for 
strategic decision-making.  There is a positive relationship between environmental 
turbulence and alertness to ideas and opportunities. Entrepreneurial knowledge can 
help organisations to identify ideas and opportunities within the turbulent 
environment. Entrepreneurial knowledge and behaviour constitute key components of 
strategic decision-making, which is a focus of this study enhances strategic planning 
process and dynamic capabilities of senior managers in QSPSF. 
 
The impact of environmental turbulence on entrepreneurial orientation found that 
turbulent environment has a significant influence on entrepreneurial innovativeness 
(Wong, 2014). The findings of Yasir et al. (2017); and Wong (2014) indicate that 
QSPSF must give the turbulent environment much attention as technological changes 
continue to affect the management of QSPSFs. QSPSF gaining significant insight into 
the turbulent environment creates awareness among top management, which develops 
their capabilities for innovative ideas that transform challenges into opportunities. 
 
The elements of environmental turbulence are central to the understanding of the 
organisational environment. The elements of environmental turbulence include 
munificence, complexity, and dynamism (Dess and Beard, 1984). Environmental 
munificence refers to conditions of growth in organisations due to the availability of 
economic resources (Boyne and Meier, 2009). The second element, environmental 
complexity applies to external circumstances, which imposes burdens on the 
organisation (Miller and Page, 2007). Studies by Andrews et al. (2005), Fernandez 
(2005) and Heinrich and Fournier (2004) establish that complexity impedes the 
performance of organisations.  
 
Parida et al. (2016) emphasise the need to address the negative consequences of the 
turbulent environment on organisations.  For instance, Teece et al. (2007) suggest that 




reconfigure their resources to address turbulent environmental conditions. The critical 
roles of dynamic capabilities in sustaining competitive advantage in a turbulent 
environment have been investigated (Bessant et al., 2011; and Strehle et al., 2010). 
Furthermore, Mithas et al. (2011) argue that digitisation is fundamental to developing 
dynamic capabilities in turbulent business environments. 
 
Though the suggestions by existing studies on the use of dynamic capabilities and 
digitisation in a disruptive business environment are appropriate, investigations on the 
strategic planning process in a disruptive business environment with much emphasis 
on digitisation have not received considerable attention in the construction industry. 
This research on QS firms, contributes to the existing knowledge on dynamic 
capabilities and strategic planning. In addition to technological changes, as a crucial 
factor underpinning environmental turbulence, it is necessary to consider market 
fluctuations which is another driver of an unstable business environment. Thus, 
section 3.12.1 examines economic recession from the perspective of the 
environmental turbulence. 
 
3.12.1 Turbulent Environment: Economic Recession in Focus  
Economic recession creates a turbulent environment for business organisations 
(Tansey et al., 2014; Murphy, 2013; Paroutis et al., 2014; and Rae, 2008). An 
economic downturn is a period of sustained fall in the gross domestic product by 10 
per cent culminating into general economic decline in a country (Haw et al., 2015; 
Haw et al., 2014). In addition to a sustained decrease in the gross domestic product; 
falling stock prices are some of the precursors of recession including business failure; 
falling profits; increasing unemployment, and loss of incomes (Kondilis et al., 2013; 
Haw et al., 2015). 
 
 A global economic recession is a general slowdown of economic activities 
throughout the world with low economic growth of 3 per cent or less over some time 
(International Monetary Fund, 2010). However, Awujola and Ejezie, 2015 argue that 
global recession occurs when GDP growth is negative for more than two quarters. 
Even though Awujola and Ejezie (2015) linked the cause of global economic 




(IMF) notes that factors such as financial crisis, oil shock, and unstable demand 
caused the 2008-2009 global economic recession ( IMF, 2010).  
 
The construction industry is strongly linked to the recent global economic downturn 
because the bubble in the United States began in the housing sector (Awujola and 
Ejezie, 2015). The overproduction and supply of houses by the construction industry; 
and weak purchasing power led to pricing crisis and payment default culminating into 
the global recession (Nolan and Voitchovsky, 2015; Whelan, 2013). IMF projections 
indicate that  global economic slowdown is cyclical, occurring over a cycle of eight 
and ten years (IMF, 2010). For instance, the timelines for previous global economic 
downturns include 1990-1993, 1998 and 2001-2002. These projections by IMF 
regarding the cyclical nature of global recession indicate that strategic planning 
process in organisations such as QSPSFs is essential and should be undertaken 
periodically with emphasis on the global recession cycle. However, it is necessary to 
have an insight into the historical account of recession across the globe to undertake 
a comprehensive strategic planning process. 
 
Historical account of economic recession exists globally. For instance, the Great 
Depression, which commenced from 1929 to 1933 with devastating effects on human 
life led to unemployment and suicide in developed nations such as the United 
Kingdom and the United States (Haw et al., 2015; Mishara and Balan, 2004).  
 
European countries and the United States experience an economic recession between 
2008-2010 (Stuckler et al., 2013; Stuckler et al., 2011) in which countries such as 
Ireland recovered in 2013. Greece remains the most affected country, requiring a 
bailout from the EU and Germany; and austerity measures for recovery (Kentikelenis 
et al., 2011). Though economic recession occurs in specific countries in the case of 
Ireland, experienced a financial crisis that precedes its most prolonged period of 
economic stagnation from 2008-2013 (Whelan, 2013; Tansey et al., 2014; Butler and 
Hope, 2015; McDonnell and O’Farrell, 2015; Nolan and Voitchovsky, 2015), global 
economic recession has impact business organisations throughout the world with 





The impact of economic recession across nations has been investigated by Awujola 
and Ejezie (2015), concluding that global economic downturn cuts-across the national 
borders of many countries. The effects of the economic slowdown are diverse and 
well-documented. Among the notable ones are job losses; a long period of 
unemployment; bankruptcy and financial crises; foreclosures; loss of savings; and a 
general slowdown of businesses (Kalgora and Christian, 2016; and Haw et al., 2015). 
Economic recession creates market instability, which leads to a turbulent 
environment. Therefore, it is necessary to examine the strategic planning process in a 
turbulent environment in section 3.12.2. 
 
3.12.2 Strategic Planning Process in a Turbulent Environment 
The relationship between the strategic planning process and emerging conditions in 
the business environment has been investigated at the industry level (Vecchiato, 
2015). At the industry level, the environment refers to an interaction between 
organisations and the factors in their internal and external surroundings (McKelvie et 
al., 2018). According to SubbaNarasimha (2001), organisations must consider 
unstable conditions of their business environment notably instability, complexity and 
munificence during the strategic planning process in order to formulate strategies that 
address the business environment. Organisations need to consider technological 
innovations such as computer, media and the telecommunication industry during the 
strategic planning process (Calantone et al., 2003).  Conditions in a turbulent business 
environment, which have a potential impact on the strategic planning process and 
content are shown in Table 3.13. 
 
Table 3.10:Conditions in Turbulent Environments 
S/No Conditions in Turbulent Environments Authors 
1 high level of uncertainty and 
unpredictability  
Cuervo-Cazurra et al. (2018) 
2 Dynamic, volatile demand and growth rate  Özdemir and  Özdagoglu 
(2017)  
3 unstable competitive advantage Heimonen and Takala (2019) 
4 low barriers of entry and exit leading to 
changes in competition in the industry 
Burks et al. (2018) 
5 rapid technological innovation and 
disruptions 





The turbulent environmental conditions in Table 3.13 shape the business landscape of 
organisations with potential consequences on strategic decision-making and choices; 
hence, a systematic approach to strategic planning is required.  
 
3.13 Conclusion  
The purpose of this chapter is to review the theoretical and empirical works on strategy 
in order to provide ascertain the state-of-the art as far as strategic management is 
concerned. This chapter also seeks to address objective 1 by reviewing existing works 
on strategic decision-making process characteristics such as flow, participation, time 
horizon, and comprehensiveness. Similarly, the chapter examined the existing 
definitions and evolution of strategy over the decades, which revealed that most of the 
investigations focused on non-construction -related sectors. However, strategic 
planning in the construction industry was also explored in this chapter. The review 
showed that majority of strategic management investigation in the construction 
industry concentrated on contractors instead of PSFs, thus; creating a gap in terms of 
knowledge and theory. Various studies focusing on strategy have been scrutinised to 
identify the next direction for this study in order to address the research question. 
Therefore, chapter four delves into dynamic capabilities that QSPSF will require to 
operate in a fast-paced business environment caused by complexities, uncertainties; 
market fluctuations; and economic cyclicality. To address the challenges posed by the 
uncertainties in the construction industry, senior managers need to harness burgeoning 
technological advances in digitisation; and develop capabilities that enable their 
organisations to adequately sense and assess the opportunities and threats in their 
business environment. Thus, the next chapter focuses on the dynamic capabilities in 













Dynamic Capabilities in a Rapidly Changing Environment 
 
4.1 Introduction 
The purpose of this chapter is to examine existing investigations on dynamic 
capabilities in order to ascertain the existing gaps pertaining to its application in the 
QSPSFs. Chapters Two and Three of this study focused on the construction industry 
in Ireland and strategy, respectively. The analysis in chapter two demonstrated that 
the construction industry is highly complex and multifaceted due to numerous 
stakeholders that operate therein. Similarly, the construction industry is highly 
turbulent due to significant proportion of uncertainty and intense competition that 
confront stakeholders in the industry. As a result, it is necessary for construction firms 
to devise strategies that enable them to make the appropriate choices. Thus, chapter 
three of this investigation analyses strategy and strategic management with emphasis 
on strategic decision-making; strategy formulation with emphasis on PSFs.  QSPSFs 
depend on resources to deliver services to clients; hence, this chapter examines 
dynamic capabilities that enable firms to transform; and integrate both internal and 
external resources to create competitive advantage.  
 
Dynamic capabilities have become central to this study due to the cyclicality and 
uncertainty of the business environment in which QSPSFs in Ireland operate; and the 
need to enhance their resources due to challenges such as skill shortages to create 
competitive advantage. This chapter discusses two critical concepts, notably dynamic 
capabilities and digitisation, which is one of the several elements of DC. The dynamic 
capabilities component delves into the sensing and seizing of opportunities, and the 
transformation of organisations to address rapidly changing  business environment. In 
this chapter, the section on   digitisation analyses existing literature on digital 
technologies and their application in QSPSFs. The outline and the structure of this 
























Figure 4.1:Outline and structure of Chapter 4 
 
Figure 4.1 provides the roadmap for the review of extant literature on dynamic 
capabilities and digitisation in this chapter. The chapter commences with the concept 
of dynamic capabilities. Existing definitions of dynamic capabilities including that of 
Teece (2016) and other scholarly works were examined. Under the concept of 
dynamic capabilities, the three main types of dynamic capabilities namely, sensing, 
seizing and transforming were reviewed. Following the concept of dynamic 
capabilities, the analysis in this chapter examine the enablers and inhibitors of 
dynamic capabilities in organisations. Because firms need to develop their dynamic 
capabilities, the chapter explored the factors that influence the development of 
dynamic capabilities. Digitisation has become one of the drivers of change in business 
environment, hence; this chapter delves into specific issues such as the concept of 
digitisation; and existing digital technologies in the business environment.  
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4.2 Concept of Dynamic Capabilities (DC) 
Dynamic capabilities emerged from the resource-based view (RBV) theory to explain 
how firms develop their abilities and expertise to respond to the turbulent 
environments for competitive advantage (Parida et al., 2016). Dynamic capabilities 
refer to “the firm’s ability to integrate, build, and reconfigure internal and external 
competences to address rapidly changing environments (Teece et al., 1997, p. 516).”  
Dynamic capabilities (DC) emphasise the use of internal and external resources to 
address changes in the business environment (Teece and Leih, 2016). The high level 
of interest in DC emanates from its ability to create competitive advantage (Teece et 
al., 1997). 
 
 An integral aspect of dynamic capabilities is the creation and modification of the 
resource base of the firm (Helfat, 2007), to gain competitive advantage. Creating and 
sustaining competitive advantage in QSPSFs require the adoption of strategic 
decision-making process that enable firms to make the right choices in the 
modification of their resources. QSPSFs need to modify and organise their resources 
to reflect value; rarity; inimitability; and non-substitutability (VRIN), which are 
discussed in section 3.2.4 of this study.  
 
Sustaining competitive advantage over time is increasingly becoming difficult across 
industries (Parida and Wincent, 2019), including the construction industry because of 
high levels of competition and uncertainties. Thus, QSPSFs require organisational 
agility to develop their competitive advantage (Baškarada and Koronios, 2018), which 
can be provided by dynamic capabilities. Organisational agility refers to “the capacity 
of an organization to efficiently and effectively redeploy/redirect its resources to value 
creating and value protecting (and capturing) higher-yield activities as internal and 
external circumstances warrant (Teece et al., 2016, pp. 17).”  
 
Organisational agility is the ability of firms to respond flexibly to changes in the 
environment by adjusting products and services in order to sustain competitive 
advantage (Singh et al., 2013).  Organisational agility does not address the long-term 
challenges associated with the creation of competitive advantage such as 
entrepreneurship and innovation, which are addressed by dynamic capabilities. The 




provides QSPSFs with organisational agility, which enable them to create competitive 
advantage over rivals. 
 
The success of a firm over its competitors depends on dynamic capabilities (Peteraf 
and Barney, 2003). Although two distinct research studies focus on DC and 
competitive advantage (Cepeda and Vera, 2007), scholars suggest the need to link DC 
to competitive advantage (Ambrosini and Bowman, 2009). While Teece et al. (1997), 
demonstrate the relationship between DC and competitive advantage, Griffith and 
Harvey (2006) argue that only resources with attributes that are difficult to duplicate 
leads to competitive advantage. In a disruptive business environment, DC is perceived 
as a source of competitive advantage (Lee et al., 2002); hence, the focus of this 
investigation on dynamic capabilities enable QSPSFs to develop strategies that enable 
them to modify; and integrate internal and external resources in an efficient manner 
than their competitors.  
 
According to Eisenhardt and Martin (2000), dynamic capabilities have the potential 
to alter the firm's resource utilisation such as physical, human and organisational 
assets. For PSFs these resources are of critical importance. Understanding the 
intricacies of the dynamic capabilities enable organisations to identify and develop 
resources and utilise them  to sustain competitive advantageand respond to changes in 
the business environment . Dynamic capabilities are central to this study, as it enables 
QSPSFs to identify and capture opportunities in a competitive environment that is 
influenced by uncertainty; complexity; and economic cyclicality.  
 
Over the decades, numerous changes have occurred in the business environment in 
which organisations require resources to respond to changes in the business 
environment. Earlier investigations by Teece et al. (1997); Teece (2007); Wang and 
Ahmed, 2007; Teece, 2009; and Zollo and Winter, 2002) provide different definitions 
of DC. The differences in the definitions of DC highlight its nature, as to whether they 
are capacity; modifications; routine capabilities; and managerial actions.  For 
instance, Wang and Ahmed's (2007) definition of DC emphasises the rapidly changing 
environment in Table 4.1, which shows the significance of using DC to address the 





Table 4.1:Definitions of Dynamic Capabilities 
Authors Definition of Dynamic Capability  Key Concepts Industry 
Teece et al. (2016) The ability of firms to integrate, build and reconfigure 
internal and external resources to address issues in the 





Day and Schoemaker 
(2016) 
Dynamic capabilities enable firms to sense and seize 
opportunities sooner than their rivals by providing 




Felin and Powell (2016) The ability of firms to anticipate, shape and adapt to the 




Wang and Ahmed (2007) The behavioural orientation of the firm to integrate, 
reconfigure, renew and recreate resources and upgrading of 
core capabilities to respond to the changing environment to 
achieve sustained competitive advantage. 
Reconfiguration, 
competitive advantage, 
dynamic environment,  
Theoretical review 
Helfat et al. (2007) The ability of the organisation to create, modify and extend 
its resource base. 
Resource, capacity Theoretical review 
Zahra et al. (2006) Abilities to reconfigure resources and routines of the firm as 
directed by top management 
Routine, reconfiguration 
of resources, top 
management 
Theoretical review 
Winter (2003) Extending the capabilities of firms by operating to modify or 
create ordinary capabilities.   
Modification, creation Theoretical review 
Zollo and Winter (2002) A learned and stable pattern of collective activities which 
systematically generates operational routines in the 
organisation for effectiveness 
Routine operations and 
pattern of activities 
Theoretical review 
Eisenhardt and Martin 
(2000) 
The firm’s routine process of integrating, reconfiguring, 
gaining and release of resources to meet the changing 
demands in the environment. 




The definitions of dynamic capabilities in Table 4.1 indicate the similarity of some 
concepts in dynamic capabilities definitions such as environment; resources; and 
abilities, which are also consistent with the earlier definition of Ambrosini and 
Bowman (2009) regarding the repetition of some concepts in DC definitions. For 
instance, routine processes and configuration were used by Zahra et al. (2006); and 
Zollo and Winter (2002) to define dynamic capabilities. These definitions are useful 
because they provide the key components of DC, which guide managers in QSPSFs 
to identify the various aspects of DC in their organisations.  Though these definitions 
of DC provide insight into the strategy formulation in a rapidly changing environment, 
these definitions fail to indicate technology as a component of the dynamic 
capabilities (Parida et al., 2016). Therefore, an investigation focusing on digitisation 
enhances the understanding of dynamic capabilities in QSPSFs operating in Ireland. 
 
Considering the high levels of uncertainty; cyclicality; volatility; and complexity in 
the construction industry, it is appropriate that scholarly studies in the industry focus 
on how firms transform their internal resources in order to respond to the rapid 
changes in the external environment. The construction industry is intensely 
competitive; hence, the adoption of DC would be useful to construction firms in 
creating competitive advantage. However, Table 4.2 demonstrates that DC studies in 
the construction industry focus on project instead of firms and those that do investigate 






Table 4.2:Dynamic capabilities in the construction industry 
 
Author Study focus Industry sample 
Adam et al. (2020) DC for public construction clients Construction clients  
Adam and Lindahl (2019) DC and risk management Construction client’s organisation 
Isa et al. (2019) eco-innovation practices in contractor firms 
and dynamic capability 
Contractor firms 
Choi et al. (2018) Theoretical lens for understanding DC in 
project-based organisations 
Engineering and construction firms 
Redwood et al. (2017) The influence of ICT and digital technologies 
on the DC of construction firms 
Construction firms 
Davies et al. (2016) Dynamic Capabilities in Complex 
Projects 








Since DC investigations in the construction sector give less attention to PSFs, this 
study examines DC in QSPFs with emphasis on sensing, seizing, transforming in 
sections 4.2.1, 4.2.2, and 4.2.3, respectively. DC studies in the manufacturing industry 
focus on food, pharmaceutical and automotive companies (Birkinshaw et al., 2016). 
For instance, the adaptation of firms to fast-changing markets and technologies using 
the three types of dynamic capabilities has been undertaken  in manufacturing firms, 
namely DuPont and Novartis (Day and Schoemaker, 2016) concluding that  both 
dynamic capabilities and the role of leadership require significant attention to deal 
with deep uncertainties in the future. Thus, DC has not been extensively applied in 
QSPSFs to address the challenges of the rapid changing environment; hence, the 
choice of DC theory for this study is appropriate. An investigation focusing on 
dynamic capabilities and digital technologies in the strategic decision-making process 
enable QSPSFs, to monitor their external environment in order to ascertain the 
durability of their business models (Schoemaker et al., 2016).  
 
A business model is a “collection of decisions enforced by the authority of the firm on 
its employees (Casadesus-Masanell and Heilbron, 2016).”  Business models in 
QSPSFs have the potential to enable them to “create and deliver value to customers 
and the mechanisms employed to capture a share of that value (Teece, 2018, pp. 40).” 
The definition of business model indicates that a firm has two main components, 
notably, the authority of the firm over employees, which provides the firm with the 
ability to coordinate activities and external alignment. External alignment refers to the 
choices that a firm makes with organisations or parties to transact business 
(Casadesus-Masanell and Heilbron, 2016).  
 
Organisations with DC have a strong business model because the DC provide a strong 
support to business models of organisation (Teece, 2018). Thus, it is necessary for 
QSPSFs to develop their DC in order to have a robust business model that enable them 
to deliver services to clients in a complex business environment. The business models 
of organisations are strengthened by the DC which enable firms to create, integrate 
and transform both internal and external resources to address conditions that 
undermine the firm in a turbulent environment (Schoemaker et al., 2016; and Teece 





It is necessary to distinguish DC from operational capabilities to ensure clarity and 
understanding of scholars and practitioners in strategic management. Dynamic 
capabilities enable firms to adapt to their changing business environment; and stay 
ahead of competition by sensing; seizing and transforming both internal and external 
resources (Winter, 2002). Ordinary capabilities refer to all “administrative; and 
operational or governance-related functions that a necessary to complete tasks (Teece 
and Leih, 2016). Ordinary capabilities drive administrative and operational activities 
in the organisation within a short time (Collis, 1994) while dynamic capabilities 
facilitate the transformation of organisations in the long-term (Winter, 2002). Teece 
(2011) identifies three main types of dynamic capabilities comprising sensing and 
assessing opportunities; seizing opportunities; and transforming opportunities and 









1. Sensing: searching, 
spoting, and assessing 
opportunities
2. Seizing:developing 
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4.2.1 Sensing and Assessing Opportunities 
Sensing is the first element of using resources of the firm to identify opportunities or 
change before it occurs. Sensing  is a pre-emptive step to identify future change within 
a business environment, which may occur within the macroeconomy, industry sector, 
competitor or indeed client requirement.  
 
Sensing involves activities undertaken by organisations to identify and assess 
opportunities (Teece, 2011). Sensing activities include exploring technological 
opportunities; market survey; and developing an excellent customer relationship 
through comprehensive analysis; and strategists adopting strategic types analysed in 
sections 7.3.2; and 8.3.2 of this investigation. The strategic planning process 
characteristics such as comprehensiveness; participation; flow and time horizon 
facilitate the sensing component of dynamic capabilities in QSPSFs by driving the 
identification and capturing of opportunities in a timely manner than competitors.  
 
The determination of market demand as technology evolves forms an integral part of 
sensing capabilities, which are developed in QSPSFs through research and 
development to generate knowledge about the market. Research and 
development(R&D)  are fundamental to sensing in terms of scanning, searching and 
exploring different technologies and markets (Nelson and Winter, 1982; Teece, 2007). 
R&D refers to activities or processes undertaken by organisations; entrepreneurs; or 
governments to identify new knowledge and ideas to  transform them into tangible 
products or services (Carpenter and Sanjyot, 2015). R&D provide QSPSFs with the 
appropriate information that enable them to make the right strategic choices when 
assessing opportunities.  R&D must be used to develop opportunities identified in the 
market by focusing on the technologies to adopt; and technological changes (Teece, 
2007). Efficient sensing and assessment of opportunities require managerial insight 
and vision to analyse the potential demand of the market (Teece, 2011), which depend 
on knowledge derived from detailed analysis of the business environment. 
 
Knowledge is essential to sensing and assessing opportunities available to 
organisations (Teece, 2007), which QSPSFs require because they are knowledge 
intensive organisations. Recognising opportunities requires interpretation of data, 




as interpretation of information are highly recommended in sensing opportunities 
(Teece, 2007). Therefore, firms must address the skills development by emphasising 
the creative and cognitive skills of employees and management. Irish QS professional 
service firms are facing skills shortage, which must be addressed by educating QS 
graduates and training of quantity surveyors in both technical and managerial skills to 
enable the QS profession to acquire skills for sensing and assessing opportunities.  
 
Through the SCSI, which is a professional body, QSPSFs develops their sensing 
capabilities, as the results in Table 8.5 confirm this assertion by demonstrating that 
membership of professional bodies enhances the sensing capabilities of QSPSFs in 
terms of getting access to information on new opportunities and technologies.  
Specifically, QS training must consider interpretative, cognitive, and creative 
processes for scanning the business environment. The inability of enterprises to sense 
and assess opportunities deprives them of exploiting opportunities, evaluating markets 
and technological development. The main managerial processes for sensing 
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Figure 4.3 demonstrates the sensing processes of DC, which are predicated upon the 
development of an analytical system that involves the pursuit of R&D; environmental 
analysis; gathering and updating of information (comprehensiveness of strategic 
decision-making), enable QSPSFs to make choices regarding which market segment 
to enter and seize opportunities. Thus, section 4.2.2 examines the second pillar of DC 
by analysing  how firms seize opportunities after identifying and assessing them.  
 
4.2.2 Seizing Opportunities 
Sensing and assessing opportunities alone do not necessarily culminate into the 
exploitation of potential prospects.  In this regard, organisations must adopt strategies 
to seize the opportunities identified in the business environment by deploying 
resources in a timely manner to respond to environmental change. Problem solving 
and reasoning capabilities of organisations facilitate the seizing of opportunities. 
Problem-solving capabilities refers to how firms “find a way around an obstacle to 
reach a goal (Helfat and Peteraf, 2015, p. 840).” Within the context of problem 
solving, information gathering has the potential to enhance the solutions that QSPSFs 
develop to address obstacles that they encounter during the seizing of opportunities. 
 
In addition to problem-solving, reasoning capabilities are also crucial to the seizing 
of opportunities as it enable managers to evaluate solutions for navigating around 
obstacles in order to have the right judgement that ensure the right decisions so that 
strategic choices are made concerning which opportunities to seize. Reasoning 
capabilities refer to ability of organisations to evaluate information; arguments; and 
beliefs in order to draw the right conclusion (Helfat and Peteraf, 2015) with respect to 
which opportunities to capture; and avoid in a market. Problem-solving; and reasoning 
enhance the development of business models that enable organisations to capture 
opportunities (Ambrosini and Altintas, 2019). This reinforces the issues of knowledge 
intensity in PSFs, which managers in QSPSFs must develop to facilitate their business 
models and  seizing of opportunities.  
 
Seizing opportunities requires the design of business models to capture value; 
implementation of incentive schemes; access to financial and human resources and 
developing a strong relationship with stakeholders such as suppliers (Rachinger et al. 




requisite strategic choices that have positive impacts on value of services offered; 
incentives; modification of resources; and relationship with external organisations 
such as suppliers strengthens leads to a strong business model in QSPSFs. A business 
model outlines the process that organisations use to create and deliver value to 
customers; and converting payments to profits (Amit and Zott, 2001). A business 
model demonstrates the logic and data required to support the creation and delivery 
of value to customers (Teece, 2010).   
 
Again, Teece (2007) discussed four main managerial processes for seizing 
opportunities, as shown in Figure 4.4   consisting of business model development; 
selection of decision-making protocols; building the requite loyalty and commitment; 
and selection of enterprise boundaries. Figure 4.4 represents the architecture of 
capabilities for seizing opportunities, which consists of technology; strategic change; 
availability of skills; good leadership and communication to capture opportunities in 

















Digitisation is increasingly changing the business environment in the construction 
industry; this implies that rapid changes in the business environment create 
uncertainties and complexities for QSPSFs. Figure 4.4 is a model on strategic decision 
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and execution proposed by Teece (2007) to address managerial processes in the 
rapidly changing technological environment. Hence, the adoption of DC to examine 
the influence of digital technologies on the strategic planning process of quantity 
surveying professional service firms is appropriate for theory and practice. However, 
it is necessary to align resources to the needs of the organisations to exploit the 
existing opportunities in the business environment. Therefore, section 4.2.3 
scrutinises the transformation of resources to shape the organisation to capture 
available opportunities and to  address potential threats. 
 
4.2.3 Transforming  
“Transforming is where agile, entrepreneurial mind-set, is actively cultivated with a 
broad expansive approach to external network-building (Day and Schoemaker, 
2016).” An entrepreneurial mind-set is defined as “a growth-oriented perspective 
through which individuals promote flexibility, creativity, continuous innovation, and 
renewal (Ireland et al., 2003, pp. 968).” The definitions demonstrate that 
entrepreneurial mind-set; agility; and networking are fundamental to developing the 
transforming capabilities of PSFs. For instance, developing networking-building 
capabilities for transforming provides QSPSFs with repeat business where they can 
do business with their previous clients by maintaining a network. Furthermore, 
organisations managing change enhances the transforming capabilities of QSPSFs. 
Change management is critical to QSPSFs because of the complex and multifaceted 
environment in which they operate. Managing change enables organisations such as 
QSPSFs to develop the transforming capabilities to adapt and survive in a rapidly 
changing business environment (Mir et al., 2020; Monnot, 2017).  Transforming 
opportunities and threats require better responsibility of managers, and the 
identification of opportunities and threats for prompt action (Urrutia-Badillo et al., 
2018).  
 
Managerial processes for transforming include managing strategic alliances for 
resource sharing (Pistoni and Songini, 2017). Strategic alliance is a business 
agreement between two or more firms that come together to pursue mutual objectives 
that they cannot achieve alone (Jumle and Bhattacharyya, 2020). Strategic alliances 
enable QSPSFs to enhance their resource base through inter-firm relationships where 




dynamic capabilities for transforming organisations enable QSPSFs to create and 
sustain competitive advantage. Strategic alliance has the potential to drive 
organisational change in QSPSFs.   
 
In situations where resistance to change is encountered, inter-firm relationships 
through strategic alliance enables QSPSFs to address the challenges associated with 
managing change.  Managerial processes during the transforming phase involve 
knowledge transfer, learning, integration of know-how, protection of intellectual 
property (Cammarano et al., 2017); and good corporate governance (Teece, 2007) 
shown in Figure 4.4 to address various aspects of reconfiguration dynamic capabilities 
framework. An intellectual property is an exclusive right in the form of patent, 
copyright, granted to an individual or organisation for their innovation and invention 
















In summary, firms require micro-foundations to build their dynamic capabilities for 
sensing, seizing and reconfiguration (Teece, 2007) through the deployment of 
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of dynamic capabilities discussed in sections 4.2.1; 4.2.2 and 4.2.3 lack specific 
examples to guide managers and strategic management researchers. 
 
4.3 Enablers and Inhibitors of Dynamic Capabilities 
The three main types of DC have been analysed in sections 4.2.1, 4.2.2; and 4.2.3 
reflecting the sensing; seizing; and transforming. This section discusses the factors 
that ensures the success of DC development.  Managerial practices affect the 
development of dynamic capabilities in organisations (Breznik and Lahovnik, 2016). 
Good managerial practices enhance the positive development of dynamic capabilities 
to ensure the exploitation of potential opportunities (Breznik and Lahovnik (2016). 
The positive and negative effects of managerial practices on DC have been classified 
as enablers and inhibitors (Ambrosini and Bowman, 2009). The enablers and 
inhibitors of dynamic capabilities are shown in Table 4.3. 
 
Table 4.3:Enablers and inhibitors of dynamic capabilities 
Enablers of Dynamic Capabilities Inhibitors of Dynamic Capabilities 
1. Clear definition of employees’ roles, 
responsibilities and metrics 
The potential and value of employees 
are not recognised and developed by 
managers 
2. Employee mentoring at all levels and 
units of the firm especially for new 
employees 
Managers fail to identify their 
weaknesses and lack managerial 
competencies 
3. Developing effective teams Managers are afraid of initiating change 
and are comfortable with the status quo 
4. Existence of simple and 
straightforward reward system 
Reward systems lack fairness and 
transparency 
5. Managers identify high skilled 
employees and use their capabilities 
Managers do not recognise their 
weaknesses, lack knowledge, and lack 
the motivation to develop their 
capabilities 
6. Establish and promote networking   Lack of focused networking 
7.  policies exist to guide internal and 
external communication  
Lack of open and well-coordinated 
communication 
8. Existence of management-employee 
relationship built on trust 
Lack of open communication to deliver 
the right information 
Source: Adapted from Breznik and Lahovnik (2016) 
 
It is evident from Table 4.3 that the enablers and inhibitors of dynamic capabilities 
identified by Breznik and Lahovnik (2016) focused on only managers. The enabling 




management without considering the influence of technology, workforce and 
environment.  Therefore, it is necessary to expand the scope of the enablers and 
inhibitors to include critical issues regarding technology; availability of skilled 
workforce, and business environment; hence, the external factors influencing the DC 
are analysed in section 4.3.1.   
 
4.3.1 External Factors Influencing the Development of Dynamic Capabilities 
Notwithstanding the findings of Breznik and Lahovnik (2016), Ambrosini and 
Bowman (2009) categorise the enablers and inhibitors of dynamic capabilities as 
external factors and internal factors. External factors include environmental 
conditions such as uncertainty, complexity and munificence (Aragon-Correa and 
Sharma, 2003). Investment in research and development (R&D) underpins the 
development of the resource base of firms through superior product and service design 
or innovative processes (Ambrosini and Bowman, 2009).   
The rate of change in an industry is also an external factor in the development of 
dynamic capabilities. Therefore, Winter (2003) focuses on the pace of change in the 
industry as a contingent factor for the development of dynamic capability. Over the 
decade, the construction industry in Ireland has experienced changes such as 
economic cyclicality; acute skill shortage; and a steady increase in digitisation; thus, 
the focus of this study on DC in Irish QSPSFs. 
 
Though the rate of change in an industry is critical to the overall development of 
dynamic capabilities, equally important is the identification of specific changes 
occurring in the industry, especially technology and environmental uncertainties not 
addressed by Winter (2003). Factor conditions, demand conditions, supporting 
industries, and industry structure in a particular location (Porter, 1998) influence the 
history of firms by shaping their experiences and abilities for knowledge acquisition 
(Ambrosini and Bowman, 2009) leading to the development of dynamic capabilities 
in Irish construction industry. 
 
Other external factors influencing the development of DC from the perspective of a 
firm’s country of origin such as strong university-industry links; entrepreneurship; 




2000) create opportunities for innovation, acquisition of new knowledge, which are 
fundamental to the development of dynamic capabilities. Having scrutinised the 
external factors that influence DC in an organisation, section 4.3.2 analyses the 
internal factors for the development of DC, which QSPSFs must give the needed 
attention in their effort to enhance their sensing; seizing; and transforming 
capabilities. 
 
4.3.2 Internal Factors Affecting the Development of Dynamic Capabilities 
The three main internal factors influencing the development of dynamic capabilities 
include managers; positioning; and paths. In dynamic capabilities, paths refer to 
previous events in an organisation’s history, which  affect its future behaviour and 
performance. The experiences that organisation acquired over the years through the 
delivery of services to clients culminate into historical paths that influence their 
performance in the future. Therefore, managers need to understand the past actions 
taken by the organisation to reconfigure resources in the future.  
 
The role of senior managers has been analysed in existing studies; and labelled as a 
critical determinant of dynamic capability (Augier and Teece, 2009; Adner and Helfat, 
2003). The role of the senior managers may be considered under the strategist who is 
responsible for choosing the requisite strategic approach; and strategic types to drive 
the strategic decision-making process. Another critical aspect of the role of managers 
in dynamic capability development involves the ability to sense changes in the 
business environment and act upon them to create opportunities (Harreld et al., 2007).  
The emphasis on the role of managers in the development of dynamic capabilities 
implies that managers take appropriate actions to respond to environmental changes 





Managers’ interpretation of issues within the business environment including their 
perception and understanding of uncertainties and complexities influence their 
decision-making process and actions taken (Aragon-Correa and Sharma, 2003) shape 
dynamic capabilities within the organisation because of their experiences in judging 
issues reasonably to enable them to solve problems. However, differences in the 
environmental perception of managers will affect their role in developing dynamic 
capabilities in the organisation. The development of dynamic capabilities varies 
across firms due to differences in managers’ understanding of environmental 
uncertainties and interpretation of the business environment (Ambrosini and 
Bowman, 2009; and Aragon-Correa and Sharma, 2003). Strategists’ characteristics 
such as strategic types (analysers; prospectors; defenders; and reactors) enable 
organisations to gather information from their business environment in order to 
respond to changes that are occurring therein.  
 
Causal ambiguity in organisations affect the effectiveness of dynamic capabilities 
(Lavie, 2006). A causal ambiguity is defined as “ the lack of knowledge concerning 
the nature of the causal connections between actions and results which can include 
uncertainty as to what factors are responsible for superior (or inferior) performance” 
(McIver and Lengnick-Hall, 2018, pp. 304-305; Lippman and Rumelt, 1982, pp. 
420).”  For instance, causal ambiguity as a nature of resources (Lavie, 2007) 
eliminates the mechanisms protecting critical resources from imitation (Lippman and 
Rumelt, 1982). Causal ambiguity emanates from tacit nature of implicit resources; 
and complexity of resources (Simonin, 1999). The tacit nature of intangible resources 
such as the knowledge and know-how of executives are very elusive while complexity 
arises from the interrelatedness of numerous factors (Simonin 1999; and Ambrosini 
and Billsberry, 2008). The knowledge and know-how of employees are important to 
QSPSFs involved in this study because they are knowledge intensive; and depend on 
the tacit skill of their workforce to deliver services to clients.  
 
Drawing from Lippman and Rumelt (1982), casual ambiguity influences the 
successful creation of dynamic capabilities as Ambrosini and Billsberry (2008) 
indicated that decision-makers have an incomplete understanding of the organisation. 




eliminates the adverse effects of causal ambiguity on dynamic capabilities (Ambrosini 
and Bowman (2010).  
 
Inadequate information creates causal ambiguity, which leads to a lack of knowledge 
on critical resources in the organisation (Lippman and Rumelt, 1982; and Powell et 
al., 2006). Existing studies in strategic management demonstrate the dilemma of 
causal ambiguity in the development of dynamic capabilities (Lado et al., 2006). For 
instance, Ambrosini and Billsberry (2008) indicate the three main actions that can 
create the causal ambiguity dilemma in organisations such as QSPSFs. First, lack of 
understanding; and appreciation of employees’ roles in obtaining patents, expertise 
and valuable activities leads to managers making inappropriate changes to employees’ 
tasks.  
 
A senior manager in QSPSFs who lack the understanding and appreciation for 
developing the expertise of employees may not institute incentives to encourage 
employees to undertake APCs; and CPDs to improve the knowledge intensity of the 
organisation.  Second, a new executive manager with little understanding of the value 
of a particular resource in the firm would eliminate resources critical to developing 
dynamic capabilities in the organisation. Equally, a new manager who lacks the 
understanding of the value of resources would maintain resources that do not 
contribute to the dynamic capabilities of the firm; thus, giving prominence to 
resources without dynamic capabilities, which may adversely affect the transforming 
capabilities of QSPSFs. QSPSFs need to develop knowledge management systems 
that provide new executives with previous information on the organisation to guide 
them in their strategic choices.   
 
Studies focusing on dynamic capabilities are largely conceptual without enough 
empirical data to provide rigorous analysis and conclusion (Schilke et al., 2018; and 
Baškarada and Koronios, 2018). This phenomenon is inconsistent with the significant 
use of a qualitative research approach in most strategic management studies (Sanders, 
2012; and Ambrosini and Bowman, 2009). For instance, articles in the 2016 special 
issue of California Management Review on DC in Table 4.4 adopt the qualitative 
research approach. However, Danneels (2008) adopts a quantitative approach by 




using a web survey. Dynamic capabilities studies using quantitative approach lack in-
depth analysis; and fail to focus on the process for creating and deploying dynamic 







Table 4.4:Methodologies adopted by studies focusing on dynamic capabilities 
Authors Methodology Contribution 
Choi et al. (2018) Qualitative, inductive reasoning Provide management strategies that can help project-based 
organisations to sense, seize and reconfigure resources in 
a changing business environment 
Teece and Leih (2016) Conceptual/theoretical review Strong dynamic capabilities are fundamental to building 
entrepreneurial capabilities 
Teece et al. (2016) Conceptual/ theoretical Indicate various ways of achieving agility during sensing, 
seizing and reconfiguration 
Birkinshaw et al. (2016) Qualitative, inductive reasoning Sensing and seizing are frontline capabilities that can be 
implemented by operating units 
Day and Schoemaker(2016) Qualitative  Investment commitments under sensing, seizing and 
transformation for adapting in fast-changing markets and 
technologies 
Felin and Powell (2016) Qualitative Dynamic capabilities for sensing, seizing and 
reconfiguration must address the turbulence in the global 
environment 
Dong et al. (2016) Conceptual Microfoundations of generative sensing enhances both 
managerial cognitive and organisational capabilities for 
sensing component of dynamic capabilities 
Song et al. (2016) Qualitative interviews Internal cooperation is an effective tool for seizing new 







The over-reliance on the qualitative approach to investigate dynamic capabilities 
poses inherent methodological challenges to studies on dynamic capabilities. 
However, Lockett and Thompson (2001) suggested the use of mixed methods to 
harness the strengths of both quantitative and qualitative approaches. This suggestion 
by Lockett and Thompson (2001) support the use of mixed methods for this study to 
harness the strength of multiple research methods and to allow their weaknesses to 
compensate for each other for investigation of dynamic capabilities. For instance, 
qualitative studies using smaller samples provide in-depth information for 
investigating the subtle nature of the processes for dynamic capabilities deployment; 
and to provide a full understanding of the context and processes for resource creation 
(Ambrosini and Bowman, 2009; Rouse and Daellenbach, 1999). 
 
4.4 Digitisation in a Rapid Changing Environment 
The methodologies in Table 4.4 have been used to explore mostly the sensing; seizing; 
and transforming capabilities of DC. This section scrutinises the digitisation 
component of DC, which is one of the key components of this study. Digitisation has 
a considerable influence on organisations by changing their approach to the delivery 
of products and services; industry structures; and socio-economic development in 
many nations (Brynjolfsson and McAfee, 2014). Over the past fifteen years, many 
industries, including the construction industry, have experienced some level of 
technological disruption due to increasing digitisation (Nylén, 2015). Existing studies 
on technological innovation and digital technologies have provided insight into the 
disruptive effects of digitisation such as the creation of new products or services; and 
improving or eliminating obsolete processes and non-performing products or services 
(Nylén, 2015).  This chapter of the research focuses on various types of digital 
technologies; and discusses the concept of digitisation. 
 
4.4.1 Concept of Digitisation 
Digitisation is the automation or conversion of analogue information such as text, 
voice and photograph to digital form, using electronic devices to ensure the 
processing, storage and transmission through digital equipment and networks to create 
digital technology platforms (Sotirova et al., 2012). Investigations into digital 




level of digitisation such as digital technology platforms have potential to transform 
the operations of organisations. 
 
Digital technology platforms refer to technology trends that influence and drive 
innovation in organisations (Sun et al., 2015). Digital platforms provide simultaneous 
support to different organisations by enabling each organisation to customise its 
business process to suit their environment (Markus and Loebbecke (2013). Digital 
technology platforms are fundamental to the technological systems in organisations 
for the efficient delivery of products and services to clients by harnessing the benefits 
or the potential of different types of digital technologies to address the challenges 
confronting organisations (Gawer, 2009).  
 
Digital technology platforms play two critical roles in the use of digital technologies 
(Yoo et al., 2012). First, platforms ensure the integration of digital technologies to 
drive innovation and collaboration in organisations to coordinate the functions of 
various departments in an organisation in real time (Boudreau, 2012). For instance, 
smartphones ensure the collaboration of different actors to work towards a common 
goal through the services of computing, electronic, media and telecommunication 
providers to bring together heterogeneous actors (Yoo et al., 2012).  
 
Digital platforms are essential to QSPSFs by ensuring collaboration during strategic 
decision-making to avoid fragmentation, which is one of the key challenges of the 
construction industry. Secondly, digital platforms provide the integration of digital 
technologies to develop the digital capabilities of organisations to enable them to 
perform different functions (Yoo et al., 2012). For instance, digital platforms allow 
interoperability between actors to ensure sharing of data; and provision of services to 
clients of different service providers (Tilson et al., 2010). The two leading roles of 
digital technology platforms discussed demonstrate the impacts of digitisation 
scrutinised in section 4.4.2. 
 
4.4.2 Impact of Digitisation  
The World Economic Forum report indicates an ever-increasing level of digitisation, 
in which they state that at the turn of 2025 there will be 1 trillion sensors connected 




competing without digital technologies and strategies will have a low level of revenue 
due to their inability to create competitive advantage, identify and capture 
opportunities in the business environment (McKinsey & Company, 2017). In addition 
to boosting the income of organisations, digitisation influences the business 
environment by altering business processes and delivery of solutions to customers 
(Hoar, 2017). For instance, in the construction industry, digitisation will affect the 
operations of 93 per cent of firms in the future (Russo, 2016) by ensuring accurate 
delivery of services such as the measurement of works; and preparation of BoQ in 
QSPSFs.  
 
The feature of digital technologies such as re-programmability and data 
homogenisation improve the process for the delivery of services through easy access 
to information in various file formats (Yoo et al., 2010). Data homogenisation is the 
ability of digital technologies to handle different types of data, while re-
programmability refers to the degree of the malleability of digital technologies 
(Kallinikos et al., 2013).  Digital technology characteristics such as re-
programmability and data homogenisation provide an open and flexible environment 
for organisations to create and innovate (Yoo et al., 2010).  
 
The influence of digitisation is due to the flexibility of digital technologies enabling 
designers to modify the physical properties of products, services and operations 
through integration of software-based digital technologies into products and services 
in a rapid changing environment (Kallinikos et al., 2010). Existing studies in this area 
focus on the impact of digitisation in various sectors but lack emphasis on strategy 
formulation; and dynamic capabilities in QSPSFs. Thus, section 4.4.3 discusses 
digitisation in the construction industry. 
 
4.4.3 Digitisation in the Construction Industry 
The increasing adoption and use of digital technologies in the construction industry 
have profound impacts on the planning, design, procurement, construction and 
operation of constructed facilities in the built environment (buildingSMART 
Australasia, 2012).  Digitisation has the potential to create a competitive advantage 
for construction firms (Gunasekaran et al., 2017). However, the adoption of digital 




competitive advantage (Kang et al., 2014) to deliver services to clients at low cost; 
and within the agreed timeline, particularly in the case of QSPSFs. Thus, the strategic 
choices of QSPSFs need to emphasise cost leadership; and provision of services that 
are unique and appealing to clients using digital technologies.  For instance, majority 
of firms achieve the full benefits of investing in digital technologies such as BIM 
software, in the construction industry (Tezel et al., 2020). 
 
Studies on the impact of digitisation on construction project delivery indicate that 
using digital technologies ensure easy communication among multidisciplinary 
project teams; and accessibility to information across different location 
(Ghaffarianhoseini et al., 2017). However, the impacts of digitisation on strategy 
formulation in QSPSF is less explored. Thus, there is an urgent need to harness the 
benefits of digital technologies as they present a unique opportunity to enhance project 
delivery; and strategy formulation in construction professional services firms despite 
the scepticism of construction professionals about their benefits (Yarmohammadi et 
al., 2017).  
 
Despite the potential benefits of digitisation, its implementation in QSPSFs, has 
encountered obstacles such as the high cost of software; training problems; security 
issues and economic uncertainty (Stanley and Thurnell, 2014). Considering the 
increasing level of complexity and uncertainties in the construction industry, QSPSFs 
need to continuously improve their service delivery to clients by making the right 
strategic choices. Digitisation in QSPSFs improves the quality of service delivery in 
terms of timeliness; security; and accuracy of estimates (Musa et al., 2010) to enhance 
client satisfaction. Section 4.5 focuses on the analysis of existing investigations on 
digital technologies in the construction industry.  
 
Digitisation in construction industry has the potential to improve the structural 
qualities of sustainable building materials such as bamboo through 3D scanning 
process. For instance,  Lorenzo and Mimendi (2020) investigate the digitisation of 
bamboo for structural applications, concluding that the digitisation and integration of 
sustainable building materials such as bamboo enhances the design, construction and 
maintenance of high-quality structures by the construction industry. Similarly,  




the various stages of project development such as design, construction, and occupancy  
by sharing information to minimise the high level of fragmentation within the sector 
(Mellado et al., 2020).  Efforts at using digitisation to address the fragmentation of the 
construction industry culminated into digital innovations such as integrated project 
delivery; virtual design and construction; and integrated digital delivery (Hwang et 
al., 2020). Integrated project delivery is an approach that ensures  collaboration among 
people, systems, business structures to share project risks and rewards through a 
multi-party agreement (Mesa et al., 2019).   
 
Virtual design and construction is a project delivery mechanism for integrating multi-
disciplinary performance models of construction projects in order to support business 
objectives (Kunz and Fischer, 2012).  Though the integrated digital delivery is 
relatively new, it is a whole life cycle project approach that seeks to use digital 
technologies to integrate work processes and stakeholders in a value chain (Building 
and Construction Authority, 2018). Digitisation of the construction industry creates 
smart factory in which construction activities such as fabrication and automation are 
digitised (Building and Construction Authority and Infocomm Media Development 
Authority, 2018).  
 
Though the digitisation of construction industry enhances operations and business 
activities in the sector in so many ways, the architectural, construction and engineering 
sector deals with a lot of information that are sensitive that requires a lot of privacy  
and cyber-attacks pose threats to the effective digitisation of the construction industry 
(Patel and Patel, 2020). The diversity of stakeholders and project teams increase the 
risk of sharing confidential data on suppliers, employers and employees, designs and 
plans of projects with outside organisations contribute to the challenges of digitisation 
in construction (Constructible, 2018).  Cybersecurity threats to the construction 
industry include sharing of files outside the organisation, ransomware, phishing, and  
password attacks. Though the General Data Protection Regulations GDPR) has the 
potential of addressing some of the threats of cybersecurity to construction, threats 
such as ransomware and phishing cannot be effectively resolved by it. It is essential 
that the construction industry address the threats posed by digitisation by ensuring that 




technologies continue to make study impacts on the construction industry. Thus, 
section 4.5 scrutinises digital technologies in the construction industry.  
 
4.5 Digital Technologies 
Integrating digitisation into the dynamic capabilities of firms enable them to be more 
flexible and agile when using digital technologies, as well as when adapting, creating, 
modifying and implementing products and services (Khalil and Belitski, 2020). 
Similarly, companies require digital technologies to support their effort in sensing and 
assessing new opportunities in a rapidly changing business environment. Thus, this 
section focuses on digitisation as component of dynamic capabilities; and seeks to 
examine how digital technologies can be used as a conduit to new information and 
opportunities; and transforming the resources; strategy; and operations of 
organisations (Li et al., 2016).  This section focuses on the review of existing studies 
on digital technologies in the construction industry. The review encompasses digital 
technologies that are currently at various stages of adoption in the construction 
industry; therefore, section 4.5.1 predominantly focuses on BIM. 
 
4.5.1 The concept of BIM 
There are numerous definitions of BIM in existing studies. BIM is defined as the use 
of digital technologies and processes to construct and manage operations to ensure a 
better outcome of projects for clients (EU BIM Task Group, 2017). BIM is also 
defined as a set of procedures with features for communication and information 
management during project delivery (Eastman et al., 2011). Furthermore, Succar 
(2009) defines BIM as a collaborative platform for integrating policies and 
technologies to produce methodologies for managing the life cycle of Architectural, 
Engineering and Construction (AEC) projects.  
 
The origin and development of BIM occurred in the United States, Central and 
Northern Europe and Japan (Silva, 2011). Traditionally, Architects and Engineers 
represented building and infrastructure projects in Two-Dimensional (2D) hand 
drawings. Subsequently, Dr Patrick J. Hanratty automated 2D hand drawings in 1957 
by developing Computer Aided Machining (CAM) using drawing boards and Rotring-









Table 4.5:Timeline for Evolution of BIM 
Year Technology Developed/Event 
1957 Pronto, commercial computer-aided machining (CAM) software 
1963 Sketchpad integrated with CAD and graphical user interface 
1975 Building Description systems (BDS) 
1977 Graphical Language for Interactive Design (GLIDE) 
1982 2D CAD 
1984 Radar CH 
1985 Vectorworks 
1986 Really Universal Computer-Aided Production Systems (RUCAPS) 
1987 ArchiCAD 
1988 Pro/ENGINEER 
1992 The term Building Information Model emerged 
1993 Building Design Advisor 
1994 miniCAD 
1995 International Foundation Class (IFC) file format 




2002 Autodesk purchased Revit 
2003 Generative Components 
2004 Revit 6 update 
2006 Digital Project 
2007 Autodesk purchased NavisWorks 






The timeline demonstrated in Table 4.5, reveals rapid changes occurring in the digital 
environment in construction. Table 4.5 indicates that from 1992, there has been a rapid 
change in the rate of digitisation. This trend reflects the disruptive nature of the current 
digital environment with potential  influence on strategy in construction companies. 
For instance, Table 4.5 illustrates that Autodesk used an acquisition strategy to 
leverage competition in the BIM software supplier market by buying Revit and 
NavisWork in 2002 and 2007, respectively. By using an acquisition strategy, 
Autodesk deployed the dynamic capabilities by sensing opportunities and threats in 
the market (which were previously discussed in sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2) to create a 
competitive advantage over their rivals. 
 
BIM investigations have dominated the digitisation discourse in the construction 
industry with emphasis on waste management; facilities management; efficient energy 
use; SMEs; and Integrated Project Delivery (IPD) (Lu et al., 2017; Pärn et al., 2017; 
Gourlis and Kovacic, 2017; Dainty et al., 2017; Rowlinson and Rowlinson, 2017). 
These studies demonstrate that BIM is gaining widespread recognition due to its 
ability to coordinate the various activities of construction project delivery (Ismail et 
al., 2016). The contribution of BIM to construction project delivery and efficiency in 
QSPSFs includes a competitive advantage through the preparation of accurate project 
cost estimates with limited errors and inaccuracies (Olatunji and Sher, 2014).  
 
4.5.1.1 BIM in QSPSF 
Within the context of QS services provision to clients, BIM ensures the preparation 
of accurate project cost estimates with low level of errors and inaccuracies (Olatunji 
and Sher, 2010). Also, BIM promotes estimate reliability; quicker cost estimate 
prediction and quality data through computer automation of project information and 
documentation (Nagalingam et al., 2013; Bryde et al., 2013). BIM has influence 
construction practice over the decades through innovative technology, providing 
various functions such as integrative management of lifecycle information; and 
diverse applications during the life cycle of construction projects (Froese, 2010; 





Before the introduction of BIM, QSs measured manually from drawings prepared by 
Architects using paper and pen (Ajibade and Venkatesh, 2012). The use of paper 
drawings or 2D CAD drawing are cumbersome, time-consuming, costly, and fraught 
with human errors, that lead to the preparation of inaccurate BOQs and estimates 
(Ajibade and Venkatesh 2012; Sabol, 2008). Individual differences and manual 
human errors create inaccuracies in estimates prepared using paper-based drawings 
(Monteiro and Martins, 2013). To address these challenges, associated with taking-
off from paper drawings, on-screen measurement can be used to take-off from 2D 
CAD drawings to ensure a reliable calculation of areas, lengths, and volumes 
(Wijayakumar and Jayasena, 2013). In terms of evolution, BIM has the potential to 
change the cost planning process, even further than 2D onscreen measurement, with 
the use and automation of 3D models. In BIM, professionals can leverage new 
methods of working in the construction supply chain (Wu et al., 2014; and Hardin, 
2009), promoting efficiencies in 3D BIM by eliminating discrepancies and 
automatically calculating quantities for accurate cost planning in QS firms (Sabol, 
2008).   
 
Despite BIM is evolving at an unprecedented rate with the prospect of increasing the 
efficiency of QS services delivery, it has limited application in project delivery (Cao 
et al., 2015). While scholarly interest in BIM is also increasing to deepen the 
theoretical development agenda of BIM application, several challenges continue to 
impede the progress of BIM research (Yalcinkaya and Singh 2015; Volk et al., 2014). 
Specifically, many of BIM research focus on the descriptive analysis of the benefits 
of BIM implementation (Poirier et al., 2015; and Yalcinkaya and Singh, 2015). For 
instance, a summary of QS studies focusing on BIM, reveals that the research themes 
shown in Table 4.6 receive considerably attention. This indicates that BIM 
investigations in QSPSFs focus mostly on project delivery with less emphasis on BIM 





Table 4.6:BIM Research Themes in QS 
Author BIM Research Theme Conclusion 
Nagalingam et al. 
(2013) 
BIM and future roles of QS QS need BIM technology and collaborative techniques to survive in future BIM-based 
project delivery  
Thurairajah and 
Goucher (2013) 
Advantages and challenges 
of BIM 
BIM offers several benefits to QS at the estimating stage; however, QS lack overall 
knowledge of BIM, a structured organisational plan implementation is required to 
address the challenges. 
Stanley and 
Thurnell (2014) 
Implementation of 5D BIM Accelerating the implementation of BIM would mitigate its challenges in QSPSF 
Kim and Park 
(2016) 
QS practice in BIM enabled 
environment 
BIM adoption provides an opportunity for improving efficiency, especially using the 5D 
BIM 
Smith (2016) Project Cost Management 
with 5D BIM 
 
The potential of BIM is not achieved. Objects in models do not have enough data to 
support cost estimating 
Smith (2014) BIM and the 5D Project 
Cost Manager 










BIM capability is important to reliable cost estimation in QSPSFs. The categories of 
BIM capabilities for QSPSFs consist of data visualisation, reliable database; and data 
coordination (Ismail et al., 2016). Existing data visualisation capabilities include 5D 
life cycle costing (Lai et al., 2010); 3D bills of quantities preparation (Nadeem et al., 
2015); project conceptualisation; design and planning; value engineering, simulation, 
cost control; estimating and tendering (Olatunji and Sher, 2014); and interpretation of 
drawing and data extraction (Harrison and Thurnell, 2015). QS practitioners need to 
enhance their  reliable database capability by adopting industry foundation classes 
(IFC) (Gokce and Gokce, 2013); quantity take-off, estimating (Plebankiewicz et al., 
2015); post construction cost management (Olatunji and Sher, 2014); and design 
changes identification (Harrison and Thurnell, 2015).  
 
According to Parida et al. (2016) IT capabilities influence dynamic capabilities of 
small firms. Thus, small firms in QS practice  need to reconfigure their internal IT 
use, collaboration and communication to develop BIM capabilities and dynamic 
capabilities such as absorptive capability, adaptive capability, innovative capability, 
and network capability. However, BIM  studies on QS lack focus in terms of  the 
impact of IT on BIM capabilities. It is necessary to ascertain which BIM capabilities 
are developed through internal IT use. Also, the relationship between internal IT use 
in small firms; dynamic capabilities; and BIM capabilities require in-depth 
investigation. The size of the firm becomes a moderating effect between IT 
capabilities which culminates into dynamic capabilities; and BIM capability. 
Accordingly, the proposition is internal IT use creates dynamic capabilities leading to 
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4.5.1.2 BIM in Irish QSPSFs 
Clients’ demand for BIM in Ireland is increasing as a study by Enterprise Ireland and 
CitA (2016) involving 100 organizations found that the request  for BIM by clients 
increased by 75 percent. Given that government is a major public sector client in 
Ireland it is possible that government’s demand for BIM project has increased. 
However, the study did not indicate the types of clients demanding for BIM projects. 
An investigation estimating  private sector clients’ demand for BIM in Ireland would 
significantly distinguish the level of Irish government’s demand for  BIM projects.    
McAuley et al. (2017) in their BIM Innovation Capability Programme (BICP) have 
demonstrated that governments are the major client, regulator and stakeholder in BIM 
adoption and implementation in most countries including Ireland. In Ireland, 
Enterprise Ireland and CitA are the main BIM champions and have been instrumental 
in organising and sponsoring CitA BIM events where practitioners meet to share their 
experiences regarding the adoption and implementation of BIM in their organisations.  
 
Publications on  BIM by the Irish government is highly needed as the UK government 
has BIM publications such as industrial strategy, government and industry partnership 
for BIM (Department for Business, Innovation & Skills, 2013); Level 3 Building 
Information Modelling - Strategic Plan (Department for Business, Innovation & 
Skills, 2015); and high speed two (HS2) supply chain BIM upskilling study.  
 
Recent Irish government publications include ‘Innovation 2020’ setting the 
framework for a five-year strategy for research and development (Interdepartmental 
Committee on Science, Technology and Innovation, 2015); and ‘National Skills 
Strategy 2025’ outlining the vision and strategies for developing relevant skills 
(Department for Skills, Research and Innovation and Education and Skills, 2016). In 
addition, the government of Ireland published the ‘National Planning Framework’, a 
20-year policy for physical development (Department of Housing, Planning, 
Community and Local Government, 2017). Comparing the UK government 
publications and the Irish government publications cited above, it is clear the Irish 
government needs to increase noteworthy publications focusing on BIM and 





However, the National BIM Council (NBC) has published the ‘Roadmap to Digital 
Transition for Ireland’s Construction Industry 2018-2021’ on 7th December 
2017(NBC, 2017a), with a forward to the document by the minister of Business, 
Enterprise and Innovation (NBC, 2017b). The pillars of  NBC’s digital roadmap 
include leadership; standards; education and training; and procurement. The efforts of 
Enterprise Ireland and CitA are highly encouraging for a brighter future for BIM 
implementation projects in Ireland.  
 
Implementing BIM for the creation of competitive advantage is yet to be fully 
recognised by QSPSFs. Therefore, current investigations must focus on strategy 
formulation; application of the resource-based view; and dynamic capabilities, and 
digitisation to harness the potential benefits of competitive advantage in Irish 
QSPSFs.  A seminal report by the SCSI in 2017 on BIM, revealed two main issues 
about the perception of BIM among Irish QSs. Firstly, Irish QSs perceive BIM as a 
technology for design and quantity take-off. However, QSs must also consider BIM 
as a technology that can create competitive advantage in a turbulent business 
environment.   
 
Secondly, Irish QS perceive the initial investment in BIM as capital intensive. They 
perceive it is difficult to recover the cost of financing BIM implementation. For 
instance, the SCSI (2017) report on BIM in Irish QSPSFs did not address issues 
regarding investment in BIM by QSPSFs and the strategies for recovering such 
investments. Also, high cost and time to train staff are some of the barriers to BIM 
implementation (Harrison and Thurnell, 2014). Though the SCSI (2017) report on 
BIM found that training is fundamental to improving BIM application in QSPSFs, the 
study report fell short of addressing the high cost of training through appropriate 
strategies to recover funds invested in BIM training.  
 
BIM projects in Ireland include the National Children’s Hospital; School Bundle 4 
PPP(public private partnership); and Greenway Hub at TU Dublin  Grangegorman 
Campus (Hore et al., 2017). BIM projects across the AEC sector in Ireland involve 































A considerable focus of scholarly studies on BIM application has led to a lack of 
investigations on other digital technologies such as mobile solutions; cloud 
computing; digital collaboration and mobility; internet of things; data analytics; 
innovation in construction; and high definition surveying. Digital technologies that 
have received less attention are discussed in section 4.5.2, beginning with mobile 
solutions. 
 
4.5.2 Mobile Solutions  
The need for effective communication and accurate information to support 
construction project delivery has led to the use of mobile devices in the construction 
industry (Sattineni and Schmidt, 2015). Project managers and supervisors use mobile 
devices such as tablets, and mobile phones to improve communication and 
productivity on construction sites. Mobile solutions integrate mobile technologies 
such as smartphones, and intelligent hotspots to eliminate the challenges associated 
with communication and collaboration during planning, designing and construction 
(Bedard, 2013).  
Irish BIM   projects 
Design Focus 
1. National Children’s  
    Hospital 
2. Misa at St James’s  
    Hospital, Dublin 
3. Central Bank of  
    Ireland, North Wall  
    Quay 
4. Wellcome Wolfson Centre  
    for experimental Medicine 
5. The M8, M73, M74 BIM  
     Revolution 
6. ESB International 




1. 27-33 Baggot Street  
     Upper Refurbishment 
2. McAvoy Sythwood School  
    Project 
3. Mercury Engineering: 
    MDRP Phase 2 
4. Telecity Data Centre 
5. Redevelopment of  
    Goethe-Institute’s  
    Irish Headquarters at  
     Dublin city Centre 
6. Multinational Data  
    Centre Campus 
7. Clinical Education  




1. Schools Bundle 4 PPP 
2. The Grangegorman  
    Greenway Research Hub 
3. One Windmill Lane 
4. Trinity College Business  
    School 
 
 





Construction firms invest about $250 million of their revenue in digital technologies 
so that mobile devices such as smartphones and tablets are available and accessible to 
project managers for communication and collaboration (Scaolick, 2015). Mobile 
devices play a significant role in project delivery by enabling construction managers 
to track materials; document photos; send E-mails and send photo messages (Sattineni 
and Schmidt, 2015). In a study by Sattineni and Schmidt (2015) on the implementation 
of mobile devices on construction sites, they noted three main field uses of mobile 
devices, notably (1) applications, (2) basic functions and (3) construction-specific 
functions, during the delivery of projects shown in Table 4.7. These uses mostly focus 
on the delivery of construction projects, neglecting the critical role of mobile devices 
in the strategic planning process of QSPSFs. 
 
Table 4.7:Field uses of Mobile Devices 
Applications Basic Functions Construction-Specific 
weather Tracking Materials Autodesk BIM 360 
Web-based scheduling Photo Documentation Procore 
Timesheets E-Mail Bluebeam 
PDF Viewers Photo Messaging Bela software 
Visual Conferencing  Latista 
  Carlson for layouts 
  Prolog 
Source: adapted from Sattineni and Schmidt (2015) 
 
Considering the findings of Sattineni and Schmidt (2015), in Table 4.7, it is necessary 
to understand the influence of mobile devices on the strategic planning of QSPSFs, as 
various technologies continue to emerge rapidly, leading to a turbulent business 
environment. QSPSFs with an insight into the development of their dynamic 
capabilities can ensure the provision of competitive services to clients in the 
construction industry. 
 
The application of mobile computing on construction sites is gaining increasing 
attention (Boton et al., 2020) due to the potential benefits of addressing the challenges 
of fragmentation in construction project delivery. Mobile computing mitigates the 
problems of fragmentation, such as the separation of site workers from site and head 




delivery (Chen and Kamara, 2011). There is a considerable benefit of using mobile 
computing in construction project delivery (Liu et al., 2019), however, further 
investigation is required to harness the potential benefits of mobile computing to the 
strategic planning process of QSPSFs.  
 
Global economic competition; rapid technological changes; increasing expectations 
of clients; and a low level of technology uptake in the construction industry require 
significant investigation in terms of research and development (Vilutiene et al., 2019). 
A considerable effort in digital technologies research and development could help 
eliminate the challenges identified by Bowden et al. (2006). Existing technologies 
such as handheld computers, smartphones, tablets, and communication infrastructure, 
drive mobile computing to facilitate process improvement in the construction industry 
for effective communication and collaboration during project delivery. 
Communication infrastructure for driving mobile computing identified by Chen and 
Kamara (2011); and Bowden et al. (2006) include: 
 
• Wireless Personal Area Network (WPAN); 
• Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN); 
• Wireless Wide Area Network(WWAN); 
• Satellite connections; and  
• Wireless network protocols comprising Wi-Fi, WiMAX, WAP, GPRS, 
UTMS, EDGE, 3G and 4G. 
 
Change initiatives in the construction industry such as Rethinking Construction  
(Egan, 1998); the US National Construction Goals (Shaw, 1996); increased 
integration of supply chain, innovation and ICT use in the construction industry 
(Bowden et al., 2006),  focus on addressing time delays, capital cost, accidents, 
defects, waste and increasing predictability, and productivity.  The proponents of 
these change initiatives in the construction industry seldom consider the use of digital 
technologies such as mobile solutions and cloud computing in the strategic decision-





The implications of mobile technology solutions uptake in the construction industry 
include, the creation of new islands of automation; the impact of mobile technology 
uptake on human resources; and knowledge management initiatives (Bowden et al., 
2006). The effect of mobile technology solution uptake, noted by Bowden et al. 
(2006), are relevant but lacks specific direction for addressing mobile technology 
implementation. The use of digital technologies such as mobile devices in the strategic 
planning process of QSPSFs enable them to undertake activities that promote the 
comprehensiveness of strategic decision-making such as collection of data for 
decision making and participation of employees and other stakeholders to ensure that 
informed choices are made in terms of  resources. 
 
Data generated in the construction industry through mobile solutions has the potential 
to be stored through cloud computing to drive strategic decision-making in QSPSFs. 
Cloud computing plays a critical role in managing the large volume of data generated 
in the construction industry through the storage and execution of data, and data 
sharing. Therefore, section 4.5.3 discusses cloud computing. 
 
4.5.3 Cloud Computing  
Cloud computing refers to the provision of on-demand IT resources and services to a 
client organisation by a third-party organisation (Leimeister et al., 2010). Cloud 
computing ensures reliable access to on-demand networks and shared IT resources 
such as networks, servers, storage, applications and services (Mell and Grance, 2009).  
Cloud computing provides a distributed environment for multiple individuals and 
organisations to collaborate in project and service delivery to clients. Petri et al. (2017) 
note the importance of cloud computing in terms of coordinating, supporting data 
sharing and interoperability of stakeholders in project delivery. Petri et al. (2017) 
conclude that cloud computing is fundamental to the collaboration and interaction of 
organisations and individuals for a smooth flow of information and data, culminating 
with the successful delivery of projects and services.  
 
Existing studies in this area investigate the benefits of cloud computing to 
organisations. For instance, Qadri and Qadri (2018); Zwattendorfer and Tauber 




computing to organisations. Some of these studies delve into the benefits of cloud 
computing to organisations and are summarised in Table 4.8. 
 
Table 4.8:Benefits of Cloud Computing 
Benefits of Cloud Computing Source/Reference  
1. Easy implementation, clients do not  
    need hardware, software licences and 
    applications to access the cloud 
Alshomrani and Qamar (2013); and Das 
et al. (2011) 
2. Cost savings as IT capital and  
    operational costs are eliminated 
Qadri and Qadri (2018); Zwattendorfer 
and Tauber (2013); and Sharma et al. 
(2012) 
3. Scalability ensuring the flexibility to  
    add or eliminate services without  
    additional hardware and software 
Qadri and Qadri (2018); Tripathi and 
Parihar (2011); and Rastogi (2010) 
 
4. Ease of access and increased  
    mobility 
Sharma et al. (2012); and Bhisikar 
(2011) 
5. Increased access to IT capabilities by 
    enabling smaller organisations to use  
     sophisticated IT resources and     
      services 
Qadri and Qadri (2018); Prasad and 
Rao (2014); Zwattendorfer and Tauber 
(2013); and Bansal et al. (2012)  
6. Allow organisations to focus on the 
core and critical issues of managing 
their business as a separate organisation 
is responsible for providing cloud 
services 
Sharma et al. (2012) 
 
 
Despite a plethora of investigations on cloud computing in construction on the 
simulation of building energy efficiency; occupancy simulation; and coordination of 
consortium of companies to deliver projects (Qadri and Qadri, 2018; Souri et al., 
2018), the use of cloud computing in the strategic planning process of QSPSFs are 
few. Potential benefits exist in using different types of cloud computing services and 
resources to client organisations. The main types of cloud computing are Software as 
a Service (SaaS) (Alkhanak et al., 2015); Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) (Malawski 
et al., 2015); Platform as a Service (PaaS), and Expert as a Service (EaaS) 
(Navimipour, 2015). The SaaS, IaaS, PaaS and EaaS are the most critical services of 
cloud computing (Keshanchi et al., 2017), which QSPSFs may require to facilitate 





SaaS is a business model in which third-party hosts can make available web 
applications to clients through the internet. SaaS enables organisations to access 
internet services without building a data centre or installing internet infrastructure; 
hence, organisations that opt for SaaS can eliminate installation, maintenance, 
software support; licence and certificate costs. These costs are paid by the third-party 
organisation providing the internet and data services using the SaaS model.  
 
Within the IaaS model, the third party is responsible for housing, maintenance of the 
physical equipment comprising the hardware, servers, storage, and space for the data 
centre. PaaS is designed to support the building, testing, deployment, management 
and updating of web applications. It enables the client to avoid the associated cost of 
purchasing and managing licenses of software. The three main types of cloud 







































Servers and Storage 
Networking Firewalls 
and Security 
Servers and Storage 
Networking Firewalls 
and Security 
Data Centre Physical 
Plant and Building 
Data Centre Physical 
Plant and Building 
Data Centre Physical 
Plant and Building 




Drawing from Figure 4.6, SaaS provides six services to clients ranging from physical 
assets such as data centre service to hosting of applications. SaaS offers both hardware 
and software services to clients. PaaS provides five types of services to clients, notably 
data centre, physical plant and building; networking and security; servers and storage; 
operating systems; and database management and business analytics tools. In the PaaS 
model, the third-party or provider of services does not offer applications to clients 
while in the IaaS model, third-party organisations provide tangible services to clients. 
These services include data centres as well as the infrastructure, equipment, 
networking and security, and servers and storage.  
 
QSPSFs can optimise their strategic planning process by using cloud computing 
services without internal IT infrastructure and staff. Cloud computing services such 
as hosted applications; and development, database management, business analytics 
are suitable for the strategic planning process of QSPSFs. Table 4.9 demonstrates that 
existing investigations on cloud computing focus mostly on educational institutions, 
manufacturing, e-governance, construction site coordination, and manufacturing. 
Therefore, an investigation focusing on the implementation and impact of cloud 
computing in QSPSFs is novel and timely as digital technologies continue to shape 




Table 4.9:Focus of existing literature on cloud computing 
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4.5.4 Collaboration and Interoperability  
The construction industry faces a massive challenge in the effective collaboration of 
stakeholders due to the complexity and fragmentation of construction projects and the 
diversity of project teams (owners, architects, consultants, engineers, contractors, sub-
contractors, and suppliers (Li et al., 2019). Likewise, several stakeholders involved in 
the strategic decision-making process of QSPSFs and this requires collaboration from 
all parties. Collaboration involves the sharing of information through the interaction, 
communication, exchange of information and documents by individuals and project 
teams (Chang et al., 2019). An industry survey on the construction industry, IT by 
Froese et al. (2007), identifies three main areas of collaboration as communications, 
document management, and data interoperability. 
 
Interoperability is the ability of two or more communication-electronic devices to 
exchange and use a piece of information successfully (Arayici et al. 2018).  Data 
interoperability is the ability of a third party to interpret data or information generated 
by other parties and stakeholders (Ahlgren et al., 2016). In the construction industry, 
BIM technology is driving interoperability collaboration among various project 
parties for efficient delivery of projects. In addition to the interoperability of data 
generated by different parties, system integration approaches such as web-based 
systems; distributed objects or components; radio frequency identification (RFID) 
enhance collaboration.  
 
The use of web-based technologies in the construction industry drives collaboration 
by integrating distributing project information to teams across different geographical 
areas (Rogers, 2019).  Collaborative technologies promote cooperation across space 
and time since individuals within an organisation can operate from different parts of 
the globe without having workspace closer to other team members (Pryke, 2020). The 
internet of things has the potential for driving effective collaboration in the 
construction industry. Another digital technology that QSPSFs must consider in their 






4.5.5 Internet of Things (IoT)  
The definition of IoT has undergone several changes over the years due to the different 
perspective of scholars (Li et al., 2014). Despite the diversity of IoT definitions, it is 
essential to delve into some of the key IoT definitions. According to Kevin Ashton, a 
pioneer of the term IoT in 1999, IoT is the combination and connection of several 
physical objects to the internet by using sensors (Albishi et al., 2017). In a study 
undertaken by Andersson and Mattsson (2015) on service innovations enabled by the 
IoT, IoT is defined as the virtual representation and connection of interrelated human-
made and natural objects using wireless and internet structures. Several studies 
acknowledge IoT as an internet innovation that provides better services through 
improved applications in such as smart buildings, home construction and 
infrastructure (Cai et al., 2014; Gu et al., 2014; and Keoh et al., 2014). 
 
The use of devices and sensors for operations in organisations is increasing due to the 
ability of machines to communicate with each other without human interaction 
(Albishi et al., 2017). The effective use of IoT for operations in business organisations 
depends on the availability of a different range of networking and communication 
technologies such as WiFi, ZigBee, low-energy Bluetooth and constrained application 
protocol to link devices (Kang et al., 2014). The combination of networking and 
communication technologies, as noted by Kang et al. (2014) provide the users of IoT 
with several advantages. The advantages of IoT to organisations include time savings, 
innovation, ‘knowledge formation’, and the creation of new opportunities for 
development (Capossele et al., 2016).  
 
The successful deployment of IoT in both private and public organisations ensures 
adequate control of assets, improved performance, and creation of new business 
models suitable to their business environment (Capossele et al., 2016). IoT has the 
potential of connecting objects and devices globally to drive service innovation in 
business organisations (Andersson and Mattsson, 2015) with emphasis on the 
development of sensors. Research and development focusing on sensors, 
smartphones, cloud networking; software; and network virtualisation across business 
organisations (Hassan et al., 2009; and Huebscher and McCann, 2008) leads to IoT 
innovation. In addition to IoT research and development driving change in 




network communication, software applications, cloud computing, internet, privacy 
and security (Albishi et al., 2017). 
 
The growing market of wireless communications and networking for IoT provides the 
foundation for increased and secure innovation in organisations (Elkhodr et al., 2015). 
However, the level of adoption and maturity of IoT enabling technologies investigated 
by Albishi et al. (2017); Hassan et al. (2009; and Huebscher and McCann (2008) 
determines the enabling environment for IoT implementation in an organisation. In 
organisations where the enabling technologies are poorly implemented, the 
application of IoT will encounter difficulties that make it impossible for the business 
organisations to harness the potential benefits of IoT indicated by Capossele et al. 
(2016); and Andersson and Mattsson (2015). Although IoT is an emerging area of 
investigation, some studies were undertaken to advance the development of IoT in 





                
Table 4.10:Context and contribution of existing IoT studies 
Context of the Study Method Contribution Authors 
Challenges and Solutions for 
Applications and Technologies in the IoT  
Systematic literature 
review 
Present several applications 
of IoT 
Albishi et al. (2017) 
Service innovations enabled by IoT in the 
automobile industry 
Case study A conceptual framework for 
understanding service 
innovations driven by IoT 
Andersson  and 
Mattsson (2015) 
The internet of things from a security 
point of view 
The methodology 
adopts for the study was 
absent. It was only a 
review of the existing 
literature.  
Syntheses and provides a 
framework for current 
security requirement for IoT 
Li et al. (2016) 
A multi-level analysis of internet of 
things users in manufacturing, 
government and educational institutions 
of South Korea 
Mixed method: 
interviews, focused 
group discussion and 
survey questionnaire 
Emphasise the need to design 
IoT systems that focus on 
human-centred context 
Shin and Park (2017) 





Despite the contributions of the IoT studies in Table 4.9 to digitisation, most of them 
tend to focus on the manufacturing industry while others are desk studies focusing on 
systematic literature review. For instance, a systematic review by Albishi et al. (2017) 
lacks research questions, which are essential for guiding the conduct of the desk study. 
Also, the methodology of the study lacks explanation in terms of the materials 
reviewed and the types of journals targeted for the review. Again, the various search 
terms for the conduct of the systematic review were absent, indicating a lack of 
specific direction of the study.  
 
Considering the scope of IoT studies indicated in Table 4.9, it is necessary to explore 
the use of IoT in the construction industry, particularly QSPSFs, due to the fragmented 
and complex nature of the construction industry to ensure the coordination and 
collaboration of professionals during project and service delivery. Furthermore, an 
investigation focusing on IoT in strategic decision-making process of QSPSFs 
culminates into the strategic planning process that supports and enhance the 
satisfactory delivery of services to clients.  
 
The construction industry generates a large volume of data processed into useful 
information to support the strategic planning process. The continuous flow of data in 
the construction industry because of different organisations and professionals 
operating in the sector (Jiao et al., 2013), make the use of data analytics in QSPSFs to 
enhance their sensing capabilities through the collection and analysis of detailed data 
for strategic decision-making.  According to Saxena and Al-Tamimi (2017), IoT plays 
a crucial role in data analytics by coordinating and channelling raw data from diverse 
and complex sources for analysis. Section 4.5.6 examines big data analytics and its 
application in business organisations. 
 
4.5.6 Big Data Analytics  
Big data analytics deals with information that is characterised by ‘volume, variety, 
velocity, veracity and value’ (Saxena and Al-Tamimi, 2017, pp. 410), which are 
commonly referred to as the Vs of big data.  Bholat (2015) provides explanations for 




denotes the different formats in storing this data. Velocity and veracity refer to the 
speed of supplying real-time data as well as the truthfulness of the data. Finally, value 
implies the usefulness of big data. The amount of data generated in organisations has 
increased over the past 20 years due to the availability of improved technologies 
(Ahmed et al., 2017) such as sensors, mobile technology and cloud computing. In this 
regard, Zikopoulos et al. (2013) predict an increase in data by 35 zettabytes (270 bytes 
at the turn of 2020. Business analytics refers to the techniques, technologies, practices, 
systems, methodologies and applications used in the analysis of data to support 
decision making in business operations (Chen et al., 2012).  Data analytics deal with 
both   small data and big data explained in studies undertaken by Ahmed et al. (2017); 




Table 4.11: Differences between small data and big data: 
Criteria Small Data Set (Traditional Data 
Mining)  
Big Data  
Storage Stored in a central RAM and scanned 
several times 
Stored in distributed sources with single 
scans 
Data types Homogeneous, static and of relatively 
small size 
Heterogeneous, dynamic and come from 
multiple sources.  
Data management Simple data formats that fit into a 
database 
Different data formats that do not fit the 
database and needs integration 
Data quality Data imperfection is high requiring 
correction techniques 
High level of uncertainty and imprecision in 
the data 
Data handling Data security is not guaranteed Protection of the data is highly needed. 
Sharing of the data must be done in an 
appropriate manner 
Data processing. The data 
can be processed offline.  
Process data in batches Requires continuous processing of data 
online 
Data Analysis Answers to specific questions are 
obtained by using data visualisation tools 
and uses statistical tools of significance 
Non-statistically significant results appear to 
be useful and mislead decision-makers. 
Traditional visualisation tools are not suitable 
due to the massive nature of the data. 




The application of data analytics in business organisations improves the performance 
of the firm. Ahmed et al. (2017); and Chen et al. (2013) analyse technical and 
managerial barriers of data analytics in organisations. The technical difficulties of big 
data analytics include data redundancy; lack of interdisciplinary corporation; lack of 
expertise; the difficulty of designing analytical systems; and inadequate database 
software for analytics. Managerial challenges of data analytics implementation 
discussed in MacAfee et al. (2012) include business leaders' lack of interest in data 
analytics; lack of managerial direction; high cost of investment and maintenance 
costs; and an inability to develop a data-driven company culture.  
 
There is a huge amount of big data generated in the construction industry due to the 
complexity and diversity of the construction supply chain. However, a study by 
McKinsey Global Institute (2016) identifies a low level of data analytics in the 
construction industry, culminating into low revenue and profitability. Despite these 
challenges, Hardin and McCool (2015) found a growing interest in data analytics due 
to increasing awareness of business information modelling benefits. According to 
Rijmenam (2015), leveraging the large volume of data generated in the construction 
industry, ensures effective use of data analytics for better resource utilisation, 
efficiency, management and forecasting, and risk mitigation. 
 
Despite the potential benefits of big data analytics, there are some challenges that can 
hinder its application to enhance absorptive capabilities of organisations (Spithoven 
et al., 2011). There is a lack of research on data analytics in construction, despite 
growing interest in the use of data analytics in various areas of the construction 
industry. For instance, Ahmed et al. (2017) investigate the future of big data in 
facilities management in a case study by using the workshop approach. This study 
identifies various challenges of big data in facilities management such as operational, 
technological, data challenges, and drivers of big data in facilities management. Big 
data analytics is fundamental to the selection of innovative and sustainable building 






4.5.7 Innovation in Construction  
This section focuses on the use of digital technologies such as 3D printing; robotics; 
for offsite manufacturing and construction material innovation. The demand for the 
delivery of sustainable construction projects has increased over the decades due to the 
growing interest in the mitigation of environmental impacts (Thormark, 2006). The 
sustainability of construction projects depends on the selection of innovative materials 
that conform to the principles of sustainability (Abeysundara et al., 2009). The choice 
of inappropriate materials has dire consequences for the durability and performance 
of construction projects (Nassar et al., 2003). To avert the effects of selecting 
inappropriate materials for construction projects, it is essential for professionals such 
as Project Managers, QS and Architects to rely on the specifications provided by 
manufacturers on the economic, environmental and social performance (van Kesteren, 
2008) to make decisions during project design and delivery. The choice of information 
on various materials from the database of different manufacturers for comparison. 
Also,  decision-making can be difficult due to a large volume of data available and 
the need to structure and organise them into useful formats. Digital technologies such 
as IoT and data analytics help gather material information from diverse sources, 
analysing and structuring them into useable forms.  
 
Clients’ perception of quality; stakeholder engagement; and the choice of innovative 
materials are essential to the strategic planning process because they ensure the 
comprehensiveness of strategic decisions. The considerable aspects of innovation that 
are critical to decision making during material selection have been discussed in Florez 
et al. (2013). These vital aspects of innovation include competitive advantage; 
compatibility of a material specification to the needs of clients, values and behaviour 
of decision-makers; and societal perception of creativity. Creativity underpins the 
choice of innovative construction materials. Horn and Salvendy (2006) investigate the 
understanding of creativity and identify critical factors influencing creativity as 
novelty, elaboration and synthesis, resolution, applicability and pleasure. 
 
The application of digital technologies such as 3D printing, robotics, prefabrication 
and off-site manufacturing is critical to developing innovative building materials in 
the construction industry. For instance, Perkins and Skitmore (2015) note that 3D 




printing eliminates the subtractive and formative methods of construction by ensuring 
only the required materials are placed in layers through computer control (Hague and 
Reeves, 2000). The subtractive process involves cutting away unwanted materials, 




4.5.8 High Definition Surveying  
High Definition Surveying (HDS) is a non-intrusive technique of gathering as built-
in data. HDS techniques consist of terrestrial laser scanning systems that are suitable 
for collecting accurate data to generate 3D models (Owda et al. (2018).  3D laser 
scanning uses light detection to develop an accurate representation of objects (Su et 
al., 2006). 3D laser scanning technology is a set of imaging instruments for rapid 
measurement and coordination of objects within a specific region (The US General 
Services Administration, 2009).  
 
Terrestrial laser scanning systems can determine the position of objects in 3D 
(Heritage and Large, 2009). Studies by Pfeifer and Briese (2007) and Tucker (2002) 
discuss the advantages of laser scanning, these include the ability to scan large fields 
within a short time and collection of a massive and accurate amount of data. Despite 
the benefits of laser scanning, it has inherent deficiencies such as inaccessibility to 
some physical areas; inability to obtain colour images; and inability to show structural 
elements such as glasses (Owda et al., 2018; Li 2014; Sahin et al., 2012). To overcome 
the drawbacks of laser scanning, Owda et al. (2018) suggest the use of complementary 
data sources such as digital imagery to support 3D laser data.  
 
Collection of data at various stages of construction is labour intensive and time-
consuming (Su et al., 2006), the deployment of laser scanning reduces the amount of 
labour and time needed to collect the data for planning and decision-making. It also 
creates differentiation of services and cost leadership for QSPSFs that deploy laser 
scanning technology at various stages of construction. Laser scanning technology of 
HDS can generate data on various activities on construction sites that are stored in the 
cloud to serve as a record of the company for the future planning process and decision 




construction process provides highly reliable data to quantity surveyors to monitor the 
progress of work on site. The construction industry is replete with disputes, which 
delay the speedy delivery of projects and professional services in the construction 
industry. According to Su et al. (2006), laser scanning technology provides an as-built 
record of work completed for making claims and dispute resolution.  
 
4.6 Conclusion  
The purpose of this chapter is to scrutinise existing studies on dynamic capabilities 
including digitisation in a rapidly changing business environment.  The earlier 
chapters of this investigation analysed the role of the construction industry, including 
its contribution to the Irish economy, and the role of QS. The complexity of strategic 
decision-making; the need for a strong resource-base; and knowledge intensity in 
QSPSFs requires the adoption of dynamic capabilities to gain competitive advantage 
in turbulent business environment. Thus, this chapter scrutinised dynamic capabilities 
and digitisation in a rapidly changing business environment.  
 
The review demonstrated that existing investigations give less attention to QSPSFs in 
terms of strategic decision-making in turbulent environment; dynamic capabilities 
(with emphasis on sensing; seizing; transforming); and digitisation in order to create 
competitive advantage. Thus, the focus of this investigation on strategic decision-
making; turbulent business environment and dynamic capabilities enables QSPSFs to 
gain insight into strategic choices in rapid changing business environment. Similarly, 
the chapter examines digitisation from the perspective of dynamic capabilities 
components, and not the mainstream focus of digitisation as tool for construction 
project delivery. Specifically, the chapter examined digital technologies such as BIM, 
mobile solutions (Phones and Tablets); cloud computing; collaboration and 
interoperability; internet of things; big data analytics;  innovation in construction ; and 
high definition surveying. The review indicate that extant literature has not given 
much consideration to the digital technologies within the context of QSPSFs despite 
the rapid changes occurring in the business environment. This study would explore 






 It is necessary to synthesise the literature review undertaken in the previous chapters 
of this study to identify the patterns that exist in existing studies; therefore, chapter 



































Synthesis of Literature Review 
5.1 Introduction 
In chapters Two; Three; and Four, a lot of literatures have been reviewed on different 
areas that have been investigated by different authors. The rationale for this synthesis 
chapter is to identify the major elements within the literatures that have been reviewed. 
The synthesis also helps in the identification of gaps within the major strands of issues 
embedded within the literature review. The rational for including the synthesis is that 
the research is multi-faceted and based on extensive range and breadth of literature. 
Therefore, this chapter serves to narrow down the core components under scrutiny 
and provide the theoretical underpinnings for the methodology. The outline of this 











Figure 5.1 demonstrates the brief structure of this chapter commencing with the pillars 
of this study which were identified through the synthesis of the literature reviews in 
chapters 2,3, and four. After the synthesis of each of the component parts of the 
various chapters, hypotheses were postulated for testing in chapter seven. Following 
the formulation of hypothesis is the development of conceptual framework 
demonstrating the theories and concepts underpinning this study. The conceptual 
framework also demonstrates the research question which is framed around the 
research  gap.  
 
 








The contextual perspective of this investigation has been examined in chapter 2 of this 
research. The purpose of this chapter is to synthesise the key components 
underpinning the strategy in the construction industry, which include the complexity 
and multifaceted nature of strategy and construction, as a discipline. This enables the 
researcher to identify the various areas that have not receive much attention over the 
years. In chapter 2 the nature of the construction industry has been explored in which 
its key characteristics were identified. The dominant characteristics of the 
construction industry include the complexity of projects; and uncertainties as a result 
of economic cyclicality.  
 
The construction industry is highly fragmented due to the multiplicity of 
professionals, clients, stakeholders, and projects with differing requirements.  This 
has created challenges for the sector over the years as many of the actors continue to 
operate in silos. The challenges of organisations within the construction industry have 
also been compounded by the number subsectors that operate therein such as  
residential; private non-residential; productive; infrastructure; and social 
infrastructure. Each subsector has different requirements for project delivery. Within 
Ireland, significant amount of data exists at national level indicating the structure, 
employment, output and government’s capital allocations for the construction 
industry. Despite the existence of these information on the construction industry 
coupled with its characteristics which pose challenges to construction-related 
organisations, there as been less attention on the strategic decision-making process in 
the industry. 
 
QSPSFs provide professional services that are critical to the delivery of construction 
projects in Ireland. Chapter 2 highlights the services of QSPSFs as cost management; 
and other emerging roles such as environmental services management. As QSPSFs 
continue to operate in a construction industry dominated by turbulent environment 
due to intense competition; resource scarcity such as shortage of QS; and limited 
access to finance. To address these challenges requires that top management of 
QSPSFs improve their strategic decision-making process. However, the training of 
QS professionals does not focus on management compared to non-construction 




5.2 Pillars of Research 
The various definitions of strategy and strategic management show the diversity in 
authors’ perspectives and scope of research in strategic management. However, 
strategic management studies focus more on some disciplines than they do on others. 
For instance, economics, sociology, marketing and management remain the major 
boundaries encompassing definitions of strategic management. However, the major 
fields of strategic management definitions do not include engineering, physical 
sciences and built environment disciplines such as housing, real estate and 
architecture.  
 
Despite the importance of the business environment to firms, concepts such as 
environmental turbulence receive less attention in the definitions of strategic 
management. Technological changes have increased environmental turbulence, 
however, existing studies such as Nag et al. (2007) lack focus on the internal 
environment of organisations. Likewise, strategic management definitions which are 
highly cited, because of their emphasis on strategy formulation and implementation, 
do not highlight disruptions in the business environment such as digitisation and 
environmental turbulence. The three main pillars emerging from the literature review 
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Different opinions on the meaning of strategy exist as scholars and practitioners define 
a strategy to suit their circumstances. However, some commonalities exist in these 
definitions of strategy, such as ‘objectives’, ‘plan’, and ‘action’.  These commonalities 
are highlighted in studies undertaken by Porter (1996, 1986); Kind and Cleveland 
(1978); Higgins and Vineze (1993); Hax and Majluf (1991); Steiner (1979); 
Mintzberg (1994, 1987); Drucker (1974); Chandler (1962); Andrews (1980); and 
Athapaththu (2016). Terminologies such as actions, goals and objectives are 
fundamental to the conceptualisation of strategy. These underlying concepts, 
especially organisational plans, are the bedrock of strategy formulation in 
organisations. 
 
Hax and Majluf (1991) and Andrews (1980), focus on resource allocation, formulation 
and implementation in specific situations (as cited in Mintzberg 1994, 1987). The use 
of ‘specific situations’ implies that strategy cannot be applied in a vacuum but must 
be used to address challenges or issues in the organisation.  It is in this context that 
the research is intended to focus on, i.e. strategy formulation in construction PSFs 
with emphasis on QS firms.  
 
The investigation of Hax and Majluf (1991); Drucker (1974); and Chandler (1962), 
on resource allocation, emphasise the need to distribute resources to address the 
demands of the organisation, in order to respond to changes in the environment, 
internally and externally. Hax and Majluf (1991); Drucker (1974); and Andrews 
(1980) highlight ‘response environment’ where they emphasise the importance of 
formulating strategies that are responsive to the environment. Some of the leading 


























The flow of strategy was highlighted in the strategic management definition of Rumelt 
et al. (1994), suggesting that strategy formulation flows from top management to the 
lower levels of the firm. Strategy formulation, implementation and monitoring in 
organisations are the responsibilities of chief executive officers (CEOs) (Woyzbun, 
2004). Strategy should be comprehensive and characterised by the inclusion of all 
stakeholders in the organisation to ensure active participation.   
 
Strategic planning process combines a formal and informal approach to human 
interaction in order to formulate strategies. Participation drives both formal and 
informal approach to strategy formulation through the involvement of stakeholders. 
Participation and strategic approach are critical characteristics of the strategic 
planning process. Despite the importance of participation and approach to the strategic 
planning process, existing literature seldom provide appropriate methods for 
promoting effective human interaction during strategy formulation. The strategic 
planning process must not focus on only vision and mission statement, and 
environmental analysis, but must include key elements that address intra-
organisational participation, and dynamic capabilities to create a sustainable 
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Strategic planning models are used to connect the interrelated parts of strategic 
planning processes. They are useful for identifying the inherent gaps in the strategic 
planning process. The organic or self-planning model of the strategic planning process 
is seldom used to achieve flexibility and participation. In addition to participation and 
approach, other characteristics of the strategic planning process include formality, 
flow, choice, comprehensiveness, approach and choice. The organic model, due to its 
flexibility, is appropriate for integrating all the characteristics of the strategic planning 
process. The adoption of the organic model of strategic planning addresses the 
challenges of non-participation in strategy formulation by stakeholders. Integrating 
the organic model of the strategic planning process and the characteristics of strategic 
planning model is demonstrated in Figure 5.2 below would ensure effective 
communication between top management and employees to ensure intra-
organizational participation. 
 
The interaction between the strategic planning process and the environment raises the 
vital issue of sustaining competitive advantage. The environment in the strategic 
planning process is categorised as the organisational environment, and the natural 
environment. Conditions such as market instability and unpredictability; and rapid 
technological changes create environmental turbulence which erodes the competitive 
advantage of firms.  
 
Economic recession also creates environmental turbulence for firms, including those 
operating in the construction industry. Environmental turbulence has a considerable 
impact on the construction industry due to increasing financial and economic crisis. 
Within the construction industry, scholarly investigations focus on response strategies 
adopted by contractors during economic recession in various parts of the world such 
as Ireland and UK (Tansey et al., 2014; Hillebrandt et al., 1995; Lansley and Quince, 
1981); Hong Kong (Tan et al., 2012); Singapore (Lim et al., 2010; Low and Lim, 
2000); China (Li and Ling, 2012); US (Danforth et al., 2017; Wong and Logcher, 
1986).  
 
Through the review in chapter 3, various characteristics of strategic decision-making 
process have been identified such as the analysis of the construction industry on an 




macroeconomic environment (GDP, Interest rates, employment trends); and 
competitor analysis; repeat business with existing clients; and regular review of 
internal business processes (staff, marketing, IT). Similarly, strategic decision-making 
process is characterised by  investment in staff training and development; internal 
quality assurance mechanisms are reviewed on an ongoing basis; investment in 
research and development is important to the organisation; top-down flow of strategic 
decision-making; and  engage external consultants to facilitate the strategic decision-
making process. The inclusion of these characteristics of strategic decision-making 
enable QSPSFs to create competitive advantage and be able to respond to the rapidly 
changing environment effectively.  
 
Considering the strategic decision-making characteristics explored and the need to 
examine the turbulent business environment in this investigation, the second objective 
of this study seeks to evaluate the impact of the turbulent environment on the  strategic 
decision-making process of Irish QSPSFs. Thus, in this study, it is appropriate to 
propose the following hypothesis: 
 
Hypothesis 1: There is no relationship between the turbulent business 
environment and the following strategic decision-making process 
characteristics: 
(H1a) Analysis of the construction industry on an ongoing basis (industry 
reports, tender prices); 
(H1b) Systematic review of the macroeconomic environment (GDP, Interest 
rates, employment trends); 
(H1c) Competitor analysis; 
(H1d) Repeat business with existing clients; 
(H1e) Regular review of internal business processes (Staff, marketing, IT); 
(H1f) Investment in staff training and development; 
(H1g) Internal quality assurance mechanisms are reviewed on an ongoing 
basis; 
(H1h) Investment in research and development is important to the 
organisation; 




(H1j) Engage external consultants to facilitate the strategic decision-making 
process. 
  
In order to devise strategies that address the turbulent business environment, chapter 
four of this research focused on dynamic capabilities and digitisation. The purpose of 
dynamic capabilities in this study is to identify and develop a framework that enhances 
the ability of QSPSFs to respond to the rapidly changing business environment. The 
three main components of dynamic capabilities, as espoused by Teece (1997, 2007, 
2011, 2018) include sensing and assessing opportunities; seizing opportunities; and 
transforming. The review in chapter two examine the works of leading authors such 
as Teece et al. (2016); Day and Schoemaker (2016); Felin and Powell (2016); Wang 
and Ahmed (2007); Zahra et al. (2006); and Eisenhardt and Martin (2000). The review 
of these leading studies on the theory of dynamic capabilities revealed that most of 
the studies are mainly theoretical reviews with less emphasis on empirical 
information.  
 
Likewise, the existing literature shows that dynamic capabilities studies seldom focus 
on PSFs; hence, QSPSFs as the target population of this study addresses the gap in 
dynamic capabilities theories with regards to PSFs and empirical data to enhance the 
management of professional service firms. Furthermore, dynamic capabilities within 
the construction industry investigations have been examined. Investigations by Adam 
et al. (2020); Adam and Lindahl (2019); Isa et al. (2019); Choi et al. (2018); Redwood 
et al. (2017); and Davis et al. (2017) demonstrate that dynamic capabilities studies in 
the construction industry focused largely on project delivery with less emphasis on 
the professional service firms.  
 
Digitisation contributes to the rapid changes in the business environment due to the 
fast pace at which digital technologies are churned out. These digital technologies 
have impacts on the construction industry. For instance, digitisation plays key roles 
in in the delivery of construction projects.  Also, the review of Gunasekaran et al., 
2017’s work demonstrates that digitisation has huge potential to create competitive 
advantage in organisations due to its numerous roles in the various processes of 
business organisations. The roles of digitisation as gleaned from the review of existing 




al. (2017); Hoar (2017); Yoo et al. (2012); Musa et al. (2010); include efficiency of 
project delivery; innovation; collaboration; reduction of cost and duration of project 
delivery. 
 
Though the roles of digitisation in organisations have been examine by existing 
studies, there remains a gap as far as its specific roles in the strategic decision-making 
process of QSPSFs, thus this study intends to ascertain the linkage between 
digitisation and strategic decision-making by proposing this hypothesis: 
 
Hypothesis 2: There is no relationship between the strategic decision-making 
process characteristics and the following roles of digitisation in QSPSFs: 
(H2a) Improves efficiency of QS service delivery to clients; 
(H2b) Drives innovation in the organisation internally and externally;  
(H2C) Reduces the cost incurred in the delivery of QS services to clients; 
(H2d) Reduces duration by ensuring faster delivery of QS services  
to clients; 
(H2e) Encourages collection of market data and industry data for decision-
making; 
(H2f) Ensures collaboration between staff and other stakeholders during QS 
service delivery to clients; 
(H2g) Improves communication between project participants and 
stakeholders; and  
(H2h) Provides technological know-how for competitive advantage. 
 
In chapter four, specific digital technologies in extant literature were scrutinised. The 
purpose is to evaluate examine their features and their specific roles in the 
construction industry. The digital technologies reviewed  mobile solutions 
(tablets/phones); BIM technologies; cloud computing; digital collaboration; internet 
of things (IoT); data analytics; innovation in construction; and high definition 
surveying. While the review shows that the level of uptake in terms of these digital 
technologies examined in literature in the delivery of construction projects varies. The 
review of literature on digital technologies in section 4.5 revealed that compared to 
construction project delivery, the impacts of digital technologies on strategic decision-




that seeks to ascertain whether the strategic decision-making process depend on the 
digital technologies examined in section 4.5. Thus, this study proposes the third 
hypothesis as follows: 
 
Hypothesis 3: The strategic decision-making process is not dependent on the 
implementation of the following digital technologies in QSPSFs: 
 
(H3a) Mobile solutions (Tablets/Phones); 
(H3b) BIM technologies; 
(H3c) Cloud computing; 
(H3d) Digital collaboration; 
(H3e) Internet of things (IoT); 
(H3f) Data analytics; 
(H3g) Innovation in construction; and 
(H3i) High definition surveying. 
 
The hypotheses formulated in this study have been examine within the conceptual 






































Research Question to Address 
How do Irish QSPSFs deploy dynamic 
capabilities in their strategic decision-making 
process in a turbulent environment? 
 




Figure 5.4 shows the various components of this study. It indicates that both 
digitisation and economic cyclicality contribute to turbulence in the business 
environment. In addition, the turbulent business environment impacts the strategic 
decision-making process of organisations. Specifically, for this study, the impacts of 
turbulence environut constitute the construction industry but not limited to this alone 
as the national economy affects the construction industry. As a result, economic 
recession is considered in Figure 5.4, and within the hypothesis testing variables such 
as systematic review of the macroeconomic environment (GDP, interest rates, 
employment trends); and analysis of the construction industry on an ongoing basis 
(industry reports, tender prices) were considered.  
 
Though, digitisation contributes to turbulent environment due to its ability to cause 
rapid disruption in the business environment, it also has the potential to enhance the 
dynamic capabilities of organisations in terms of identifying opportunities and 
innovation to transform resources. Having considered the conceptual framework 
Figure 5.4 , the research question emanating from the synthesis of literature review in 
this chapter is how do Irish QSPSFs deploy dynamic capabilities in their strategic 
decision-making process in a turbulent environment? 
 
5.3 Conclusion  
This chapter focuses on the synthesis of the literature reviews in chapters 2, 3, and 4 
of this research. A synthesis of the literature review ensures the identification of 
patterns existing in the current  body of knowledge. For instance, the synthesis in 
chapter enable the researcher to identify the pillars of this research, representing the 
areas of knowledge where there are gaps that needs to be addressed in this study. 
These pillars of research include strategic decision-making QSPSFS in the 
construction industry; dynamic capabilities of in QS firms; turbulent environment. 
The synthesis of the literature reviews in chapters 2, 3, and 4 culminates into the 
formulation of three hypotheses, which have been tested in section 7.11 of this study. 
Similarly, the synthesis of the literature reviews enables the researcher to develop a 
conceptual framework in Figure 5.4 and position the research question within it.  A 
scrutiny of the existing studies on response strategies in construction industry shows 




strategies. Therefore, the increasing level of turbulence requires the needed attention 
with emphasis on QSPSFs. The pillars of the research identified in literature enable 
the investigation to be positioned within the appropriate theories in order to address 


































The purpose of this chapter is to provide an overall view of the research philosophies 
and research methods adopted to address the research question. It consists of a number 



















Figure 6.1: Outline of Chapter 6 
 
Drawing from Figure 6.1, this chapter commences with research methodology; 
followed by research philosophy; theoretical framework; method of scientific enquiry; 
and axiological position. With regards to the design of  this research, Figure 6.1 
demonstrates that the research strategies; data analysis and statistical tools; ethical 
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This chapter seeks to adopt appropriate methodologies to address the research 
question, aim and objectives outlined in chapter one as follows: 
 
How do Irish QSPSFs deploy dynamic capabilities in their strategic decision-
making process in a turbulent environment? 
 
This chapter delves into research methodologies that underpin the study in order to 
achieve the overall aim of the study, which is: 
 
To develop a strategic decision-making process framework to enable Irish 
QSPSFs to deploy their dynamic capabilities in strategic decision-making 
within a turbulent business environment. 
 
Having positioned the research in the requisite research philosophies, the most 
suitable research method and data collection techniques will be adopted to address the 
following research objectives: 
 
1.  To ascertain the strategic decision-making process characteristics of 
Quantity Surveying Professional Service Firms (QSPSFs)in Ireland; 
 
2. To evaluate the impact of a turbulent environment on the strategic decision-
making process of Irish QSPSFs; 
 
3. To assess the dynamic capabilities of Irish QSPSFs operating in a rapidly 
changing construction industry environment; 
 
4. To determine the role and impact of technological developments on the 
strategic decision-making process of Irish QSPSFs, and 
 
5. To develop a dynamic capabilities strategic decision-making framework for 





The first part of this chapter focuses on the philosophical underpinning of the research 
by discussing the merits of different dimensions in epistemology, ontology, 
methodology and axiology. Given the importance of these theories in the context of 
this study, section 6.4 focuses on the theoretical framework adopted and the 
philosophical basis for adopting a specific approach. The theoretical framework 
presented in this chapter demonstrates the relationship between the research problem 
and the objectives of the study. Section 6.5 addresses the method of scientific inquiry 
comprising of both deductive reasoning and inductive reasoning.  
 
Section 6.6 discusses the research design, which emphases a mixed-method approach 
of both quantitative and qualitative designs. In terms of research strategies, the study 
used the survey and interview, which are discussed in sections 6.7.1 and 6.7.2, 
respectively. The survey addressed the quantitative aspect of the study, while the 
interviews explore the qualitative attributes in order to gain an in-depth insight into 
issues that were not addressed during the quantitative phase. The methods adopted for 
the study include target population and sampling; design of instruments and its 
administration; data collection techniques; analysis of data; and ethical consideration, 
which are presented in Figure 6.2, commencing with the research question; and the 








































The research methodology choosen for this investigation is entrenched in both 
quantitative and qualitative approaches. The adoption of the quantitative and 
qualitative approaches enables the researcher to effectively address the research 
objectives set. Thus, theourh the quantitative approach, a survey questionnaire was 
used to address objectives 1,2, and 4 of the research during phase 1 and 2 of the 
investigation in Chapter 7. The qualitative interviews were used to also address 
objectives 1, 2,3,4, and 5 of the study as demonstrated in Chapter 8. 
 
The ability to identify and provide justification for the choice of research paradigms 
demonstrates the researcher’s understanding of the research problem (Sefotho, 2015). 
Menacere (2016) notes the appropriate concepts related to research methodologies 
and methods must be selected for a particular investigation. However, researchers do 
Qualitative Phase 
Research Question 
How can Irish QSPSFs successfully deploy 
their dynamic capabilities in strategic 
decision-making within a turbulent 
environment? 
Research Philosophy 
























not fully understand the philosophical concepts in order to articulate their worldview 
and research design effectively (Laurence and Margolis, 2003).   In order to address 
these challenges, section 6.2 discusses the research methodology adopted to address 
the research question, research aim, and objectives set for this investigation. 
 
6.2 Research Methodology 
A research methodology is explained from two main perspectives, namely research 
methods; and research philosophies (Saunders et al., 2012). Research methods focus 
on how the study is undertaken, while the philosophies focus on the justifications and 
implications of the methods adopted for the study. Gray (2009) explains research 
methodology as activities comprising the management; planning; actions; processes; 
designs; and methods of data collection during the investigation of a research problem.  
Furthermore, Kothari (2010) defines research methodology as a systematic process of 
finding a solution to research problems. 
 
A research methodology focuses on the whole process of an investigation, beginning 
from the theoretical and philosophical underpinnings through to data collection 
methods and analysis (Hussey and Hussey, 1997). Drawing from the explanations of 
research methodology by Saunders et al. (2012); Kothari (2010); Gray (2009), and 
Hussey and Hussey (1997), it is necessary to focus on the critical components of 
research methodology, such as research methods and research philosophy in order to 
select the appropriate research paradigm and research strategy for tackling the 
research problem.  
 
A research method involves data collection; and the design of research instruments 
such as an interview guide, survey questionnaire; and analytical techniques (Ahmed 
et al., 2016). According to Carr (2006), research methodology provides both 
theoretical underpinning, and justification for the choice of the methods applied in 
undertaking research.  
 
The research methodology provides underpinning for the choice of research methods, 
and how to position the investigation of the strategic decision-making process in 





6.2.1 Philosophical Foundation  
The philosophical foundation supports the research methodology and design, to 
ensure a successful outcome to an investigation (Acumen Insights, 2009; Kiikeri and 
Ylikoski, 2004). The assumptions of the philosophical foundation are entrenched in 
both social and scientific dimensions (Holden and Lynch, 2004; and Burrell and 
Morgan, 1979). The social dimension of philosophical foundation addresses two main 
issues, notably regulatory and radical changes (Holden and Lynch, 2004). The 
regulatory aspect focuses on the perception of the researcher on how society is 
evolving and its cohesiveness (Roca and Helbing, 2011).  
 
Drawing from the social dimension of philosophical foundation, QS firms interact 
with social and business environments through their internal and external operations 
at various stages of the construction process in which they acquire some experiences 
that are relevant to this study.  This study investigates the role and impacts of 
digitisation on the strategic planning process of QS firms. The scientific view of 
philosophical foundation emphasises an objective approach through ‘ontology 
(reality); epistemology (knowledge); human nature; and methodology’ (Holden and 
Lynch, 2004, pp. 3) which constitute philosophical worldviews discussed in section 
6.2.1.1.  
 
6.2.1.1 Philosophical Worldview  
According to Hart (2010), a researcher's worldview involves the use of the cognitive 
and perceptive abilities of human beings to understand the social phenomenon.  A 
worldview provides a mental lens for perceiving the realities of the world (Olsen et al., 
1992).  A researcher's worldview is a combination of theories that form the mental 
image of the realities in the world to ensure a better understanding of human 
experiences (Aerts et al., 1994). The concept ‘image’ in the explanation of worldview 
by Aerts et al. (1994) is key to providing explanations for realities in society. For 
instance, rapid technological changes and market fluctuations affect strategic planning 
process characteristics of QS firms in Ireland. However, the level of influence and 
specific strategic planning process characteristics affected are unknown.  
 
A valid worldview is fundamental to the successful investigation of a phenomenon 




gained from their relationship with clients and other project stakeholders in the 
construction industry. Thus, this study adopts the research methods discussed in 
sections 6.7 and 6.8 to ascertain the worldview of QSPSFs. The validity of a 
philosophical worldview is dependent on access to reliable and accurate information 
about the reality of issues in society (Hatcher, 1990). Hatcher (1990) identified two 
main types of reality comprising of objective reality and subjective reality. The 
subjective reality is now a post-modern perspective that has seen a considerable 
improvement due to scientific theories and philosophies (Schwartz and Begley, 2003).  
 
Post-modernism refers to the set of ideas that explain the different aspects of a 
phenomenon that is being investigated. The reality worldview focuses on the objective 
reality by providing insights and guidance into an interpretation of both visible and 
invisible realities. In research investigations, worldviews manifest through the 
research approaches adopted to explore strategic decision-making in a rapidly 
changing environment. Therefore, research approaches within worldview include 
quantitative, qualitative, and mixed method (Sefotho, 2015). Thus, the philosophical 
worldview of senior managers in QSPSFs regarding strategic decision-making is 
fundamental to the adoption of suitable research philosophy in section 6.3.   
 
6.3 Research Philosophy 
Research philosophy is fundamental to the design and collection of data and its 
analysis in the investigation of research problems outlined in this study. However, a 
study by Nicholls (2005) found key differences or lack of philosophical dimensions 
in research studies in social sciences. According to Sefotho (2013), research 
philosophy drives quality in scholarly investigations at various levels of learning, 
particularly in doctoral research. Sefotho (2015) notes that research philosophy 
provides the direction for scholarly investigations. Evely et al. (2008) accentuates that 
research philosophy ensures the inter-disciplinary investigation of problems to avoid 
the fragmentation of research. 
 
Research philosophy encompasses key research elements such as ontology, 
epistemology, and axiology (Saunders et al., 2009), which are discussed in sections 




making philosophical assumptions in the design of research methods for data 
collection (Saunders et al., 2009; Ritchie and Lewis, 2003; Guba, 1990).  Research 
philosophies drive the approach to ontology, epistemology and axiology, such as 
positivism, realism, interpretivism or pragmatism (Guba and Lincoln, 1994). A better 
understanding of research philosophies enables the choice of appropriate research 
methods outlined in Table 6.1.   
 
Table 6.1: Research Philosophies and Methods 
Research Philosophy Research Methods Literature Source 
1. Pragmatism Mixed method  Denscombe, 2010; 
Barrett, 2010 




Qualitative method Guba and Lincoln, 
1994; McNabb, 2008; 
Denzin and Lincoln, 
2005 
3. Positivist, naturalist, post-
positivism, social 
constructivism, critical realism 
Quantitative method Polit and Beck, 2008; 
Steen and Roberts, 
2011; Alvesson and 
Skoldberg, 2009 
 
Drawing from Table 6.1, each research method corresponds to the suitable research 
methodology. It is important to choose a research philosophy that is suitable for 
research methods to ensure a comprehensive investigation of the research problem on 
strategic decision-making in a turbulent business environment. It is necessary to delve 
into the beliefs and concepts that underpin strategic decision-making in QSPSFs in 
order to choose the appropriate research paradigms discussed in section 6.3.1.   
 
6.3.1 Ontological Position 
Ontology refers to the philosophical assumptions underpinning the beliefs, reality or 
making sense of a phenomenon or problem being investigated (Scotland, 2012). 
Ontology addresses the assumptions that the researcher makes to conceptualise the 
research problem and derive meaning from the data collected (Kivunja and Kuyini, 
2017). The ontology of this research is entrenched in the social world of meaning 
constituting human beings or employees in business organisations of an industry, 





Specifically, the study investigates how senior managers of QSPSFs derive meaning 
from their experiences in operating within the turbulent business environment. 
According to Bracken (2010), a deeper understanding of the ontological assumptions 
enables researchers to reflect and engage effectively with their research studies by 
using appropriate research methods. Ontological assumptions focus on realism and 
epistemological positions (Ritchie and Lewis, 2003; Mkansi, and Achaempong, 2012) 
discussed in section 6.3.2.  
 
6.3.2 Epistemological Position 
Eminent research intends to produce results and findings entrenched in sound 
knowledge, theory and conducted using appropriate techniques for gathering 
information (Aliyu et al., 2014). Epistemology is fundamental to developing sound 
knowledge through the collection of valid information. Epistemology is concerned 
with the nature and origin of knowledge (Naukkarinen, 2015); and emphasises the 
opportunities, possibilities and limitations of knowing the truth about a phenomenon 
(Haaparanta and Niiniluoto, 1993).  
 
Empiricism is one of the ways of investigating knowledge and protecting it (Aliyu et 
al., 2014). Goles and Hirschheim (2006) consider empiricism as the fundamental 
principle of knowledge held by individuals. Empiricism is an epistemological 
convention among researchers that belong to the natural science paradigm and has an 
interest in the investigation of fundamental variables and their association with other 
factors or phenomenon (Hollis, 2004). Empiricism involves the use of a hypothetic-
deductive approach to solving problems to unravel truths and reality (Henning et al., 
2004). The adoption of empiricism requires the formulation of hypotheses for testing 
in order to have significant evidence for drawing  conclusion (Kvale, 2006). In this 
study, the ontological position of the research is demonstrated by adopting different 
research methods and techniques to explore strategy formulation in the turbulent 
environment of QS professional service firms. This study adopts two leading 







Positivism is an epistemological position that involves searching for facts and truths 
that are detached from the researcher. Positivism considers facts and truths to be 
distinct and essential for establishing the evidence; and objectivity of an issue (Snape 
and Spencer, 2003). The positivists within the social science paradigm adopt natural 
science principles or models to investigate the social phenomenon in order to develop 
systems of knowledge without speculation (Nudzor, 2009; Brown and Baker, 2007). 
Another reason for adopting positivism within social science research is the existence 
of order in the social world, which is similar to the natural world of science 
(Denscombe, 2002).  For instance, in positivism, events are random, and people are 
concerned about the cause and effects phenomenon (Nudzor, 2009).  
 
The objective reality is fundamental to the positivist position due to its emphasis on 
the discovery of independent facts, which are not known to either society or the 
researcher before they conduct the research (Aliyu et al., 2014). In the social world, 
objective reality is measured by using statistics (Neuman, 2004). The suitability of 
positivism in organisational management is discussed in Uduma and Sylva (2015) by 
emphasising positivist techniques for organisational management such as quantitative 
techniques of research and analysis. These methods are entrenched in the deductive 
reasoning of this study, as discussed in scientific enquiry in section 6.5.1.  
 
Despite the importance of positivism in establishing the truth based on cause and 
effects in both the natural and social world, it has been criticised for using general 
scientific laws to make predictions based on an observation  in a particular region and 
space of time (Keat, 1980). Positivism has been criticised for adopting the same 
general laws for investigation in different geographical locations (Sefotho, 2015). In 
order to address the shortcomings of positivism, this study also utilises interpretivism 
to address the social and peculiar circumstances within the geographical scope of the 
study; hence, interpretivism is discussed in section 6.3.2.2. 
 
6.3.2.2 Interpretivism 
Non-positivists from the realist and interpretivist paradigms are sceptical about the 
scientific mode of enquiry adopted by positivists and contend that the later cannot 




the need to focus on interpretivism to address the issues such as social structure and 
value interpretation which have been neglected by positivism (Buddharaksa, 2010). 
 
An interpretivist believes that realities are products of social construction, and 
inseparable from the human mind. An investigative process that adopts the qualitative 
approach (Uduma and Sylva, 2015) better understands these realities within the 
context of interpretivism. Persuasive arguments have been put forward to support the 
emergence of interpretivism. Among these supporting arguments are the use of fewer 
cases for detailed investigation; and explicit human interpretation entrenched in verbal 
explanations and descriptions provided during an investigation (Nudzor, 2009).  
 
Interpretivists believe that positivism operates within limited boundaries to explore 
scientific knowledge (Priya, 2014) are rigid and require strict application with no 
possibility of adapting them to suit local conditions.  This study adopts both positivism 
and interpretivism, which are two distinct epistemological positions. It is essential to 
use a philosophical foundation that will bear the advantages of both philosophies to 
ensure a successful analysis of results.  Therefore, this study adopts pragmatism, 
which is discussed in section 6.3.4.  
 
6.3.4 Pragmatism: Epistemology for Mixed Methods 
Pragmatism is an interplay between positivism and interpretivism, as Nudzor (2009) 
suggests that pragmatism combines both positivism and interpretivism in an 
investigation. A major challenge confronting a mixed-method approach is the choice 
of appropriate epistemological grounding for it. Pragmatism provides the proper 
epistemological grounding for mixed methodology (Nudzor, 2009), and enables 
researchers to develop an integrated approach to investigating a phenomenon 
(Gallagher, 2017). For instance, the choice of pragmatism for this study supports the 
use of the mixed method to explore different issues such as digitisation, turbulent 
environment and strategy formulation in QSPSFs by using the quantitative approach 
and qualitative approach for the survey and interviews undertaken, respectively.  
 
Pragmatism supports an ‘open-ended and holistic approach of inquiry’ (Mason, 2019, 
pp.4; and Mason and Metzger, 2012). Furthermore, the choice of pragmatism for this 




of the study. This is consistent with the assertion of Saunders et al. (2009) that 
pragmatism allows for variations in research philosophy and its underpinnings of 
epistemology, ontology axiology, and the theoretical framework analysed in section 
6.4 ensures the choice of appropriate theories to investigate strategy decision-making 
in the turbulent business environment of QSPSFs.  
 
6.4 Theoretical Framework  
A theoretical framework provides the foundation and the structure of a literature 
review, the statement of the research problem, research question, and justification of 
a study (Crotty, 2003). The research problem is that turbulent business environment 
affects the strategic decision-making process of Irish QS firms. In order to establish 
the veracity of this assumption, it is necessary to adopt a pragmatist stance from 
specific theoretical perspectives. To operationalise the variables and concepts in the 
theoretical framework in Figure 5.4 requires the  development of research instruments 
and  administration to respondents, this research applies strategy theories such as 
dynamic capabilities, and RBV which have been discussed in chapters 4 and 3, 
respectively.  
 
The method of scientific inquiry is important to the operationalisation of the 
constructs and variables relating to the theories adopted for this research. Thus, section 
6.5 discusses the method of scientific inquiry with an emphasis on inductive and 
deductive reasoning since the mixed method is adopted for this study. 
 
6.5 Method of Scientific Inquiry 
Though Hammer (2008) defines scientific inquiry as a coherent pursuit of natural 
phenomenon, Warren (2001) notes that scientific inquiry is not limited to the use of 
scientific language and reasoning alone, but also to make sense out of experiences in 
a scientific investigation. Consistent with the assertion of Warren (2001), Tang et al. 
(2010) indicate that scientific inquiry provides a variety of epistemic activities and 
tools for undertaking an investigation.  
 
The two main types of scientific inquiry include the discovery of science, which relies 




The discovery of science is entrenched in inductive reasoning, while hypothesis-based 
science depends on deductive reasoning. The adoption of both deductive and 
inductive reasoning, which are discussed in sections 6.5.1 and 6.5.2 are fundamental 
to the use of the mixed method in this study.  
 
6.5.1 Deductive Reasoning 
Deductive reasoning involves the use of natural laws and principles as a basis for 
scientific explanation, control and prediction of an occurrence (Collis and Hussey 
2003). Deductive reasoning ensures that truth is established based on conclusions 
drawn from logical reasoning (Naukkarinen, 2015). Deductive reasoning is 
characterised by hypothesis formulation to establish a relationship between concepts 
and operationalisation of variables. To examine the relationship between the variables 
involved in this study, three main hypotheses were formulated in chapter five, as 
follows: 
 
Hypothesis 1: There is no relationship between the turbulent business 
environment and the following strategic decision-making process 
characteristics: 
 
(H1a) Analysis of the construction industry on an ongoing basis (industry reports, 
tender prices); 
(H1b) Systematic review of the macroeconomic environment (GDP, Interest rates, 
employment trends); 
(H1c) Competitor analysis; 
(H1d) Repeat business with existing clients; 
(H1e) Regular review of internal business processes (Staff, marketing, IT); 
(H1f) Investment in staff training and development; 
(H1g) Internal quality assurance mechanisms are reviewed on an ongoing basis; 
(H1h) Investment in research and development is important to the organisation; 
(H1i) Top-down flow of strategic decision-making; and  






Hypothesis 2: There is no relationship between the strategic decision-making 
process characteristics and the following roles of digitisation in QSPSFs: 
(H2a) Improves efficiency of QS service delivery to clients; 
(H2b) Drives innovation in the organisation internally and externally;  
(H2C) Reduces the cost incurred in the delivery of QS services to clients; 
(H2d) Reduces duration by ensuring faster delivery of QS services  
to clients; 
(H2e) Encourages collection of market data and industry data for decision-
making; 
(H2f) Ensures collaboration between staff and other stakeholders during QS 
service delivery to clients; 
(H2g) Improves communication between project participants and 
stakeholders; and  
(H2h) Provides technological know-how for competitive advantage 
 
Hypothesis 3: The strategic decision-making process is not dependent on the 
implementation of the following digital technologies in QSPSFs: 
(H3a) Mobile solutions (Tablets/Phones); 
(H3b) BIM technologies; 
(H3c) Cloud computing; 
(H3d) Digital collaboration; 
(H3e) Internet of things (IoT); 
(H3f) Data analytics; 
(H3g) Innovation in construction; and 
(H3i) High definition surveying. 
 
The above hypotheses have been tested in chapter seven of this research to enable the 
generalisation of the results as far as the population of this study is concerned. The 
variables for hypotheses testing are operationalised by indicating the scale of 
measurement for data collection instruments, as suggested by Robson (2002) in 
section 6.8.1.3.2 of this chapter. The characteristics of deductive reasoning provide 
the basis for explaining the underlying relationship between the variables being 





The characteristics of deductive reasoning for undertaking this research include the 
use of a quantitative approach (Saunders et al., 2009); and operationalisation of 
constructs and variables by using a 5-point Likert scale of measurement.  Deductive 
reasoning has been criticised for adopting a rigid approach to research; and  does not 
allow alternative explanations of issues under investigation (Saunders et al., 2009). 
To overcome the shortcomings of deductive reasoning, the inductive reasoning 
discussed in section 6.5.2, has been used to undertake an in-depth study. 
 
6.5.2 Inductive Reasoning 
According to Saunders et al. (2009), inductive reasoning refers to the environment or 
the context of the phenomenon under investigation. Inductive reasoning guides the 
selection of appropriate research design (Easterby-Smith et al., 2008) to conduct an 
in-depth study of issues. Inductive reasoning enables the use of alternative methods 
for gathering data on unexplored issues in a particular field (Easterby-Smith et al., 
2008). Inductive reasoning tends to focus on meanings; and a holistic investigation of 
issues to develop ideas and theories to conclude an in-depth study involving a smaller 
sample (Remenyi et al., 1998).  
 
An in-depth investigation relies on inductive reasoning and past experiences of both 
researchers and participants to explain the present or future occurrences (Lucaites and 
West, 2011). In the past, Irish QSPSFs have acquired experiences as a result of 
operating in a turbulent environment dominated by economic recession and rapid 
technological changes by developing and managing their strategies to survive. It is 
appropriate to conduct an in-depth investigation based on the experiences of Irish 
QSPSFs by using inductive reasoning in this study. 
 
Inductive reasoning provides an opportunity for using known cases to explore 
unknown issues (Govier, 2010) in a particular environment. For instance, the turbulent 
environment has affected Irish QSPSFs over the years (Tansey et al., 2014). However, 
the extent to which the turbulent environment affects the strategic decision-making 
process is unexplored. The use of inductive reasoning in the study is appropriate for a 
detailed investigation of the strategic decision-making process of QSPSFs operating 




explore the personal experiences of top management regarding strategic choices 
made; strategic outlook; and the influence of digitisation on their businesses.  
 
Given that the deductive reasoning adopts a rigid structure while the inductive 
reasoning provides participants with the opportunity to personalise the issues being 
investigated, section 6.5.3 below focuses on the combination of deductive and 
inductive reasoning in order to harness the benefits of the two strands of scientific 
inquiry, and to find common ground for positioning the study in mixed method. 
 
6.5.3 Combining Deductive Reasoning and Inductive Reasoning  
Though the discussion in sections 6.5.1 and 6.5.2 show that the combination of 
deductive and inductive reasoning in an investigation is cumbersome, Saunders et al. 
(2009) indicate that such an assumption is misleading. They argue that it is possible 
to combine both deductive and inductive reasoning to harness their strengths and 
compensate for their weaknesses during an investigation.  The main differences 
between deductive reasoning and inductive reasoning are summarised in Table 6.2. 
 
Table 6.2: Differences between Deductive Reasoning and Inductive Reasoning 
S/No Deductive Reasoning Inductive Reasoning 
1 Adopts scientific principles and 
laws for enquiry 
Gaining an understanding of human 
feelings attached to issues explored 
2 The investigation starts from theory 
to data 
Emphasise understanding of the 
research context 
4  Collection of quantitative data Collection of qualitative data 
5 Apply a structured approach and 
controls to ensure the validity of 
data 
Adopt a flexible structure to permit 
changes as research progresses 
6 The researcher is detached from 
what is being studied 
The research forms part of the 
research process 
7 Selection of sufficient sample size 
for generalisation of conclusion 
Not interested in generalisation 
8 Operationalisation of concepts for 
clarity of definitions 
 
9 Emphasises explanation of causal 
relationships between variables 
 
Source: Adapted from Saunders et al. (2009) 
 
Triangulation is a research strategy for combining quantitative and qualitative data; 




Clark and Creswell, 2008). Triangulation involves the combination of two or more 
theories; data sources; and methods in a single study (Yeasmin and Rahman, 2012).  
 
The adoption of a quantitative approach to data collection ensures the validation of 
the findings, while a qualitative approach provides opportunities for further inquiry. 
Given that the quantitative approach is positioned within the deductive reasoning, and 
a qualitative approach is entrenched in inductive reasoning, it is appropriate to adopt 
triangulation for combining deductive reasoning and inductive reasoning. The 
combination of both deductive and inductive reasoning requires adherence to ethical 
guidelines based on axiological position discussed in section 6.6. 
 
6.6 Axiological Position 
Axiology refers to the nature of ethics and value systems that guide an investigation 
(Hart, 2010). Axiology focuses on the value of human life; the relevance of 
information or the kind of information that is fundamentally valuable to life and 
society (Aliyu et al., 2014). Axiology is essential to the type of research questions 
researchers formulate to guide their investigation (Biddle and Schaff, 2015). The 
axiological issues of this study are demonstrated in the norms and ethical requirements 
of TU Dublin ethics and research committee; hence, section 6.10, Appendix 1 and 2 
demonstrate how the axiological issues regarding this study have been addressed. 
Having explored the philosophical paradigms of this research, section 6.7 discusses 
the research design.  
 
6.7 Research Design 
A research design is a grand strategy for determining the specific methods and 
techniques for data collection and analysis (Menacere, 2016). Research design 
involves the choices made; and methods adopted for investigation of a research 
problem (Fosstenløkken, 2007). The choice of a particular research design depends 
on the type of research objectives and the nature of the research problem for 
investigation (Menacere, 2016). These choices as far as a research design is concerned 
must be logical and entrenched in the appropriate research methodologies and 






Research design operates at two main levels, namely the general level and specific 
level (Punch, 2014).  At the general level, research design involves the planning and 
execution of the project by identifying research problems, reporting and publication 
of results (Miller and Salkind, 2002). At the specific level, research design consists of 
all the strategies the researcher adopts to prevent an alternative interpretation of 
research results (Punch, 2014). The specific level of research design involves the 
development of data collection instruments to gather information regarding strategic 
decision-making process characteristics, dynamic capabilities, digitisation in two 
phases (quantitative and qualitative phases). The design of this research also involves 
the selection of appropriate tools and techniques for data analysis to ensure the 
reliability and validity of results.  
 
In addition to the two levels of research design, Punch (2014) recognises another level 
of research design which combines qualitative and quantitative approaches using 
research strategy,  theoretical framework; the question of who or what is being 
studied, and the tools and procedures for collection and analysis of data. Based on 
Punch’s (2014) recommendations, this study addressed the question of what or who 
is being studied through the research question and objectives by focusing specifically 
on the strategic planning process of QSPSFs in a turbulent business environment 
highly influenced by fast-paced digitisation.  
 
Regarding the theoretical framework, this study focused on the review of theories and 
general concepts of DC, RBV, and environmental turbulence in chapters 4 and 3 of 
this research, respectively. The research questions; and operationalisation of variables 
were positioned within the theoretical framework to ensure that the design of data 
collection instruments addresses the research objectives effectively. The ‘who’ aspect 
of research design in Punch (2014, pp. 114) refers to the study population, which is 
discussed in section 6.8.1.1 and involves the QS professional membership group of 
the SCSI. The tools and procedure for data collection in this study focuses on surveys 
and interviews that require the use of instruments such as a survey questionnaire and 
a semi-structured interview guide to collect data from SCSI members for analysis.  
 
This research adopts relevant aspects of cross-sectional and descriptive designs with 




sectional design addresses the time horizon of this study. Cross-sectional designs are 
used to collect data at one point in time. In this study, data collection was undertaken 
within a scheduled timeline, followed by data preparation and analysis in section 6.9. 
The cross-sectional design is also appropriate for this study because of its suitability 
in educational research to fulfil the requirement for an award. The use of a survey for 
data collection in this research shows that the study partly adopts the cross-sectional 
design. 
 
The descriptive design aspect of this research focuses on the roles and impacts of 
digital technologies on the strategic planning processes of QS professional service 
firms. Therefore, the descriptive design of this study addresses the issues of the ‘what’, 
‘how’ and ‘when’ aspects of the research problem, by using the appropriate instrument 
of data collection such as survey questionnaire and a semi-structured interview guide. 
The use of the descriptive design is fundamental to the quantitative approach to enable 
the identification of variables.  
 
Adopting different research designs for the conduct of this study requires the use of a 
mixed-method approach, which is positioned within the quantitative and qualitative 
approaches, discussed in sections 6.7.1 and 6.7.2 respectively, and followed by mixed-
method in section 6.7.3. This is consistent with the suggestion of Ahmed et al. (2016) 
for presenting the research methodology in built environment investigation. Having 
examined the various types of research design in this section, this study leans towards 
the descriptive, cross-sectional, and causal designs. It is necessary to delve into the 
requisite research approach for the mixed method by examining the various aspects 
of the quantitative approach in section 6.7.1. 
 
6.7.1 Quantitative Approach 
According to Ahmed (2016), the majority of explanations for the quantitative 
approach in the built environment focus on the reliability, validity and the application 
of scientific principles to support the choice of research design.  In the quantitative 
approach, much attention is given to the control of variables and the theoretical 
framework (Punch, 2014). Creswell (2003) describes the quantitative approach as 
being objective, while Naoum (2013) defines it as an investigation of social or human 




chapter five of this study through the synthesis of the literature review in chapters 2,3, 
and 4.  
 
The quantitative approach adopts numeric and statistical techniques for the collection 
and analysis of empirical information (Williams, 2007; and Creswell, 2003). In social 
research, the quantitative approach is suitable for investigating the relationship 
between variables or factors influencing behaviour in society or processes in an 
organisation (Williams, 2007). The characteristics of the quantitative approach 
include the extensive use of numbers; researcher detachment; theory testing; 
structured technique; and the use of data for conclusions and generalisation (Bryman 
and Bell, 2011).  
 
 The quantitative approach involves the use of a systematic method and controlled 
process to conduct an empirical investigation of a phenomenon (Opoku et al., 2016). 
The quantitative approach uses research strategies (Saunders et al., 2012) such as 
surveys, experiments and structured interviews to collect data (Punch, 2014; Naoum, 
2013; and Zikmund et al., 2013). 
 
 Using the quantitative approach in this research ensures that data is collected from a 
large number of participants to address the cross-sectional and descriptive aspects of 
this investigation. However, the quantitative approach does not allow for an in-depth 
gathering of information regarding strategic decision-making in QSPSFs operating in 
a rapidly changing business environment. The shortcomings of the quantitative 
approach such as lack of in-depth exploration of issues relating to strategic decision-
making, turbulent environment, dynamic capabilities and digitisation in QSPSFs are 
addressed by adopting the qualitative approach in section 6.7.2. 
 
6.7.2 Qualitative Approach 
The goal of the qualitative approach is to collect data in detail to support the 
understanding of human behaviour and the underlying factors behind those human 
behaviours (Oun and Bach, 2014). The qualitative approach involves a systematic 
collection, organisation, description and interpretation of textual or visual data 





Qualitative studies usually seek answers to questions relating to the experience, and 
the perspective of respondents (Denscombe, 2010; and Hammarberg et al., 2016). 
Qualitative data is mostly not amenable to counting or measuring and requires 
techniques such as small-group discussion, and semi-structured interviews to collect 
data from key informants (Hammarberg et al., 2016). In this study, the qualitative 
approach is adopted to seek the individual opinions, experiences and views on the 
formulation of strategy in a turbulent business environment, dominated by conditions 
such as rapid technological changes and economic difficulties, such as a recession.  
Furthermore, the choice of a qualitative approach in this investigation is influenced 
by the need to undertake an in-depth investigation, particularly those issues that the 
quantitative approach could not address within the context of this research. For 
instance, studies focusing on dynamic capabilities mostly adopt the qualitative 
approach (Ambrosini and Bowman, 2009). The assertion of Ambrosini and Bowman 
(2009) concerning the use of a qualitative approach for exploring dynamic capabilities 
is further supported by studies on dynamic capabilities such as Choi et al. (2018); 
Birkinshaw et al. (2016); Felin and Powell (2016); and Song et al. (2016) whom all 
adopt a qualitative approach as demonstrated in Table 4.4 of chapter 4. 
 
It is possible to combine both qualitative and quantitative approach sequentially, 
depending on the adoption of the appropriate philosophical underpinnings 
(Hammarberg et al., 2016). In this study, the quantitative approach was used in the 
first phase of the investigation, which enables the design of the second phase, which 
focuses on the qualitative approach. This ensures the corroboration and 
complementarity of the results and conclusion; hence, this study adopted pragmatism 
and the mixed method in section 6.7.3.  
 
6.7.3 Mixed-Method 
The differences between positivism and interpretivism have created a paradigm 
disagreement among researchers to the extent that social scientists perceive the two 
paradigms as incompatible (Sale et al., 2002). Considering this debate, a third 
paradigm has been proposed to offer a middle ground methodology (Gorard and 
Taylor, 2004). This 'moderate or integrated approach for addressing the weaknesses 




Tashakkori, 2003); multiple research strategies (Burgess, 1982), and multi-methods 
(Cresswell, 2003).  
 
The mixed method which traces its root to the Hawthorn factory in 1855 (Gorard and 
Taylor, 2004) is widely applied in many studies due to the overriding desire to 
increase the skills and quality of researchers (Nudzor, 2009; Gorard and Taylor, 
2004). Additionally, the ontological and epistemological foundations of both the 
positivist and interpretivist traditions have similar elements but distinct at their 
extreme ends, hence the need to adopt a ‘middle-of-the-road’ (mixed method) 
research approach (Creswell, 2003; Teddlie and Tashakkori, 2003; Brannen, 1992).  
 
Nudzor (2009) notes the fundamental challenges of the opposing stance of positivism 
and interpretivism on the epistemological dimensions of objectivity, validity and 
reliability of data in social science research.  However, earlier studies by  Gorard and 
Taylor (2004); Gray (2009) and Denzin (1970) provide reasonable ground for 
addressing the issue raised by Nudzor (2009) by indicating that data collected using 
the mixed methods is stronger; can critique, explain, and verify other studies; and has 
the potential of attracting policymakers.  
 
The mixed method is suitable for the investigation of a social phenomenon and serves 
as the foundation for triangulation (Gray, 2009; Gorard and Taylor, 2004).  
Furthermore, the inability to demonstrate a stronger relationship among variables is 
addressed by using the quantitative approach while the qualitative approach provides 
in-depth explanations to the complex issues the quantitative approach cannot address 
effectively (Nudzor, 2009). The use of multiple methods culminates into the collection 
and presentation of different types of data in a coherent, rational and rigorous manner 
(Gorard and Taylor, 2004). The mixed method ensures flexibility in the investigation 
of a research problem (Burgess, 1982; and Brannen, 1992) and is thus appropriate for 
the investigation to examine the research strategies that are required in section 6.8. 
 
6.8 Research Strategies 
Saunders et al. (2009) identify seven types of research strategies comprising 
experiment; survey; case study; action research; grounded theory; ethnography; and 




superior to the other ones. They also indicate that researchers must focus on research 
strategies that provide answers to their research objectives and questions rather than 
providing the justifications for the choice of a particular research strategy.  
 
Researchers must consider three main factors in their choice of research strategy. The 
factors for selecting research strategies include suitability, feasibility and ethics 
(Denscombe, 2010). The suitability of a research strategy refers to selecting a strategy 
that addresses the purpose of a study. The feasibility of a research strategy focuses on 
the practicality of a strategy in terms of having access to data and participants. In 
considering the feasibility of a research strategy, it is necessary to consider the time 
constraints or the deadline for completing a study.  
 
Research ethics is fundamental to the selection of a research strategy. The conduct of 
this study adhered to the rules and regulations of TU Dublin, as demonstrated in 
Appendix 1 and 2. Section 6.10 discusses the ethical considerations of this research 
which involves an application to the Research Ethics Committee in advance of 
undertaking fieldwork, and approval of protocol documents in advance. The survey is 
one of the main strategies of this study because it addresses the social aspects of the 
study in terms of human interaction during strategy formulation in QSPSFs. 
Specifically, a survey enables the researcher to gather facts on strategic planning 
process characteristics in QS firms, which is outlined in section 6.8.1. 
 
6.8.1 Survey Research 
The survey strategy is related to deductive reasoning, which relies on the analysis of 
quantitative data using both descriptive and inferential statistics (Saunders et al. 
2009). Surveys ensure the collection of a large amount of data from a large population. 
In most cases, surveys tend to explore the social phenomenon and gather information 
for theory testing (Denscombe, 2010). Specifically, surveys focus on social issues 
such as the attitudes, opinions, behaviours and characteristics of a target population 
(Creswell, 2012). Using the survey in this study is to address the issue of time 
constraint where the research is completed at a particular point in time because the 





In this study, the survey strategy was adopted to determine the trends in strategy 
formulation, and the role of digitisation in Irish QSPSFs. With regards to the strategic 
changes and technological changes that have occurred in Irish QSPSFs, this 
investigation delves into the economic downturn that occurred in Ireland (2008-2013). 
The crucial aspects of a survey strategy for this investigation are discussed in sections 
6.8.1.1 and 6.8.1.2. 
 
6.8.1.1 Sampling Frame, Sample Size Determination and Sampling Technique 
According to Creswell (2012), a population is a group of individuals or organisations 
with similar characteristics. However, a sampling frame is a group of individuals or 
organisations with common characteristics identified by the researcher for a study 
(Creswell, 2012; and Govier, 2010). The identification of the target population 
enables the researcher to select a representative sample for the study (Zikmund et al., 
2013). A sampling frame obtained from various sources, such as a database, provides 
essential information to researchers about potential participants (Zikmund et al., 
2013).  
 
Drawing from the suggestion of Zikmund et al. (2013) on sampling frame 
identification, the researcher wrote a formal letter to the QS group of the Society of 
Chartered Surveyors Ireland (SCSI) requesting access to the 2017 list of registered 
SCSI QS firms. The SCSI before sending the list of potential participants asked 
members to opt-out if they did not want to participate.  The researcher received a list 
of 1,104 registered QS firms of the SCSI. However, the list received from the SCSI 
containing the target population of 1,104 QS has to be cleaned to identify an 
appropriate sampling frame for the study.  
 
The cleaning of the list ensures the removal of unsuitable participants to eliminate 
sampling error (Zikmund et al., 2013). Sampling error can occur when the sampling 
frame for a study contains individuals with different characteristics (Fletcher, 2007). 
The exclusion criteria adopted for cleaning the list containing the target population 
include construction or non-construction, public sector institution, educational 
institutions, self-employment, job location outside Ireland. This means that potential 
participants within the category of the exclusion criteria are eliminated from the target 




process including the sampling frame consisting of 350 QS is demonstrated in Table 
6.3.  
 
Table 6.3: Exclusion Criteria and Sampling Frame 
Target Population: List from SCSI 1,104 
A. Exclusion Criteria: Exclude  
1. Public Sector Institution 75  
2. Affiliated to Construction firms 150  
3. Non-construction 30  
4. Affiliated to QS practice but not senior 
QS 
497  
5. Outside Ireland 2  
 Sub-total 754 754 
B. Inclusion Criteria for the sampling 
frame 
  
1. Senior QS confirmed on the 2017 list 350 
 
In order to collect any information from the 350 senior quantity surveyors, it is crucial 
to design a survey questionnaire in section 6.8.1.2. 
 
6.8.1.2 Survey Questionnaire Design 
This section focuses on the design of the survey questionnaire for this study by 
discussing key issues such as the principles of survey questionnaire design; types of 
questions in the survey questionnaire; the layout of the questionnaire; the scale of 
measurement; and pilot testing, to ensure the validity and reliability of the survey 
questionnaire.  A survey questionnaire is a research instrument for measuring an 
intended variable to ascertain causality or association (Hoxley, 2008; Oppenheim, 
2000).  
 
Though the design of a questionnaire is perceived as one of the most comfortable 
instruments for data collection, their design requires careful pre-planning to achieve 
the intended result (Hoxley, 2008). Zimund et al. (2013) suggest the guidelines for 
constructing survey questions by using simple words and conversational language. 
Leading and loaded questions; ambiguity and being specific; double-barrel questions; 






According to Creswell (2012), the design of a good questionnaire depends on the use 
of the right strategies, such as clarity in the wording of questions; providing answer 
options that do not overlap; posing practical questions to participants, and pilot testing 
the questionnaire. The wording of the questions during the design of survey 
instruments is fundamental to achieving a significant level of clarity. Peterson (2000) 
suggests the wording of questions must take into consideration eight key factors, such 
as common sense, knowledge, experience, brevity, relevance, unambiguity, 
specificity and objectivity. Hoxley (2008) provides explanations to each of the eight 
factors for ensuring clarity of questions in the design of a survey questionnaire.  
 
The structure, layout and sequence of questions are all essential for enhancing the 
level of participation of the respondents in the survey. The opening sections of the 
questionnaire must be attractive, simple, comprehensive and easy to answer, to ensure 
the cooperation of respondents (Hoxley, 2008; and Zikmund et al., 2013). Regarding 
the structure of the questionnaire, Hoxley (2008) also indicates that the most 
straightforward questions are answered first, while difficult questions are placed at 
the end of the questionnaire. Following the suggestions of Punch (2014); Hoxley 
(2008), and Zikmund et al. (2013) on the structure and operationalisation of variables 




Table 6.4: Questionnaire Structure and Operationalisation of constructs and variables 





Section 1: Demography 
 
Position of respondents Managing director/chief executive officer, director, associate 
director, Senior quantity surveyor 
Age of company 1-5yras, 6-10 years, 11-15 years, 16-20 years, over 20 years 
Number of Employees Less than 10 employees, 11-49 employees, 50-149 employees, 150-
249 employees, more than 250 employees 
Ownership Structure of the company Sole proprietor, partnership, public limited company, part of global 
construction consultancy practice 
The current workload in the sectors of 
the construction industry 
The residential sector, private non-residential, productive 
infrastructure, social infrastructure 
Types of Service Provided to Clients Traditional and non-traditional QS services 
 
Section 2: Strategic outlook 
Strategic Planning Approach Environmental analysis, Emergent planning, internal resources, 
technological changes  
Corporate Strategy/objective Stability strategy, expansion strategies, retrenchment strategies, 
combination strategies  
Business/operational level strategy Low-cost leadership, differentiation, focus strategy, concentration 




Section 3: Strategic decision-
making process characteristics 
 
 Planning Process Characteristics Industry analysis, review of the macroeconomic environment, 
competitor analysis, review of the internal business environment, 
repeat business, internal quality assurance, investment in research 
and development, decision-making process(top-down) 
Time Horizon  Annually, 2-year, 3-year, 5-year, ad hoc 
Environmental turbulence/uncertainty Decision-making process, change in organisational goals, systematic 
data collection, reduced time horizon, resource efficiency 
 
 
Section 4: Digitisation 
Role of Information Technology in the 
Strategic planning process 
Efficiency, innovation, cost reduction, data collection, collaboration, 
communication, technological know-how 
Implementation of Digital 
Technologies 
Mobile solutions, BIM Technologies, Cloud Computing, Digital 
Collaboration and Mobility, Internet of Things (IoT), Data 




The flow of questions is vital to achieving a considerable response rate. Table 6.4 
shows the flow of questions in the survey instrument for this study. The questions 
began addressing general company profile or general issues to specific areas of the 
study, and this enables the researcher to understand the respondents’ frame of 
reference. The general questions at the beginning of the questionnaire for this study 
conform to the funnel technique suggested by Zikmund et al. (2013). It is also essential 
to indicate that this research shared some of the data on sections 1 to 3 of the survey 
questionnaire with another researcher who was focusing on different professional 
service firms (architects, engineers, and quantity surveyors) in the Irish construction 
industry. The funnel technique prevents order bias by ensuring that all questions in 
the questionnaire are answered equally, to address each variable involved in the study. 
The sources of variables are essential to the design of the survey questionnaire. 
Therefore, section 6.8.1.3.1 focuses on the sources of variables. 
 
6.8.1.3.1 Sources of Variables for the Survey Questionnaire 
The variables for constructs in Table 6.4 are adapted and gleaned from various sources 
during the review of the literature. Table 6.5 summarises the sources of the variables 




Table 6.5: Sources of Variables 
Construct Variables Sources of Variables 
Ownership Structure of 
the company 
Sole Proprietor, Partnership, Public Limited Company, Part 
of Global Construction Consultancy Practice 
 
The current workload in 
the sectors of the 
construction industry 
Residential Sector, Private Non-Residential, Productive 
Infrastructure, Social Infrastructure 
SCSI and DKM Economic Consultants, 2015;  
Types of Service Provided 
to Clients 
Traditional QS services 
Non-traditional QS services 
 




Environmental Analysis, Emergent Planning, Internal 
Resources, Technological Changes 
Papke-Shields and Boyer-Wright, 2017;  
Glaister et al., 2008; Grant, 2003; Hamel, 1996; 
Mintzberg, 1994; Porter, 1979, 1980, 1985;   Corporate 
Strategy/objective 
Stability Strategy, Expansion Strategies, Retrenchment 
Strategies, Combination Strategies 
Business/operational level 
strategy 
Low-Cost Leadership, Differentiation, Focus Strategy, 
Concentration on Narrower Segments 
Planning Process 
Characteristics 
Industry Analysis, Review of Macroeconomic 
Environment, Competitor Analysis, Review of Internal 
Business Environment, Repeat Business, Internal Quality 
Assurance, Investment in Research and Development, 
Decision Making Process (Top-Down) 
Time Horizon Annually, 2-year, 3-year, 5-year, ad hoc O’Regan and Ghobadian, 2007; Pacios, 2004;  
Environmental 
turbulence/uncertainty 
Decision Making Process, Change in Organisational Goals, 
Systematic Data Collection, Reduced Time Horizon,  
Bourgeois et al., 1988; Glazer and Weiss, 1993; 
Calantone et al., 2003; Junnonen, 1998; Betts  
Role of Digitisation in 
Strategic planning process 
Efficiency, Innovation, Cost Reduction, Data Collection, 
Collaboration, Communication, Technological Know-How 
Alwan, 2017; Perera et al., 2017; Bryde et al., 
2013; Kiviniemi et al., 2011;  
Implementation of Digital 
Technologies 
Mobile Solutions, BIM Technologies, Cloud Computing, 
Digital Collaboration and Mobility, Internet of Things 
(IoT), Data Analytics, Innovation in Construction, High 
Definition Surveying 




6.8.1.3.2 Measurement of variables 
Measurement is a process of defining the properties of a phenomenon by assigning 
numbers validly and reliably (Zikmund et al., 2013). The numbers used for describing 
the properties of a phenomenon usually convey the issues under investigation. 
Different types of measurement scales are used to measure variables of interest in an 
investigation. The four main types of scales of measurement include nominal scale, 
ordinal scale, interval scale and ratio scale (Fellows and Liu, 2008). Each scale of 
measurement can perform a numerical operation using appropriate descriptive 
statistics (Leedy and Ormrod, 2005) shown in Table 6.6. 
 







Nominal  Measures in terms 
of names, units 
Counting • Frequencies 
• mode 
Ordinal Measures in terms 












Interval Measures in terms 
of equal intervals 

























Source: Adapted based on Zikmund et al. (2013); Leedy and Ormrod (2005) 
 
Other types of scales include the semantic differential scale; and Likert scale. These 




and ‘strongly disagree’ to measure constructs (Hoxley, 2008). The type of scale for 
measuring a variable determines the type of data collected and the statistical tool for 
analysis. For instance, the ratio scale produces the type of data that allows the use of 
many statistical tools for data analysis, as shown in Table 6.6 below. However, ratio 
scales are seldom used compared to the interval and ordinal scales that have been 
widely used in the design of survey questionnaires (Hoxley, 2008). 
 
The rules of interpretation stipulate that data collected using interval scales should be 
treated as ordinal (Hoxley, 2008). However, Weisberg et al. (1996) contend that data 
collected with a scale of an equal interval should be considered as interval data. Pell 
(2005) argue in favour of using parametric techniques to analyse data collected using 
the Likert scale. Studies that use survey questionnaires mostly adopt the Likert scale 
for data collection (Holt, 2014; and Johns, 2010). The responses on the Likert scale 
are presented horizontally; attached to consecutive integers (Holt, 2014); and assigned 
with verbal labels at equal intervals (Uebersax, 2006).  
 
In this investigation, the choice of a scale of measurement for a particular construct 
depends on the appropriateness of the scale and its ability to accurately measure the 
intended variables in order to achieve the objectives of the study. The popularity of 
the scale within the target study population was taken into consideration because it 
will affect the response of participants. The ordinal scale was used to measure 
constructs in sections 1 and 2, shown in Table 6.6.  The choice of ordinal scale is 
appropriate for measuring constructs in sections 1 and 2 of the questionnaires because 
the respondents are expected to answer questions in these sections by specifying their 
choices or stating the quantity of an item.  
 
The constructs in sections 1 and 2 focused on the type of company; the position of 
respondents; the age of company; the number of employees; and ownership structure 
of the company. Other constructs of the study measured using the ordinal scale include 
current workload; service segments; approach to strategic planning; corporate and 
business level adopted. The questions in sections 1 and 2 contribute and demonstrate 





A five-point Likert scale was used to measure constructs in sections 3 and 4, which 
focus on strategic planning process characteristics, and digitisation respectively. The 
responses for the five-point Likert scale for measuring constructs in sections 3 and 4 
was anchored as follows: 1 = ‘strongly disagree’; 2 = ‘disagree’; 3 = ‘neither agree 
nor disagree’; 4 = ‘agree’; and 5 = ‘strongly agree’. However, the responses for the 
Likert scale for questions on digitisation were anchored as follows: 1 = 
‘underdeveloped’; 2 = ‘emerging’; 3 = ‘developed’; 4 =’ matured’; and 5 = ‘very 
mature’ to measure the stage of digital technologies implementation. The responses 
for the questions on the influence of strategic decision-making were measured with 
the Likert scale comprising 1 = ‘no influence’; 2 = ‘low influence’; 3 = ‘moderate 
influence’; 4 = ‘high influence’; and 5 = ‘very high influence’. 
 
The wording of the questions was consistent with the suggestions of Creswell (2012); 
and Peterson (2000) by ensuring that the questions were devoid of all technical terms 
or jargons to make them attractive and easy to read. The questionnaire consists of both 
closed-ended and open-ended questions. In closed-ended questionnaire design, 
respondents are given specific and limited options to select, while open-ended 
questions allow respondents to use their own words to express their opinions 
(Zikmund et al., 2013). Fisher et al. (2007); and Zikmund et al. (2013) outline the 
factors determining the appropriateness of open-ended and closed-ended as follows:  
• Open-ended questions are suitable when the researcher has no idea of the 
answers respondents will provide;  
• Open-ended questions are useful for generating new ideas from respondents; 
• Close-ended questions are useful for quantifying the data; and  
•  Close-ended questions are suitable for comparing the views and experiences 
of many respondents.  
 
The close-ended questions in this study are pre-coded by using ticking boxes in the 
online survey tool for designing questionnaires while the open-ended questions have 
'blank space’ where respondents can provide their answers in writing. Consistent with 
the assertion of Fisher et al. (2007); and Zikmund et al. (2013), the closed-ended 
questions in the questionnaire are intended to quantitatively measure the constructs 




this study. The use of close-ended questions to quantify the constructs and variables 
involved in this study enables the use of appropriate statistical tools for analysis, such 
as descriptive statistics. The use of close-ended questions in this study allows the 
researcher to measure constructs with many variables.   
 
Respondents had the opportunity to explain (or expand on) s using words to convey 
their ideas, which might not be captured by the close-ended questions. In light of this, 
open-ended questions were included in the design of the questionnaire to cater for 
such instances. In sections 1 and 2 of the questionnaires, eight questions have ‘open 
space’ boxes for respondents to express and add new ideas or options. In addition to 
using appropriate questions, the format and layout of the questionnaire are 
fundamental to achieving the active participation of respondents in a survey; section 
6.8.1.3.3 discusses the format and layout of questions. 
 
6.8.1.3.3 Format and Layout of Questions 
The format of a questionnaire refers to its layout and organisation to enhance the 
participation of respondents (Fanning, 2005). The layout of a survey questionnaire 
should be clear; well presented; enumerated, and devoid of capital letters, as they are 
difficult to read (Kelley et al., 2003). A well-formatted survey makes it easier for the 
respondents to read to help ensure the completion of the questionnaire (Bradburn et 
al., 2004). 
 
Formatting the questionnaire to the highest standard enhances response rates and 
reduces measurement error (Dillman, 2000). Zikmund et al. (2013) and Fanning 
(2005) discuss the layout of pages for questionnaires and suggest that questions can 
appear, page by page, or in groups of questions (via a desktop or web-based software 
tool) on a monitor screen by scrolling from top to bottom. The formatting and layout 
of the questionnaire for this study were enhanced by using an online survey tool. The 
questionnaire was formatted by using editing features available on the online survey 
tool during the design of the questionnaire. The editing and formatting features ensure 





6.8.1.3.4 Reliability and Validity of the Questionnaire 
Measurement is fundamental to attaining the reliability and validity of research 
instruments for collecting data (Heale and Twycross, 2015). The three main criteria 
for ascertaining right measurement of research instruments such as questionnaires 
include reliability, validity and sensitivity (Punch, 2014) to ensure the quality of the 
measurement. The use of reliable and valid instruments to collect data in this study 
leads to rigorous analysis and discussion of results.    According to Punch (2014), 
reliability is an indicator of the stability and consistency of the questionnaire over 
time. The internal consistency is the ability of the questionnaire to measure the 
intended constructs to achieve the objectives of the study. 
 
The coefficient alpha is mostly used to estimate the reliability of a measurement 
instrument (Zikmund et al., 2013; and Fellows and Liu, 2007). The coefficient alpha 
ranges from 0, indicating no consistency to 1 demonstrating complete consistency 
(Fisher et al., 2007; and Fellows and Liu, 2007). Other interpretations of coefficient 
alpha in Zikmund et al. (2013); and Nunnally and Bernstein (1994) include; 0.80 to 
0.95 implies very good reliability; 0.70 to 0.80 demonstrates ‘good reliability’; 0.60 
to 0.70 shows fair reliability, and below 0.60 indicates poor reliability. In this study, 
the Cronbach alpha for the 56 variables on a Likert scale was 0.95, and this indicates 
very good reliability of the scale of measurement employed in the design of the survey 
questionnaire. 
 
Validity is the extent to which an instrument measures what it intends to measure 
accurately (Punch, 2014). Both quantitative and qualitative methods are used to 
ascertain the validity research exploration (Zeller, 1996). The use of quantitative and 
qualitative methods in this study underscores the effort of the researcher to ensure the 
validity of the study results.  The validity of this investigation is assessed by using 
face validity (Zikmund et al., 2013; and Sireci, 1998). Face validity indicates 
respondents’ understanding of the constructs and variables in the research instrument. 
In this study, face validity was addressed through a pilot study to ascertain 
respondents' understanding of the questions and instructions in the questionnaire. The 
survey questionnaire was pilot tested with twenty participants consisting of academics 




test, indicating the suitability of the questionnaire in terms of the time of completion; 
ease of understanding, and the structure of the questions. 
 
6.8.1.3.5 Administration of Survey Questionnaire 
The administration of a survey is a critical component of the data collection (Lavrakas, 
2008) in the quantitative approach. There are several modes of delivering self-
administered survey questionnaires to target participants. Existing modes for the 
administration of survey questionnaires include electronic, visual and audio (Marcano 
et al., 2015). Electronic delivery modes for survey questionnaires enhance the 
adherence to sampling protocols, which results in an improved response rate to paper-
based questionnaires (Gwaltney et al., 2008; and Bowling, 2005). The questionnaires 
were administered to participants via an online survey tool, as demonstrated in Table 
6.7.   
 
Table 6.7: Administration of the survey questionnaire 
Total Number of Questionnaires Administered 350 
Number of Usable questionnaires returned 72 
Response rate 21% 
 
Online surveys produce lower response rates than paper-based surveys (Nulty, 2008); 
hence, the response rate of 21% in Table 6.7.  Dillman et al. (2009) found that internet-
mediated surveys can have a low response rate of 13%. In an investigation involving 
Iris QS registered with SCSI, Murphy (2011, pp. 95) administered 150 survey 
questionnaires and had 62 useable responses with a response rate of 41%. Juxtaposing 
Murphy’s (2011) sampling frame of 150 to that of 350 in this research, and the 
findings of Dillman et al. (2009), the response rate of 21% for this study is appropriate 
for the analysis of results to commence in chapter seven. 
 
6.8.2 Qualitative Interview 
Having examined the quantitative phase of this research by focusing on the survey in 
section 6.8.1, the qualitative interview discusses the research strategies adopted for 
the qualitative phase of this investigation. Qualitative interviews provide rich and 




Qualitative interview in the broadest sense refers to a conversation between two or 
more people in which one person asks the other person questions on specific issues 
and the other person responds to those questions (Edwards and Holland, 2013). The 
three types of interviews include structured, semi-structured and unstructured (or 
focused interviews) (Bryman, 2001). Edwards and Holland (2013) explain the three 
types of interviews and the circumstances for their deployment.  
 
A structured interview is most appropriate for quantitative investigations focusing on 
survey strategies, while semi-structured and unstructured interviews are suitable for a 
qualitative approach. Both semi-structured and unstructured interviews are flexible 
and free flowing without structure. Considerable amounts of qualitative studies adopt 
both semi-structured and unstructured interviews with three principal characteristics 
(Mason, 2002). Semi-structured and unstructured interviews involve a face-to-face 
exchange of dialogue between two or more participants (Edwards and Holland, 2013; 
and Mason, 2002).  
 
The dialogue focuses on the research themes and topics in a fluid and flexible manner, 
and the researcher must ensure that the dialogue is situated within the context of the 
research, culminating into the co-production of knowledge by the researcher and 
participants as far as strategic decision-making process, dynamic capabilities and 
digitisation in QSPSFs are concerned. This study adopts the semi-structured 
interview, which is discussed further in section 6.8.2.1 and reflects the characteristics 
of semi-structured interviews during the researcher’s interaction with participants.  
 
6.8.2.1 Semi-Structured Interview 
Semi-structured interviews are designed to elicit the subjective responses of 
individuals who have gained considerable experience regarding a phenomenon or a 
topic (McIntosh and Morse, 2015). The semi-structured interview provides versatility, 
flexibility; and variation of its structure to address research aims and questions during 
data collection (Kallio et al., 2016; and Kelly, 2010).  
 
Furthermore, existing studies outline the advantages of the semi-structured interview, 
which are fundamental to the qualitative aspect of this study. The advantages of semi-




and the participant (Galletta, 2012); the flexibility to ask follow-up questions based 
on the responses of the participant (Polit and Beck, 2010) and an opportunity for 
individual participants to express themselves verbally (Robert Wood Johnson 
Foundation, 2008). The success of semi-structured interviews depends on the design 
of useful interview guides that capture all the relevant issues of the topic of 
investigation. The design of the interview guide for this study is discussed in section 
6.8.2.2. 
 
6.8.2.2 Design of Interview Guide  
Semi-structured interviews require a significant level of previous knowledge in the 
topic under investigation in order to develop interview questions based on the 
previous information gathered (Kallio et al., 2016; and Kelly, 2010). The design of 
the interview guide is based on the theoretical underpinning similar to that of the 
quantitative phase of the research in order to ensure the triangulation, validity and 
reliability of the results.  
 
However, based on the responses of participants; and the flexible nature of the semi-
structured interviews, the interviewer was able to use probing questions to get 
clarification for answers, prompt the interviewee for further detail, refocus when the 
participant needed, and to increase their level of participation during the interviews. 
These techniques were used to address the critical aspects of the first phase of this 
study (survey) that needed further or detail investigation. 
 
The design of the interview guide for this study took into cognisance the research 
question and objectives to ensure that the researcher’s interaction with participants is 
within the framework of the research questions and objectives. The main sections of 
a four-page interview guide are shown in Appendix 4.  The questions in the interview 
guide focus on five main topics comprising company information, decision-making 
process, turbulent environment, dynamic capabilities and framework. Furthermore, 
each research objective set out in chapter one is addressed by the interview guide to 






After the design of the interview guide, it was pilot tested on selected QSs, who 
indicated its suitability in terms of the length of the interview, the type of questions, 
and the flow of the questions. The pilot testing of the interview guide ensured the 
suitability of questions to ascertain the types of response from participants during the 
main interviews. Pilot testing the interview guide provided the researcher with the 
opportunity to revise the interview guide in terms of the choice of words and their 
meaning to participants; the meaning of language to respondents; and the logical order 
of the questions. 
 
In this study, the order of the questions in the interview guide started from general 
company information such as position and experience of participants in terms of the 
number of years they have worked to more specific issues of such as strategic planning 
process, dynamic capabilities and development of a strategic planning process 
framework. With regards to the dynamic capabilities section of the interview guide, 
the study adapted the checklist for putting DC into work in organisations by Felin and 
Powell (2016).  Finally, the testing of the interview guide ensures a rehearsal of the 
questions before the primary qualitative interview. Section 6.8.2.3 discusses the 
recruitment and selection of participants for the qualitative phase of this investigation. 
 
6.8.2.3 Recruitment and Participants Selection 
It is essential to adhere to standard criteria for the selection of participants for 
qualitative interviews. Seidman (2015) notes that researchers should consider the 
sample size and sufficiency of participants during the design of qualitative interviews. 
The selection of participants for semi-structured interviews is essential because it 
determines the breadth, depth and saliency of data to provide a new and rich 
understanding of issues (Patton, 2015). Self-selection of participants for semi-
structured interviews is better than random selection because the participants must 
give their prior consent and permission to the researcher before the primary interview 
(Alsaawi, 2014). The selection of participants for semi-structured interviews does not 
rely solely on a random approach (Seidman, 2015). However, the purposive sampling 
approach is commonly used in the selection of interviewees because the generalisation 





The sufficiency of participants ensures the collection of in-depth and adequate data 
for robust analysis and reporting of results (Saunders and Townsend, 2016; and Curtis 
et al., 2000). Furthermore, a detailed description of participants, including their 
number and characteristics, ensures the representativeness, transparency and rich 
account of the investigation (Saunders and Townsend, 2016; and Robinson, 2014).  
 
It is necessary to select interview participants from a homogenous population to 
achieve the requisite level of adequacy and point of saturation during qualitative 
interviews. Sufficiency and saturation during interviews were addressed by focusing 
on participants that provide expert opinion on the subject of investigation (Saunders 
and Townsend, 2016). Interviews involving a homogenous population of 6 to 12 
participants, with expert knowledge, provide an adequate level of saturation and 
sufficiency (Francis et al., 2010). 
 
Furthermore, Saunders (2012) suggests that a range of 4 to 12 participants from a 
homogenous population provides saturation and sufficiency of data collection during 
qualitative interviews. However, in terms of interviews involving a heterogeneous 
population, the sample size range is 12 to 30 (Creswell, 2007). The qualitative 
interviews in this research focus on a homogenous population of senior managers in 
QSPSFs. These senior managers consist of chief executive officers/ managing 
directors, and directors in Irish QSPSFs that participate in the strategic decision-
making process of their firms. Consistent with Saunders (2012); Creswell (2007); 
Saunders and Townsed (2016), the sample size for this study is 10 participants since 
the population for this research is homogeneous.  
 
Scholarly studies that investigate the selection of participants for qualitative 
interviews suggest that the number of participants is dependent on the research 
objectives and the methodology of the study (Saunders and Townsend, 2016). 
Evidence suggests that there is not enough advice and guidelines for the determination 
of the sample size required for qualitative interviews (Saunders, 2012; Guest et al., 
2006), compared to quantitative studies that have numerous procedures and advice on 





Some scholars suggest that researchers should focus on external factors that influence 
the quality of qualitative interviews and analysis. In a seminal work by Baker and 
Edwards (2012) involving experts in qualitative studies; various experts provide 
factors that will ensure the sufficiency of qualitative interviews in Table 6.8. 
Table 6.8: Factors influencing the requisite number of qualitative interviews 
that is enough 
Author(s) Factors influencing the number of qualitative interviews 
Becker (2012); 
Patton (2002) 
Validity, credibility and gaining more understanding from the 
data and findings   
Saunders (2012); 
and Adler and 
Adler (2012) 
access to organisational gatekeepers and the consent, and the 
willingness and consent of potential interviewees to participate 
in an interview  
(Back, 2012) emphasis on linking the interview with the research objectives 
and analytical framework of the study  
(Brannen, 2012) no rule of thumb for determining the number of participants, 
what matters is the inclusion of the right participants to provide 
the necessary information that answers the research questions 
and objectives  
(Bryman, 2012) emphasis should be on the factors that influence the sample 
size such as the homogeneity and the heterogeneity of the 
population 
(Mason (2012, pp. 
29) 
there is no straightforward answer for the number of qualitative 
interviews; researchers should be sceptical about a definite 
number, but the focus should be on more in-depth exploration 
to provide ‘a convincing analytical narrative’ and explanations 
 
Drawing from Table 6.8 on factors influencing the number of participants involved in 
qualitative interviews, it is essential to consider the nature of the target population in 
the determination and selection of the participants for interviews. To select the number 
of participants that is consistent with the two main communities of practice for this 
study, namely quantity surveying and strategic management, Tables 6.8 and 6.9 focus 





Table 6.9: Number of qualitative interviews in construction-related studies 
Author(s) Nature of participants Type of 
population 
Oliver and Smith (2018) 24 interviews with Architects and engineers Heterogeneous 
Powell et al. (2018) 21 interviews with male and female business leaders; and 61 interviews with project staff Heterogeneous 
Zulkifli et al. (2018) 3 interviews involving a client firm and two engineering firms Heterogeneous 
Potemans et al. (2018) 13 interviews with project team members of the client, contractor, and management and 
operations staff 
Heterogeneous 
Bingol and Polat (2018) 11 interviews with the technical staff of construction firms Homogeneous 
Ekanayake et al. (2018) 7 interviews with participants involved in value management Homogeneous 
Oyemomi et al. (2018) 15 interviews with construction managers, quantity surveyors, project managers and 
directors in public and private organisations 
Heterogeneous  
Troje (2018) 17 interviews with actors in social procurement Heterogeneous 






Table 6.10: Number of interviews in strategic management studies 
Authors Number of interviews Type of 
Population 
Li et al. (2019) 4 interviews with strategic planners Homogeneous 
 
 Bartlett and Mroczkowski (2019) 
11 interviews with Polish managers in Silicon Valley Homogeneous 
Pour et al. (2018) 12 interviews with knowledge management experts Homogeneous 
Holstein et al. (2018) 42 interviews with the senior management team, functional heads, academic leaders 
and policymakers 
Heterogeneous 
Ng and Al-Shaghroud(2018) 22 interviews with top and middle managers in charge of finance, human resource 
departments 
Heterogeneous 
Adam et al. (2018) 6 interviews with founders of early-stage firms Homogeneous 
Hodgkinson et al. (2017) 12 interviews with managers of strategic business units of international airlines Homogeneous 
Eukeria and Favourate (2014) 12 interviews with senior executives of the listed conglomerate in the food and 
beverage sector 
Homogeneous 





From Table 6.9, the target population for construction industry-related investigations 
are heterogeneous while strategic management studies shown in Table 6.10 have 
homogeneous population. Strategic management studies that target the homogenous 
population for qualitative interview require 4-12 participants. Hence, the interviews 
undertaken in this research involving 10 participants is appropriate and consistent with 
earlier studies in strategic management. Focusing on a homogenous population of 10 
participants provides an adequate level of saturation.   Most construction industry 
studies, in Table 6.9 have heterogeneous population. However, this research focuses 
on a homogeneous population to meet the critical requirements of saturation and 
sufficiency of interviews. 
 
The participants for the interviews were identified during the first phase of the study 
involving a survey. Fifty-four participants confirm their participation in the qualitative 
phase during the first phase (quantitative phase) of this research. However, these 
potential participants were screened further to 44 participants using the following 
criteria: 
• Participants must be affiliated to a firm that has a top management team; 
• The participants’ firm must demonstrate on their company website that they 
have at least 3 members in their top management team to ensure participation, 
which is a vital characteristic of the strategic planning process in the 
organisation; 
• Expert opinion: participants that possess significant experience and 
knowledge relating to the scope of this research; and 
• Level of saturation and sufficiency: the three steps above, taken by the 
researcher eliminate the heterogeneity in the target population culminating 
into a more homogeneous population for the interviews. Indeed, experts in 
qualitative research such as Guest et al. (2006) demonstrate that saturation can 
be achieved by focusing on homogeneous population. 
 
The 44 participants were each sent an e-mail invitation shown in Appendix 3 of page 
289. Table 6.11 demonstrates the various dates that emails were sent and the number 





Table 6.11: Schedule for demonstrating how participants were contacted 
Date Number of E-mails Sent 
to Participants 
Number of Confirmed 
Participants 
February 13, 2019 3 2 
February 18, 2019 16 1 agreed but yet to confirm date 
and venue 
February 22, 2019 15 No response 
February 26, 2019 1 No response 
February 27, 2019 5 1 (planned for March 15, 2019) 
April 9, 2019 4 One responded that he is now 
located in the Asia Pacific and 
out of touch with Irish 
Practices. 3 confirmed 
participation 
Total 44  
 
 
From Table 6.11, it is evident that most of the participants did not confirm their 
participation; several emails were sent to them on various dates in which 10 
participants confirm their involvement in the interviews. The boom in the Irish 
construction industry has affected the response rate of target participants as most of 
them gave reasons for non-participation such as workload and pressure of work 
commitment.  
 
6.8.2.4 Administration of Interview Guide 
The interviews took place at the respondents chosen location for convenience. In one 
of the interviews, the managing director included the business development manager 
of the company because the managing director was convinced that the business 
development manager could respond effectively to some aspects of the interview 
questions. The interviews commenced with an explanation of the research and its 
objectives. The participants were then informed that the interviews would be recorded 
and transcribed by a service provider registered with TU Dublin, who has signed a 
confidentiality agreement.  
 
The consent form was then given to the participant to read and sign, and they could 
ask questions for clarification regarding any aspect of the consent form. The rules and 
guidelines for ensuring the anonymity of the interview are explained to the 




their name or that of their organisation. Participants were encouraged not to mention 
the name of their organisations or individuals. However, interviewees can mention the 
position or rank of  an individual during the interviews. Also, interviewees are not 
allowed to mention the name of their company. However, they could refer to them as 
“the organisation.”  Apart from the interview held via the conference call, 9 of the 
interviews were face-to-face with their respective duration shown in Table 6.12.  
 
Table 6.12: Interviews undertaken 





1 1 Hour 13 Minutes 
March 14, 2019 1 (two participants)* 1 Hour 25 Minutes 
March 15, 2019 1 49 Minutes 
March 20, 2019 1 50 Minutes 
March 22, 2019 1 1 Hour 
April 2, 2019 1 45 Minutes 
April 12, 2019 1 52 Minutes 
May 7, 2019 1 44 Minutes 
July 1, 2019 1 42 Minutes 
July 9, 2019 1 58 Minutes 
Total 10 558 Minutes (9 
Hours) 
* Counted as one interview because the managing director was the target; though the business 
development manager was invited by the managing director to help in areas that relate to her roles in 
the company. 
 
The transcripts of interviews undertaken were saved with pseudonyms to ensure the 
anonymity of participants were loaded into the NVivo software, as shown in appendix 
7 for analysis. Earlier, the transcripts were sent back to interviewees to confirm or 
request for the removal of parts of the conversation they deemed might not be 
appropriate due to commercial reasons. 
 
6.9 Data Analysis and Statistical Tools   
This section focuses on data analysis and statistical tools adopted for the two main 
phases of the research. The quantitative approach commenced with data preparation, 
which addresses pertinent issues such as data editing, to ensure completeness and 
consistency, missing data, and  entry of data. After the data preparation, descriptive 





The Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) version 24 software was used 
to process the quantitative data for inferential statistical analysis. The main statistical 
tool adopted for the inferential analysis was Chi square test of independence for 
hypothesis testing. The three hypotheses postulated in chapter five of this research 
were tested in chapter seven to establish the significance of the results and to ascertain 
the nature of the relationship between strategic decision-making process 
characteristics, and turbulent environment; the level of digital technologies 
implementation and their influence on the strategic decision-making process of 
QSPSFs. 
 
In qualitative data analysis, the organisation of the data involves transcribing; cleaning 
and labelling, while the identification stage consists of reading the text thoroughly, 
using the research question and the data to structure, label and define the framework. 
The data analysis at the qualitative phase focused on the identification of recurrent 
themes and patterns in the data. It also involves the identification of   cluster of 
respondents for causality to build a sequence of events that provides answers to the 
research question and addresses the objectives. The data analysis in the second phase 
of this research adopted thematic analysis (Dawson, 2009). It is necessary to give 
meaning to the trends and patterns that will emerge from the data analysis, hence, the 
thematic analysis to classify the various themes and patterns under relevant themes by 
using the codes in Table 6.13 to categorise the various trends emanating from the data 
analysis.  
 
Data analysis involves transcribing the interview audios; identifying items of interest 
within the transcripts; coding the data set in each transcript based on themes; 
redefining the themes based on the coding; and conducting the analysis.  A code is a 
word or a short sentence that captures the salient or the critical parts of data in 
interview transcripts, field notes, journals, documents, drawings among other sources 
of data (Saldana, 2016).  In this research, the codes in Table 6.13 were generated from 
the interview guide and used to commence the qualitative analysis. This research 
adopts a computer-aided qualitative data analysis software, NVivo in which the codes 
in Table 6.13 were entered into NVivo for analysis, as shown in appendices 8, 9, 10, 




Table 6.13: Codes and their description for qualitative data analysis 
Codes Description 
1.0 General Company Information/Attributes These attributes include the position of participants; the age of the firm; the number of employees;  
2.0 Strategic Decisions Making These are decisions that have long-term impact on the organisation, and requires large amount of resources  
2.1 Strategic Decision-Making Process Characteristics  
2.1.2 Participation  How people are involved in strategic decision making and an assessment of individual performance  
2.1.3 Strategic Flow Who initiates the strategic decision-making process; at what level of the organisation does it take place;  
2.1.4 Strategic Approach The usual method for strategic decision making. 
2.1.5 Comprehensiveness  The extent and detail of information gathering for strategic decision making in participants’ company. 
2.1.6 Time Horizon How frequently do the participants’ organisations undertake strategic decision-making process?  
2.1.7 Strategic Choice The choices that interviewees make at the corporate-level and business level decision-making 
2.1.8 Formality Written documentation of strategic decisions or not. 
3.0 Strategic Change Anticipated changes to strategic decisions; key issues that will cause changes in strategic decisions, and 
preparedness for anticipated and future changes in strategic decisions. 
4.0 Turbulent Business Environment Focuses on two main issues: market fluctuation and rapid technological changes 
4.1 Market Fluctuation Deals with economic recession and its effects; tender price inflation, and effects of market instability. 
4.2 Rapid Technological Changes It encompasses the impact of technological development on strategic decision making. 
4.2.1 Digitisation The specific digital technologies on strategic decision making in participants’ organisation. 
5.0 Resource-Based View (RBV) Participants’ responses indicating significant considerations for the different use of resources during strategic 
decision making. It also includes historical path dependence to create opportunities 
6.0 Dynamic Capabilities This focuses on participants responses relating to identifying, seizing opportunities, and transformation of the 
organisation. 
6.1 Sensing and Assessing Opportunities This addresses participants’ responses relating to how they get information on new market and technology 
opportunities.  
6.2 Seizing Opportunities This code focuses on participants responses on how they capture opportunities. 
6.3 Shaping and Transforming the   
      Organisation 
Enough knowledge and expertise to develop new opportunities; organisational culture to support innovative 
thinking. 
7.0 Strategic Decision-Making Framework Participants’ responses relating to the use of a framework for strategic decision making, and various 





Research ethics is fundamental to research investigations in socio-cultural societies, 
notably Ireland; thus, the ethical considerations of this research are discussed in 
section 6.10. 
 
6.10 Ethical Consideration 
Research ethics are fundamental to the integrity and credibility of research processes 
and findings. The primary aim of research ethics is to ensure informed consent of 
participants; confidentiality; anonymity; and ethical analysis of data. Strict adherence 
to ethical standards ensures that the principles of beneficence and principles of justice 
or fairness achieved.  
 
According to Giraud et al. (2019), ethics review committees for research are a critical 
part of research communities; and are becoming an increasing phenomenon in 
institutions that hitherto do not consider it an integral part of their research process. 
To ensure that all research undertaken are  within the framework of acceptable ethics 
to the research community internationally and locally, the TU Dublin has established 
a research and ethics committee that approves all the research process. Therefore, all 
processes used to undertake both the quantitative and qualitative phases of this study 
have been approved by the Ethics and Research committee of TU Dublin, as shown 
in Appendix 1 and 2. Informed consent was also achieved using the consent form 
developed by the TU Dublin research and ethics committees; which were filled and 
signed by participants before the administration of research instruments. 
 
Information provided to participants in the consent form includes an assurance that 
they are free from compulsion or coercion and that they are free to opt-out of the study 
at any stage. Both the consent form and participant information sheet in Appendix 6 
provide information to participants on data storage, anonymity, confidentiality, the 
storage and analysis of data; and adherence to the GDPR Act. By following the 
approved procedure of TU Dublin research and ethics committee, the principles of 
beneficence were demonstrated through publication of research results at conferences 
for the benefit of the research community in order to disseminate the findings relating 




principle of non-maleficence, which focuses on ‘do no harm’; information provided 
by participants will not be used to harm them or divulge to their competitors for a 
competitive advantage.  
 
The anonymity and privacy of participants were achieved by giving each respondent 
a pseudonym to make their identification difficult and protect the company 
information. The researcher protected the privacy and confidentiality of participants’ 
contribution during the presentation of research findings at three major international 
conferences. In all these conferences, information about participants and their 
organisations were not divulged to the audience because participants were given a 
pseudonym. At all times, there was continuous protection of participants’ rights and 
privacy in order to keep the promise made to them in the consent form, participant 
information sheet. The findings were accurately reported, and all related works cited 
appropriately.  
 
6.11 Conclusion  
The purpose of this chapter is to discuss and analyse the research methodologies and 
data collection methods that would enable the researcher to answer the research 
question. Having explored the extant literature on research methodology, this chapter 
is divided into two main components, consisting of the research methodology; and 
research methods.  
 
The research methodology deals with the philosophical dimensions of this 
investigation, and within this, the chapter examine various philosophical stances and 
settled on pragmatism. In order to address the pragmatist view adopted by this study, 
chapter 6 explored the epistemological aspects of the investigation from the positivists 
position; and the interpretivists position.  
 
With regards to research methods; the investigation adopted the quantitative and 
qualitative approach which h led to the design of data collection instructions such as 
survey questionnaire; and interview guide, which have been discussed in this chapter. 
Considering the fact that sensitive information has been provided by respondents to 




issues that are strongly related to the study, and how the anonymity and privacy of 







































In chapter six, the research explored the data collection strategies; this chapter 
provides an analysis of the findings from the quantitative phases of data collection. 
The chapter commences with the demography of respondents in section 7.2, such as; 
the types of companies they are employed in, their position, the number of employees 
in the company they work in and the types of QS services offered by the firms. The 
chapter also analyses the strategic planning process characteristics; the strategic 
decision-making process, and the environmental turbulence, which are shown in 
Figure 7.1. Considering the increasing level of digitisation and its impacts on business 
organisations, the analysis and discussion of results in this study focus on the degree 
of digital technologies implementation and their impact on strategic decision-making 
















                Figure 7.1: Outline of the Chapter Seven 
Demography of Respondents 
The Strategist 
Strategic Choice 
Impact of Turbulent Environment on Strategic Decision-Making 
Digitisation of Strategy Formulation 
Implementation of Digital Technologies in QSPSFs 
Application of Digital Technologies in Strategic Decision-Making 
Quadrant Analysis of Digital Technologies Implementation-Impact on 
Strategic Decision-Making in QSPSFs 





Figure 7.1 shows the outline of this chapter, which commences with the analysis and 
discussion of the quantitative result on the demography of respondents. This is 
followed by the discussion of results on the strategic planning process characteristics; 
and strategic choice. After strategic choice, the chapter examines the following the 
impact of turbulent business environment; the implementation of digital technologies 
and their  application of digital technologies in the strategic decision-making process 
of QSPSFs; and finally, an inferential analysis focusing on hypotheses testing. 
 
7.2 Demography of Respondent Firms 
Demographic information was gathered to gain insight into the types of companies 
the respondents work in; the position of respondents in their firms; company age; the 
number of company employees; ownership structure, and frequency of work 
acquisition across various sectors of the Irish construction industry. This is central to 
the findings because demographic features such as company size can influence 
strategic planning process characteristics, the level of digitisation, and the impact of 
environmental turbulence on strategic choice.   
 
As noted in chapter 6, in collaboration with the SCSI, a single (senior) person from 
every QS membership practice was invited to participate in an online survey. Senior 
members were selected, as they are more appropriate because of their advanced 
knowledge of the strategy process and strategic choice of the firm. Furthermore, it is 
reasonable to assume that a senior person has the necessary experience to be best 
placed to reflect the changes in the strategic decision-making process over the 
previous years. Section 7.2.1 provides an overview of the current position of 
participants involved in the research.  
 
7.2.1 Current Position of Respondents 
This section of the study deals with the position of respondents in their organisations. 
The current positions held by participants in the quantitative phase of the research is 






Table 7.1  : Current Position of Respondents 
Current Position Frequency (N) Percentage 
(%) 
1. Managing Director/ Chief Executive Officer 49  68 
2. Director 13  18  
3. Associate director 7  10 
4. Senior Quantity Surveyor 3  4  
Total 72  100  
 
The results in Table 7.1 demonstrate that most of the participants, involved in this 
phase of the research, are managing directors or chief executive officers in their 
organisations compared to the other senior positions outlined. The result regarding the 
position of participants in Table 7.1, implies that the responses of managing directors 
or chief executive officers will have an overriding influence on the overall results 
because they constitute the majority of respondents. The results in Table 7.1 are 
consistent with the previous findings that chief executive officers and top-level 
managers are critical sources of information in strategic management investigations. 
(Cycyota and Harrison, 2006). 
 
7.2.2 Company Age 
In this study, a firm’s age is the number of years the organisation has been in existence 
since its establishment (Anderson and Eshima, 2013). Table 7.2 outlines the age of 
respondents’ firms. The results indicate that 44% of respondents state that their firm 
has been in operation for more than 20 years. This demonstrates that QSPSFs in 
operation for more than 20 years have acquired in-depth experience and information 









Table 7.2: Company Age 
Age (Years) Frequency (N) Percentage 
(%) 
1-5 years 10  14  
6-10 years 17 24 
11-15 years 9 13 
16-20 years 4 5 
more than 20 years 32 44 
 Total 72 100 
 
The results in Table 7.2 indicate that the majority of firms involved in the study are 
older firms, which are over 20 years old. A firm is defined as young if it has been in 
existence for less than six years (Pickernell et al., 2013; Czarnitzki and Delanote, 
2012). Table 7.2 shows that 14 % of QSPSFs involved in the research are ‘young 
firms’, while the majority of firms involved in the study have been in existence for 
more than six years, which are designated as older firms. Mature QSPSFs have acquire 
much experience over the years and are able to recruit employees that are efficient; 
and acquire physical resources to improve their dynamic capabilities than small and 
medium-sized firms with less experience.  Small and medium QSPSFs can harness 
the potentials of digitisation to improve their dynamic capabilities in a turbulent 
business environment. 
 
Young firms are characterised by radical innovation with potential growth (Vaona and 
Pianta, 2008). However, Czarnitzki and Delanote, 2012 note that young firms that do 
not innovate and grow less, due to their inability to develop valuable resources. Young 
firms need to grow to a minimum level of efficiency (Coad et al., 2014). Pickernell et 
al. (2013, pp.1) found that young firms can access government and external finance 
but are unable to “access public procurement.” Young firms require knowledge, skills, 
and resources such as assets, capabilities, competencies, information, and 
organisational processes to improve their effectiveness (Barney and Arikan, 2001). 
The 14 % of young firms involved in the research need to be innovative in terms of 
service provision to clients and resources to enable them to grow in the construction 
industry.  
 
Young firms must also focus on developing their resources by focusing on knowledge, 




environment requires that young firms involved in the study undertake activities that 
promote dynamic capabilities in their organisations. Table 7.2 demonstrates that the 
majority of firms involved in the research are older firms since they have been in 
existence for more than six years. Older firms have more experience and foresight 
about the business environment they operate in, which culminates into smother 
growth (Coad et al., 2014) in the construction industry.  
 
However, older firms have challenges in adapting their strategies to the changing 
business environment. This indicates that this research is critical to the majority of 
QSPSFs in Table 7.2 since they are ‘older firms.’  
 
In this regard, the focus of this research on strategic decision-making in a turbulent 
business environment is valuable to QSPSFs, as majority of them have undergone 
several years of economic and industry cyclicality.  
 
7.2.3 Number of Company Employees 
Existing studies establish the influence of firm size on the choice of strategy for the 
service industry (Siskina et al., 2009; Bishop and Megicks, 2002). In terms of size, 
QSPSFs have been classified, in terms of firm size as small or microenterprise if they 
have less than 10 employees; medium between 11 to 30 employees; and large firms if 
they have more than 30 employees (Hasnanywati, 2010).  
 
The European Union’s (EU) criteria for firm classification was adapted to address the 
different bands of firm classification in QS literature. The EU classification is 
preferred over that of Hasnanywati (2010) because of the geographical scope of the 
research in Ireland, an EU member. The EU classifies firms as micro-enterprises with 
less than 10 employees; small enterprises with 10-49 employees; medium-sized 
enterprises having 50-249 employees; Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) (1-249 
employees), and large enterprises (250 or more employees). The adoption of the EU 
classification for addressing the different rating of firm size among QSPSFs in this 
study is consistent with Murphy (2011) who adopts four bands comprising 0-10 
employees; 11-20 employees; and more than 20 employees. Thus, Table 7.3 





Table 7.3: Number of Employees 
Number of Employees Frequency (N) Percentage 
(%) 
Less than 10 employees 56 78 
11-49 employees 7 10 
50-149 employees 3  4 
150-249 employees 0 0 
More than 250 employees 6 8 
Total 72 100 
 
 
Drawing from Table 7.3, most firms involved in the research are micro and small 
enterprises, suggesting that these categories of firms are the primary source of 
employment among Irish QSPSFs. This result also concurs with the data in Table 2.4, 
which indicates that majority of firms in the construction industry are small and 
medium enterprises; hence, the response to this study is considered to be 
representative.   Despite being the primary source of employment, micro and small 
QSPSFs employ less than ten persons. The proliferation of micro and small enterprises 
in an economy suggests an increasing level of entrepreneurship among QS 
practitioners in Ireland, as most of them take the initiative to establish their business 
entities. The next section examines the types of ownership structure adopted by 
QSPSFs involved in the study to manage their employees for service delivery to 
clients in the construction industry. 
 
7.2.4 Ownership structure of the company 
It is vital to examine the ownership structure of firms involved in the study due to the 
influence of ownership on decision making in QSPSFs. Table 7.4 provides an 
overview of the ownership structure of QSPSFs involved in this research. 
 
Table 7.4: Ownership Structure of Company 




1. Sole Practitioner 27 38 
2. Partnership 10 14 
3. Public Limited Company 29 40 
4. Part of Global Construction Consultancy Practice 6 8 





Public limited companies have better access to capital through shareholding, which 
improves their access to financial resources. Public limited companies access to 
shareholding capital improves their resource-base and dynamic capabilities (Helfat 
and Peteraf, 2009; Teece, 2007; and Eisenhardt and Martin, 2000). Therefore, the 
result of this study in Table 7.4 suggests that 40% of QSPSFs involved in this study 
are likely to have easy access to shareholders capital to enhance their resource-base 
and dynamic capabilities.  
 
The breakdown of QSPSFs involved in the study concerning size is 40 small QSPSFs, 
25 medium QSPSFs, and 7 large QSPSFs. In terms of the position of respondents 
across the small, medium and large QSPSFs, 78% of participants from small QSPSFs 
are managing director/ chief executive officer while 52% of respondents from 
medium-sized QSPSFs are managing director/ chief executive officer in Figure 7.2. 
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In large QSPSFs, 43% of respondents indicate their current position as directors. The 
results across the small, medium and large QSPSFs indicate that the participants 
involved in this analysis occupy senior management positions in their organisations 
to warrant their involvement in strategic decision-making. The results in Figure 7.2 
indicate that small, medium and large firms have been in operation for more than 20 
years. With regards to the ownership structure, 43% of small QSPSFs are sole 
practitioners, while 44% of medium-size QSPSFs are public limited companies.  
Thirty-six per cent of large QSPSFs are part of a global construction consultancy 
practice. Having explored the ownership structure of QSPSFs involved in this 
research, it is necessary to examine the professional services that they provide to 
clients in the Irish construction industry in section 7.2.5. 
 
7.2.5 Services Provided in Construction Sectors 
This research explores the proportion of work undertaken by QSPSFs in the various 
sectors of the construction industry. In Ireland, the main sectors of operation for 
QSPSFs include the residential (private or public); private non-residential (office, 
retail); productive infrastructure (civil, roads); and social infrastructure.  The results 
of this particular aspect of the study, as demonstrated in Figure 7.3, suggests that 
QSPSFs involved in the study seldom undertake work in the productive sector, a 
finding which is consistent with Murphy (2011).  
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Figure 7.3 demonstrates that the majority of QSPSFs involved in the research 
undertake their work in the private non-residential sector and non-residential sectors. 
The recovery in the Irish construction industry partly accounts for the increasing 
demand for construction projects in the residential and private non-residential sectors, 
which results into more clients demanding the services of QSPSFs in those sectors of 
the construction industry in Ireland.  
 
The result in Figure 7.3 signifies that QSPSFs involved in the study seldom undertake 
work in the productive infrastructure and social infrastructure sectors. The shift into 
the productive and infrastructure sectors by QSPSFs is due to the impact of the last 
economic recession. To address the impacts of the last economic recession, the Irish 
government formulated policies such as reduced capital spending on social and 
productive infrastructure, and latter policies notably the € 116 billion planned 
expenditure on infrastructure in the National Development Plan (Parliamentary 
Budget Office, 2019). Though QSPSFs undertake a significant proportion of their 
work in residential and private non-residential sectors of the Irish construction 
industry, 8 respondents indicate ‘other’ sectors that they offer services to clients in 
Table 7.5, which suggests some level of expansion into new areas of opportunities.  
 
Table 7.5: Other Sectors of Work 
Other Sectors Responses (N) 
1. Property Insurance 1 
2. Foreign Direct Investment 1 
3. Data Centre (Semi-conductor) 2 
4. Professional Training in Companies 1 
5. Financial, legal and Religious Institutions 2 
6. High Tech Engineering 1 
Total 8 
 
The results in Table 7.5 demonstrate that eight QSPSFs involved in the research 
undertake works in other sectors, notably, the semiconductor sector, which focuses on 
the delivery of data centres to drive the provision of internet services in 
telecommunications. QSPSFs also provide services to clients in financial, legal and 
religious institutions. QSPSFs are engaged in the financial sector to provide services 




The results in Table 7.5 implies that QSPSFs are expanding their services into other 
non-traditional sectors.  
 
7.2.6 QS Professional Services Provided 
The range of services provided by respondents’ firms have been explored, and these 
results are presented in Table 7.6.  The overriding services offered by QSPSFs 
involved in the research are core traditional quantity surveying services such as bills 
of quantities preparation, preparation of variation and final accounts.   
In addition to traditional quantity surveying services, many of the QSPSFs involved 
in this research offer value management services, procurement advice, project 
management, and insurance & claims, suggesting an increase in the number of 
services offered by QSPSFs involved the study.  Traditional QS services remain the 
most common, which is consistent with the findings of Murphy (2011). Though 
QSPSFs provide their services to other sectors, the core traditional QS services remain 
the primary services that they provide to clients. 
 
 
Table 7.6: Types of Professional Services 
Types of Professional Services Frequency (N) 
1. Traditional Quantity Surveying 64 
2. Value Management (Cost Control and Value  
     Engineering) 
50 
3. Project Management 35 
4. Building surveying 9 
5. Dispute Resolution (Arbitration, Conciliation, Litigation,   
    Expert Advice) 
24 
6. Procurement Advice (Procurement, Contracts and  
    Tendering) 
50 
7. Bank Monitoring 21 
8. Project Scheduling and Programming (Project  
    Controls) 
19 
9. Sustainability Advice (Life Cycle Costing, Life Cycle 
    Analysis and Energy Efficiency) 
14 
10. Insurance Claims and Reinstatement Valuations 31 
11. Health and Safety Auditing and Advice 3 






Six respondents indicate that they also deliver newer (other in Table 7.7) types of QS 
services such as BIM consultancy; professional witness, industrial project control, tax 
and capital allowance, and M&E QS services; specialist services for modular & off-
site construction.  
 
Despite the economic and construction sector turbulence, three-quarters of 
respondents indicated that there had been no change in the services that their firms 
offer to clients over the last 5 years. This means that majority of the QSPSFs involved 
in the study maintained the services that they provide to clients despite the impacts of 
the turbulent environment on them. This result also suggests that majority of the 
QSPSFs might not possess the dynamic capabilities to respond to the turbulence 
environment by making changes in their services to address the changes in the 
business environment. 
 
Table 7.7: Changes in Professional services provided over the last 5 years 
Response Frequency(N) Percentage  
(%) 
NO 57 79 
YES (If selected, please elaborate on how 
these services have changed) 
 
15 21 
Total 72 100 
 
The 21% of respondents in Table 7.7 indicate that the factors influencing changes in 
QS professional services are as follows: 
• internationalisation (global demand for standard service); 
• specialist services to meet changing demands (e.g. introducing building 
surveying teams); 
• new entrants focusing on internal management of new services; 
• sustainability services (life cycle costing, and  
• fee reduction (i.e. competitive forces, project delays do not translate into 
additional fees for services) 
The results in this section imply that despite QSPSFs focus primarily on the provision 
of traditional QS services, a few of them involved in the study becoming more flexible 




industry. Figure 7.4 provides the types of QS services offered to clients across the 
main sectors of the Irish construction industry by small, medium and large QS firms.  
 
 In terms of service provision across the small, medium and large QSPSFs, 73% of 
small QSPSFs, and 76% of medium QSPSFs offer their services to clients in the 
residential (public/private) and private non-residential (office, rental) sectors, 
respectively. Fifty-seven per cent of large QSPSFs involved in the research revealed 
that their service provision focuses on clients in the private non-residential (office, 
rental), and social infrastructure (education, healthcare), respectively. The result 
shows that all the three categories of QSPSFs involved in the study are operating in 
the major sectors of the Irish construction industry, thus, contributing to the recovery 
of the Irish economy. 
 
  
Figure 7.4: QS Services offered to clients across the main sectors of the construction 
by small, medium and large QSPSFs 
 
The range of services offered to clients varies across the small, medium and large 
QSPSFs. For instance, in Figure 7.4, 86% of participants in small QSPSFs offer the 
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project management services to clients, respectively. Both medium and large size 
QSPSFs have expanded their service provision by diversifying into other markets 
where clients require their services. No changes have occurred in the range of services 
provided by both small and medium-size QSPSFs in the last 5 years while the services 
offered by 50% of large QSPSFs have changed over the previous 5 years.  
 
Overall, the result suggests that changes have not occurred in the services provided 
by majority of QSPSFs. The possible factors that might influence the inability of 
QSPSFs to change their services include risk aversion; lack of innovation; client 
demand; and lack of strategic direction and flexibility to address the changes in the 
business environment. However, QSPSFs that focus on strategic planning process 
characteristic discussed in section 7.3 are better placed to make decisions that lead to 
changes in their services in order to address issues within the rapidly changing 
business environment. The leading results in  section 7.2 in terms of the position of 
participants; the number of employees; the sectors of operation; ownership structure; 
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Having explored the demographic features of QSPSFs involved in this investigation 
in which the overriding results are displayed in Figure 7.5, it is imperative to examine 
the strategic planning process characteristics that the QSPSFs demonstrates during 
strategic decision-making in section 7.3. 
 
7.3 Strategist 
Section 3.7 of the study examines the various aspects of the strategist in organisations. 
The analysis focused mostly on the roles; and attributes of strategists, which 
demonstrates that strategist are senior individuals in organisations who offer advice 
to top management. The core activities of strategists involve the detailed analysis of 
information in the business environment to provide qualitative information to support 
the strategic decision-making process. In this section, the key elements of the 
strategist, who most organisations perceived as the planner are analysed with 
emphasis on QSPSFs, commencing with strategic approach in section 7.3.1. 
 
7.3.1 Strategic Approach 
Strategic approach influences the strategic decision-making process of QSPSFs 
(Murphy, 2013); hence, its importance to this investigation. Whittington (1993); 
Mintzberg (1991); Porter (1985) and McKiernan (1997) who investigated and 
identified varied approaches to strategy formulation in organisations such as 
emergent, planned, positioning and resource-driven, in their earlier studies. Based on 
the findings of these earlier studies, this section examines four main types of a 
strategic approach, namely, planned; emergent; resource-based; and technology-











Table 7.8: Strategic Approach of QS Firms 




1. Objectives are first determined followed by  
    business environment analysis, before   
    the final decision being made (Planned  




24  33  
2. The strategy is not planned, it emerges as  
    opportunities and challenges arise (Emergent  




3. Internal resource availability usually  
    drives the planning process (Resource-Driven) 
 
7 10 
4. Technological change often drives our   
    corporate decision-making process  
    (Technology-Driven Approach) 
 
 
3 4  
Total 72 100 
 
The turbulent nature of the construction industry business environment is 
characterised by complexity; uncertainty and volatility and are noted in earlier studies 
such as Calantone et al. (2003); Glazer and Weiss (1993) and Chakravarthy (1997) 
account for the adoption of the emergent approach in Table 7.9. The adoption of the 
emergent approach to strategy formulation is due to the turbulent conditions in the 
Irish construction industry, such as the impacts of the last recession; skills shortages; 
and rapid technological changes. The increasing rate of technological disruption in 
the business environment requires that strategists in organisations consider the 
technology-driven approach to strategy.  
 
A technology-driven strategy has the potential to enhance the dynamic capabilities of 
QSPSFs create competitive advantage. However, the results in this research suggest 
that only a few Irish QSPSFs perceive technological change as a crucial driver of the 
strategic planning process.  
 
The lack of technology-driven strategy in QSPSFs suggests the implementation of 
technologies has not received the requisite attention at the top management level; 
hence, there is lack of strategic direction as far as technology is concerned in QSPSFs. 
The inability of QSPSFs to adopt a technology-driven approach to strategy can lead 
to lack of innovation to make changes in services that address the rapid changing 




in which majority of the services offered by QSPSFs have not changed even though 
they experience prolong environmental turbulence, which lasted for almost a decade. 
The technology-driven approach has the potential to improve the level of innovation 
in the strategic decision-making process in a turbulent business environment.  
 
Technology is included in strategic approach because it has the potential to influence 
strategic decision-making by enhancing communication; and collaboration among 
staff, which leads to participation; and systematic gathering of data (Adesi et al., 
2018). The use of technology for gathering a detailed data in strategy ensures the 
comprehensiveness of the strategic decision-making process. Similarly, technology 
has the potential to coordinate the strategic decision-making process of organisations, 
particularly for those that have employees or offices in different locations.  
 
7.3.2 Strategic Types 
It is necessary to examine strategic types in Irish QSPSFs in order to ascertain how 
they respond to the business environment. This research presents the four main types 
of the strategic response of Irish QSPSFs in Table 7.9. 
 
Table 7.9:Strategic Types 




1. Primarily concerned with pioneering new 
service offerings and developing innovative 




2.  Seek ways of defending current market share 
in some sectors while exploring promising 
opportunities in others after a careful review of 





3.  The primary focus is on internal efficiency 





4.  Decisions are based mainly on circumstances 




27 38  
 Total 72 100 
 
The result in Table 7.9 suggests that the majority of the QSPSFs involved in the study 
are reactors, indicating that these QSPSFs respond to emerging circumstances that 




are able to make changes either in their strategy or services offered in order to address 
the uncertainties; complexities; and opportunities in the construction business 
environment.  
 
Reactors lack consistent strategy and seldom respond effectively to environmental 
changes. Jenster and Søilen (2013) found that ‘reactors perform systematically less’ 
than firms that adopt other strategic types, notably analysers, defenders and 
prospectors. It is necessary to address the shortcomings of reactors noted in Jenster 
and Søilen (2013); hence, the planned-emergent approach is proposed to ensure 
flexibility in the strategy formulation of Irish QSPSFs.  
 
Comparing the results on strategic types in section 7.3.1 to the results in section 7.3.2 
regarding strategic approach, demonstrates that Irish QSPSFs adopt an emergent 
approach to strategy and are predominantly reactors. The adoption of emergent 
approach to strategy suggests that QSPSFs are constantly addressing the changing 
realities in their business environment. It is necessary that QSPSFs combine both the 
emergent and planned approach to strategic decision-making to address the rapidly 
changing circumstances and at the same time make long-term decisions by using the 
planned approach.  
 
Having examined the strategic types in QSPSFs involved in the research, it is 
necessary to ascertain the impacts of strategic types on the strategic decision-making 
process; section 7.3.3 focuses on the formality of the strategic decision-making 
process in QSPSFs. 
 
7.3.3 Formality 
In addition to the time horizon of strategic decision-making, this section also analyses 
formality by focusing on the existence of written strategic plans in QSPSFs involved 
in the research in Table 7.10. The result indicates that the majority of QSPSFs 
representing 81% of participants have a written strategic plan in their organisation. 
The non-availability of written strategic plans in 81% of QSPSFs involved in the 
research suggests that the strategic decision-making process is undertaken on an ad 





Table 7.10:Formality: Written Strategic Plans 
Written Strategic Plan Frequency(N) Percentage (%) 
Yes 58 81 
No 14 19 
Total 72 100 
 
The results on time horizon and formality imply that strategic decision-making is 
undertaken annually with no written strategic plans in most of the QSPSFs involved 
in the research. While this section scrutinises the strategist from the perspectives of 
strategic types; strategic approach; and formality, section 7.4 analyses the strategic 
planning process characteristics of QSPSFs involved in this investigation. 
 
7.4 Strategic Planning Process Characteristics 
Strategic planning process characteristics are important to the strategic decision-
making of QSPSFs. The strategic planning process characteristics ensure the 
comprehensiveness; participation; and flow in Table 7.11 
 
The analysis and discussion of results in Table 7.11 scrutinise the characteristics of 
strategic planning process shown in Table 7.11, which demonstrates the mean score, 
median, and standard deviation (SD) of each characteristic explored. The strategic 
planning process characteristics with mean scores of 3.5 and above are significant to 
the strategy formulation of Irish QSPSFs involved in the study. In Field (2005), 
variables measured with Likert scale having a mean score of 3.5 or more and standard 
deviations (SD) close to 0 are significant and indicates that the mean of the results is 
an accurate reflection of the study population. 
 
 Investigations in the construction industry by Ahadzie (2007), and Ayarkwa et al. 
(2010) adopts the principle of Field (2005) to analyse data collected using Likert scale. 
The high median scores in Table 7.11 suggest few outliers in the data; hence, the 
median is adopted for the analysis due to its stability as compared to the mean. The 
median is robust to outliers than the mean score and more appropriate for descriptive 




hence, the median is more preferred in the ranking and analysis of the results in Table 







Table 7.11:Strategic Planning Process Characteristics 
Strategic Planning Process Characteristics Mean 
(M) 
Median Std. Dev 
(SD) 
Ranking 
1. Analysis of the construction industry is undertaken on an ongoing basis (e.g. 
industry reports; Tender Price Indices) 
4 4 .7 3rd 
2. The macroeconomic environment is systematically reviewed (e.g GDP; Interest 
Rates; Employment trends) 
3 3 .7 8th 
3. Competitor analysis is undertaken 3 3 .9 9th 
4.  Regularly review internal business processes (e.g. staff, marketing, IT) 4 4 .9 4th 
5. Investment in staff training and development is prioritised 4 4 .9 6th 
6. Repeat business is critical to our success 5 5 .6 1st 
7.  Actively seeking repeat business from existing clients 5 5 .7 2nd 
8. Internal quality assurance mechanisms are reviewed on an ongoing basis 4 4 .8 5th 
9. Investment in research and development is important to the organisation 3 3 1 10th 
10. The decision-making process is “top-down" (i.e. senior management only) 4 4 1 7th 




The results in Table 7.11 show that repeat business with a median of 5 is ranked 1st 
among all the strategic planning process characteristics of Irish QSPSFs. Mpinganjira, 
(2014), links repeat business to the willingness of clients to do business with service 
providers based on customer satisfaction, loyalty, and quality of service. The result 
indicates that QSPSFs involved in this research consider repeat business as a crucial 
aspect of their strategic decision-making. Networking drives repeat business as it 
sustains the relationship between QSPSFs and their clients. According to Parida et al. 
(2016), networking is a type of dynamic capability, which promotes inter-
organisational relationship to boost the resource base of organisations.  QSPSFs that 
focus on repeat business during strategy formulation enhance their dynamic 
capabilities for capturing opportunities. Actively seeking repeat business from 
existing clients (Mean = 5, Median = 5, SD =.7) is ranked 2nd among the strategic 
planning characteristics in Table 7.11. This result shows that strategy formulation in 
Irish QSPSFs is consistent with Mintzberg’s (1987) definition of strategy as a pattern, 
due to the ability of Irish QSPSFs to maintain their relationship with clients through 
a constant provision of quality services to the satisfaction of clients.  
 
An analysis of the business environment influences the strategic choices and the 
reaction of QSPSFs to situations in the turbulent business environment. In Table 7.11, 
responses indicate that ‘analysis of the construction industry on a regular basis’ (M = 
4, Median = 4, SD = .7) is ranked 3rd. The construction industry is subject to volatility, 
complexity and uncertainty due to the cyclicality of economies and increasing 
technological disruption.  Thus, the analysis of the construction industry by Irish 
QSPSFs with an emphasis on tender price inflation; interest rates enable them to 
gather information on the threats and opportunities to support their strategic decision-
making. The analysis of the construction industry by QSPSFs ensures the 
comprehensiveness of strategic decision-making.  
 
The result in Table 7.11 shows that Irish QSPSFs involved in this research undertake 
a systematic review of the macroeconomic environment with an emphasis on GDP, 
interest rates and employment trends (M = 3, Median = 3, SD = .9) is ranked 8th. Irish 
QSPSFs compared to the ‘analysis of the construction industry’ (ranked 3rd) have not 
undertaken the systematic analysis of the macroeconomic environment effectively.  




environment deprives them of the vital information required for strategic decision 
making at the top management level.  
 
Competitor analysis is fundamental to the identification of the strengths and 
weaknesses of rivals in a particular market or industry. Competitor analysis 
determines the success and strategic change of competitors; predicts the strategic 
moves by competitors; and develops an understanding of potential economic and 
environmental indicators in the industry (Czepiel and Kerin, 2012). The ranking for 
‘undertaking competitor analysis’ (M = 3, Median = 3, SD = .9) is ranked 9th, which 
implies that Irish QSPSFs do not view competitor analysis as an essential part of their 
strategic decision-making process. Though competitor analysis is ranked 9th, the mean 
score suggests that is a key feature of the strategic decision-making process of 
QSPSFs. Competitor analysis is crucial to QSPSFs during strategy formulation 
because Abidin et al. (2014) and Ofori (2012) found increasing competition among 
QSPSFs.  
 
Strategic flow is an important characteristic of the strategic planning process because 
it determines the direction of strategic decision-making and may influence the level 
of participation in the process. The result in Table 7.11  indicates that the “top-down" 
strategic flow (M= 4, Median = 4, SD =.1) is ranked 7th, suggesting that the top 
management are responsible for initiating the strategic planning process in Irish 
QSPSFs. Studies by Papke-Shields et al. (2006), and Segars and Grover (1999) 
support the ‘top-down’ flow of strategic planning. However, Minztberg (1994) 
criticises the top-down flow because it does not engender inclusivity and participation. 
Robert (1998) provides a convincing reason in favour of the top-down flow of 
strategic decision making by emphasising that senior management has the overall 
responsibility for the management of business organisations. Despite the top-down 
flow of strategy is the overriding result, it is essential for senior managers of QSPSFs 
to include involve their employees and other stakeholders in the strategic decision-
making process to ensure their participation. Senior managers who involve their 
employees in their strategic decision-making process enhance the dynamic 





The regular review of internal business processes (M = 4, Median = 4, SD = .9), and 
investment in staff training and development is prioritised (M = 4, Median = 4, SD 
=.9) were ranked 4th and 6th, respectively. A regular review of internal business 
processes in QSPSFs ensures that challenges related to the implementation of strategic 
decisions are identified and resolved promptly. Similarly, the review of internal 
business processes enables QSPSFs to identify the rapid changes occurring in the 
business environment (Quesada and Gazo, 2007) in order to modify their strategic 
decision-making. The result regarding staff training and development shows the 
importance of human resources to the strategic decision-making of QSPSFs. Staff 
training and development improve the human resource capability of QSPSFs for a 
competitive advantage over rivals. Similarly, investment in the training and 
development of employees has the potential to address the existing acute shortage of 
QS; and improve the dynamic capabilities of QSPSFs as the knowledge and skills of 
people are enhanced to drive the dynamic capabilities.  
 
The results in Table 7.11 shows that Irish QSPSFs adopt internal quality assurance as 
a mechanism for reviewing strategic decision-making processes on an ongoing basis 
(M = 4, Median = 4, SD = .8); investment in research, and development is vital to the 
organisation (M = 3, Median = 3, SD = 1); and engage external consultants to facilitate 
strategic decision-making process (M = 2, Median = 2, SD = 1) are ranked 5th, 10th 
and 11th, respectively. The review of internal quality assurance mechanisms on an 
ongoing basis constitutes an integral part of their strategic decision-making process 
characteristics. Reviewing quality assurances mechanisms regularly eliminates 
unnecessary strategic activities while identifying useful activities during strategy 
formulation. Investment in research and development drives the comprehensiveness 
of strategy in QSPSFs due to the identification of critical issues within the business 
environment that might affect the success or performance of the organisation. 
Research and development in QSPSFs can drive innovation and dynamic capabilities, 
which create a competitive advantage for QSPSFs in the construction industry. In 
addition to the strategic planning characteristics analysed in this section, time horizon 





7.4.1 Time Horizon  
In a rapidly changing business environment, the timeline for strategic decision-
making is fundamental to the successful outcome of strategic choices. Depending on 
the capabilities of QSPSFs, it is necessary that they adopt the timelines indicated in 
Table 7.12 for their strategic decision-making. In Table 7.12, 42% of respondents 
indicate that they undertake strategic planning process annually, while 38% of 
respondents make strategic decisions on an ad hoc basis. The results in Table 7.12 
show that the time horizon of strategy formulation in Irish QSPSFs are classified as 
annually, 2-years, 3-years, 5-years, which are referred to as short, medium and long 
term, respectively. 
 
Table 7.12:Strategic Planning Process Time Horizon 




Annually 30  42       
2-years 8 10  
3-years 5   7      
5-years 2   3   
Not specified/Ad hoc 27 38    
 Total 72  100 
 
 
The results in Table 7.12 suggest that the majority of QSPSFs involved in the study 
have a short-range strategic planning process, while only 3% of QSPSFs involved in 
the study have strategic plans for a duration of 5 years. Montebello (1981) note that 
the long-range strategic planning process ensures consistent allocation of resources. 
However, the results of this research suggest that 42% of Irish QSPSFs carry out short-
ranging strategic decision-making. The preference for short-range strategic decision-
making signifies that QSPSFs expect faster outcome for their decisions due to the 
increasing level of uncertainties or changing realities because of environmental 
turbulence. 
 
The result regarding a short-term time-horizon is consistent with the finding of 
Sołoducho-Pelc (2015), where increasing unpredictability in the business 
environment led to the shortening of strategic decision-making time horizon. The 




38% of respondents do not have a specified time horizon for strategic decision-
making, which account for the result in Table 7.9 of section 7.3.2, where 53% of Irish 
QSPSFs involved in the research adopt the emergent approach to strategy formulation. 
 
Having analysed the results pertaining to the strategic planning process characteristics 


















While the findings provide considerable insight into the strategic decision-making 
process of QSPSFs in Ireland, upon closer examination of the data it is apparent that 
a key factor shaping the process is the size of the practice. A detailed analysis of the 
strategic decision-making process based on firm size is contained in n in section 7.4.2. 
 
7.4.2 Strategic Planning Process Characteristics across Small, Medium and 
Large QSPSFs 
This section analyses the strategic decision-making process characteristics across 



















Figure 7.7: Strategic decision-making process characteristics across small, medium 
and large QS firms 
 
Analysis of the construction industry on an ongoing basis dominates the strategic 
planning process characteristics of small and medium-size QSPSFs because Figure 
7.7 demonstrates that 60% of small QS firms and 72% of medium-size QSPSFs 
undertake analysis of the construction industry during the strategic planning process. 
The result regarding the small and medium-size QS firms suggest comprehensiveness 
of strategic decision-making as these QSPSFs analyse the construction industry by 
using industry reports, employment trends, GDP and interest rates, and tender price 
indices. Industry reports provide vital indicators such as macroeconomic indicators, 
which are vital to understanding the external business environment, and factors that 
influence the strategic decision-making process. The analysis of the construction 
industry on an ongoing basis enables both small and medium-size QSPSFs to ensure 
the inclusion of pertinent issues in the strategy formulation process.  
 
In Figure 7.7, both small and medium-size QSPSFs adopt the emergent approach to 
strategy formulation. The use of the emergent approach in small and medium QSPSFs 
for strategy formulation might be due to the need to react to the rapid changes in the 


































use of the emergent approach in QSPSFs is consistent with Wiesner and Millett‘s 
(2012), who found that small and medium enterprises adopt the emergent approach.  
Drawing from Figure 7.7, large QSPSFs that are part of global construction 
consultancy, adopt the planned approach for strategic decision-making, suggesting 
that they determine their objectives first, and then followed it by environmental 
analysis before taking the final decision. Thus, the results suggest that firm size has 
the potential to influence the strategic approach adopted by QSPSFs involved in this 
research. 
 
Strategic types deal with how business organisations react to changes in their 
environment. The four main strategic types include prospectors, analysers, defenders 
and reactors (Jenster and Søilen, 2013). Strategic types influence the approach to 
strategic planning in business organisations (Murphy, 2011). The results in Figure 7.7 
also show that both medium and large QSPSFs are analysers, suggesting that they 
undertake systematic review and analysis of the market; environmental scanning for 
opportunities and challenges; both expansion and maintaining the market. The result 
also suggests that strategic decision-making in medium and large QSPSFs is 
characterised by some elements of comprehensiveness such as the exhaustive 
gathering of information and systematic review.  
 
In Figure 7.7, 38% of small QSPSFs involved in the research are reactors, which 
suggests that their decision-making depends on circumstances arising within the 
business environment. The result with respect to small QSPSFs being reactors 
indicates that they are likely to adopt the emergent approach to strategic decision-
making. The strategic approach determines how firms undertake their decision-
making process while strategic types refer to the response of firms to their 
surroundings, thus, Figure 7.8 the strategic approach and strategic types across small, 






















Drawing from Figure 7.8, medium size QSPSFs adopt the emergent approach and 
respond to the business environment as analysers. The strategic choice by senior 
managers is also likely to influence divergence from the emergent approach to 
analysers suggests that there is the transformation or strategic change among medium-
size QSPSFs.  
 
Time horizon is examined across the small, medium and large QSPSFs in Figure 7.7. 
The results demonstrate that small, medium and large size QSPSFs undertake strategic 
decision-making process annually. Strategic decision-making annually provides 
QSPSFs with the opportunity to adjust their strategies to circumstances arising 
business environment. It also shows that QSPSFs prefer short-term outcomes to their 
decisions, which might be due to the impact of increasing uncertainties and 
complexities in the business environment. However, Sołoducho-Pelc (2015); and 
Mezger and Violani (2001) note that the strategic planning process time horizons 
below 5 years lead to choices that do not enhance the capabilities and competitive 
advantage of companies as they have less time to innovate. Thus, strategic choices at 
both the corporate-level and business-level are necessary for strategic decision-
making decisions, are discussed in section 7.5.   
 
Figure 7.8: Strategic approach and strategic types across small, medium and large QS firms 






















7.5 Strategic Choice 
Corporate strategy is the overall strategy of an organisation (Porter, 1980). Corporate 
strategy determines the type of business organisations undertake, and the method for 
managing an array of business units (Puranam and Vanneste, 2016; Porter, 1989). In 
construction industry research, the majority of investigations focus on business-level 
strategy, which is evident in studies undertaken by Hillebrandt and Cannon (1990); 
Betts and Ofori (1992); and Price et al. (2003). The four main types of corporate-level 
strategy comprise of; maintaining the current market position in a competitive 
environment (stability); expansion into new sectors; rationalisation/downsizing. The 
various strategic choices are presented in Table 7.13. 
 
Table 7.13:Current Corporate Level Strategic Choices 




1. Seek to maintain our current market position,  




26 36   
2. Expand into new growth sectors/markets (Expansion) 32 44  
3. Currently rationalising/downsizing our  




4 6  
4. Combination of two of the above (Combination)  10  14 
Total 72  100 
 
The results presented in Table 7.13 confirm that expansion into new growth 
sectors/markets is the dominant type of corporate-level strategy in Irish QSPSFs 
during the post-recession era. Juxtaposing post-recession corporate strategy, 
identified by this research with that of Murphy’s (2011, pp.144) investigation which 
indicates that ‘the overriding strategy used by Irish QSPSFs is survival’, demonstrates 






















Expansion into new growth sectors or markets enables Irish QSPSFs to capture new 
clients and opportunities through the deployment of their resources and dynamic 
capabilities, discussed in sections 8.6 and 8.7 of chapter 8. Table 7.14 seeks to 
ascertain whether changes have occurred in the corporate-level strategy. The results 
show that 57 respondents involved in the study (representing 79% of participants) 
indicate that their corporate-level strategy has not changed over the past five years.  
 
However, 21% of respondents indicate that their corporate-level strategy has changed 
in the previous five years due to the cyclicality of the economy and the construction 
industry, because of the turbulent business environment. The inability of majority of 
QSPSFs to change their corporate strategy implies that top management level does 
not undertake an ongoing review of their corporate-level strategy despite operating in 
a rapidly changing business environment. This also has implication for their dynamic 
capabilities in terms of transforming their internal resources to enable them to sense, 
and capture opportunities. 
 
Table 7.14:Changes in corporate level strategy over the past 5 years 
Response Frequency(N) Percentage (%) 
NO 57 79  






 Total 72  100 
 
Recession Post-Recession 








Despite most participants, indicate that their corporate-level strategy has not changed, 
15 respondents involved in this research outlined the changes in the corporate-level 
strategy of Irish QSPSFs involved in this research as follows: 
• the economic recovery presents more opportunities;  
• the need to focus on growth and new sectors; 
• combine corporate strategies: maintain current market and expand, and 
• internationalisation (global acquisition, oversea projects) 
 
The recovery of the Irish economy is the primary driver of the changes that have 
occurred in the corporate-level strategy of Irish QSPSFs. This recovery in the 
economy, suggests that a thriving economy is related to the availability of 
opportunities in the business environment, which require Irish QSPSFs to modify or 
adjust their choices at the corporate-level strategy.  
 
The combination of strategies (such as maintaining the current market and expansion) 
is critical in corporate-level strategy in addition to economic recovery. Drawing from 
sections 7.3.1 and 7.5, a linkage exists between strategic types and corporate strategy. 
For instance, 17% of prospectors are likely to change corporate strategy in which they 
focus on expansion into new sectors or markets to capture and take advantage of 
opportunities identified in the business environment. Figure 7.10 demonstrates the 







































The business-level strategy investigated in this research includes cost leadership; 
differentiation; focusing on a narrow market with low cost; and a combination of 
business-level strategies. The results in Table 7.15 shows that 50% of respondents 
indicate differentiation of services as the business-level strategy of their organisations.  
 
Table 7.15:Business-level strategy 




1. Strive to achieve low cost of service provision  
     than competitors 
 
11 15  
2.  Differentiate services from rivals to make it   
     appealing to clients 
 
36 50  
3.  Focus on a narrow segment of the market with 
     lower cost 
 
6 8  
4. Concentrate on a narrower segment of services 9 13 
5. Combine strategy (please specify which  
    combination by identifying the two numbers of   
    options choices) 
 
 
10  14  







Changes in Corporate 
Strategy 
-Available opportunities due 
to economic recovery 
-Grow and enter new sectors 
-Combine strategies: maintain 





-Changes in industry 
-Exit a particular sector or 
market 
-Acquire clients in a new 
geographical area 
-Be a market leader 
-Recruit and upgrade the 
skills of staff 
Change 




The dominance of differentiation strategy in Irish QSPSFs is consistent with the 
findings of earlier studies by Murphy (2011); and Jennings and Betts (1996), on the 
differentiation of services. Similarly, the heterogeneous nature of the construction 
industry is partly responsible for the differentiation of services in QSPSFs. Fifteen per 
cent of respondents suggest that their business-level strategy concentrates on 
achieving low-cost service provision to clients than their competitors. 
 
The results in Table 7.15 show that few Irish QSPSFs involved focus on a narrower 
segment of the market with lower cost. Again, not many of the Irish QSPSFs are 
concentrating on narrower service segment because half of the respondents opt for 
differentiation of their services offered to clients in the Irish construction industry. 
 
Fourteen per cent of participants in the study specifies that their organisations 
combine business-level strategies, which are presented as follows: 
• Combination of differentiation and a narrow segment of services; 
• Low-cost strategy and differentiation; 
• Low cost and a narrow segment of the market, and 
• Focus on a narrow market segment with lower cost and concentrate on narrow 
segments of services. 
 
The success of a combination of business-level strategies depends on the four 
principles of market segmentation suggested by Dibb (1999). These four principles of 
market segments creation include the opportunities for sales and growth; easy 
accessibility to a market segment with a low-cost expenditure; the existence of fewer 
competitors in the market segment; and ability to meet clients’ expectation and 
satisfaction. Changes in business level strategy were explored, and the results are 
displayed in Table 7.16. 
 
Table 7.16:Change in business level strategy over the past 5 years 
Response Frequency(N) Percentage 
(%) 
1. No 60 83  
2. Yes, it has changed 12 17 





From Table 7.16, it is evident that business-level strategies in 83% of Irish QSPSFs 
involved in the research have not changed over the past 5 years. However, 17% of 
participants in this study indicate changes in their business-level strategy. Participants 
note the factors influencing the changes in their business-level strategies as the need 
to focus on new service areas; reorganise business structure to deliver value services; 
investment in technology to improve efficiency and reduce cost; changes in the market 
(.i.e. evolving residential sector), and developing new services to complement 
traditional QS services. Having considered strategic choice at corporate and business 
levels of QSPSFs, section 7.4.1 examines strategic choice in small, medium and large 
QSPSFs.  
 
7.5.1 Strategic Choice across Small, Medium and Large QSPSFs 
The analysis in this section deals with the specific choices of small, medium and 
large QSPSFs, as demonstrated in Figure 7.11.  
 
 
Figure 7.11: Strategic Choice across small, medium and large QS firms 
 
Strategic choice across the small, medium and large QSPSFs focus on corporate-level 
and business-level strategies. At the corporate level, the strategic choice of both small 
and medium QSPSFs concentrate on maintaining their current market despite a 































7.11. However, 71% of large QSPSFs prefer the expansion of their service provision 
into new growth sectors or markets. The choice of expansion into growth sectors and 
markets by large QSPSFs is consistent with the characteristics of analysers who react 
by holding on to their existing markets while scanning the environment of the 
potential market or sectors that they target.  
 
The results in Figure 7.11 show that differentiation is the dominant business-level 
strategy across small, medium and large QSPSFs. This result demonstrates that 
QSPSFs place emphasis on providing services that are appealing to clients and 
distinguish them from their rivals. QSPSFs that are unable to identify their 
differentiators will not survive the competitive market segments and derive any 
benefit from the use of business strategy. Differentiators that QSPSFs can adopt for 
sustainable competitive advantage include service quality; innovative service design 
and development (Dirisu et al., 2013). Therefore, QSPSFs must design services that 
address perception, emotion and performance requirement of their clients (Koter and 
Keller, 2011).  
 
7.5.2 Strategic Change across Small, Medium and Large QSPSFs 
The results in Figure 7.12 demonstrate that no change has occurred in the corporate 
strategy of 93% of small QSPSFs involved in the research. Similarly, 64% of 
respondents in medium-size QSPSFs indicate that their corporate strategy has not 
changed in the last five years. However, 50% of the respondents from large QSPSFs 
indicate that their corporate strategy has changed over the last five years. 
 
 Strategic change is important to the performance of the firm as it enables them to 
compete with their rivals by responding to changes by providing innovative services 






Figure 7.12: Strategic change across small, medium and large QS firms 
 
The results regarding strategic change demonstrate that small and medium Irish 
QSPSFs seldom change their objectives and visions to address strategic issues 
emanating from their business environment.  Strategic change is inevitable due to the 
rapidly changing business environment underpin by uncertainties and complexities.  
 
The fundamental issues that Irish QSPSFs must address during strategic change 
include changes underpinning cultural shift in the organisation; designing the strategic 
change to fit the organisational context, and the willingness of employees and 
management to embrace change (Balogun, 2001). Environmental changes have 
affected the strategic choice of Irish QSPSFs over the past decades. Thus, section 7.5 
examines the impact of environmental turbulence on the strategic decision-making 
process of QSPSFs. 
 
The main findings regrinding strategic choice in sections 7.5, 7.5.1 and 7.5.2 are 
summarised in Figure 7.13, which indicates the dominant strategic choices as 
expansion and differentiation at corporate-level and business-level, respectively. At 
the various sizes of QSPSFs, Figure 7.13 shows differentiation as the main finding of 
the study regarding business level strategy in small and large QSPSFs. In terms of 
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7.6 Impact of the Turbulent Environment on Strategic Decision Making 
Environmental turbulence refers to all “unpredictable uncertainties for strategic” 
decision-making (Ramírez and Selsky, 2016, pp.22). Environmental uncertainties 
arise due to senior managers’ lack of confidence in understanding the changes in their 
industry or market segment (Vecchiato, 2015). Hence, this research investigates the 
impacts of the turbulent environment on the strategic planning process of Irish 
QSPSFs in Table 7.17. 
 
Table 7.17:Impact of turbulent environment on the strategic planning process 
Impact of Turbulent Environment on 
the Strategic Planning Process 
Mean Median Std. 
Dev 
Ranking 
1. Impacted how we make key decisions 4 4 .8 1st  
2. Resulted in a change in our    
    organisational goal 
4 4 .8 1st   
3. Resulted in our organisation being more 
systematic in gathering information 
3 4 .8 3rd   
4. Required greater involvement of our  
   staff in the decision-making process 
3 3 .8 5th  
5. Reduced the time horizon/cycle for  
    strategic decision making 
3 3 .8 6th  
6. Resulted in greater resource efficiency  
    (e.g. staff, operational costs) 






















The results in Table 7.17 show that the turbulent environment has an impact on key 
decision-making (M = 4, Median = 4, SD =.8) is jointly ranked with change in 
organisational goal (M = 4, Median = 4, SD = .8) at 1st position while systematic 
gathering of information (M = 3, Median = 4, SD =.8) is ranked 3rd followed by 
resource efficiency (M = 4, Median = 4, SD = .9), which is  ranked 4th.  
 
In Table 7.17, the results demonstrate other impacts of turbulent environment on 
QSPSFs such as greater involvement of staff in the decision-making process (M = 3, 
Median = 3, SD =.8), which is ranked 5th; and reduced the time horizon/cycle for 
strategic decision-making (M = 3, Median = 3, SD =.9) which is ranked 6th. 
Considering the mean and median scores of all the impacts of the turbulent business 
environment in Table 7.17, the results suggest that the turbulent environment affects 
six main aspects of strategic decision making in QSPSFs. Though some of these 
impacts are positive such as greater resource efficiency; and systematic gathering of 
information, QSPSFs need to design their organisations using the strategic options 
suggested by Agrawal (2014) such as stability; market segmentation; market and 
technological changes; and heterogeneity (many buyers with different customers and 
suppliers). 
 
Existing studies identify economic recession; technological changes; and external 
circumstances that inhibit organisations to perform at their optimum capacity, as the 
major causes of environmental turbulence (Miller and Page, 2007; Andrews et al., 
2005; Fernandez, 2005). Environmental turbulence creates opportunities for firms, as 
Boyne and Meier (2009) found that the availability of economic resources in the 
external environment ensures the  potential growth of QSPSFs operating in the Irish 
construction industry.  
 
Considering the significant influence of the disruptive business environment on 
strategic decision-making in business organisations, studies by Calantone et al. 
(2003); Wiersema and Bantel (1993); Sharfman and Dean (1991); and Eisenhardt 
(1989a) identify the drivers of the turbulent environment as increasing technology; 
unpredictability; and instability in the Irish construction industry. However, few 
studies focus on the critical analysis of the turbulent environment and strategic 




industry has the potential to influence the business environments of QSPSFs with 
consequences on their strategic decision-making process.  
 
The effects of the turbulent environment on strategic decision-making across small, 
medium and large QSPSFs are displayed in Table 7.18, which shows only the 
dominant results. There are positive effects of the turbulent environment on some of 
the QSPSFs involved in the research. For instance, 48% of respondents in medium-
size QSPSFs agree that uncertainties due to the turbulent environment have resulted 
in a change in organisational goals and greater resource efficiency. Drawing from the 
discussion of results, Table 7.18 provides an overview of strategy formulation in 
small, medium and large QSPSFs. 
 
Table 7.18:Turbulent Business Environment across small, medium and large 
QS firms 






1. Uncertainties have influenced strategic 
decision-making 
60% 48% 71% 
2. Resulted in a change in organisational goals 48% - - 
3. Greater resource efficiency - 48% - 
 
The main findings of this section on the impact of environmental turbulence on 
QSPSFs are demonstrated in Figure 7.14 that comprises changes in organisational 
goals; greater participation of staff in decision-making process; reduced time horizon 






























Across the various sizes of QSPSFs examined in this section, the analysis of the results 
indicates that the impact of uncertainties on the strategic decision-making is greater 
in small, medium and large QSPSFs. Changes in organisational goals; and greater 
resource efficiency are the dominant impacts of environmental turbulence in small 
QSPSFs and medium QSPSFs, respectively. The findings indicate that environmental 
turbulence leads to both positive and negative impacts on the strategic decision-
making process of QSPSFs. It is imperative to address the consequences of the 
impacts of environmental turbulence by investigating digitisation in the strategy 
formulation of QSPSFs in section 7.7. 
 
7.7 Digitisation in Strategy Formulation 
Digitisation continues to influence on business organisations, industries and socio-
economic development of nations. Several studies have been undertaken on 
digitisation across various fields of human endeavours, including the construction 
industry. The existing studies focus mostly on construction project delivery with far 
less attention on the role of digitisation in the strategic decision-making process of 
Impacts of Turbulent 
Environment on QSPSFs 
Strategic Decision-Making 
Uncertainties affects the 





Greater participation of 
staff in decision-making 
Reduces the time 
horizon for strategic 
decision-making 
Resources efficiency  




QSPSFs. This section of the study addresses the role of digitisation in the strategic 
planning process; and the influence of digital technologies on the strategic planning 
process of Irish QSPSFs in sections 7.7.1, and 7.7.2, respectively. 
 
7.7.1 The Role of Digitisation in the Strategic Planning Process 
Existing studies focus on efficiency of construction companies in project delivery 
(Ibbs et al. 2003) without emphasising the impact of digitisation on the strategic 
decision-making process in QSPSFs. Technological changes in the business 
environment have a potential influence on construction firms. Hence, it is necessary 
for construction firms such as Irish QSPSFs to understand the critical roles of 
digitisation in order to adopt the appropriate digital technologies that allow them to 
adapt to these changes in the construction industry during the strategic decision-
making process. 
 
 Thus, in this study, respondents assess eight key roles of digitisation in the strategic 
planning process of QSPSFs. Table 7.19 shows that digitisation improves the 
efficiency of project and service delivery to clients (M = 4, Median = 4, SD =.6) and 
is ranked 1st. The result suggests that digitisation in QSPSFs has the potential to drive 






Table 7.19:Roles of digitisation in the strategic planning process 
Roles of Digitisation in the Strategic Planning Process Mean Median Std. 
Dev 
Ranking 
1. Improves the efficiency of service delivery to clients 4 4 6 1st  
2. Drives innovation in the organisation internally and externally 4 4 .7 2nd  
3. Reduces the cost incurred   in the delivery of   services to clients 4 4 .8 3rd  
4. Reduces duration by ensuring faster delivery of projects and services to clients 4 4 .8 3rd  
5. Encourages collection of market and industry data for decision making 4 4 .7 2nd   
6. Ensures collaboration between staff and other stakeholders during project and service delivery to 
clients 
4 4 .7 2nd   
7. Improves communication between project participants and stakeholders 4 4 .7 2nd  






Respondents ranking in Table 7.19 shows that the roles of digitisation in the strategic 
planning process are fundamental to reducing the cost of project and services to 
clients (M = 4, Median = 4, SD = .8) and is ranked joint 3rd. Cost overrun during 
project and service delivery remains one of the critical challenges confronting the 
stakeholders in the construction industry. Numerous studies have investigated cost 
overrun in the construction industry, notably Flyvbjerg et al. (2018); and Caffieri et 
al. (2018) who found that delays are the primary cause of cost overrun during service 
and project delivery.  
 
The rankings of respondents in Table 7.19 demonstrate that digitisation plays essential 
roles in the strategic decision-making process of QSPSFs.  The application of digital 
technologies during the strategic planning process ensures effective decision-making 
and quicker decision making since digital technologies enable all management 
personnel to provide their input into the strategic decision-making process through 
collaboration.  
 
Respondents’ ranking indicates that digitisation in the strategic planning process of 
QSPSFs reduces the duration through faster delivery of projects and services to clients 
(M = 4, Median = 4, SD = .8 ranked joint 3rd). Digital technologies provide speedier 
decision-making by eliminating the delays associated with the strategic planning 
process.   
 
This research builds on the work of Alsedi (2015) by focusing on digitisation in the 
strategic decision-making process of QSPSFs.  The role of digital technologies in the 
strategic decision-making process of QSPSFs eliminates the delays indicated by 
Alsedi (2015) and Aibinu et al. (2006) to ensure a strategic decision-making process 
that drives the delivery of   QS services to clients within the agreed time, duration and 
cost. 
 
Communication is critical to the success of a strategic planning process in QSPSFs. 
Digitisation in the strategic planning process of QSPSFs that are part of global 




parts of the world. Poor communication during the strategic planning process affects 
its fundamental characteristics, such as flow and participation.  The results in Table 
7.19 demonstrates that digitisation improves communication between project 
participants and stakeholders (M = 4, Median = 4, SD = .7, ranked 2nd). The use of 
digital technologies such as social media platforms comprising Twitter, WhatsApp, 
and Facebook, enhances lateral, upward and downward communication during the 
strategic planning process (Adesi et al., 2018).  
 
Improved communication during the strategic planning process culminates into 
effective collaboration among stakeholders during the strategic decision-making 
process. The result shows that digitisation of the strategic planning process ensures 
collaboration between staff and other stakeholders during project and service delivery 
to clients (M = 4, Median = 4, SD =.7, ranked 2nd). This result suggests that digitisation 
influenced the collaboration of staff and other stakeholders during the strategic 
decision-making process, delivery of projects, and services to clients. This finding is 
consistent with Bertram (2011) regarding the use of digitisation to drive collaborative 
decision-making to provide feedback loops in organisations. The result is consistent 
with the earlier finding of Jankovic et al. (2009, pp. 1) that collaborative decision-
making addresses the challenges of ‘geographical dispersion, teamwork and 
concurrent working.’  
 
Digitisation in the strategic decision-making process addresses the different scenarios 
that arise in collaborative decision-making (Jankovic et al., 2009; Zaraté and Soubie, 
2004), such as: 
• Face-to-face decision-making: participants meet around a table; 
• Distributed synchronous decision-making: different participants in different 
locations take part in decision making at the same time; 
• Asynchronous decision-making: various participants involved in a decision-
making process at a different time by using a virtual meeting point; and  
• Distributed asynchronous decision-making: multiple participants take part in 





To achieve efficiency, collaboration, improved communication, reduce cost and 
delays during the strategic planning process; and project and service delivery, QSPSFs 
must adopt digital innovations for their internal and external operations. This research 
explores the use of digitisation to drive internal and external innovation. The results 
in Table 7.16 indicate that digitisation drives innovation in the organisation internally 
and externally (M = 4, Median = 4, SD = .7, ranked 2nd), indicating that the use of 
digitisation drives internal and external innovation during the strategic decision-
making process of Irish QSPSF involved in the study.  
 
Changes in the 21st-century business environment are driven by knowledge, 
information and innovation (Hamel and Green, 2007; Senge, 2007; and Barták, 2006). 
Organisations that possess the requisite knowledge, information and innovation 
processes outperform competitors in their industry. Digitisation enhances the 
technological expertise for a competitive advantage in a turbulent business 
environment. Therefore, this study investigates the role of digitisation in developing 
the technological expertise of Irish QSPSFs. The result shows that digitisation 
provides technological expertise for competitive advantage (M = 4, Median = 4, SD 
= .8) and is ranked 3rd among other variables examined. QSPSFs must seize the 
opportunities associated with digitisation, such as technological expertise through the 
implementation of digital technologies in QSPSFs in section 7.7 of this study.  
 
The result shows that digitisation encourages the collection of market and industry 
data for decision-making (M = 4, Median = 4, SD = .7) is ranked 2nd. The ranking, 
mean and median scores indicate that Irish QSPSFs place much premium on the use 
of digitisation to collect market and industry data to support their strategic decision-
making process. Large Irish QSPSFs that are part of global consultancy consistently 
collect industry and market data for strategic decision-making. For instance, two large 
QSPSFs undertake an annual review that focuses on market and industry review of 
the Republic of Ireland and Northern Ireland; construction industry performance; 
construction costs and tender prices; business intelligence; European construction 
trends; and thought leadership. Also, a large QSPSF has a ‘Knowledge Centre’, which 
is responsible for the collection and analysis of the market and industry data in Ireland 




data, enhances the comprehensiveness of their strategic decision-making, and 
consequently develop their sensing and seizing aspects of dynamic capabilities.   
 
However, it is necessary to deploy digital technologies in the collection of vital 
industry and market information to ensure accuracy of data supporting strategic 
decision making in QSPSFs. Though this section analyses the overall results regarding 
the roles of digitisation in the strategic decision-making process of QSPSFs, it is also 
important to understand the role of digitisation across the various sizes of QSPSFs 
involved in the study. Hence, section 7.7.2 focuses on the roles of digitisation in 
strategic decision-making across small, medium and large QSPSFs. 
 
7.7.2 The Roles of Digitisation in Strategic Decision-Making across Small, 
Medium and Large QSPSFs 
The speed of digitisation varies across industries globally; however, these differences 
exist in various sectors of industries such as construction. In the construction industry, 
digitisation has a potential influence on the decision-making process. However, 
existing literature indicates that much attention is given to the role of digital 
technologies in construction project delivery, which is evident in studies undertaken 
by Lu et al. (2017);  Pärn et al. (2017); Gourlis and Kovacic (2017); Jin et al. (2017); 
Dainty et al. (2017),  and Rowlinson and Rowlinson (2017). Against this background, 
this section of the research delves into the role of digitisation in the strategic decision-






Figure 7.15: The roles of digitisation in strategic decision-making across small, 
medium and large QS firms 
 
Drawing from Figure 7.15, the results suggest that digitisation plays more roles in 
small and large QSPSFs than medium-size QS firms because respondents indicated 
three leading roles of digitisation while participants in large QSPSFs indicated four 
leading roles of digitisation. However, respondents representing medium-size QS 
firms indicate only one primary role of digitisation in the delivery of projects, services 
and strategic decision-making process. 
 
 The roles of digitisation in small QSPSFs include improving the efficiency of project 
and service delivery to clients; reducing the duration to ensuring faster delivery of 
projects and services to clients; and improvement of communication between project 
participants and stakeholders. In large QSPSFs, the four critical roles of digitisation 
in the strategic decision-making process include driving internal and external 
innovation in the organisation; and ensuring collaboration between staff and other 
stakeholders during project and service delivery to clients.  
 
Other roles of digitisation indicated by respondents in large QSPSFs include 





















Improves the efficiency of  service delivery to clients
Reduces duration by ensuring faster delivery of services to clients
Improves communication between project participants and stakeholders
Drives innovation in the organisation internally and externally
Ensures collaboration between staff and other stakeholders




providing technological know-how for competitive advantage. However, in medium-
size QSPSFs, digitisation improves the efficiency of project and service delivery to 
clients. It is vital to ascertain the degree of digital technologies implementation across 
small, medium and large QSPSFs to provide more insight into the extent of digital 
technologies application during strategic decision-making. The leading results in this 
section on the roles of digitisation are displayed in Figure 7.16.  
 
 
Figure 7.16: summary of findings pertaining to the role of digitisation in the strategy 
formulation of QSPSFs 
 
While section 7.7 explored the roles of digitisation with the main findings in Figure 
7.16, section 7.8 examines the degree of digital technologies implementation in 
QSPSFs. 
 
7.8 The Degree of Digital Technologies Implementation in QSPSFs 
This section examines the implementation of digital technologies in Table 7.20, which 
shows that mobile solution has a mean score of 4 and median score of 4 while cloud 
computing has a mean of 3 and a median of 3.  
 
 
•Improves the efficiency of QS services delivery to clients1
•Enhances innovation, which drives the dynamic capabilities of 
QSPSFs
2
•Reduces the cost of QS services provision to clients3
•Leads to grater comprehensiveness of strategic decision-making 
due to emphasisi on detailed gathering of data 
4
•Enhances particpation in strategic decision-making through 
improved collaboration and communication
5
•Provides technological know, which drive the dynamic 






Table 7.20:Degree or stage of digital technologies implementation 
Digital Technologies Mean Median Std. 
Dev 
Ranking 
1. Mobile Solutions (Tablets/Phones) 4 4 1 1st  
2. BIM Technologies (3D, 4D, 5D, i.e 
CostX, Cubit, Solibri, Navisworks) 
2 2 1  
3rd   
3. Cloud Computing (Data Storage, Cloud 
Software and E-Procurement) 
3 3 1  
2nd  
4. Digital Collaboration and Mobility 
(Mobile Connectivity, Interoperability i.e 
IFC & DWFx) 
2 2 1  
3rd  
5. Internet of Things (Monitor Productivity 
during Construction and Occupation i.e. 
Smart Technology) 
2 2 1  
3rd   
6. Data Analytics (Market and Cost 
Analysis to enhance Productivity and 
Business gain) 
2 2 1  
3rd   
7. Innovation in Construction (3D Printing, 
Off-Site Manufacturing, Robotics, 
Prefabrication) 
2 1 1 4th   
8. High Definition Surveying (e.g. 3D Laser 
Scanning, Drones, Thermal Imaging) 
2 1 1 4th   
  
The result in Tables 7.20 and 7.21 suggest that mobile solutions and cloud computing 
are the digital technologies mostly implemented by QSPSFs involved in this 
investigation. It is crucial to ascertain the implementation of digital technologies in 
QSPSFs. Tables 7.21 and 7.22 indicate that 64% of respondents indicate that the 
implementation of innovation in construction is underdeveloped in QSPSFs. Sixty-
four per cent of respondents involved in the study disclosed that the implementation 
of high definition surveying in their firms is underdeveloped. In terms of data analytics 
and internet of things, 43% and 44% of respondents indicate that their implementation 







Table 7.21;The implementation of digital technologies in QSPSFs 










1. Mobile Solutions 1 11 31 18 39 
2. BIM Technologies 33 25 14 17 11 
3. Cloud Computing 14 17 24   25 20 
4. Digital Collaboration and Mobility 31 29 15 17 8 
5. Internet of Things (IoT) 44 26 11 13 6  
6. Big Data Analytics 43 25 17 13 2 
7. Innovation in Construction 64 11 10 11 4 





The results in Table 7.21 show that digital technologies implementation in QSPSFs is 
at the underdeveloped stage. QSPSFs must invest and develop implementation plans 
and roadmap for the digitisation of strategic decision-making processes to harness the 
strategic benefits of digitisation. 
 
The trend of digital technologies implementation in Table 7.22 is consistent with the 
theory of diffusion of innovation by Rogers (2003) that the spread of innovation over 
some time. Scott and McGuire (2017) indicated that the rate of digital technologies 
implementation depends on the number of adopters in a field. This study investigates 
five levels of digital technology implementation, notably underdeveloped, emerging, 







Table 7.22:The degree or level of digital technologies implementation in QSPSFs 










1. Mobile Solutions 1 11 31 18 39 
2. BIM Technologies 38 25 14 17 11 
3. Cloud Computing 14 17 24 25 20 
4. Digital Collaboration and Mobility 31 29 15 17 8 
5. Internet of Things (IoT) 44 26 11 13 6 
6. Big Data Analytics 43 25 17 13 2 
7. Innovation in Construction 64 11 10 11 4 






Adopter categories range from innovators to laggards while early majority and the late 
majority are between the two extremes. In Table 7.22, only a few QSPSFs indicate a 
very mature stage of digital technologies implementation, suggesting that firms within 
this category are innovators. Innovators are adopters who take the risk to implement 
first new technologies. QSPSFs within the category of the underdeveloped and 
emerging stage of digital technologies implementation are considered as laggards 
according to the theory of diffusion innovation by Rogers (2003).  Majority of 
QSPSFs involved in the study are laggards because the majority of respondents 
indicate their level of digital technologies implementation as underdeveloped and 
emerging in Tables 7.21 and 7.22.  
 
7.8.1 The Level of Digital Technologies Implementation across Small, Medium 
and Large QSPSFs 
This section of the study explores the level of digital technologies implementation 
across small, medium and large QSPSFs in Ireland. In Table 7.23, the majority of 
digital technologies are at the underdeveloped stage of implementation. For instance, 
68% of participants in small QSPSFs indicate that high definition surveying is at the 








Table 7.23:Degree or level of digital technologies implementation in Small QSPSFs 










1. Mobile Solutions 3 13 28 25 30 
2. BIM Technologies 38 30 11 11 10 
3. Cloud Computing 13 18 25 25 20 
4. Digital Collaboration and Mobility 36 28 15 15 7 
5. Internet of Things (IoT) 43 33 7 3 3 
6. Big Data Analytics 48 25 18 8 2 
7. Innovation in Construction 67 17 3 10 3 







The result also shows that high definition surveying is the most underdeveloped 
digital technology among all the digital tools examined in small QSPSFs.  In small 
QSPSFs, 67% of respondents state that the implementation of innovation in 
construction is underdeveloped.  
 
Other digital technologies at the underdeveloped stage of implementation in small 
QSPSFs include data analytics with 48% of respondents; internet of things with 43% 
of respondents; and digital collaboration with 36% of respondents. The responses of 
30% of participants in shows that mobile solutions are at a very mature stage, while 
25% of respondents indicate that cloud computing is at both developed and mature 
stage, respectively. In Figure 7.17, the arrows show the current level of 
implementation and the expected level of implementation of digital technologies in 
small QSPSFs implies a low level of implantation of digital technologies in small 








Table 7.24:Degree or level of digital technologies implementation in medium QSPSFs 










1. Mobile Solutions 5 15 30 20 30 
2. BIM Technologies 40 25 15 15 5 
3. Cloud Computing 16 11 32 32 11 
4. Digital Collaboration and Mobility 30 30 25 10 5 
5. Internet of Things (IoT) 40 25 15 20 0 
6. Big Data Analytics 35 40 10 10 5 
7. Innovation in Construction 65 10 15 5 5 





Regarding digital technologies implementation in medium-size QSPSFs, Table 7.24 
shows that innovation in construction; high definition surveying; internet of things; 
and BIM technologies are at an underdeveloped stage, which is consistent with the 
degree of digital technologies implementation in small QSPSFs. However, 40% of 
respondents in medium-size QSPSFs indicate that data analytics is at an emerging 
stage. In Table 7.24, the degree of implementation of mobile solutions and cloud 
computing is at the very mature, developed and mature stages with 30% and 32%, 
respectively. The result implies that only a few medium QSPSFs have implemented 
both mobile solutions and cloud computing to a very mature stage. 
 
The results in Table 7.25 and Figure 7.17 indicate that the implementation of digital 
technologies has improved in large QSPSFs compared to small and medium QSPSFs. 
In both small and medium QSPSFs, most of the digital technologies are 
underdeveloped bounded by the arc in Figure 7.17. The results regarding the 
implementation of digital technologies in large QSPSFs shows that cloud computing, 
data analytics, and digital collaboration have attained a mature stage of 






Table 7.25:The degree or level of digital technologies implementation in large QSPSFs 










1. Mobile Solutions 0 0 27 9 65 
2. BIM Technologies 9 27 18 18 27 
3. Cloud Computing 0 0 45 45 9 
4. Digital Collaboration and Mobility 0 18 27 45 9 
5. Internet of Things (IoT) 18 27 27 0 27 
6. Big Data Analytics 9 27 18 36 9 
7. Innovation in Construction 27 18 36 9 9 





However, 27% of respondents in large QSPSFs indicate that implementation of BIM 
technologies is at both emerging and mature stage. While high definition surveying; 
and innovation in construction are underdeveloped in both small and medium 
QSPSFs, 36% of respondents in large QSPSFs indicate that high definition surveying 
and innovation in construction are at the emerging and developed stages respectively.  
 
The large QSPSFs can implement digital technologies to an advanced stage than small 
and medium-size QSPSFs. Although this variation in the implementation of digital 
technologies in large QSPSFs, and small and medium QSPSFs on the other, the next 
section of the discussion of results delves into the influence of digital technologies on 
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7.9 The Impact of Digital Technologies Implementation on the Strategic 
Decision-Making of QSPSFs 
This section of the study focuses on the impact of digital technologies implementation 
on the strategic decision-making process of QSPSFs. Respondents ranking of the 
influence of digital technologies shown in Table 7.26 indicates that mobile solutions 
comprising of tablets/phones have the most impact on strategic decision-making in 
QSPSFs.  
 
Table 7.26:The Impact of digital technologies on strategic decision-making in 
QSPSFs 
Digital Technologies Mean Median Std. 
Dev. 
Ranking 
1. Mobile Solutions (Tablets/Phones) 4 4 1 1st  
 
2. BIM Technologies (3D, 4D, 5D, i.e 









3. Cloud Computing (Data Storage, Cloud 
Software and E-Procurement) 
3 3 1 2nd  
4. Digital Collaboration and Mobility 
(Mobile Connectivity, Interoperability i.e 








2nd   
5. Internet of Things (Monitor Productivity 










6. Data Analytics (Market and Cost 









3rd   
7. Innovation in Construction (3D Printing, 










8. High Definition Surveying (e.g. 3D 
Laser Scanning, Drones, Thermal  










Respondents perceive only a few of the digital technologies examined in this study as 
having influenced their strategic decision-making process. For instance, in Table 7.26, 
mobile solutions are ranked 1st for being the digital technology mostly implemented 
in QSPSFs. BIM technologies, cloud computing and digital collaboration also 
influence strategic decision-making as they are jointly ranked 2nd in Table 7.26.  Data 
analytics influences strategic decision-making in QSPSFs, as participants in this 




investigation. However, high definition surveying, innovation in construction, and 
internet of things have very minimal influence on strategic decision-making as they 
are jointly ranked 4th with a mean score of 2. The influence of digital technologies on 
the strategic decision-making in QSPSFs in Table 7.27 suggests different levels of 







Table 7.27:The influence of digital technologies on strategic decision-making of QSPSFs 












1. Mobile Solutions 3 13 39 29 16 
2. BIM Technologies 18 26 19 22 15 
3. Cloud Computing 10 15 35 26 14 
4. Digital Collaboration and Mobility 18 34 24 18 6 
5. Internet of Things (IoT) 29 24 29 14 4 
6. Big Data Analytics 18 28 36 15 3 
7. Innovation in Construction 39 24 25 8 4 





The results in Table 7.27 suggest that the majority of digital technologies do not have 





7.9.1 Impact of Digital Technologies Implementation on Strategy Formulation 
across Small, Medium and Large QS Practice 
Digital technologies strengthen the strategies deployed by business leaders and 
enhance competitive positioning (Ismail et al., 2017). This section of the study focuses 
on the influence of digital technologies on strategy formulation in small is displayed 
in Table 7.28. The analysis of the results on the influence of digital technologies in 
small QSPSFs focuses on Table 7.28 and Figure. Table 7.28 provides the trend of 
digital technologies influence on strategic decision-making in small QSPSFs, while 
Figure 7.18 is a matrix illustrating the impact of digital technologies implementation 
in small, medium and large QSPSFs. The result in Figure 7.18 demonstrates that the 
majority of digital technologies implemented do not have a significant influence on 
strategy formulation.  
 
In both Table 7.28 and Figure 7.18, IoT, high definition surveying; and innovation in 
construction do not influence strategy formulation in small QSPSFs, which implies 
that these digital technologies are not being used to improve strategy formulation in 






Table 7.28:The influence of digital technologies on strategic decision-making in small QSPSFs 












1. Mobile Solutions 2 10 38 31 20 
2. BIM Technologies 23 28 16 18 15 
3. Cloud Computing 10 15 28 31 16 
4. Digital Collaboration and Mobility 25 26 28 15 7 
5. Internet of Things (IoT) 30 25 28 13 3 
6. Big Data Analytics 20 26 36 16 2 
7. Innovation in Construction 33 27 28 8 3 




Though BIM technologies have received considerable attention from QS practitioners 
and scholars, Figure 7.18 shows that BIM technologies have a low influence on 
strategy formulation in small QSPSFs. Mobile solutions, data analytics; and digital 
collaboration and mobility have a moderate influence on project selection, services 
provision; and internal management of small QSPSFs during strategy formulation.  
 
Mobile solutions have a moderate influence on strategy formulation in small size 
QSPSFs. This result suggests an average influence of mobile solutions such as tablets 
and mobile phones on strategy formulation in small size QSPSFs. The low level of 
digital influence on strategy in small size QSPSFs implies a low level of 
organisational efficiency; and inability to harness different types of dynamic 
capabilities, especially transformation. The small QSPSFs will be unable to undertake 
different types of transformation, such as improving organisational efficiency and 
better engagement of the workforce); and restructuring the organisation to achieve 
long-term goals.  
 
The influence of the digital technologies on the strategic decision-making process of 








Table 7.29:The influence of digital technologies on strategic decision-making in medium QSPSFs 












1. Mobile Solutions 0 25 25 35 15 
2. BIM Technologies 35 20 25 15 5 
3. Cloud Computing 15 10 45 20 10 
4. Digital Collaboration and Mobility 30 30 20 15 5 
5. Internet of Things (IoT) 25 40 15 20 0 
6. Big Data Analytics 25 50 15 5 5 
7. Innovation in Construction 40 35 10 10 5 




Both Figures 7.17 and 7.18 demonstrate that digital technologies do not influence 
strategy formulation. For instance, BIM technologies, high definition surveying, 
digital collaboration and mobility; and innovation in construction have no influence 
on strategy in medium-size QSPSFs. However, data analytics and internet of things 
have less influence on strategic decision-making, while cloud computing and mobile 
solutions have moderate influence and very high influence.  
 
The influence of digital technologies in medium and small size QSPSFs is similar. 
The result implies that small and medium QSPSFs are not using digital technologies 
to leverage and strengthen their strategy in turbulent construction business 
environment. This trend of low influence of digital technologies on strategy in small 
and medium QSPSFs deprive them of competitive advantage and inability to sense 
and transform opportunities to their benefits.  
 
The influence of digital technologies on the strategic decision-making process of large 







Table 7.30:The influence of digital technologies on strategic decision-making in large QSPSFs 












1. Mobile Solutions 0 18 27 27 27 
2. BIM Technologies 9 18 18 36 18 
3. Cloud Computing 0 9 45 27 18 
4. Digital Collaboration and Mobility 0 27 18 36 18 
5. Internet of Things (IoT) 9 45 9 27 9 
6. Big Data Analytics 9 18 36 18 18 
7. Innovation in Construction 27 27 18 18 9 





In Figure 7.18, there is a dispersed level of influence on strategy formulation in large 
QSPSFs. For instance, mobile solutions; BIM technologies; and digital collaboration 
and mobility have a high influence on strategy, while cloud computing and data 
analytics have moderate influence.  
 
The IoT and innovation in construction have low influence while high definition 
surveying does not influence strategy formulation. While BIM technologies have a 
low influence on strategy formulation in both small and medium-size QSPSFs; in 
large QSPSFs, BIM technologies have a high influence on strategy formulation. 
Therefore, digital technologies have more influence on strategy formulation in large 
QSPSFs than small and medium QSPSFs. Hence, large QSPSFs can ‘anticipate and 
exploit opportunities’ (Day and Schoemaker, 2016, pp. 59) through the combination 
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7.10 Quadrant Analysis of Implementation-Impact of Digital Technologies on 
Strategic Decision-Making in QSPSFs 
 
This section focuses on digital technology implementation-influence on strategic 
decision-making in QSPSFs by using four-quadrant matrix analysis in Figure 7.22, 
which is based on the results in Tables 7.21, and 7.27, respectively. The quadrant 
analysis is a quantitative strategic planning matrix, which provides objective 
indicators for strategic options (Adhikari, 2017). Quadrant analysis is suitable for 
strategic decision-making in a turbulent environment due to its ability to prioritise 
various options available to senior management (Roucan-Kane, 2010). Using the 
ratings for the digital technologies’ implementation and its influence on strategic 
decision-making in Tables 7.21 and 7.27, respectively, the responses of participants 
on the implementation and influence of digital technologies are plotted in the four-
quadrant matrix in Figure 7.19. The use of the four-quadrant matrix in the analysis 
enables QSPSFs to prioritise the implementation of digital technologies. 
 
  The four-quadrant matrix in Figure 7.19 provides a cluster of digital technologies at 
various stages of implementation and their influence on strategic decision-making in 
Irish QSPSFs in Tables 7.21 and 7.27.  Quadrant 3 in Figure 7.19 indicates that digital 
technologies below the arc are underdeveloped with no influence and low influence 
on strategy formulation in QSPSFs. The low level of digital technologies 
implementation resulting in minimal impacts on the strategic decision-making process 
implies that QSPSFs laggards in the implementation of digital technologies such 
internet of things, digital collaboration and mobility, BIM technologies, innovation in 
construction, and high definition surveying. The positions of the digital technologies 
in quadrant 3 indicate that they do not have much influence on strategic decision 
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To make maximum use of the digital technologies in quadrant 3, QSPSFs must 
implement them effectively to a ‘very mature’ stage and ensure their effective 
utilisation during strategic decision-making in order to move them to quadrant 1. 
Quadrant 1 consists of mobile solutions and cloud computing. However, their position 
suggests that though they have a very mature level of implementation, they have a 
moderate influence on the strategic decision-making process. Despite the 
implementation of cloud computing and mobile solutions, QSPSFs have not utilised 
them effectively during the strategic planning process.  
 
Quadrant 4 shows data analytics in a position which indicates that it is underdeveloped 
but has a moderate influence on strategy formulation in QSPSFs is consistent with the 
result in Table 7.12  where analysis of the construction industry is ranked 3rd with 
mean and median scores of 4, respectively, indicating that QSPSFs undertake data 
analysis during strategy formulation. However, the use of data analytics during 
strategy formulation has to improve due to the current position of data analytics. Data 
analytics have to move from their current place in quadrant 4 to quadrant 1 to make 
the maximum influence during strategy formulation. The results on the digital 
technologies in various quadrant provide insight to Irish QSPSFs on the impact of 
each digital technology, which has the potential to spur them on to develop techniques 
and policies that enable them to harness the benefits of digitisation in their strategic 
decision-making process.    
   
7.10.1 Quadrant Analysis of Digital Technologies Implementation-Influence on 
Strategic Decision-Making across Small, Medium and Large QSPSFs 
This section focuses on implementation and influence of digital technologies on 
strategy formulation in small, medium and large size QSPSFs. The previous sections 
7.7 and 7.8 focus on implementation and influence of digital technologies, 
respectively. This section combines both implementation and influence of digital 
technologies on strategy formulation in small, medium and large QSPSFs as shown 
in Figures 7.20, 7.21 and 7.22, respectively. This section is critical for identifying the 
impact of the degree of implementation of digital technologies on strategy formulation 
in QSPSFs. Figure 7.20 shows that the majority of digital technologies in small 




influence on strategy formulation ranges between no influence and moderate 
influence. For instance, internet of things, high definition surveying and innovation in 
construction do not influence strategy formulation. Though BIM technologies are at 
the underdeveloped stage of implementation, they have a low influence on strategy 
formulation in small QSPSFs. The low level of digital technologies implementation 
suggests that they are highly likely to be less innovative. The inability of QSPSFs to 
use digital technologies for innovation leads to lack of effective resources to develop 
their dynamic capabilities for sensing and capturing opportunities for competitive 
advantage. 
 
Though data analytics; and digital collaboration and mobility are underdeveloped in 
small QSPSFs, they have a moderate influence on strategy formulation. Figure 7.20 
shows that cloud computing is at a developed stage of implementation with a high 
influence on strategy formulation. Although mobile solutions are at a very mature 
stage of implementation, Figure 7.20 indicates that it has a moderate influence on 
strategy formulation. The level of implementation of mobile solutions in small 
QSPSFs is not related to its level of influence on strategy formulation. Small QSPSFs 
need to make maximum use of digital technologies during strategy formulation in 
order to strengthen their strategy for competitive advantage in a turbulent business 
environment. 
 
In the medium-size QSPSFs, Figure 7.21 shows that majority of the digital 
technologies are at an underdeveloped stage with no influence on strategy 
formulation. These underdeveloped digital technologies include internet of things, 
high definition surveying; BIM technologies; and innovation in construction. 
Although the internet of things is at the underdeveloped stage of implementation, 
Table 7.22 illustrates a low influence on strategy formulation.  
 
The low influence of internet of things on strategic decision-making indicates that in 
the future, effective implementation of the internet of things in medium-size QSPSFs 
can achieve considerable levels of its influence on strategic decision-making. In 
medium-size QSPSFs, digital collaboration and mobility; and data analytics are in the 
emerging stage of implementation with a low influence on strategy formulation. 




phase with a moderate influence on strategy formulation in medium-size QSPSFs. 
The implementation of mobile solutions to a very mature stage culminates into a high 
level of influence on strategy formulation in medium-size QSPSFs, as indicated in 
Figure 7.21.  
 
The implementation and influence of digital technologies on strategy formulation has 
improved in large QSPSFs as no digital technology is at the underdeveloped stage of 
implementation. Figure 7.22 indicates that the level of digital technologies 
implementation is consistent with their level of influence on strategy formulation. For 
instance, the mobile solution is at a very mature stage of implementation with a very 
high influence on strategy formulation. BIM technologies are at a very mature stage 
of implementation with a high level of influence, while digital collaboration is at a 
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7.11 Inferential Analysis:  Hypothesis Testing 
Having used the descriptive statistics to analyse the data in the previous sections of 
this chapter, the inferential analysis of this research focuses on determining the 
significance of the relationship between variables involved in this investigation.  In 
this regard, hypothesis testing is adopted to ascertain the significance of the results. 
Hypothesis testing is a procedure for making decisions regarding the results obtained 
in a study by comparing the observed value of a sample to the population value to 
establish the existence of a relationship between the values (Creswell, 2012). The 
three main hypotheses formulated for testing are as follows: 
 
Hypothesis 1: There is no relationship between the turbulent business 
environment and the following strategic decision-making process 
characteristics: 
(H1a) Analysis of the construction industry on an ongoing basis (industry reports, 
tender prices); 
(H1b) Systematic review of the macroeconomic environment (GDP, Interest rates, 
employment trends); 
(H1c) Competitor analysis; 
(H1d) Repeat business with existing clients; 
(H1e) Regular review of internal business processes (Staff, marketing, IT); 
(H1f) Investment in staff training and development; 
(H1g) Internal quality assurance mechanisms are reviewed on an ongoing basis; 
(H1h) Investment in research and development is important to the organisation; 
(H1i) Top-down flow of strategic decision-making; and  
(H1j) Engage external consultants to facilitate the strategic decision-making 
process. 
 
Hypothesis 2: There is no relationship between the strategic decision-making 
process characteristics and the following roles of digitisation in QSPSFs: 
 
(H2a) Improves efficiency of QS service delivery to clients; 
(H2b) Drives innovation in the organisation internally and externally;  
(H2C) Reduces the cost incurred in the delivery of QS services to clients; 





(H2e) Encourages collection of market data and industry data for decision-
making; 
(H2f) Ensures collaboration between staff and other stakeholders during QS 
service delivery to clients; 
(H2g) Improves communication between project participants and 
stakeholders; and  
(H2h) Provides technological know-how for competitive advantage 
 
Hypothesis 3: The strategic decision-making process is not dependent on the 
implementation of the following digital technologies in QSPSFs: 
 
(H3a) Mobile solutions (Tablets/Phones); 
(H3b) BIM technologies; 
(H3c) Cloud computing; 
(H3d) Digital collaboration; 
(H3e) Internet of things (IoT); 
(H3f) Data analytics; 
(H3g) Innovation in construction; and 
(H3i) High definition surveying. 
 
This research used the Chi-Square test for hypotheses testing with the following 
parameters: 
• The significance level is set at 0.05; 
• The samples statistics, p-value determines the significance of the relationship 
between the dependent variable and independent variables; 
• There is a significant relationship if the p-value is less than 0.05; 
• The null hypothesis is rejected if the Chi-Square value, χ2cal is greater than χ2α; 
• H0 denotes the null hypothesis while H1 indicates the alternate hypothesis; 
• The χ2cal is the sample statistics obtained by using the SPSS to compute the 
data collected while χ2α is obtained from the Chi-Square distribution table (in 




• The df is automatically generated by using the Chi-Square test in the SPSS 
software; 
• Cramer's V, which is calculated by the SPSS software, measures the strength 
of the associations between the variables. The Cramer’s V ranges from 0 
(demonstrating no association between variables) to 1 (indicating a strong 
association between variables).  
 
Having provided the procedure for testing the hypotheses above, it is necessary to test 
the first hypotheses formulated in this research, as follows: 
 
H0: There is no relationship between the turbulent business environment and 
the following strategic decision-making process characteristics: 
 
(H1a) Analysis of the construction industry on an ongoing basis (industry reports, 
tender prices); 
(H1b) Systematic review of the macroeconomic environment (GDP, Interest rates, 
employment trends); 
(H1c) Competitor analysis; 
(H1d) Repeat business with existing clients; 
(H1e) Regular review of internal business processes (Staff, marketing, IT); 
(H1f) Investment in staff training and development; 
(H1g) Internal quality assurance mechanisms are reviewed on an ongoing basis; 
(H1h) Investment in research and development is important to the organisation; 
(H1i) Top-down flow of strategic decision-making; and  
(H1j) Engage external consultants to facilitate the strategic decision-making 
process. 
 
H1: There is a relationship between the turbulent business environment and 
the following strategic decision-making process characteristics: 
 
(H1a) Analysis of the construction industry on an ongoing basis (industry reports, 
tender prices); 





(H1c) Competitor analysis; 
(H1d) Repeat business with existing clients; 
(H1e) Regular review of internal business processes (Staff, marketing, IT); 
(H1f) Investment in staff training and development; 
(H1g) Internal quality assurance mechanisms are reviewed on an ongoing basis; 
(H1h) Investment in research and development is important to the organisation; 
(H1i) Top-down flow of strategic decision-making; and  
(H1j) Engage external consultants to facilitate the strategic decision-making process 
. 
With regards to the first hypothesis above, ten variables were considered to measure 
the influence of turbulent business environment on the strategic decision-making 






Table 7.31:Turbulent business environment and strategic decision-making process characteristics 
Independent Variables (IV) χ2cal χ2α df p-value Cramer's V 
 
Decision 
1. Analysis of the construction industry on an ongoing basis (industry  
   reports, tender prices) 
26.175 21.03 12 .010 .303 Reject 
2. Systematic review of the macroeconomic environment (GDP, Interest  
    rates, employment trends) 
14.391 26.30 16 .570 .195 Accept 
3. Competitor analysis 35.216 26.30 16 .004 .304 Reject 
4. Repeat business with existing clients 19.611 16.92 9 .020 .262 Reject 
5. Regular review of internal business processes (Staff, marketing, IT) 12.727 26.30 16 .693 .182 Accept 
6. Investment in staff training and development 38.253 26.30 16 .001 .316 Reject 
7. Internal quality assurance mechanisms are reviewed on an ongoing  
    basis 
27.696 21.03 12 .006 .312 Reject 
8. Investment in research and development is important to the  
    organisation 
44.584 26.30 16 .000 .343 Reject 
9. Top-down flow of strategic decision-making 28.299 26.30 16 .029 .274 Reject 
10. Engage external consultants to facilitate the strategic decision- 
      making process 





From Table 7.31, the Chi square test demonstrates the following results pertaining to 
hypothesis 1: 
• analysis of the construction industry on an ongoing basis (industry reports, 
tender prices) (χ2cal =26.175, χ
2
α=21.03, df = 12, p = .010, Cramer’s V=.303); 
• competitor analysis (χ2cal =35.216, χ2α= 26.30, df=16, p = .004, Cramer’s 
V=.304); 
• repeat business with existing clients (χ2cal =19.611, χ2α = 16.92, df = 9, p = 
.020, Cramer’s V= .262); 
• investment in staff training and development (χ2cal =38.253, χ2α = 26.30, df = 
16, p = .001, Cramer’s V= .316); 
• internal quality assurance mechanisms are reviewed on an ongoing basis (χ2cal 
=27.696, χ2α = 21.03, df = 12, p = .006, Cramer’s V= .312); 
• investment in research and development is important to the organisation (χ2cal 
= 44.584, χ2α = 26.30, df = 16, p <.001, Cramer’s V= .343); 
• Top-down flow of strategic decision-making (χ2cal =28.299, χ2α = 26.30, df = 
16, p = .029, Cramer’s V= .274). 
 
Since the χ2cal > χ
2
α   at p < 0.05, for all the variables above, the null hypothesis,  H0 is 
rejected in the case of hypothesis 1; hence, it is concluded that there is significant 
evidence that a relationship exists between the turbulent business environment and 
strategic decision-making process. This implies that a change in the turbulent business 
environment influences the strategic decision-making process of QSPSFs. Having 
established the statistical evidence for a significant relationship between turbulent 
environment and strategic decision-making process in QSPSFs, it is necessary to 
ascertain the strength of the relationship by using Cramer’s V in Table 7.31. Cramer’s 
V of 0.3 for the variables in Table 7.31 indicate a strong association between the 
turbulent environment and the strategic decision-making process in QSPSFs. This 
suggests that changes in the business environment such as economic downturn, 






The result of the testing of hypothesis 1 is consistent with the investigation of Grant 
(2003), who found considerable changes in the strategic planning process of major oil 
companies operating in a turbulent environment. In addition, the result of hypothesis 
1 is consistent with the result in Table 7.17, which indicates the impacts of the 
turbulent environment on the strategic decision-making process as a change in our 
organisational goal and deduces the time horizon/cycle for strategic decision-making. 
Hence, it is appropriate to conclude that there is a relationship between the turbulent 
business environment and the strategic decision-making process. Therefore, a change 
in the turbulent business environment would have a significant impact on the strategic 
decision-making process.  
 
The second hypothesis states that: 
H0: There is no relationship between the strategic decision-making process 
characteristics and the following roles of digitisation in QSPSFs: 
 
(H2a) Improves efficiency of QS service delivery to clients; 
(H2b) Drives innovation in the organisation internally and externally;  
(H2C) Reduces the cost incurred in the delivery of QS services to clients; 
(H2d) Reduces duration by ensuring faster delivery of QS services  
to clients; 
(H2e) Encourages collection of market data and industry data for decision-
making; 
(H2f) Ensures collaboration between staff and other stakeholders during QS 
service delivery to clients; 
(H2g) Improves communication between project participants and 
stakeholders; and  
(H2h) Provides technological know-how for competitive advantage 
 
H1: There is a relationship between the strategic decision-making process 
characteristics and the following roles of digitisation in QSPSFs: 
(H2a) Improves efficiency of QS service delivery to clients; 
(H2b) Drives innovation in the organisation internally and externally;  
(H2C) Reduces the cost incurred in the delivery of QS services to clients; 




(H2e) Encourages collection of market data and industry data for decision-
making; 
(H2f) Ensures collaboration between staff and other stakeholders during QS 
service delivery to clients; 
(H2g) Improves communication between project participants and 
stakeholders; and  
(H2h) Provides technological know-how for competitive advantage 
 
The Chi-square test of the hypothesis above is presented in Table 7.32 showing the 
Chi-square value, the p-value, the degree of freedom (df), and the Cramer’s V for 







Table 7.32:Strategic decision-making and the roles digitisation in QSPSFs 
Independent Variables (IV) χ2cal χ2α df p-value Cramer's 
V 
Decision 
1. Improves efficiency of QS service delivery to clients 25.778 16.92 9 .002 .306 Reject 
2. Drives innovation in the organisation internally and externally 19.178 16.92 9 .024 .265 Reject 
3. Reduces the cost incurred in the delivery of QS services to clients 51.330 21.03 12 .000 .436 Reject 
4. Reduces duration by ensuring faster delivery of QS services to  
    clients 
18.417 16.92 9 .031 .258 Reject 
5. Encourages collection of market data and industry data for decision- 
    making 
22.806 21.03 12 .029 .289 Reject 
6. Ensures collaboration between staff and other stakeholders during  
    QS service delivery to clients 
23.229 16.92 9 .006 .290 Reject 
7. Improves communication between project participants and stakeholders 26.634 26.30 16 .046 .027 Reject 




From Table 7.32, all the eight variables have their χ2cal > χ
2
α   at p < 0.05; hence, the 
null hypothesis, H0 is rejected. This implies that there is significant statistical evidence 
that suggests a relationship between strategic decision-making and the roles of 
digitisation in QSPSFs. Since the Cramer’s V for the variables in Table 7.32 are 
greater than 0.25, there is a very strong association between strategic decision-making 
and the roles of digitisation in QSPSFs especially in the case of the variable ‘cost 
incurred in delivery of projects and services to clients’, which has a Cramer’s V of 
0.436. To conclude, result emanating from the testing of hypothesis 2 establishes that 
the roles of digital technologies have a significant influence on the strategic decision-
making process of QSPSFs. 
 
 The third hypothesis formulated for this investigation is:  
H0: The strategic decision-making process is not dependent on the 
implementation of the following digital technologies in QSPSFs: 
(H3a) Mobile solutions (Tablets/Phones); 
(H3b) BIM technologies; 
(H3c) Cloud computing; 
(H3d) Digital collaboration; 
(H3e) Internet of things (IoT); 
(H3f) Data analytics; 
(H3g) Innovation in construction; and 
(H3i) High definition surveying. 
 
H1: The strategic decision-making process is dependent the implementation 
of the following digital technologies in QSPSFs: 
(H3a) Mobile solutions (Tablets/Phones); 
(H3b) BIM technologies; 
(H3c) Cloud computing; 
(H3d) Digital collaboration; 
(H3e) Internet of things (IoT); 
(H3f) Data analytics; 
(H3g) Innovation in construction; and 





The Chi-square test results for the above hypothesis are displayed in Table 7.33. 
 
Table 7.33: Strategic decision-making process and digital technologies 
implementation in QSPSFs 
Independent Variables 
(IV) 
χ2cal χ2α df p-value Cramer's 
V 
Decision 
1. Mobile solutions 
(Tablets/Phones)  
33.049 21.03 12 .001 .348 Reject 
2. BIM technologies 29.560 26.30 16 .020 .285 Reject 
3. Cloud computing 31.317 26.30 16 .012 .295 Reject 
4. Digital collaboration 30.417 26.30 16 .016 .289 Reject 
5. Internet of things (IoT) 18.061 26.30 16 .320 .224 Accept 
6. Data analytics 42.099 26.30 16 .000 .340 Reject 
7. Innovation in 
construction 
39.619 26.30 16 .001 .330 Reject 
8. High definition 
surveying 
15.749 26.30 16 .471 .209 Accept 
 
 
Drawing from Table 7.33, the results of the hypothesis testing show that: 
• Mobile solutions (Tablets/Phones) (χ2cal = 33.049, χ2α =21.03, df = 12, p =.001, 
Cramer’s V= .348; 
• BIM technologies (χ2cal = 29.560, χ2α = 26.30, df = 16, p = .020, Cramer’s V= 
.285); 
• Cloud computing ( χ2cal =31.317, χ2α = 26.30, df = 16, p = .012, Cramer’s V= 
.295); 
• Digital collaboration (χ2cal = 30.417, χ2α = 26.30, df = 16, p = .016, Cramer’s 
V= .289); 
• Data analytics (χ2cal = 42.099, χ2α = 26.30, df = 16, p = .000, Cramer’s V= 
.340); 
• Innovation in construction (χ2cal = 39.619, χ2α = 26.30, df = 16, p = .001, 
Cramer’s V= .330).  
 
The Chi-square values of the variables above demonstrate that χ2cal > χ
2
α   at p < 0.05; 
hence, the null hypothesis, H0 relating to them is rejected. Thus, it is appropriate to 




decision-making process is related to the implementation of the following digital 
technologies in QSPSFs: 
1. Mobile solutions;  
2. BIM technologies;  
3. Cloud computing; 
4. Digital collaboration; 
5. Data analytics, and 
6. Innovation in construction. 
 
Since Cramer’s V of the six digital technologies above are greater than 0.25, there is 
a strong relationship between digital technologies implementation and the strategic 
decision-making making process in QSPSFs. The results with regards to the 
implementation of the six digital technologies in Table 7.33 is consistent with the 
results relating to them at the descriptive analysis phase in Tables 7.22, 7.23 and 
Figures 7.16, 7.18 and 7.20 of this chapter. The results suggest low and moderate 
levels of digital technologies implementation with similar levels of ‘no influence and 
moderate influence’ on strategic decision-making in QSPSFs. 
 
However, Table 7.33 shows that two digital technologies, Internet of things (IoT) (χ2cal 
=18.061, χ2α = 26.30, df = 16, p =.320, Cramer’s V=.224), and High definition 
surveying (χ2cal =15.749, χ
2
α =26.30, df = 16, p =.471, Cramer’s V= .209) have their 
χ2cal < χ2α   at p > 0.05. Hence, the null hypothesis, H0 relating to them is not rejected, 
indicating that there is no relationship between strategic decision-making and 
implementation of internet of things (IoT), and high definition surveying in QSPSFs. 
Also, the Cramer’s V for both IoT and high definition surveying are below 0.25, 
indicating a weak association. It is appropriate to conclude that the implementation of 
digital technologies has a moderate influence on the strategic decision-making process 








7.12 Conclusion  
This chapter analyses the results of this study in two phases, namely, descriptive 
analysis and inferential analysis. The descriptive analysis adopted statistical tools such 
as mean, median, standard deviation, percentages, and quadrant analysis to ascertain 
within the data collected using survey questionnaires. The descriptive analysis delves 
into the demography of respondents; strategic planning characteristics; environmental 
turbulence, and digitisation. The descriptive analysis and discussion of the results 
focus on the different types of firm sizes such as small, medium and large firms 
involved in the study.  
 
The analysis of the results shows that majority of participants are managing directors 
in QSPSFs, which are public limited companies and  have been in existence for more 
than twenty years. The analysis and discussion of results indicate expansion as a 
strategic choice at the corporate level, while at the business level, the investigation 
identify differentiation of services as a business level strategic choice. With regards 
to digitisation, the analysis and discussion in this chapter shows that the 
implementation of digital technologies in small and medium QSPSFs is at 
underdeveloped stage while in large QSPSFs digital technologies implementation is 
at emerging stage.  
 
 
The second phase of the quantitative analysis of the survey deals with inferential 
analysis in which three main hypotheses were tested to establish the relationship 
between the variables involved in the study. Thus, it is appropriate to conclude that 
there is significant statistical evidence to suggest that the turbulent business 
environment and the implementation of digital technologies have a moderate 
influence on the strategic decision-making process of QSPSFs.  
 
Having analysed and discussed the data collected by using the survey questionnaire 
in chapter seven of this research, the next chapter deals with the analysis of qualitative 
results gathered through in-depth interviews with the managing directors of QSPSFs. 
The next chapter of the research focuses on qualitative, which enables an in-depth 





Analysis and Discussion of Qualitative Results 
 
8.1 Introduction 
This chapter focuses on the analysis and discussion of the interviews undertaken 
during the second phase of this research, as demonstrated in Table 6.12 of section 
6.8.2 of the methodology chapter. The results for the qualitative phase emanate from 
semi-structured interviews, which were transcribed, and imported into NVivo 
software to organise the data into themes or nodes for analysis. The nodes were 
broadly in line with quantitative themes. Child nodes developed during the coding of 
the data were in line with the literature and the quantitative phase. The qualitative 
results delve into the demography of QSPSFs involved in the interviews with 
emphasis on the age; the position of participants; number of employees; ownership 
structure; sectors of operation; and professional services offered to clients, to 
understand the structure and composition of QSPSFs in Ireland. The outline and 
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Figure 8.1 demonstrates the structure and outline of this chapter, which comprises of 
interrelated topics on the analysis and discussion of qualitative results. The chapter 
commences with the demography of participants followed by the strategist( strategic 
approach, strategic types, and formality); strategic decision-making process 
characteristics; strategic choice; and turbulent business environment. The analysis in 
this chapter continued with the scrutiny of results on the resource-based view; 
dynamic capabilities; and digitisation.  
 
The strategic decision-making process characteristics of QSPSFs constitute an 
integral part of this research and this is explored at the qualitative phase, propagated 
with an in-depth analysis of the results in section 8.3 of this chapter. This chapter 
analyses the turbulent business environment within which QSPSFs operate and the 
impact of this turbulent environment on the strategic decision-making process as well 
as the sensing, seizing and transforming capabilities through dynamic capabilities. 
Furthermore, the role of digitisation is explored before examining the strategic 
changes that have occurred in QSPSFs over the last five years. The analysis and 
discussion of issues presented within this chapter provide further depth of insight into 
the critical issues explored at the quantitative phase in chapter 7. The thematic 
similarities across the two phases serve to triangulate and validate research findings. 
 
 
8.2 Demography of QSPSFs 
This section of the research discusses the profile of firms involved in the qualitative 
interviews. Table 8.1 demonstrates the demography of QSPSFs involved in the 
interviews. The results in Table 8.1 indicate that all the participants are senior 
managers in QSPSFs, except two participants who are directors and are part of a 
global QS consultancy. The results concerning the position of respondents at the 
quantitative phase in Table 7.1, indicates that 68 per cent of participants are managing 
directors, which concurs with the results in the qualitative phase, outlined in Table 
8.1.   
 
It was appropriate to include only senior managers in this phase of research because 
they are most suitable to provide insight on the strategic decision-making process and 




consisting of micro; small; medium; and large firms, located mostly in Dublin, with 
one firm in Cork. The result regarding the participant from Cork does not differ from 
participants in Dublin as their responses focus on their experiences in strategic 





Table 8.8.1: Demography of QSPSFs  
Firm Age of 
firm 
(Years) 
Location Number of 
Employees 
Ownership Size of 
Firm 





A 9 Dublin 20 Partnership Small 21 Managing Director 
B 36 Dublin 200 Partnership Large 36 Director 
C 12 Cork 5 Partnership Micro 34 Managing Director 
D 71 Dublin 12 Partnership Small 33 Managing Director 
E 70 Dublin 25 Partnership Small 27 Managing Director 
F 28 Dublin 70 Partnership Medium 30 Managing Director 
G 25 Dublin 200 Public Limited 
Company 
Large 20 Director 
H 60 Dublin 80 Part of global 
Consultancy 
Medium 33 Managing Director 
I 65 Dublin 50 Limited Company Medium 40 Managing Director 




The ages of the firms range from nine years to seventy-one years, indicating that the 
majority of the QSPSFs involved in the research have been through numerous 
economic downturns in Ireland. Nine out of the ten firms involved in the qualitative 
interviews are over 20 years in business. These results concur with the finding at the 
quantitative phase, which indicated that 44 per cent of QSPSFs have been in existence 
for more than 20 years (Table 7.2). Managing directors in QSPSFs have acquired 
significant experience and knowledge before gaining a top management position, as 
demonstrated by the work experience of participants in Table 8.1.  
 
Due to the cyclicality of the construction sector and recent fluctuations in demand for 
QS services, the services that QSPSFs provide to clients have extended beyond 
traditional QSPSF to include, corporate due diligence, project governance, bank 
monitoring, and fund advisory (Participants A, D, G, H and J). Participant G also 
indicates that there is increased specialism in mechanical and electrical cost 
management and life cycle costing. The core services of QSPSFs involved in the 
research include traditional QS services, which concurs with the result in Table 7.6 of 
the quantitative phase. This section of the research demonstrates that participants 
involved in the investigation have considerable work experience and occupy a critical 
position in their organisations, hence they can provide valid and reliable information 
to address the research objectives. Having ascertained the appropriateness of 
participants concerning their background in Table 8.1, section 8.3 examines the 
strategist from the perspective of strategic approach; strategic types; and formality. 
 
8.3 Strategist 
The study scrutinised existing studies on the strategist in chapter 3. In chapter 7, the 
quantitative approach was used to explore the various aspects of the strategies in 
QSPSFs. This section examines the strategist in detail by adopting the qualitative 
approach, in which interviews were undertaken to gather information from senior 
managers in QSPSFs. The analysis of the results commences with the strategic 






8.3.1 Strategic Approach 
The conduct of strategy in an organisation is perceived through various schools of 
thought, generally classified as approaches or perspectives (French, 2009). There are 
different approaches to strategy making, such as planned; emergent; and a resource-
based approach (Mishra et al., 2017). These strategies, including additional strategies 
such as planned-emergent and technology-driven, are shown in Figure 8.2. For 
instance, the comments below from Participants D and B demonstrate the adoption of 
a planned approach: 
 
“We tend to have monthly management meetings, and it might just be the 
decision might be to leave things as they are and then if somebody has 
something, we’ll look at it.” 
Participant D 
 
 “There’s a structured approach. I mean the decisions would come from those 
meetings, directors’ meetings, and sales meetings. So, it’s filtered down through 
the organisation, and one thing we have tried to do is improve communication 
























The planned approach involves the determination of long-term objectives and the 
development of deliberate and sequential plans, while the planned-emergence approach is 
characterised by both deliberate objectives and how they unfold with respect to opportunities 
that arise from time to time (Mishra et al., 2017; Mintzberg, 1990). The adoption of an 
emergent approach by participants was evident in the following comments by 
Participant G and I: 
 




“I was making decisions on the hour. When you’ve got 100 people in four 
different locations, you're making decisions very fast; we were working on some 
of the most prestigious projects in Ireland and London at the time.”  
Participant I 
 
The emergent approach involves gradual adjustments of activities to address emerging 
trends in the organisation (Whittington, 1993). The resource-driven approach to 
strategic decision-making considers specific resources that can provide unique 
advantages (McKiernan, 1997). The use of a resource-driven approach to strategic 
decision-making in QSPSFs is evident in the comment by Participant H who notes 
that “You’ll have to be a bit more selective about the people that you have at some of 
these meetings. So, it might be that you might have people only on the business 
generation one and people only on the operations on and not on both.” This comment 
demonstrates the dependence of QSPSFs on human resources for strategic decision-
making.  
 
Despite the increasing level of technological disruption across industries, including 
construction, the results in Figure 8.6 show that QSPSFs involved in the qualitative 
phase do not rely on technology-driven approaches in their strategic decision-making. 
Considering the importance of technology to organisations in the construction 
industry, it is essential for QSPSFs to use digital technologies to enhance collaboration 





In the quantitative phase, Table 7.9 demonstrates the most preferred strategic 
approach as emergent, while in the qualitative phase (Figure 8.2), the planned 
approach dominates the strategic decision-making in QSPSFs. A potential factor for 
this divergence between research approaches is the smaller number of participants in 
the qualitative phase. However, the qualitative results provide more insight and 
explanations to the issues relating to the strategic decision-making process than the 
quantitative survey. Similarly, changes in company demographics such as ownership; 
firm size; leadership; and environmental conditions, have the potential to influence 
variations in the strategic approach of QSPSFs.  
 
8.3.2 Strategic Types 
This section explores the various forms of strategic types among the QSPSFs involved 
in the research. The results demonstrate four main strategic types, notably the 
prospectors; analysers; defenders; and reactors, which are displayed in Figure 8.3.  
 
 
Figure 8.3:Strategic Types 
 
The results show that majority of QSPSFs involved in the interviews are prospectors. 
This is evident in the following comment by Participant A: 
 
 “We would have been investing in actually trying to generate a work stream 
out of a particular market. When we got into it and looked that it, we didn’t 
























investment that we were making and pull it back and move it to another 
sector.” 
          
The comment by Participant A emphasises that QSPSFs that are prospectors, 
continuously searching for new market opportunities by investing in new markets 
segments. QSPSFs that are prospectors need to develop their DCs by continuously 
improving their internal resources indicated in Figure 8.14. 
 
 Also, interactions with interviewees show that 20 per cent of them are defenders and 
reactors, respectively. For instance, in the case of defenders, Participant H notes that 
“Doing everything really, really well. So, it’s providing a really good service to our 
clients, high quality service on all of our projects at all times”. This comment suggests 
that defenders focus on maintaining their existing share of the market segment by 
providing quality services to clients. Having explored strategic types, section 8.3.3 
focuses on formality which is vital to strategists. 
 
8.3.3 Formality 
Formality delves into the use of structured procedures, guidelines and schedules 
during strategic decision-making. Formality is measured by ascertaining whether 
organisations prepare a written document of their strategic decision-making process, 
to guide them in the future. In this research, formality is examined by focusing on 
written and unwritten documentation of the strategic decision-making process, in 
which Figure 8.4 shows that 70% of participants have written documents, while 30% 








Figure 8.4: Formality of strategic decision-making 
 
The results in Figure 8.4 are contrary to the results on formality at the quantitative 
phase in Table 7.10, which shows that 81% of QSPSFs involved in the survey do not 
have written strategic plans. The difference in the results is possibly due to the 
quantitative sample size of seventy-two participants, while the qualitative phase 
involves only ten senior managers. Table 7.10 demonstrates that both medium and 
large QSPSFs have written strategic plans, which is consistent with the qualitative 
result. The qualitative phase provides in-depth details concerning the content and 
component structure of strategic decision-making.  The imposition of formality in a 
turbulent business environment leads to ‘great losses’ (Theriou, 2015, pp. 4). Despite 
these differences, it is necessary to document the content of the strategic decision-
making process in QSPSFs for easy reference and review of critical decisions reached 
during deliberations.  
 
Previous investigations identify “written strategic plans” as evidence of strategic 
planning process formality in Irish QSPSFs (Murphy 2011, pp.284). Also, Baird et al. 
(1994) and Fredrickson (1984) examine formality by focusing on the extent of 
planning manual use and written strategic plans. Despite the focus of these previous 
studies on written strategic plans as evidence for formality, they seldom emphasise or 
demonstrate the critical components of written strategic plans. It is essential to 










into strategic plans, thus, section 8.4 explores strategic decision-making process 
characteristics. 
 
8.4 Strategic Decision-Making Process Characteristics 
Uncertainties and complexities expose the characteristics of the strategic decision-
making process to both internal and external challenges. The features of the strategic 
decision-making process enable senior managers to make strategic choices that 
encompass various aspects of the organisation (Nahum and Carmeli, 2019). The 
strategic decision-making process characteristics indicated by interviewees during 
this research include, time horizon; participation; comprehensiveness; and strategic 
flow in section 8.4.1.  
 
8.4.1 Strategic Flow 
Strategic flow refers to the direction of the strategic decision-making process in 
organisations (Papke-Shields et al., 2006). Strategic flow is critical in this research, 
because it influences the choices made by senior management in QSPSFs.  
 
The top-down approach is the overriding strategic flow in QSPSFs involved in the 
research, suggesting that the strategic decision-making process is initiated at senior 
management level. The top-down flow of strategic decision-making was 
demonstrated in participants’ responses, for example Participant A states that “I'm the 
director so initiating the decision would have been from my side.” In some instances, 
the interviewees revealed that the top-down flow of strategy depends on the company 
boards and not individual directors, as indicated in this statement by participant F and 
is also confirmed (albeit with different terminology) by Participant A, B and E: 
 
“It would be a collective board decision, but ultimately, it comes down to what 
we would call the board. Maybe 15 or 20 directors. It probably comes down to 
about five directors ultimately to implement the strategy, the policy and the 
strategy.” 
 
There is consistency in both quantitative and qualitative results on strategic flow, 
because Table 7.11 in section 7.4 shows that top-down is the most significant strategic 




strategy adopted by senior managers involved in this research concurs with the finding 
of Robert (1998) who states that strategic management is the responsibility of senior 
management, hence, senior managers must initiate the strategic decision-making 
process from the top-down.  Rapid changes in the business environment leads to 
flexibility in strategic decision-making with concomitant effects on strategic flow 
(Rössler and Schneider, 2011) such as the top-down flow. Though the flow of strategic 
decision-making in QSPSFs is top-down, it is appropriate to ascertain the level of 
participation in the decision-making process.  
 
8.4.2 Participation 
Participation emphasises the involvement of the relevant departments, staff, and 
individuals of the firm in the strategic decision-making process (Tasevska et al., 
2014). The complex environment of QS practice requires the involvement of people 
in the strategic decision-making process. Participation ensures that the overall 
strategic decisions made in a company relies on quality information provided by 
participants. This aspect of the research investigates the extent of participation in 
strategic decision-making and presents the results in Figure 8.5.  
 
 























The results in Figure 8.5 demonstrates that out of ten senior managers, eight of them 
indicate that their organisations involve individuals, staff and associate directors in 
the strategic decision-making process. The drivers of participation in the strategic 
decision-making process are indicated by participants’ comments, which include 
experience (Participant A); the type of strategic flow (Participant C); level of interest 
(Participant D); knowledge and experience (Participant E); team collaboration 
(Participant F); personality traits (Participant H); and ability to make the right 
decisions during the delivery of projects and services to clients (Participant J). In 
existing literature, the factors that promote participation in strategic decision-making, 
include the commitment of employees to firm objectives and organisation’s 
commitment to its employees, which enhances the participation of the workforce in 
activities such as strategic decision-making (Moorman et al., 1998). Likewise, 
previous investigations by Drucker (1993), Pfeffer (1993), and Whitney (1994) 
demonstrate that the emotional and social climate of organisation enhances the 
participation of employees in strategic decision-making of that organisation.  
 
Comparing the findings of this research on the factors that promote participation in 
strategic decision-making to the earlier factors identified by previous investigations, 
this study has identified new factors that promote participation. The factors of 
participation identified include, knowledge and experience of staff and their ability to 
make decisions at an operational level contribute to the existing knowledge on 
participation in strategic decision-making. Regarding participation in strategic 
decision-making at the quantitative phase, the results in Table 7.11 of section 7.4, 
shows that greater involvement of staff, in strategic decision-making concurs with the 
qualitative results outlined in Figure 8.5.  
 
The results in Figure 8.5 demonstrates that only one interviewee uses expert 
consultants during the strategic decision-making process. This result is similar to 
those addressed in the quantitative phase (Table 7.11 of section 7.4) where the use of 
external consultants is ranked 10th out of the 11 characteristics. This suggests that the 
majority of QSPSFs involved in the research do not engage external consultants in 
their strategic decision-making process. Hence, it is essential to explore the 






Comprehensiveness is the extent to which organisations are exhaustive in their 
strategic decision-making (Fredrickson and Mitchell, 2017). Comprehensiveness is 
one of the underlying features of strategic decision-making that has been explored by 
Mintzberg (1990); Eisenhardt (1990); and Ismail and Zhao (2017). These authors 
found that the criteria for assessing comprehensiveness are environmental scanning; 
consideration of alternatives; and incorporation of decisions into the goals of the 
organisation. Table 8.2 demonstrates nine indicators of comprehensiveness, derived 
from the analysis of the interviews with senior managers of QSPSFs involved in the 
qualitative phase of the research.  
 
Table 8.8.2: Comprehensiveness 
Comprehensiveness characteristics Responses Participant(s) 
1. Regular analysis and review of resources such as 
staffing, IT, new premises) to inform decision-
making 
4 I, J, F, H 
2.Undertake a detailed analysis of market, sectors 
and locations before deciding to enter (enter new 
markets and geographical areas) 
5 C, G, I, D, E 
3. A detailed analysis of cash flows for decision-
making 
2 C, J 
4. Determine objectives that lead to successful 
    outcome 
1 H 
5. A detailed analysis of projects before their 
selection  
3 I, J, G 
6. Regularly seeking and analysing sources of new 
clients and opportunities to capture 
5 A, J, I, F, D 
7. Effective gathering of information for decision-
making 
1 G 
8. Regularly looking for sources of branding and 
driving reputation through the delivery of services to 
meet the unique needs of clients 
3 B, E, C 





Attaining a meaningful level of comprehensiveness requires that QSPSFs undertake 
the activities shown in Table 8.2. The activities that promote comprehensiveness were 
examined at the quantitative phase in Table 7.11 of section 7.4. These indicators of 




basis; actively seeking and analysing sources of repeat business; review of internal 
resources; and senior management is responsible for the direction of strategic 
decision-making. The results in Tables 8.2 enable QSPSFs to develop the sensing 
element of DC, in which they can identify and assess opportunities. The results in 
Table 7.11 and Table 8.2 are consistent, except that Table 8.2 provides more insight 
on the indicators of strategic decision-making comprehensiveness in QSPSFs.   
 
Table 8.2 provides further details on the indicators of comprehensiveness such as 
detailed analysis of cash flows to derive financial information that supports strategic 
decision-making; effective branding; and reputation, these add to earlier findings of 
Papke-Shields and Boyer-Wright (2017) on comprehensiveness, such as the gathering 
of relevant information during strategic decision-making. The duration of activities 
that promote comprehensiveness is important to the strategic decision-making process 
as it affects strategic choices, thus section 8.4.4 examines the time horizon. 
 
8.4.4 Time Horizon 
Environmental uncertainties and complexities are challenges to a meaningful 
structuring of problems during strategic decision-making in organisations (Getz et al., 
2009). The time horizons enable organisations to structure their problems over a 
timeframe to ensure clarity on choices over a period of decision-making (Sołoducho-
Pelc, 2015). The time horizon of strategic decision-making in QSPSFs involved in the 
study are demonstrated in participants' comments such as the comments outlined 
below:  
 
“We meet every month, myself and my equity partner. We would have our 
agenda of what we want to achieve and sort of every year we would have 
modelled what we want to achieve for that year and also in the following three 
to five-year window.”  
Participant A 
“Long term we would talk about once a year. Normally the end of October, early 
November, we would have a discussion for the next year. Next two years, the 
next three years. Really, with our business, it may seem unusual, but it’s either 
short term, it’s long term, there’s no mid-term.” 





The increasing level of turbulent environmental conditions such as severe competition 
and globalisation creates complexities and uncertainties that compel senior managers 
of QSPSFs to adopt shorter time horizons for strategic decision-making. The 
dominant time horizon is annual, which supports the results in Table 7.12 of the 
quantitative phase (42% undertake strategic decision-making annually). 
 
There is a dearth of investigations focusing on the categorisation of strategic choices 
into short-term and long-term horizons. However, this research in Figure 9.2 
contributes to existing studies on time horizons by categorising the strategic choices 
of QSPSFs into shorter-term and long-term time horizons.  
 
 8.5 Strategic Choice 
Strategic choice involves the role of leaders in making choices at the highest level of 
management and departments within the organisation (Child, 1997). Strategic choice 
is critical to decision-making at various levels of the organisation, due to the 
increasing unpredictability in both the internal and external settings of organisations. 
This section explores strategic choice at two levels, corporate strategy and business-
level strategy. Corporate strategy is defined as “the pattern of decisions in a company 
that determines and reveals its objectives, goals and plans for achieving them while 
business-level strategy focuses on the determination of how a firm will compete in a 
given business and position itself among its competitors (Andrews, 2005, pp. 52).”  
 
8.5.1 Corporate-Level Strategy 
Figure 8.6 demonstrates the results of strategic choice in QSPSFs at corporate level. 
Three participants indicated that they maintain their current market position in a 
changing competitive business environment; six interviewees note that their choices 
at corporate-level deals with “expanding into new growth sectors or markets 
(Participants A, B, E, F, H, I)” and one participant indicates a combination of any two 
strategic choices.  
 
The results show that most of the participants are diversifying their services into new 
sectors and markets. Some of the QSPSFs indicate that they “diversify into the 




during the economic recession (Participant B)”. Hence, QSPSFs enter new markets 
in order to mitigate the impacts of the turbulent business environment such as labour 
shortage. The results in Figure 8.6 show that none of the participants opted for staff 
rationalising or downsizing, which indicates that QSPSFs have not reached full 
employment after the recovery of the Irish construction industry. 
 
 
Figure 8.6:Corporate Strategy 
 
The results on strategic choice at corporate level (Figure 8.6) concur with the 
quantitative results in Table 7.13 of section 7.5, which indicates a similar trend where 
44% of respondents involved in the survey adopt expansion into new growth sectors 
or markets; 26% seek to maintain their current market position; 14% combine 
strategies; and 6% rationalise or downsize.  It is vital to examine their strategic choices 
that are critical to how QSPSFs compete in their target markets in section 8.5.2. 
 
8.5.2 Business-Level Strategy 
Five main strategic choices were explored at business-level, demonstrated in Figure 
8.7, in which one participant indicates low-cost provision of services; three 
participants state differentiation of services; one participant opts for focusing on a 
narrow segment of the market with low cost; three interviewees indicate concentration 
on narrower segment of services, and two participants state that they combine 










































Figure 8.7: Business Strategy 
 
Drawing from Figure 8.7, the overriding business-level strategic choices of QSPSFs 
include differentiation of services and concentration on narrower segments of 
services. The factors that influence the choice of the two overriding strategic choices 
in Figure 8.7 include contract conditions; type of clients; and previous record of 
clients. For instance, Participants H and I indicate that they “do not undertake public 
sector projects due to terms and conditions of payment; and refusal to honour 
payment by private clients in speculative development”. However, the reasons for the 
overriding strategic preferences in Figure 8.7 are contrary to the finding of Ismail 
(2016, pp.36) that “personal values influenced strategic preferences.” Perhaps, the 
severity of the turbulent business environment has made it impossible for senior 
managers to consider their values in the determination of their strategic choices. 
Considering this, future research that focuses on the influence of personal value in the 
strategic decision-making process will be appropriate and contribute to the decision-
making in QSPSFs. 
 
The quantitative results on business-level strategic choices in Table 7.15, reveals that 
there is consistency in the differentiation of QS services, because the quantitative 
phase indicates differentiation as the overriding result. The impact of the turbulent 












































across the two phases of the research.  The rapidly changing business environment is 
driving QSPSFs to provide services that are unique and meet clients’ satisfaction in 
order to keep their share of the market segment. Having examined the strategic choices 
of QSPSFs, it essential to investigate a strategic approach that they adopt to drive their 
corporate strategy and business strategy in section 8.6. 
 
8.6 Strategic Change 
Strategic change refers to modifications in the corporate strategic choice of 
organisations (Naghibi and Baban, 2011). This section of the qualitative phase 
provides an in-depth investigation of strategic changes in QSPSFs, outlined in Figure 
8.8, which demonstrates that 90% of participants confirm that strategic change has 
occurred in their organisations over the previous five years, while 10% of interviewees 


















The qualitative phase reveals further details about the drivers of strategic change 
outlined in Table 8.3. 
 
Table 8.8.3: Strategic Change in QSPSFs 
Drivers of Strategic Change Responses Participant 
1. Growth and Expansion into new markets 3 A, D, H 
2. Changes in the financial position of clients and  
     shortage of human resources  
1 B 
3. Agglomeration, and changes in ownership and  
    management style; joint venture and PLC 
3 C, D, I 
4. Empowering the staff and team with the skills for  
    strategic decision-making by allowing more people 
    to participate in the process 
1 J 
5. Respond to increasing uncertainties, complexities  
    and unpredictability in the business  




Financial changes in the sectors targeted by QSPSFs and changes in clients’ financial 
position affects the funding of projects, which changes the strategic decision-making 
process of QSPSFs. Agglomeration refers to the location of similar and related firms 
in an area to benefit from reduced production and transaction costs (Malmberg et al., 
2000).   The concept has the potential to alter the strategic direction of QSPSFs, as 
explained in the comment by a Participant C: 
 
“There’s a new concept out called an agglomeration, and it’s where groups of 
companies come together, and they become like a public listed company. A very 
well-known QS practice in Dublin have asked us for a joint venture with them, 
but no, we have a nice niche market, we’ve a very good reputation.” 
 Participant C 
 
Despite the advantages of agglomeration, such as access to a significant pool of 
resources (financial and human), some QSPSFs might not be interested in it because 
they do not want to lose their current market position,  reputation and repeat business, 
which they consider to be profitable to their organisation. Internal circumstances such 
as co-directors taking over as chief executive officers, succession planning, and 
management buy-out drive strategic change in QSPSFs, as elaborated by participants 





“There is a time where I'll step sideways and my two current co-directors, they'll 
become joint managing directors." 
Participant D 
 
"We're going through a change internally in the company ownership. I was in a 
partnership with another shareholder and bought him out in the last three years. 
So it's time to identify the new future owners of the business and put a proper 
succession plan in place. We need to identify who the right people are to carry 
that process."   
Participant I 
 
QSPSFs change their strategies in order to respond to unexpected changes in the 
business environment caused by new opportunities and emerging technologies, as 
evident in this comment by Participant G: 
 
“We see major opportunities, and we are shaping our business to respond to 
that now so that when the residential and commercial elements of the market. 
From a technological perspective, we’re making structural changes to how our 
HR systems work and continuously do that.” 
 
The comments above indicate that some of the participants are changing their strategy 
by adopting the planned emergent approach, and emerging technologies to transform 
their organisations based on the changes occurring in the business environment in 
terms of emerging opportunities. Organisations that transform and change their 
strategy to align their organisations to become resilient in the turbulent business 
environment are more likely to succeed, than those organisations that are unwilling to 
change their strategy to address the emerging issues of their business environment. 
The quantitative results in section 7.5.2, which demonstrate that strategic changes 
occur at the corporate-level and business-level of QSPSFs confirm the qualitative 
results in Figure 8.8.  
 
The quantitative results in section 7.5.2 and the qualitative results in Table 8.3 indicate 




markets; and economic recovery, suggesting consistency of the results in both phases 
of the research. Though existing studies such as Clark and Starkey (1988) found that 
external inputs such as changes in the composition of top management lead to strategic 
change while Dessler et al. (2004) emphasised in their investigation that the quality 
of top management is critical to the success of strategic change. Despite the novelty 
of these existing investigations, this research contributes to strategic change literature 
by emphasising the internal issues critical to strategic change, such as succession 
planning; changes in top management leadership; and management buy-out. 
Concerning external factors or drivers, this study identifies agglomeration as one of 
the critical drivers of strategic change in QSPSFs. Due to the considerable impacts of 
turbulent environment on business organisations, it is necessary to focus on the 
turbulent business environment in section 8.7. 
 
8.7 Turbulent Business Environment 
One of the key objectives of this research is to evaluate the impact of a turbulent 
environment on the strategic decision-making process of Irish QSPSFs. Therefore, 
this section explores the disruptive business environment and its impact on QSPSFs. 
Three critical areas of a turbulent business environment are examined, comprising of 
rapid technological changes; market instability; and the changing economic cycle.  
Construction is a cyclical industry, which is affected by cyclical fluctuations in 
economic growth; interest rate; inflation; and the supply of labour. 
 
Cyclical fluctuations create a turbulent business environment for organisations, 
including QSPSFs. The analysis of the qualitative interviews indicates that the 
economic downturn creates both positive change and negative impacts. The comment 
by Participant I shows how a participant compared the length of the economic 
recession in 2008 to the economic disruptions in the 1980s: 
 
“The late 1980s there was – mid to late 1980s about 1985/1986/1987, there was 
quite a recession in this country, where a lot of my graduate friends and 
colleagues left Ireland to the U.K. or gone on to the Middle East, that was kind 
of the start of the drain to the Middle East and on to Australia and New Zealand. 




because the one back in the 1980s probably only last three/three and a half 




The comment above indicates the impacts of economic cyclicality on construction 
sectors. Also, Participant I’s comment demonstrates another aspect of cyclicality, 
which is the length of the cyclicality.  
 
The last economic recession created a traumatic situation for some senior managers 
of QSPSFs, which lead to their inability to engage in effective strategic decision-
making.  This situation compels them to be reactive in their decision-making as issues 
continuously emerge as a participant explained in the comment below:  
 
“I was making them on the hour. Literally I mean – when you’ve got 100 people 
in four different locations, you're making the decision very fast, we were 




The comment by Participant I demonstrates that the turbulent business environment 
creates difficulty for senior managers because of routine decision-making to address 
rapid changes. The quest to address rapid changes in the turbulent business 
environment require QS managers to adopt an emergent approach to strategic 
decision-making. In a disruptive business environment, QSPSFs tend to be reactive in 
their strategic decision-making. The use of a reactive approach leads to a lack of 
comprehensiveness in the strategic decision-making process since relevant sources 
will not be consulted or involved in the process for quicker decision-making.   
The adverse effects and positive impacts of the economic recession on QSPSFs 








Table 8.8.4: Negative and positive impacts of economic recession on QSPSFs 
Turbulent Environment  
A. Adverse Effects of Economic Recession Participant 
1. Emotionally traumatic I, J 
2. Self-preservation of ownership structure G 
3. Loss of employees due to downsizing B, E, 
4. A radical shift from being proactive to reactive I 
5. Operating in an overheated market, which is creating anxiety  
    among senior managers over another recession 
J 
B. Positive Impacts of Economic Recession  
1. A new approach to decision-making H 
2. Risk profiling to identify and pursue new opportunities A 
3. Knowledge acquisition D 
 
 
The economic downturn affects the ownership structure of QSPSFs, as some of them 
engage in restructuring to survive in the turbulent business environment. QSPSFs that 
are PLCs may not reduce the number of their employees, compared to QSPSFs that 
operate as a partnership a Participant G accentuates this by stating “If you compare 
and contrast what a PLC will do in a recession to what a partnership will do, the 
general thing is that a PLC will try and retain its shape, and they will slice staff and 
shed vertically to maintain shape. Whereas what typically happens in a partnership 
is that the partners retain their position and they slice horizontally.” 
 
The comment by Participant G suggests that the type of ownership structure in a 
QSPSF determines their response to the turbulent business environment. However, 
further investigation is needed on the impact of ownership structure on the strategic 
response in a turbulent business environment.   
 
Participants are worried about low-profit margin; low outputs and labour shortages, 
which indicate that the economy is overheating. An overheated economy can create 
several challenges for QSPSFs such as price fluctuations and tender price inflation. 
This comment by a participant J provides further explanation on the negative effects 
of economic recession on QSPSFs where he states that: 
 
 "In terms of fluctuation, last year we were just below the levels where we were 




to indicate that we're exactly back to where we were in 2007. So, the cycle had 
brought us right back to where we were before the market crashed.” 
 
Economic downturns create positive changes as participants note that it is a period for 
identifying new market opportunities.  For instance, Participant A indicates that they 
established their QSPSF in 2010 at the time when the economic recession was very 
challenging. Participant A stressed that the firm turned this challenging economic 
climate into an opportunity. The comment by Participant A demonstrates a 
relationship between the age of a QSPSF and the experience of senior managers in 
making decisions in a turbulent environment.  
 
The senior management of QSPSFs gained knowledge and experience that are useful 
in their strategic decision-making process in the turbulent business environment. The 
knowledge acquired during the economic downturn has become useful to senior 
management of QSPSFs in a post-recession era, as evident in this comment by 
Participant D: 
 
"It was an important lesson because, while you have to be optimistic in business 
you also have to be realistic about where you are and what opportunities are in 
the market for you to sustain the business. I sometimes joke and say a Harvard 
MBA would not have taught me what I learned, but at the same time, I don't 
want to repeat the lesson. We're trying to build in protection measures in the 
event of that again; we need to be doing different things, such as diversification; 
the energy work that we do – that came out of the recession.”  
 
8.7.1 Effects of Turbulent Business Environment on QS Services Delivery to 
Clients 
The impacts of an economic downturn on QS services delivery, include a lack of 
human resources, such as qualified graduates from third-level institutions. In order to 
address the labour shortage, Irish QSPSFs offer a high salary to QSs in other 
geographical locations such as the Middle East to motivate them to return to Ireland, 





 “The lack of resources, the lack of graduates led to a vacuum in terms of new 
talent. The new employment pool that we would have had, normally we’d have 
had eight or nine ITs (Institute of Technologies) all around the country probably 
spitting out 25 or 30 QSs and I think again now we’ve got this sort of boom 
whereby we’re encouraging people to come back from the Middle East, we’re 
paying very high salaries for that, I don’t believe we can sustain that.”  
Participant I 
 
The efforts by QSPSFs to address the human resource shortages by collaborating with 
third-level institutions for student internship enables QS firms to reduce the shortage 
of labour, as indicated in chapter 2, and develop their human resource potential in a 
complex business environment. In doing this, the QSPSFs develop the DC of their 
human resources that are competent to sense and seize opportunities in a rapidly 
changing business environment.  
 
QSPSFs that address their labour shortage by offering high salaries must ensure that 
they have the financial capacity to sustain such a solution. The economic downturn 
led to financial difficulties in QSPSFs due to the inability of speculative developers 
to pay fees for QS professional services offered to them, as this comment explains 
further: 
 
"A lot of clients we were working with were speculative developers, and we 
ended up with a significant amount of unpaid debt when the market collapsed. 
This time around, we made very much a strategic decision to not work with 
speculative developers. We've always been I suppose a company or a practice 
that has relied on our relationships with private clients and we've gone back to 
that private client era, and it's been a good decision for us. There are a number 
of developers that we are now working with, but they're not speculative 
developers, they're working in targeted markets, so our fees are guaranteed, 
and we know our professional advice is never undermined or reduced which I 
think was an issue the last time around."  





The prolonged duration of the last economic recession has led to the collapse of a 
competitive supply chain in the Irish construction industry. Currently, there is no 
competition in the sector, as compared to the pre-recession era, because all the 
traditional supply chains that were in existence fifteen years ago have collapsed. This 
discourse reveals three main adverse effects of the economic downturn on QS services 














8.7.2 Effects of Turbulent Business Environment on Strategic Decision-Making 
Market instability creates a turbulent business environment that affects the strategic 
decision-making process in organisations (Mufudza, 2018). Strategic decision-
making is fundamental to the efficient management of QSPSFs in a turbulent business 
environment. Market instability constitutes an integral part of the disruptive business 
environment. This section delves into the impacts of market instability on strategic 
decision-making in QSPSFs. 
 
 Turbulent business environment influences the strategic decision-making process in 
several ways, such as lack of confidence due to nervousness, as evident in this 
comment “if there is instability in the market, I get nervous” (Participant A). This 
indicates that a turbulent environment has the potential to impact on the emotional 
state of senior managers. Strategic decision-making in a nervous state leads to poor 
outcomes for the organisation. The results of the qualitative phase suggest a lack of 
confidence and nervousness among senior managers during strategic decision-making 
in a turbulent business environment. The results of this study concur with the finding 
of Vecchiato (2015) that turbulent environment creates lack of confidence and 
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inability of managers to understand the critical changes and events in their industry 
during strategic decision-making, which is indicated by Participants J, I, A and G. 
 
The market instability experienced by QSPSFs during the last economic recession has 
made them cautious in the decisions due to the cyclicality of the construction industry. 
Participant D notes that “It has made us more cautious and more realistic that in our 
industry what goes up tends to go down; it has taught us to try and make the company 
as good, profitable and as efficient as it can be, without having to get bigger and 
bigger. So that’s what we’ve learned from the last recession.” This comment suggests 
that the cyclicality of the construction industry has influenced senior managers to 
make decisions to restrict company size. This indicates that the nervousness that 
senior managers experienced has led them to develop a risk attitude that focuses on 
evaluating the outcome of their decisions critically. 
 
QSPSFs adopt a planned approach for future disruptions because they believe a 
recovery will happen at some point. Hence, QSPSFs tend to invest in technologies for 
low-cost delivery of services. For instance, participants indicated that the uncertainty 
in the market was driving their investment in technology, as the comments below 
suggest: 
 
“When we came through a recession at the sign of recovery, we had to make a 
decision do we invest in some technology or more people, and because of the 
uncertain nature of the world, the technology was better. So, we would have 
invested in technology to improve our ability to provide our service at a lower 
cost, but there are limits to technology.” 
Participant D  
 
“We invest in the digital age (if you want to call it that) and we just continually 
invest in the quality of our laptops, and we got onto the cloud, and so on and so 






Maintaining a required number of people for the appropriate workload in 
organisations reduces the tendency to downsize during an economic downturn in the 
future, as explained further evident in this: 
 
 “We want to have a more sustainable workload and an appropriate level of 
employment that is sustainable. We could just try to get more employees in, but 
if that sector falls, then inevitably you’re going to have to cut numbers, and we 
don’t particularly want to do that, because as a company we’re of a human 
scale, we all know each other. It’s not numbers, its people (Participant E).” 
 
The comments by Participants D, F and E above raised three critical issues, notably, 
the adoption of a planned approach for strategic decision-making; human resources 
(people); and technology, which are components of the resource-based view and 
dynamic capabilities of QSPSFs analysed in sections 8.8 and 8.9, respectively. 
 
Four key issues are derived from the analysis regarding the influence of a turbulent 
business environment on strategic decision-making. The fundamental trend is that 
participants involved in the research have learned some lesson due to the last 
economic recession. Overall, they indicated in their discussions that the four critical 
issues upon which their strategic decision-making will take into consideration, as 
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Figure 8.10:Influence of turbulent business environment on strategic decision-




Complexities and uncertainties in the turbulent business environmental have 
significant effects on the performance of construction firms (Oyewobi et al., 2013). 
However, this research provides more insight into the effects of a turbulent 
environment, which previous studies like Oyewobi et al. (2013) did not address. The 
result of this investigation regarding the expansion; agglomeration; and change in 
ownership structure during an economic recession is consistent with the findings of 
Szymczyk (2018), that firms operating in a turbulent business environment tend to 
expand their operations into foreign markets. 
 
8.8 Resource-Based View 
The viewpoint of the proponents of RBV is that value; rarity; inimitability; and non-
replicability of resources, create a competitive advantage for firms (Kabue and Kilika, 
2016). The resource-based view contends that the long-term survival of firms is 
dependent on their tangible and intangible resources, and competencies (Kelliher and 
Reinl, 2009). The tangible resources include all the physical assets of the firm such as 
raw materials and machinery, while the intangible resources comprise employees’ 
skills and intellect, organisational culture and soft skills for managing customer 
relationships.  
 
Emphasis is put on the availability of resources to drive the delivery of services to 
clients, because of the scarcity of qualified professional QSs. This is emphasised by 
participants F and B: 
 
“Resources are thin on the ground in the industry at the moment and most 
practices are very, very busy.  So the opportunity for us to take on more staff 
or bring in more staff is very limited at the moment because people are either 
holding onto their staff or promoting their staff.” 
Participant F 
 
Some of the large QSPSFs address labour-related issues in a turbulent environment 
by encouraging their staff to move overseas, so that when the economy recovers, they 
can move back to Ireland, as evident in this comment by a participant: 
 




of the strategies was to try not to lose the core team because we had a lot of 
very good people at a reasonably advanced and senior level and I suppose 




QSPSFs that adopt this approach, indicated in Participant B’s comment above, will 
not be impacted severely by labour shortages when the economy recovers as most of 
their employees will return to improve the staff resources. This result implies that 
these organisations will be able to undertake works that their rivals might not be 
capable of doing due to their competitors’ lack of qualified staff. Participant I 
emphasise in this comment that “resourcing is key because we're at such a performing 




Resources are critical to the management and service delivery of QSPSFs. However, 
a shortage of human resources creates severe constraints for decision-makers.  This 
research explores the resources deployed by QSPSFs through the RBV lens in Figure 
8.10, which consists of finance and ‘IT resources’; ‘human resources’ (collectively 
referred to as tangible resources), while the intangible resources include ‘reputation’ 































QSPSFs employ motivated and competent people in their organisations to ensure 
successful service delivery to clients in sectors and markets that they target, as noted 
by a Participant G in this comment: 
 
"We're very fortunate to have a really strong and energised team, and we have 
a lot of people who want to come back and work for us who previously worked 
with us in the past who had gone to other geographies. We've built up a team 
of people, as I say circa 50 people all of whom know very well what they're 
doing and what's expected of them.” 
The reputation of QSPSFs is fundamental to securing clients through the delivery of 
quality service and trust.  Trust enhances the image of QSPSFs, as explained in this 
comment by Participant J:  
 
"Our industry is focused on relationships and trust, and it takes a long time to 
build up trust and reputable trust with different clients, particularly if you're 
working with them for a long time.” 
 
QSPSFs must build their reputation through a long-term relationship with clients to 
enhance repeat work because “most opportunities in business, not just in our business, 
is repeat business” (Participant F). The result indicates that personal relationships 
through network of friends and partners in other geographical locations is critical to 
repeat business and recommendations for new business opportunities. In addition to 
trust and relationship, factors such as the delivery of specialist projects; corporate 
relationship; personal relationship; service quality; marketing through service 
delivery; and recommendations, promote company reputation and repeat business in 
QSPSFs. The results in Figure 8.11 have huge implications on the development of DC 
in QSPSFs because internal resources are important to enhancing the three main 
elements of DC such as sensing and assessing opportunities; capturing opportunities; 
and transforming the organisation to create a competitive advantage over rivals. 
 
Although previous studies, such as Murphy (2011) found repeat business in QSPSFs 




digital technologies enhance repeat business because QSPSFs can gather data on their 
clients' perception concerning their services.  
 
The results in Table 7.8 of section 7.3 of the quantitative analysis are consistent with 
the responses of interviewees, regarding the importance of resources in QSPSFs. In 
the quantitative phase of the study, participants indicate that their approach to strategic 
decision-making focuses on the availability of internal resources to drive the strategic 
decision-making process.  The quantitative phase also confirms that the RBV is a vital 
issue at both phases of the research, particularly when respondents indicate that they 
prioritised investment in staff training and development in section 7.4 of the 
quantitative phase, which also demonstrate the dynamic capabilities perspectives of 
QSPSFs, discussed in section 8.9. 
 
8.9 Dynamic Capabilities 
Dynamic capabilities refer to a collection of activities that firms undertake to build, 
integrate and transform both internal and external competences in a rapidly changing 
environment (Teece et al., 1997). Existing literature on dynamic capabilities reviewed 
in chapter four of this research indicates that an in-depth investigation of dynamic 
capabilities in QSPSFs is needed to identify their abilities for building, integrating and 
transforming resources in a turbulent business environment. This section focuses on 
the dynamic capabilities of QSPSFs with an emphasis on the reconfiguration of 
organisations; capturing opportunities; and sensing opportunities in section 8.9.1. 
 
8.9.1 Sensing and Assessing Opportunities 
Sensing and assessing opportunities within the context of dynamic capabilities in this 
research, involves activities in QSPSFs, such as the sharing of new information or 
ideas; rewards; and incentives. Other critical issues discussed in this section include 
the sources of new market opportunities and technologies. 
 
8.9.1.1 Information on New Market Opportunities and Technologies 
This research identifies five primary sources of information on new market 
opportunities in QSPSFs consisting of the membership of trade associations; word of 
mouth and networking; market intelligence; and focusing on a particular segment of 




to have access to information about new market opportunities. Activities such as local 
and international trips organised by trade associations help QSPSFs to identify new 
market opportunities through networking, as these comments by Participant E and C 
demonstrate: 
 
“In terms of market opportunities, our information comes from basically word 
of mouth, networking, being close to people who give out work or who know 
people who give out work.” 
Participant E 
 
“We’re members of the Chamber of Commerce, very proactive. So, we hear 
about working trips to China, to South Africa, places like that. So, certainly, you 
find the Chamber very good. We’re also involved with the Chamber of 
Commerce in New York because we get feedback there. We have connected with 
the American Contractors Association that gives us ideas of how they see the 
business changing. So we rely on outside organisations, like Chambers of 
Commerce, construction organisations, the RICS, to get feedback on how things 
are changing.” 
 Participant C 
 
Networking enables QSPSFs to have access to information on new market 
opportunities by word of mouth and also through interaction with people who have 
information on new opportunities at events organised by professional bodies such as 
the SCSI. 
 
Market intelligence is a systematic gathering and processing of publicly critical 
business information on clients, competitors, changes in the economy and industry to 
support decision-making in an organisation (Kotler and Armstrong, 2013). Market 
intelligence provides QSPSFs with information on new market opportunities, as 
suggested by some of the participants exemplified in this comment by Participant E, 
who states that “There are certain publications that track new projects- CIS 
(construction information system), but fundamentally new work and knowledge of 
what’s happening in the market is networking and intelligence.” The qualitative result 




indicates that QSs undertake analysis of the construction industry with an emphasis 
on tender price indices.  
 
Marketing intelligence enables QSPSFs to collect information on variables related to 
a turbulent business environment such as the current interest rate; employment trends; 
GDP; economic recession and market instability; and tender price inflation. The 
results regarding market intelligence as a source of comprehensiveness suggests that 
the comprehensiveness of strategic decision-making contributes to the dynamic 
capabilities of QSPSFs. 
 
QSPSFs have access to new market opportunities where repeat clients can give strong  
recommendations to potential clients seeking information on the services of QSPSFs, 
as emphasised in this comment by Participant G “the best way to new market 
opportunities is through repeat clients; it’s people who have worked, and you give 
strong recommendations to new clients.” Repeat business and strong 
recommendations enable QSPSFs to identify new market opportunities. Digital 
technologies such as phones and emails provide QSPSFs with information on new 
market opportunities through cold calls as indicated in this comment “we get phone 
calls and emails, and that’s the way it is; I got an email an hour ago for a job in 
Clonmel, Co. Tipperary (Participant F).” 
 
With regards to information on new technologies, participants indicate that they rely 
on new employees; outsourcing of their technology functions to a third-party 
specialist organisation; monitoring competitors; collaboration with third-level 
institutions; and student internship. Student internships provide several benefits to 
students, host organisations, and academic institutions. Internships enable students to 
develop their skills for time management, integrity and professionalism that enable 
them to develop their interpersonal, technical and business competences (Holyoak, 
2013). 
 
For the host organisations, student internships enable the firm to socialise with student 
interns within their organisational culture and entrepreneurial orientation, which 
culminates into low cost of training the students that are engaged in the future by the 




graduate internship; interaction with technology experts; and new employees enable 
QSPSFs to sense and assess information on new technologies. Hence, Figure 8.12 
demonstrates the various sources of dynamic capabilities for QSPSFs as far as sensing 
























8.9.1.2 People within the Organisation to Identify New Opportunities and 
Technologies 
The efficient use of people to identify new market opportunities and technologies 
enhances the dynamic capabilities of QSPSFs. The qualitative interviews show that 
top management, notably managing directors, directors, and associate directors, are 
responsible for identifying and assessing new opportunities and technologies.  
QSPSFs encourage their staff members below the top management team to get 
involved in generating leads for new market opportunities through annual workshops 
on opportunities generating and continuing relationships with clients. QSPSFs also 
rely on persons specially appointed or employed with a job description for 
opportunities and business development. For instance, the senior management team is 
responsible for identifying new technologies. External sources for the identification 
of new market opportunities by QSPSFs include professional associations; 
relationship and networking; the media; and e-tenders. 
. 
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The majority of QSPSFs in this research indicate that there are no incentives for 
employees who identify new market opportunities and technologies, apart from the 
remuneration they receive in their salaries Participant F notes that because the job is 
the sum of the parts, although he (staff) brings in more work, someone has to manage 
the accounts, someone has to manage the photocopier, and if we all just work on 
practice developments, the work doesn't get done." This suggests that QSPSFs do not 
give rewards and incentives to avoid discrimination in their organisation. However, 
comments by Participants I, B and J, indicate that their firms do give incentives to 
employees that identify new opportunities. These incentives include discretionary 
fees; commission-based financial incentive; and other forms of rewards for 
recognition. 
 
8.9.1.3 Sharing new Information or Ideas 
The dissemination of information or sharing of ideas improves strategic decision-
making in QSPSFs. This research identifies six factors that influence the sharing of 
information and new ideas in QSPSFs. The factors that promote sharing of new 
information and ideas in QSPSFs, include conditions of employment; CPDs and 
seminars; internal workshops; self-motivation; teamwork and collaboration; and inter-
relationship. Excellent conditions of employment such as high salaries, travel and 
accommodation expenses, motivate employees in QSPSFs to share new information 
as emphasised in this comment by Participant C: 
 
“If one of my guys, if he's working on a project and he sees something different, 
at our meetings, he'll sit down, and he'll tell us about it. He'll talk because it 
suits him to feed into the group because the group - all these guys get very, very, 
very well paid.  All our people would be on more than a hundred thousand a 
year. And they get bonuses at Christmas. But they're worth it because they are 
very experienced guys. Also, I think because of that, because of the high pay, it 
does get certain loyalty, and they feed into the team. And it works because 
they're well taken care of, I think. If they come to Dublin, we book a nice hotel 
for them. They get paid their mileage, but they work very hard, we expect it."   
 
 QSPSFs organise CPDs seminars, and internal workshops to encourage sharing of 




contract administration; BIM; and offsite construction, emphasised by Participants D, 
E, and F as follows: 
 
“Generally, we encourage, I mean we do have to sit down, but as part of the 
individuals CPD we have seminars, lunchtime seminars once or twice a month 
and we have the general discussion.”  
Participant D 
 
"By workshops within the organisation, let's say somebody from our 
organisation goes to a conference. They are encouraged to share that 
information with the rest of the people who haven't gone to the conference. " 
 Participant E  
 
“We have workshops, and we have professional development talks where we 
would say this week's topic is BIM. The next week's topic is contract. The next 
week's topic is offsite construction.”  
Participant F 
 
Self-motivation is another factor that drives the sharing of information and new ideas 
in QSPSFs. However, self-motivation alone cannot be a significant driver of dynamic 
capabilities as far as the intrinsic needs of employees are concerned. Hence, good pay 
must be offered by QSPSFs to support employees because the qualitative results 
demonstrates that financial remuneration (good pay) is fundamental to motivation in 
QSPSFs. Finally, teamwork, collaboration, and inter-relationship between top 
management and employees promote the sharing of new information and ideas in 





























8.9.2 Seizing Opportunities 
The second component of dynamic capabilities emphasises activities within the 
organisation that promote the seizing of opportunities identified by the organisation. 
In this research, activities for capturing opportunities were investigated in QSPSFs, 
with focus on the rules for capturing new opportunities; methods for seizing 
opportunities; the number of new opportunities captured; and the final decision 
regarding the opportunities to capture in section 8.9.2.1. 
 
8.9.2.1 Final Decision on Opportunities to Capture 
Due to the hierarchical nature of strategic decision-making in QSPSFs, it is crucial to 
ascertain the people responsible for making the final decision on opportunities to seize 
in a target market. The final decision on opportunities to capture is the responsibility 
of the management team, or the managing director, as the comments of Participants 
D, E, F, G, H and J indicate a consensus quote, “managing director and management 
team.” These comments confirm that strategic flow emanates from the top 
management to the lower levels of the QSPSFs, especially to project teams for 
implementation.  The final decision to capture an opportunity is determined by 
available expertise; client's acceptance of the standard terms and conditions of fees 
proposed; cash flow; the scope of the project; and duration of the contract, which are 
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"If a director has gone through a process and he has had a fee agreed with a 
client, and the fee has our standard terms and conditions appended to it, that's 
fine. We've already pre-agreed what the fee is, we've already pre-agreed the 
cash flow and the drawdown.    When it comes to signing the appointments for 
a 12-year liability period, that's when you step up." 
 
After making the final decision to capture an opportunity, the results of the interviews 
indicate that QSPSFs adopt five main steps in capturing new market opportunities. In 
the first step, a service proposal is developed and presented to the client, showing the 
scope of services This is explained further in this comment by Participant A, where 
they state that “we can put together a service proposal for the scope of services for 
that particular client. So that we may be meeting the clients, it may be a presentation 
to the client; it may be doing a small commission on a free basis for a client to 
demonstrate our capabilities.”  The service proposal also focuses on providing QS 
services to clients of small projects for free to enable QSPSFs to demonstrate their 
capabilities to deliver services to clients.  
 
The analysis and monitoring of clients' strategic decision is an integral part of the 
methods for seizing opportunities in QSPSFs. Meetings and presentations are methods 
that QSPSFs use to capture new clients in the market. Follow-ups using phone calls 
or other means are necessary after meetings and negotiations with clients. Digital 
technology platforms provided by third-party organisations, such as cloud computing, 
are used by QSPSFs to capture new market opportunities, especially for follow-ups 
on new and previous clients. For the purposes of anonymity, names of third-party 
organisations that provide cloud computing services to QSPSFs will not be mentioned 
here as examples. The methods that QSPSFs use to capture new market information 






Figure 8.14: Methods for seizing new market opportunities 
 
8.9.2.2 Number of New Market Opportunities Captured 
This section discusses the number of new market opportunities captured by QSPSFs 
in the last five years. Most participants involved in the interviews indicate that they 
have seized numerous market opportunities, between ten opportunities to three 
hundred per year, as evident in the following comments by Participants B, D and E: 
 "Numerous, more than 10 new opportunities in a year (Participant A)"; 
"hundreds, as an organisation.”  
Participant B 
 
"There would be a good report. Like a third of our work would probably be new 
or relatively new."   
Participant D 
 
"Well, then you're probably into 300 (Participant I);" "I would say that maybe 
on our private sector side, that we would have maybe 25/30% of business would 
be with clients who we never worked with or never knew before; basically, a 
significant amount.” 
Participant E 
1.  Develop Service Proposal
2. Undertake Client Analysis
3. Meetings and presentations 
to the client
4. Follow-ups using Phone 
calls or other reliable means
5. Use digital technologies 






 The comments by participants B, D, and E regarding the number of opportunities 
captured, indicate that QSPSFs have the potential to generate a considerable amount 
of new market opportunities in a year.   
 
Participant D notes that about 25% to 30% of new market opportunities captured in 
the last five years are in the private sector, suggesting that a firm is concentrating on 
about seventy per cent of opportunities in other sectors of the construction industry. 
The results suggest that the methods outlined in Figure 8.14 enable QSPSFs to seize 
new market opportunities.  
 
 The ability of QSPSFs to capture opportunities in the previous five years signifies 
that the seizing component of dynamic capabilities exists in Irish QSPSFs. It is also 
important to delve into the rules that QSPSFs adopt in capturing new market 
opportunities in section 8.9.2.3 to ensure good corporate governance and ethical 
conduct in practice. 
 
8.9.2.3 Rules for Capturing New Market Opportunities 
The analysis and discussion of the results in this section focus on the rules for seizing 
new market opportunities in QSPSFs. Four specific issues relating to the rules for 
capturing opportunities were identified during the interviews. The first rule is that 
each director identifies a client in a target market. The second is rules for seizing new 
market opportunities focusing on the guidelines for determining appropriate and 
inappropriate conducts. Thirdly, the rules specify the period for capturing new market 
opportunities.  
 
Finally, the rules for capturing new market opportunities in QSPSFs stipulate vital 
issues such as a background check on credit history and prohibited clients, explained 
in the comment below:  
 
“There are particular clients who would be blacklisted and that list would be I 
suppose a list of organisations that may be deemed not to say fully legal or may 
have a very poor credit history or have a vexatious style in terms of litigation. 




with them before, we'll be doing a check on them using a digital platform 
provided by a third-party organisation. We would check out the directors; we 
would check out credit history. In terms of the form of a contract they want to 
look at the liability levels and the contract in detail, no contract will be signed 
without legal review.” 
 Participant G  
 
 Some of the participants involved in the interviews undertake due diligence on their 
potential clients by using a third-party software, which focuses on various aspects of 
the clients' organisation, as shown in the comment by Participant G above. The rules 
for seizing new market opportunities also emphasise a review of the liabilities and 
legal responsibilities of clients. Therefore, the four critical specifics for capturing new 
market opportunities outlined in Figure 8.15 enable QSPSFs to improve their business 





Figure 8.15: Four main specifics of the rules for seizing new market opportunities in 
QSPSFs 
 
Targeting clients within a specific market enables QSPSFs to identify the 
opportunities available in that sector to ensure effective use of resources instead of 
focusing on all the sectors with few resources that will dissipate. QSPSFs assign 
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directors and top senior managers to be responsible for identifying and capturing 
opportunities in specific sectors of the construction industry.  
 
In some QSPSFs, there are no rules for seizing new market opportunities because 
these firms believe that capturing new market opportunities should be spontaneous, 
intuitive, or gradual. They note that people see their work and call them for business, 
as evident in this comment, "It's more intuitive; I mean we're working in certain 
sectors, and we’ll see or become aware of something similar elsewhere. It’s organic, 
people pick up the phone and ring and say do you know such and such is doing this? 
(Participant D)".  
 
Issues related to conflict of interest are resolved by adhering to professional ethics, 
where people declare their relationship with a particular client they think might lead 
to a conflict of interest, as demonstrated in this remark by a participant that "if there's 
a conflict of interest, it's declared immediately and if the people who are affected by 
a conflict of interest have no issues, then normally we have no issues; it's part of our 
professional ethos and the way we see it as we’re not going to waste any time 
(Participant E)." Instead of developing rules for seizing opportunities, some of the 
QSPSFs involved in the qualitative interviews rely on their professional code of 
conduct. QSPSFs rely more on ethics than rules for capturing new market 
opportunities.  
 
Though the majority of QSPSFs indicate that they do not have rules for capturing new 
opportunities, the responses of some of the interviewees suggest that they depend on 
guidelines or rules for capturing new opportunities. Overreliance on rules will hamper 
the dynamic capabilities of QSPSFs because bureaucratic procedures will hinder the 
ability of QSPSFs to respond to rapid changes within the turbulent business 
environment. Instead of relying on rules, QSPSFs must adopt simple guidelines that 







8.9.3 Reconfiguration: Shaping and Transforming the Organisation 
 The third component of dynamic capabilities deals with the transformation of the 
organisation. The analysis in this section emphasises critical activities that contribute 
to the transformation of QSPSFs.  The transformation activities identified in QSPSFs 
during the interviews consist of the mechanism for testing new ideas; organisational 
culture to support employees to openly discuss their ideas with superiors; creation of 
a work environment that promotes innovative thinking; and availability of knowledge 
and expertise in QSPSFs to develop new market opportunities, which is further 
discussed in section 8.9.3.1.   
 
8.9.3.1 Knowledge and Expertise to develop new Opportunities 
The interviews show that certain resources enhance the knowledge and expertise of 
QSPSFs. Resources critical to the knowledge and expertise of QSPSFs include HR 
and financial personnel, which is emphasised in this comment "I think HR would be 
something like a business that is set up from zero- we're at a point where our HR 
systems could be improved; last year we looked at our financial control systems so 
we've outsourced some of that functionality of the business and that has helped us 
greatly; so this year it would be a focus on HR (Participant A)".  
 
In terms of human resources, participants note that top management concentrate on 
sectors such as commercial offices; hospitality; and emerging sectors, which include 
pharmaceutical, energy and healthcare. These new opportunities will improve the 
knowledge and expertise of QSPSFs as reflected in this comment: 
 
 "You've 10 directors who would all have reasonable areas of expertise and 
specialise in commercial offices and hospitality, and others would be more 
focused on other areas; pharmaceutical, energy, healthcare- there's a collective 
knowledge but with people specialising."  
Participant B  
 
Top management specialises in specific sectors of the international market including 
geographical locations to develop leads for the internationalisation of QS services, as 




international market we don't have the contacts; we don't have the in-house expertise. 
We don't seem to be making any progress with it (Participant C)."   
 
Experience is vital to the transformation of QSPSFs because it provides foresight and 
knowledge to top management during strategic decision-making. For instance, 
participants during the interview note that a 'catalogue of experience' and company 
reputation are prerequisites to transforming QSPSFs. Access to market knowledge 
over and above their rivals in the marketplace enables QSPSFs to transform their 
organisations, as this comment by Participant F suggests: “well it's all to do with the 
market knowledge, and the answer to that would be yes, we know more about the 
market than most I'd say." Participant F indicates that market intelligence is crucial to 
gathering information about local and international markets. QSPSFs that are part of 
a global consultancy create office hubs comprising of approximately fifty personnel 
with the knowledge and expertise to offer services to clients in different sectors, this 
is evident in the comment by Participant H who states: 
   
"The strategies for the global company over the last number of years is to create office 
hubs; what they mean by that is that the office generally will have at least 50 people, 
and it will be able to offer all of the range of services that we do.” 
 
Office hubs have professionals with expertise in advisory services; contract services; 
and a technology team, which they organise to be a one-stop-shop for detailed analysis 
of projects to ascertain the associated cost. Office hubs provide services to other 
branches of QSPSFs in a different geographical location to address the challenges of 
labour shortage or to provide support in particular expertise that some branches of the 
organisation may not have.  Drawing from the comments of Participants A, B, C, F, 
and H, the results demonstrate that QSPSFs need to develop their knowledge and 























8.9.3.2 Encouraging Innovative Thinking for Future Market Opportunities 
 A working environment that promotes innovative thinking is essential to 
transforming QSPSFs. In QSPSFs, quarterly workshops to promote innovative 
thinking in which staff members meet regularly to evaluate their performance in terms 
of assessing opportunities, is emphasised in this comment: 
 
 “We do quarterly workshops; we bring out staff together every quarter to spend 
a portion of their week just thinking about new opportunities; we try to train 
them to not just to look for an opportunity but to be aware of an opportunity that 
might be there.”  
Participant A 
 
Awards, networking and cash prize competitions encourage innovative thinking 
among employees in QSPSFs, as evident in these comments: 
 
 “We do have awards for innovative ideas, we do ask people to put forward 
ideas at a corporate level, we do encourage it in fairness- these ideas are 
brought forward annually, and I think there’s a significant cash prize for fairly 
major ideas.” 
Participant G  
Knowledge and 
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and finance team 
Experience 
Office Hubs to 
provide support 
services to other 
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Directors specialise in 
key areas of the industry 
 
Detailed analysis of 
projects 
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drive internationalisation 
of QS services 





“We do have, we’ve run a couple of competitions with people to come up with 
innovative ideas 
 Participant B  
 
Organisational culture is essential to the transformation of QSPSFs because it creates 
an environment for open communication, which enables employees to interact with 
their superiors, to ensure teamwork and synergy. This is demonstrated in the 
comment: 
 
"We're a very open organisation. While there is an organisation structure, 
everybody is equal, and I don't have a monopoly on good ideas. We're moving 
to a new office location here in Dublin in about four to five weeks. As part of 
that is a staff recreation room, and part of that is there is an ideas board to 
write them down if they want to. It's just, sometimes you just come up with an 
idea, a thought, put it on the board and we'll talk about it.”  
Participant A  
 
QSPSFs also create a conducive office environment by providing facilities such as 
ideas board to motivate employees to generate concepts and ideas. The value of input 
and efforts of all employees to improve the organisational culture are critical to the 
transformation of QSPSFs. Recognising the experience and expertise of employees 
encourages QSPSFs to discuss their ideas with senior managers, as indicated in this 
comment: 
 
"We value everybody's input. Everybody has a slightly different experience and 
different expertise. So we value that, and we encourage people to come and talk 
to us about anything, including opportunities. " 
Participant E  
 
The comments by Participants A and E on organisational culture demonstrates a 
connection between the features of strategic decision-making such as flow and 




critical elements of organisational culture such as value; ways to communicate; 
environment; and social relations enhance collaboration in QSPSFs. 
 
8.9.3.3 Mechanisms for Testing New Ideas 
The mechanisms for testing ideas allow QSPSFs to evaluate the effectiveness and 
quality of employees’ ideas to improve their strategic decision-making. This research 
identifies three components for testing ideas in QSPSFs. QSPSFs must firstly develop 
a written plan for all new ideas with an emphasis on the brief description of the idea 
being proposed; the benefits of the idea; and the cost of implementation, highlighted 
in this comment: 
“If we are seriously considering implementing a new idea, the employee needs 
to put a plan around that idea, and that might be just a written one-page plan 
about what the idea is, how good it is, the benefits of it and the cost of doing it. 
Part of the reason for doing that is that when an employee comes to write it, 
they’ve got to challenge their idea to come up with it before we challenge it.”  
Participant A  
 
QSPSFs use revenue generated against cost incurred as the basis for testing new ideas 
this is reflected in this comment by a participant that notes  “we would have the old 
school metrics of revenue and cost; we try to monitor that on a project by project 
basis (Participant D).” When the cost of implementing new ideas is higher than the 
returns, the new idea might be rejected, or there will be the need to modify it to ensure 
the returns are higher than the cost of implementation. Roles and responsibilities are 
assigned to individuals that have some level of experience related to the new, 
idea to pilot it on an ongoing project. The procedures for implementation of the new 











































Section 8.7 explores the three main components of dynamic capabilities, notably 
sensing, seizing and transformation. This research focuses on the specific activities or 
tasks that generate the three main types of dynamic capabilities in QSPSFs, as shown 
in Table 8.5.
Develop written 
plan of new ideas 
Assess the revenue 
and cost of the new 
idea 
Abandon idea when cost is 
higher than the revenue the 
idea generates 
The idea generates more revenue than 
cost 
Investigate further: gather more 
information, and review idea 
Assign roles and responsibilities to 
pilot new ideas on an ongoing project 
Use the feedback from the piloting 
new ideas to develop processes for 
implementation of the new ideas 




Table 8.8.5: Dynamic Capabilities for QSPSFs 
Dynamic Capabilities Activities that promote Dynamic capabilities in QSPSFs 
Sensing  
1. Information on new market opportunities and 
technologies 
Membership of professional, market intelligence, analyse competitors, outsource technology, 
graduate internships 
2. People within the organisation to identify new 
opportunities and technologies 
Responsibility of senior management, associates, and new employees recruited from other 
companies 
3. External sources for identifying new market 
opportunities 
Professional bodies, networking, the media and e-tenders 
4. Rewards and incentives for identifying new 
market opportunities and technologies 
a commission-based financial incentive for identifying work and resources 
5. Sharing new information or ideas CPDs and seminars, internal workshops, teamwork and collaboration,  
Seizing  
1. The final decision on opportunities to capture Top management responsible for target markets 
2. Method for capturing new market 
opportunities 
Service proposal, client analysis, presentations, follow-ups, use digital technologies 
3. Rules for capturing new market opportunities Client background check- blacklisted clients, the background of directors, review liability levels 
of clients 
Transformation  
1. Knowledge and expertise to develop new 
opportunities 
Directors specialise in critical areas of the industry, market intelligence, good reputation and 
experience, availability of HR and finance team, detailed project analysis 
2. Innovative thinking for future market 
opportunities 
Quarterly workshops, prize competitions for innovative ideas,  
3. Organisational culture to support employees value the work of all employees; provide idea boards at the offices 
4. Mechanisms for testing new ideas Develop a written plan of the new idea; assess the cost versus revenue stream of the idea; gather 





In Table 8.5, the external sources of information on new opportunities, include the 
membership of professional bodies, where members become part of a network of 
similar organisations are consistent with the findings of Parida et al. (2016) on inter-
organisational relationships as dynamic capabilities. Likewise, Barrales-Molina et al.  
(2014) working on developing marketing capability agrees with the results in Table 
8.5 concerning marketing intelligence, which is a critical activity for developing the 
seizing and transformation aspects of dynamic capabilities. Digitisation plays a 
critical role in boosting the activities indicated in Table 8.5.  Hence, it is necessary to 
explore the impact of digital technologies on strategic decision-making and service 
delivery in QSPSFs in section 8.10. 
 
8.10 Digitisation 
Digitisation is fundamental to the transformation of business organisations, including 
QSPSFs due to the increasing impact of digital technologies on firms such as QSPSFs. 
The analysis of results delves explicitly into the impacts of digitisation on strategic 
decision-making; competition; client relationship and networking, and delivery of QS 
professional services. 
 
8.10.1 Impacts of Digitisation on Strategic Decision-Making 
Digitisation affects strategic decision-making in QSPSFs by ensuring agility and 
collaboration. Digitisation drives agility in QSPSFs by enabling them to respond to 
opportunities better than their rivals that have a low level of digitisation. Interviewees 
indicate that digitisation enables them to keep abreast with technology and be able to 
diversify into the overseas market, as evident in this comment below: 
 
 “We’ve tended to be pretty agile in terms of trying to keep abreast of technology 
and obviously the diversification into overseas markets we’ve been doing 
remote working probably a bit more than some of our competitors. Nearly 
everyone in the organisation is able to access all of the servers here remotely. 
So, that means you can work from home, but you can also work almost anywhere 
in the world.” 




Digitisation improves collaboration in strategic decision-making using digital 
technologies to connect different participants from various parts of the world to make 
decisions, as emphasised by a Participant I in this comment “I mean you have to 
remain agile, and you have to remain able to collaborate very quickly with your 
colleagues to make the best-informed decision.” Digital technologies such as 
teleconferencing and skype improve agility and collaboration during strategic 
decision-making, as noted by participants in this comment “things like Skype we use 
for conference calls and stuff like that. We’ll probably start to use that more and more, 
between here and the Cork office or here and the Cavan office (Participant F).” 
 
Digitisation improves collaboration in strategic decision-making using digital 
technologies to connect different participants from various parts of the world to make 
decisions. Digital technologies such as teleconferencing and skype improve agility 
and collaboration during strategic decision-making and is consistent with Adesi et 
al.’s (2018) finding that social media platforms such as WhatsApp, Twitter, Facebook, 
and intranet enhance collaboration and communication during the strategic decision-
making process. Thus, drawing from participants’ comments, the use of digital 
technologies ensures agility; effective use of time; sharing of information; and 
collaboration during strategic decision-making in QSPSFs, as illustrated in Figure 
8.18. 
 















8.10.2 Impacts of Digitisation on Competition 
Disruptive technologies such as data analytics, internet of things and mobile solutions 
have created easy access to information, culminating into a competitive business 
environment for organisations. The analysis of the qualitative interviews shows three 
main impacts of digitisation on competition, namely access to resources in other 
geographical locations; low-cost tendering; and faster access to reliable information, 
as evident in the comment by a Participant B: 
 
“There's no question it does because one of the things we are able to do at times 
when things are very busy in Dublin as they are at the moment. We are able to 
use some of the overseas offices if they have some capacity and likewise, if our 
overseas offices need additional capacity, we tend to be able to move the 
resources. When I say move resources, not physically move them but provide 
resources remotely.”  
 Participant B 
 
The researcher’s interactions with interviewees revealed that digitisation ensures 
access to resources that are not available in their local offices. Digitisation in QSPSFs 
ensures the efficiency and low-cost delivery of services, through the use digital 
technologies to tender for projects, which leads to a competitive advantage. This is 
evident in a comment by a participant that “Competitive advantage, yes. It will allow 
you to, say if it’s tender documentation, it’ll allow you to reduce the tender documents 
more efficiently, more quickly, thus, less expensive so your fee, you can be more 
competitive in your fee (Participant D).” The application of digital technologies in 
strategic decision-making improves access to project information from different 
sources to support the choices made by senior managers.  For instance, this comment 
by a participant “it does provide you with information; we invested, and it gives us an 
edge (Participant F)”, shows the importance of digitisation to QSPSFs operating in 
rapidly changing and competitive business environment.  
 
The ability of digital technologies to create competitive advantage in QSPSFs depends 
on the degree or level of digital technologies implementation. QSPSFs that take the 
early lead in the implementation of digital technologies can create a competitive 




of digital technologies. For instance, the comment below emphasises the need for 
early adoption of digital technologies: 
 
“It gives us a massive advantage in terms of if someone isn’t using technology 
efficiently, they are going to spend more time on it and time is money. They are 
going to be less competitive. Technology is something that is the cornerstone of 
any business. If your technology isn’t right, you are going to struggle.”  
Participant A 
 
The comment by Participant A above shows that the choice of the appropriate 
technologies underpins the competitive advantage of QSPSFs and not just the early 
adoption of digital technologies before rivals. Similarly, the comment by Participant 
A is consistent with Roger’s (2003) diffusion of innovation theory that categorises 
technology adopters as early adopters; early majority adopters; late majority adopters; 
and laggards are demonstrated in both the qualitative results and the quantitative 
results on the implementation of digital technologies in QSPFs.  Despite this result, 
the quantitative phase of this research in section 7.8, Table 7.21 demonstrate that 
majority of QSPSFs involved in this study are not early adopters of digital 
technologies such as big data analytics, internet of things, BIM, high definition 
surveying, and innovation in construction. 
 
 Also, opinion among interviewees on the adoption of digital technologies such as 
BIM varies, as these comment by participants during the interviews demonstrate:  
 
“We recognise that the only external factor that would affect us in terms of 
competing for work is generally speaking an ability to do work on BIM projects.  
So if we, in some respects, if we couldn’t do that, it would deny us from working 
on some projects, but there’s nothing else from a technological point of view 
that affects our competition.” 
Participant D 
 
“We will work with BIM on projects; we don’t have BIM in-house. I see some 




it, and we can go into offices and use it, but it’s not something that we provide. 
Some companies are using it, and it does give them an advantage. And we will 
look at doing that and getting one of our guys trained on it; because I think BIM 
where it’s at the moment and software like that. So, we certainly will have to 
move with the times on that.” 
Participant C 
 
“If you’ve got a BIM model, like sadly what we did previously was we measured 
the shopping centre in BIM, and we measure it on the traditional - on BillSoft 
let's say and we compared and contrasted both, just to check our work. Because 
we were so nervous about the BIM stuff because it’s not good enough and they 
all talk about it, but they don’t deliver on it. So, yeah, we invested, and it does 
give us, it gives us an edge.” 
Participant F   
 
The comments by participants A, B, C, D and F indicate that digitisation has the 
potential to create a competitive advantage for QSPSFs. Also, early implementation 
of digital technologies is fundamental to the competitive advantage because those 
QSPSFs that implement digital technologies have a competitive edge over their rivals.  
 
8.10.3 Impacts of Digitisation on Relationship with Clients and Networking 
Client relationship management and networking are an integral part of professional 
practice. Therefore, this section analyses the impacts of digitisation on networking in 
QSPSFs. Interactions with senior managers of QSPSFs during the interviews revealed 
that the implementation of digital technologies in QSPSFs improves client 
relationship and networking, as evident in these comments: 
 
“In terms of how we market ourselves, in terms of how we approach our clients, 
in terms of how we track what our clients are doing. It’s a key function. Some 
of the platforms we produced do that, and it’s something that we are trying to 







“Well, one of the things that I mentioned there was one of the very efficient ways 
of doing it has been through this Salesforce or our CRM system. All contacts 
that we make are recorded and go into a central repository which is Salesforce, 
and staff from intermediate level upwards are encouraged to network.” 
Participant B 
 
The comments by participants A and B demonstrate the use of cloud services offered 
by third-party organisations for Client Relationship Management (CRM) system. 
Third-party cloud services offered by organisations to QSPSFs implies the adoption 
of SaaS, which was discussed in section 4.8.3 of this research, to improve their CRM 
and networking. Cloud services enable QSPSFs to maintain a central repository for 
their clients. The use of digital technologies to access information on client's 
programmes and activities is critical to developing the networking capabilities of 
QSPSFs.  
 
8.10.4 Impacts of Digitisation on QS Professional Service Delivery to Clients 
The increasing rate of digitisation affects the delivery of professional services delivery 
to clients. This section explores the impacts of digitisation on the provision of QS 
services, in which the qualitative interviews indicates that digitisation has positive 
impacts on the documentation and production of Bills of Quantities (BoQ). This was 
highlighted in participants' comments such as "it really assists us- our documentation, 
production of bills of quantities (Participant F)”.  Digitisation enhances tender 
documentation by fast-tracking the procurement process for QSPSFs to meet the 
deadlines set for deliverables.  
 
Furthermore, digital platforms enable QSPSFs to win work in different geographical 
locations outside Ireland; easy claims preparation; clash detection; and efficiency of 
outputs delivered, as indicated in the following comments:  
 
“We’re doing digital measurement for quantity surveying, and we won a very 
big project in Saudi Arabia where we needed to adapt how we did our take off 
for cost planning or built quantities, and we invested in a digital take off at the 






“I mean, if a client says to me, he has BIM, then it makes my claims easier to 
write because I can see the conflict very quickly. It doesn’t cause a conflict as 
long as we’re flexible to move with the client’s technology.”  
Participant C  
 
“It fasts tracks work, but you still need a competent person to operate it and 
understand it. So, there’s still limitations based on labour resources, human 
resources. The manner in which you issue your documentation had changed.” 
Participant D 
 
“We have invested in technologies and digitisers and all the systems, so we’re 
highly computerised in here, which gives us, allows us to be efficient in terms of 
outputs and so on and so forth.” 
Participant F 
 
In addition, Participant C’s comment raises the critical issue of human resource 
training in digital technologies to ensure efficient application of digital technologies 
for competitive advantage.  In this regard, it is appropriate for QSPSFs to devise 
strategies that incorporate the training of employees in emerging technologies by 
collaborating with third-level institutions in Ireland.  
  
The analysis in sections 8.10.1, 8.10.2, 8.10.3 and 8.10.4 demonstrate the impacts of 
digitisation on the strategic decision-making; competition; relationship and 











Table 8.8.6: Impacts of digitisation in QSPSFs 
Key Areas of QS 
Practice 
Impacts of Digitisation 
Strategic Decision-
Making 
Agility, collaboration,  
Competition Easier and faster access to resources in other 
geographical locations; efficiency and low cost of 
tendering; ability to gather and access project information 
faster and easier than competitors 
Relationship with 
Clients and Networking 
Develop and maintain customer relationship 
management (CRM) system; a central repository of 
previous and future clients;  
QS Professional Service 
Delivery to Clients 
Enhances the production and documentation of bills of 
quantities; develop propriety apps to automate cost 
calculation, processing and dissemination 
 
 
Section 7.7.1 examined the roles of digitisation at the quantitative phase of the 
research in which the results in Table 7.16 show that digitisation improves the 
efficiency of project and service delivery to clients; reduces duration by ensuring 
faster delivery of projects and services to clients; reduces the cost incurred in the 
delivery of projects and services to clients. The results in the quantitative phase show 
that digitisation ensures collaboration and improves communication among staff and 
stakeholders during strategic decision-making and project delivery.  
 
This study explored the impact of digitisation on decision-making at the quantitative 
phase by focusing on the impact of digital technologies on strategic decision-making 
and QS services delivery to clients outlined in Tables 7.17 and 7.27 of section 7.9. 
The results at quantitative phase concur with that of the qualitative phase, except that 
the qualitative results provide a more in-depth explanation on the impacts of 
digitisation on strategic decision-making. This aspect of the research advances studies 
on digitisation because current investigations such as Lu et al. (2017); Pärn et al. 
(2017); Dainty et al. (2017); Gourlis and Kovacic (2017); and Rowlinson and 
Rowlinson (2017) are yet to address the impacts of digitisation on strategic decision-






8.11 Conclusion  
This chapter delves into the analysis of the results pertaining to the qualitative phase 
of the study. The analysis of the qualitative data focuses on the demography of 
interviewees and their companies, strategic decision-making process characteristics, 
and strategic change. The majority of respondents at the phase 2 of this research are 
managing directors with more than twenty years of experience as a  QS. The age of 
the firms involved in the interviews ranges from 9 years being the youngest to the 
oldest firm which has been operating for seventy-one years. QSPSFs involved in the 
study at this stage mostly adopt the planned approach to strategy followed closely by 
planned-emergent; and emergent. Strategic flow is mostly top-down with the 
participation of mostly senior managers; and associate directors including 
professional.  
 
At the corporate level, strategic choice is mainly by expansion into new growth sectors 
while their business strategies are differentiation of services; and concentration on 
narrower segment of services. Strategic changes that occurred in the QSPSFs include 
agglomeration, leading to changes in the ownership structure; and the need to respond 
to increasing levels of uncertainties; complexities; and unpredictability due to the 
rapidly changing business environment. The chapter delves into the impacts of the 
turbulent environment, and digitisation on the strategic decision-making process of 
QSPSFs. The interview phase ensured an in-depth investigation of the issues relating 
to the objectives of this study, resulting into interviewees suggesting five fundamental 
elements for their strategic decision-making, which have been used as the starting 
point for the development and validation of the strategic decision-making framework 












Development and Validation of the Strategic Decision-Making Framework 
 
9.1 Introduction 
The final objective set for this research was to  develop a framework that integrates 
dynamic capabilities and digitisation into the strategic decision-making process for 
QSPSF operating in a complex and changing construction industry environment in 
Ireland.  
 
The literature review chapters of this study provided a comprehensive background of 
the theories and concepts related to this study prior to the quantitative and qualitative 
phases of data collection ascertaining current practice within QSPSFs in Ireland. 
 
This chapter focuses on the development and validation of a strategic decision-making 
framework specifically for QSPSFs, as there remains no known framework designed 
for PSFs operating with the complexity and uncertainty of the construction sector.  
 
The challenges associated with operating within the construction industry coupled 
with the multi-faceted nature of strategic decision-making warrants the development 
of the framework for use in practice by QS professionals, who may not have been 
trained in strategy formation or planning (Murphy, 2018). The development of a 
framework to aid decision making in QSPSF’s is thus warranted, and arguably 
overdue. 
 
Having examined the fundamental variables necessary for the development of this 
framework in phase one and two of this research, the framework incorporates the key 
elements identified within both phases of the study. The organisation and structure of 
















              
                                Figure 9.1:Outline of Chapter 9 
 
The structure and organisation of this chapter is depicted in Figure 9.1, starting with 
the analysis data regarding the rationale for using strategic decision-making. This is 
followed by the strategic decision-making components indicated by participants 
during the interviews. In addition, this chapter examines the methods for the 
validation of the strategic decision-making framework developed. The data gathered 
from the administration of instruments to participants during the validation have been 
analysed and discussed as well.   
 
9.2 Strategic Decision-Making Framework 
“A framework transforms complex and amorphous problems into a structured entity 
that can be communicated to people in a transparent and accountable manner.” 
(Tsotsolas and Alexopoulos, 2019, pp. 518).  
 
A strategic decision-making framework presents the fundamental components of a 
decision-making process logically to aid top management teams to make informed 
choices. In the context of this research, participants clearly demonstrated the need for 





Strategic Decision-Making Framework 
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Table 9.1:The rationale for a strategic decision-making framework in QSPSFs 
The rationale for Strategic decision-making Framework in 
QSPSFs 
Participant 
Huge benefit in the decision-making process as QSs are not trained 
in formal business management and decision-making 
A 
It helps the organisation to develop short-term and long-term 
strategies that address issues such as staff training; staff retention 
and identifying sectors with opportunities 
B 
Ensures flexibility and participation of people in the decision-
making process 
C 
 It will provide a formal structure that guides the decision-making 
process in unstable environments such as recession 
D 
It provides the outline of issues for decision-making such as the 
number of staff needed; and turnover 
G, H 
It is a clever idea to develop a framework for decision-making 
because it provides a direction for selecting the right choices 
I 
 
From Table 9.1 it is clear that participants involved in this research look forward to 
having  a framework to support their strategic decision making within the turbulent 
business environment. One noteworthy response lies in the proposition that such a 
framework would facilitate decisions pertaining to staff retention and development, 
which is aligned to the dynamic capabilities.  
 
Several strategic decision-making frameworks currently exist, an overview of which 
is presented in Table 9.2. It is evident from the table that less attention is focused on 
technology, dynamic capabilities for strategic decision-making, and the influence of 
the turbulent business environment on strategic decision-making, which signifies a 
considerable gap in the existing knowledge base. Furthermore, none of the 
frameworks were developed within the context of the construction industry. Given the 
unique characteristics of the sector, yet its contribution to the global economy, it 




Table 9.2:Comparison of the proposed strategic decision framework for previous strategic decision-making frameworks 
Source Major components  Deficiency Benefits Suggestions for improvement 
Abdulrahman 
et al. (2015) 
Provides the key determinants 
(financial, regulations, technical, 
management, and market issues) 
for strategic decision making in 
the manufacturing 




Enhances participation in strategic decision 
making since it focuses on various units of 
the organisation such as finance, human 
resource, technical, legal  
-Capabilities for implementing the 
framework must be indicated 
Cheng et al. 
(2010) 
Emphasises participation and 
teamwork in strategic decision 
making 
Lacks focus on strategic 
choices, technology and 
capabilities 
Provides the link between cultural factors 
and their influence on strategic decision 
making 
There is a need to address the rapidly 
changing business environment with 
an emphasis on digital technologies;  
Rahman and 
De Feis (2009) 
Information, objectives and 
alternatives, complex environment 
 Less emphasis on the 
capabilities for deploying the 
strategic decisions and how 
firms adapt to the complex 
environment 
Detail information gathering ensures the 
comprehensiveness of strategic decision-
making 
Need to address technological 
changes and characteristics of 
strategic decision-making 
 
 Teal (2011) 
Psychological, managerial, and 
creativity context of strategic 
decision-making 
No emphasis on  the time 
horizon and stages of 
strategic decision-making 
Provide the key issues that enhance the 
psychological, and managerial aspects of 
strategic decision making 
The need to address the burgeoning 
issues in the business environment 
Rajagopalan et 
al. (1993) 
Business environment, previous 
strategies of the organisation, 
direct and indirect effects of 
strategic decision-making 
components 
-The framework does not 
indicate the application of 
technology nor its influence 
on the strategic decision-
making; 
No focus on turbulent 
environment 
Integrates environmental, organisational, 
and decision-making factors into the 
framework to yield economic and process 
outcomes such as timeliness and speed of 
decision-making 
The framework needs to be 
improved by focusing on dynamic 
capabilities and the integration of 
technology into the strategic 





Drawing from the comparison of the proposed framework by this study with previous 
strategic decision-making frameworks in Table 9.2, the framework in Figure 9.5 of 
this investigation contributes to strategic decision-making by focusing on strategic 
choices and the dynamic capabilities in organisations. The incorporation of dynamic 
capabilities and digitisation into the framework extends their usefulness particularly 
in the context of a turbulent business environment. 
 
9.3 Components of Strategic Decision-Making Framework  
While it is recognised that participant firms display varying characteristics in the 
strategic decision-making process, and many may not have received form strategic 
management training, it is important to firstly determine what respondents perceive to 
be important in the process. This determines respondents’ current priorities in this 
regard. Interview participants were invited to identify what they perceived to be 
priority areas for the development of a strategic decision-making framework, as 
presented in Table 9.3. 
 
Table 9.3:Components suggested by interviewees for strategic decision-making 
framework in QSPSFs 
Components suggested for inclusion in the strategic 
decision-making framework for QSPSFs 
Participants 
Flexibility for people to participate A, 
Experience; innovation; identifying clients in sectors; long-
term strategy and short-term strategy (time horizon) 
B 
Reputation, flexibility, value for cost incurred by clients; 
commitment and honesty with the client 
C 
Cost; time; anticipated return; resources; context (environment) D 
Knowledge; information gathering; risks; and opportunities E 
Resources; planning process; inflation; protection measures F 
Core values; vision; people; health and safety; sustainability; 
and ethics 
G 
Roles and responsibilities H 
Information; understanding opportunities and the likelihood of 
winning projects; people; participation; and future impact of all 




The most frequent issues suggested by interviewees for strategic decision-making 




which support the application of the dynamic capabilities in the development of the 
framework. 
 
 The framework in Figure 9.2 consists of three main structures as identified by 
participants namely, critical components for decision-making (shown in blue) and 
associated with short-term decisions for 1-2 years (indicated in purple), and long-term 
decision-making (shown in green). The components presented in Figure 9.2 represent 
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The framework in Figure 9.2 showing the components of strategic decision-making were 
validated by the participants involved in phase 2 of the research. A short questionnaire with the 
framework, which is shown in appendix 13   was sent back to the interviewees to enable them 
to confirm their suggestions regarding the components for strategic decision-making in 
QSPSFs. Seven out of ten participants involved returned their questionnaire filled with their 
responses in which the results are shown in Figure 9.3. 
 
 
Figure 9.3: Results for validation of strategic decision-making components suggested by 
interviewees 
 
Figure 9.2 outlined what QSs perceive to be the core components required for the framework; 
however, the vast amount of existing knowledge and empirical evidence suggests other 
elements such as strategic objectives; and strategic choices are required. Thus, it is appropriate 
to bring all these together to develop a bespoke framework for strategic decision-making in 
construction QSPSFs.  
 
This research adopts four main stages in the development of the strategic decision-making 













































































The first stage of the framework development focuses on the qualitative interviews in which 
each interviewee proposed five main strategic issues for inclusion in the strategic decision-
making process. Each interviewee took into consideration the major themes of the interview, 
such as turbulent environment, resources and strategic decision-making process before 
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indicating the five elements of their strategic decision-making process. The second stage of the 
strategic decision-making framework development seeks to validate and ascertain the level of 
agreement among interviews regarding the strategic decision-making components they 
indicated during the stage 2. The result of the second stage is demonstrated in Figure 9.3.  
 
Having ascertained the appropriateness and usefulness of the components among all the 
interviewees, stage 3 compares the proposed components with existing frameworks in literature 
and practice to identify the gaps. This stage culminated into the inclusion of business 
environment, strategic choice, vision, dynamic capabilities, and technology, which have not 
been indicated by participants.  
 
By bringing together current practice amongst QSPSFs and the dynamic capabilities paradigm 
an augmented framework was developed, as shown in Figure 9.5. The extension beyond 
sensing, seizing and transforming to include digitisation is in recognition of the critical role 
that technology plays at every stage not only to support strategic decision-making but also 
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The strategic decision-making framework in Figure 9.5 is a 4 by 4 matrix in which 
the horizontal  components consist of the external environment; the internal 
environment; strategic choices; and feedback/monitoring/evaluation. These elements 
are commonly cited as critical stages in the strategic decision-making process (Porter, 
1998).  
 
The components on the vertical  axis focus on the key elements of dynamic 
capabilities namely sensing; seizing and transformation (Teece, 2018) with the 
inclusion of digitisation to enhance strategic decision making but also as a resource 
or capability to gain competitive advantage.  
 
The internal dimensions of the matrix identify the core elements for consideration in 
making strategic decisions in  QSPSFs as confirmed by participants of both phases of 
the research. The framework is the first of its kind integrating the extensive existing 
knowledge in the discipline of strategic decision making, with particular focus on 
dynamic capabilities with empirically derived PSF data. The purpose of which is to 
provide guidance and a systematic (yet flexible) structure to the complexities of 
strategic decision making within a turbulent business environment. 
 
Explanation of Strategic Decision-Making framework 
The external environment focuses on economic analysis; competitors; resources 
(skills); international events and government regulation. The framework deploys the 
dynamic capabilities lens to address the external environment at four main levels, 
notably, sensing; seizing; transforming; and digitisation are on the horizontal axis of 
Figure 9.5.   
 
At the sensing level, data is gathered to ascertain economic trends (which also leads 
to the comprehensiveness of strategic decision-making); industry trends; market 
trends; clients and competitor analysis undertaken to gain knowledge and insight on 
the external environment. 
 
 With regard to seizing capabilities in the external environment, the framework in 




external environment based on the knowledge and information generated at the 
sensing level in order to identify and assess opportunities.  
 
At the transformation phase of the external environment, the framework in Figure 9.5 
demonstrates that incentives must be used to promote innovative behaviour among 
employees and teams such as the financial team; and HR team; integrated project 
team.  
 
To integrate digitisation into the strategic decision-making framework in Figure 9.5 
with emphasis on the external environment, QSPSFs must collaborate with third level 
institutes; and undertake programmes such as graduate internships to gather 
information in order to identify digital technology innovations; and harness the new 
skills of graduates that would be useful to them in their decision-making. The focus 
on new graduates also promotes participation and comprehensiveness of decision-
making. 
 
The internal environment is the second level of the framework in Figure 9.5, which 
focuses on repeat business; finance; staffing; technology; and quality assurance. To 
develop the sensing capabilities for strategic decision-making, QSPSFs must focus on 
employees that enhance knowledge intensity; empower teams to make decisions 
through flexibility, and encouraging people to participate and contribute their ideas 
during meetings; and regular programmes such as quarterly workshops are valuable 
in promoting and sharing information within the QSPSFs.  
 
The seizing component of the DC from the perspective of the internal environment 
requires that QSPSFs undertake a detailed analysis of clients; promote teamwork, 
collaboration and participation during strategic decision-making; staff development 
through CPDs; and develop knowledge management systems within the organisation. 
Knowledge management systems ensure the availability of knowledge; new ideas; 
and expertise to promote the continuous transformation of QSPSFs. The use of 
knowledge management systems to transform QSPSFs culminate into strategic 
decisions that support choices such as expansion into new markets and sectors. With 




computing are deployed to keep track of roles and responsibilities assigned to achieve 
strategic objectives and choices. 
 
The third level of the strategic decision-making framework involves strategic choices, 
which consist of vision, mission; corporate-level strategies (expansion, stability, 
retrenchment); and business-level strategy (differentiation, cost leader, focus/niche). 
At the sensing phase of dynamic capabilities lens of Figure 9.5, membership of 
professional bodies; repeat client; and assessment of risks associated with 
opportunities enable QSPSFs to identify and scrutinise opportunities and threats, 
respectively in order to make strategic choices at both corporate and business levels.  
 
To deploy the seizing capabilities at the strategic choices phase of the framework in 
Figure 9.5, each director at the top management level must be responsible for 
identifying clients in target markets by adopting both planned and emergent 
approaches. The transforming aspect of DC in the strategic choices phase of this 
framework requires that QSPSFs develop a written plan of new ideas suggested by 
employees and stakeholders of the organisation. The new ideas from employees and 
stakeholders are tested by assigning roles to individuals and teams in order to ascertain 
their feasibility. This process integrates some of the characteristics of strategic 
decision-making such as participation; and comprehensiveness into the decision-
making of QSPSFs that adopts the Framework in Figure 9.5. 
 
The digitisation components at the level of strategic choices involve the deployment 
of digital technologies to enhance participation; and collaboration of teams 
responsible for projects in various markets/sectors to gather the information that 
supports strategic decision-making; and to provide feedback and monitoring of 
progress. 
 
The final level of the strategic decision-making framework in Figure 9.5 focuses on 
feedback, monitoring and evaluation. The main constituents of this level, which 
include the organisational structure; and effective engagement of employees and 
stakeholders of the organisation at the feedback, monitoring; and evaluation phase 
enhances the sensing capabilities of QSPSFs by enabling them to identify the 




QSPSFs to know those areas of their strategic decision-making process that require 
improvement. This is particularly important within a turbulent business environment.  
 
Putting in place a systematic procedure for reporting outcomes through the 
organisational structure enables QSPSFs to sense and address those threats that 
undermine the success of their strategic decisions. Systematic procedures for reporting 
within the strategic decision-making process drive the transformation of QSPSFs 
through progress monitoring and regular review of performance. QSPSFs must deploy 
digital technologies such as data analytics and cloud computing to enhance the 
digitisation aspect of their DC during the monitoring and evaluation of the strategic 
decision-making process.  
 
9.4 Validation of the Strategic Decision-Making Framework  
Validation is the final process of checking whether a proposed framework or 
conceptual model meets the requirement of users (Preece, 2001). The purpose of 
validation is to ensure  the correctness of a framework developed (Yeung, 2007). 
Similarly, the validation process is to ascertain the accuracy of the representation of a 
system or framework for an objective of a study (Osei-Kyei, 2018; Yang et al. 2011; 
Law, 2007). This section of the study seeks to validate the strategic decision-making 
framework in Figure 9.5, which is developed to address the fifth objective set for this 
research.  
 
This section analyses the results regarding the validation of the strategic decision-
making framework in Figure 9.5. The objectives of the validation process in this 
section include: 
• to determine the appropriateness of the strategic decision-making 
components,  
• ascertain the applicability and adaptation of the strategic decision-making 
framework by different sets of validators who are part of the target population 
but never participated in the study.  
 
The validation process focuses on the demography of validators’ firms, the usefulness 




identification of components that have not been included, and clarity of the framework 
to support decision-making in QSPSFs.  
 
9.4.1 The Method adopted for Validation of the Strategic Decision-Making 
Framework 
The two main methods of validating a research process include the quantitative and 
qualitative approach (Yang et al., 2011). The qualitative validation approach involves 
the use of opinion-based data consisting of words or ideas instead of numbers 
(Roschke, 1994). The quantitative validation process uses numerical or statistical data 
(Yang et al., 2011; and Roschke, 1994). The validation of the strategic decision-
making framework in this study involves the use of both  qualitative and quantitative 
approach by adapting the relevant aspects of qualitative validation and quantitative 
validation. 
 
A semi-structured validation questionnaire was developed and administered to 
validating firms (or validators). The validation questionnaire focuses on a brief 
explanation of the framework; the demography of validators; formality and time 
horizon of strategic decision-making in the company of the validators. The validation 
criteria include the adaptability of the framework, appeal and face validity. The 
adoption of the framework for strategic decision-making was addressed by questions 
focusing on the usefulness of the entire framework and its components to the strategic 
decision-making of Irish QSPSFs.   
 
 Face validity and appeal of the framework to users was addressed by questions 
focusing on the clarity of the framework to support strategic decision-making in 
QSPSFs. According to Geismann and Schultz (1988), an expert system is considered 
valid if it meets criteria such as appeal and face validity. In order to address the 
qualitative dimension of the validation, validators were allowed to provide their 
opinion, suggestions, and comments on the framework, which are consistent with the 
assertion of Roschke (1994) regarding the use of a qualitative validation approach. 
According to O’leary (1991), the participants for the validation of an expert system 
include the following: 




• Different experts who were not involved in the gathering of information during 
the study; 
• End-user; and  
• Sponsor of the study or project. 
 
The use of different participants not involved in the data collection process is to ensure 
that experts scrutinise the strategic decision-making components proposed by the 
participants involved in the gathering of information for this study. Consequently, 
participants who were part of the target population for this study but never participated 
in the two main phases of this study were considered for the validation process. 
Importantly, these participants held senior positions within their practice therefore 
considered most likely to become the end-user of the framework, thus their opinion 
on the framework was critically important.  
 
Invitation emails were sent to 34 participants to confirm their interest in the validation 
process. Ten validators confirm their participation in the process who were sent the 
validation questionnaires via emails. The use of the internet-mediated administration 
of the validation questionnaire is to ensure the detachment of the researcher from the 
validation so that validators can offer their opinion without any influence from the 
researcher. After sending several reminders to participants, 7 validators returned their 
questionnaires. The use of 7 validators in this study is consistent with the validation 
process undertaken of Kermanshachi et al. (2019), who used 7 participants to validate 
a framework for transportation infrastructure and Kavishe and Chileshe (2019) used 
total of 12 professionals in an international investigation. 
 
Table 9.4 illustrates that the majority of participants in the validation phase are 
managing directors/chief executive officers in their organisations, which is consistent 
with the quantitative phase and the qualitative phase of the study in which the majority 




Table 9.4:Demography of Validators' Company 
Demography of Validators Percentage 
A. Current Position of Validators in QSPSFs  
Managing Director/Chief Executive Officer 71% 
Director 29% 
Associate Director 0% 
Senior QS 0% 
Total  100% 
B. Age of Validators’ Company  
1-5 years 13% 
6-10 years 29% 
11-15 years 29% 
16-20 years 0% 




The company age is another demographic element examined during the validation of 
the strategic decision-making framework. The result in Table 9.4 indicates that most 
of the participants involved in the validation work in companies that have been in 
existence for more than 20 years, between 6 to 10 years, and 11-15 years.  
 
9.4.2 Applicability of the Proposed Framework 
In this section, four main applicability criteria were explored, and the results are 
displayed in Figure 9.6. Concerning the usefulness of the dynamic capabilities and 
digitisation components in the strategic decision-making framework, the majority of 
participants indicate that the application of dynamic capabilities and digital 






Figure 9.6:Applicability of the proposed strategic decision-making process 
framework 
 
As is evident from Figure 9.6 the majority of participants found the framework 
useful to support strategic decision making in their firm, however participants were 
invited to make additional comments or observations in this regard. 
 
The open-ended question enables validators to provide their additional comments or 
make suggestions for improving the proposed strategic decision-making framework 
in Figure 9.5. Table 9.5 outlines the suggestions and comments by participants during 
the validation. The majority of suggestions presented in Table 9.5 are consistent with 
the strategic decision-making components proposed by interviewees in Figure 9.2. 
Suggestions such as collaboration with academic bodies have been addressed in the 
proposed framework within the context of digitisation and gathering of information 









































Table 9.5:Suggestions/comments for improving the proposed framework by 
validators 
Suggestions/comments for improvement 
1. Collaborate with academic bodies outside of Ireland 
2. Networking from personal contacts to a build-up of work contacts 
3. Instil a learning culture for further education in the practice 
4. Very comprehensive-well done 
5. Profitability 
6. Innovation 
7. Health & Safety issues relating to the company  
8. Premises management / rates  
 
9.5 Conclusion  
The analysis of the results in this chapter culminates into the development of a 
strategic decision-making framework, which integrates both dynamic capabilities and 
digitisation into the strategic decision-making process of QSPSFs. 
 
The development of the strategic decision-making framework commenced with the 
components suggested by interviewees for inclusion into the framework. Interviewees 
to ensure consensus as far as the components they suggested at the individual level 
are concerned validated these critical elements for inclusion into the strategic 
framework. The validation process adopted a survey, which yielded a 70% response 
rate. The framework was further modified to align it to strategic theories and the 
findings of the study on digitisation, and dynamic capabilities. Finally, the second 
phase of validation was undertaken, which indicated the suitable, appropriateness and 
applicability of the strategic decision-making framework in QSPSFs.  
 
The framework incorporates the key elements for consideration in the strategic 
decision-making process of resource intensive PSFs operating within a turbulent 
business environment. While the framework has been validated within QSPSF’s it has 
it has the potential to be equally useful to other PSFs such as accounting and auditing 
firms; and management consulting firms in making their strategic decisions  in a 








Conclusion and Recommendation 
10.1 Introduction 
 
The construction sector is hugely important to the Irish economy in terms of 
employment and contribution to GDP, however the sector is highly fragmented and 
vulnerable to economic cyclicality. The complex nature of construction results from 
the large number of stakeholders involved in addition to the heterogeneity of the final 
output. Unique client requirements, intense competition and disruptive technologies 
further contribute to the turbulent environment for firms operating in the sector. 
 
While several domestic (CIF, 2016) and global reports provide considerable insight 
into the construction sector and its contribution to the economy while calling for the 
sector to “modernize or die” (Farmer, 2016), significantly fewer focus on firms 
operating within the sector and how they engage in strategic decision making to ensure 
survival through economic cycles.  
 
Strategy is a long-established discipline which has been investigated within numerous 
sectors globally, however, there remains limited empirical studies relating to the 
strategic decision making of firms working within the sector. Given the proportion of 
global GDP attributable to construction, this represents a significant gap in the 
existing knowledge base. As a discipline, strategy is complex and multifaceted, 
however, two broad strands are commonly agreed: strategy formulation and strategy 
implementation. The focus of this research rests firmly in the former, which itself may 
broadly be separated between process and content, the former being the focus.  
 
The process of formulating strategy involves many elements, and characteristics of 
the process will vary from one firm to the next, ultimately resulting in differing 
strategic choices being made by firms operating within a similar business 
environment. The RBV of the firm posits that competitive advantage is largely 




Capabilities, puts forward that the ability to build and reconfigure a firm’s resources 
is critical within a rapidly changing environment.  
 
For PSF’s (which also have unique characteristics) operating within the construction 
sector, the dynamic capabilities approach is therefore an appropriate lens through 
which to investigate strategic decision making for the purposes of understanding how 
firms survive and thrive within this turbulent environment. However, until now, there 
remains a paucity of empirical investigation in this regard. 
 
This research sought to address the gap in knowledge by exploring the strategic 
decision-making process of QSPSFs operating in a turbulent business environment in 
Ireland.   
 
The research question developed is therefore:  
 
How do Irish QSPSFs deploy dynamic capabilities in their strategic decision-
making process in a turbulent environment? 
 









                             Figure 10.1: Outline of Chapter 10 
 
This chapter provides a number of conclusions subsequent to the presentation and 
analysis of research findings over two phases. The contribution to theoretical, 
empirical, methodological and practice are identified prior to recommendations for 
further research being made. 
 
Contribution to Knowledge 






10.2 Research Aim and Objectives 
Arising from the stated research question, the aim of the research is: 
“To develop a strategic decision-making process framework to enable Irish 
QSPSFs to deploy their dynamic capabilities in strategic decision-making 
within a turbulent business environment.” 
 
The following research objectives were set to address the research question and the 
aim of the research and are as follows: 
1. To ascertain the strategic planning process characteristics of QSPSFs operating 
in the changing construction industry in Ireland; 
2. To evaluate the impact of a turbulent environment on the strategic decision-
making process of Irish QSPSFs; 
3. To assess the dynamic capabilities of Irish QSPSFs operating in a turbulent 
business environment; 
4. To determine the role and impact of digitisation on the strategic decision-making 
process of Irish QSPSFs in a turbulent environment, and 
5. To develop a framework that deploys dynamic capabilities in the strategic 
decision-making process of QSPSFs operating in a complex and unstable 
construction industry environment. 
 
Objective 1: To ascertain the strategic planning process characteristics of QSPSFs 
operating in the changing construction industry in Ireland; 
The first objective sought to contextualise the strategic planning process 
characteristics as a baseline for further analysis. The strategic planning process may 
display numerous characteristics, however for the purpose of the research at hand the 
following were under scrutiny: approach; comprehensiveness; strategic flow; time 
horizon; and participation. 
However, within each firm, these characteristics will differ potentially leading to 






A key determining factor lies with firm size, both in terms of process characteristics 
and strategic choices made. Large QSPSFs tend to adopt the planned approach while 
small and medium QSPSFs use the emergent approach for strategic decision-making. 
In terms of strategic types, small QSPSFs tend to be reactors while medium and large 
QSPSFs are more likely to display characteristics of analysers.  One area in which 
commonalities regardless of firm size lies in the time horizon, whereby this does not 
vary according to the size of QSPSFs as they all tend to undertake strategic decision-
making annually.  
 
QSPSFs need to ensure the comprehensiveness; participation of employees; and 
stakeholders; and the selection of appropriate time horizon. A consideration of the 
factors influencing the mode of communicating strategic decisions has the potential 
of enhancing the components of dynamic capabilities. 
 
The factors that influence participation in strategic decision-making in QSPSFs 
include the ownership and management structure of QSPSFs; knowledge and 
expertise of people in the organisation; ability to make a critical decision at 
operational level, personality traits, the level of interest, and experience. These factors 
improve the knowledge on participation as some of them serve as a criterion that 
senior managers can use to determine the participation of people in the strategic 
decision-making process of QSPSFs.  
 
The importance of identifying these characteristic differentials is demonstrated in the 
range of strategic choices being made by QSPFs which once again differ depending 
upon firm’s size. Large firms tend towards expansion at the corporate level, while 
small and medium focus on stability at the corporate level. At the business level, 
strategic choice does not vary according to the size of firms, as large, medium and 
small QSPSFs focus on the differentiation of their services.  
 
The economic downturn was a significant driver of expansion into new sectors in Irish 
QSPSFs over the last decade, suggesting that environmental turbulence has an impact 




Overall, the strategic decision-making characteristics examined tend to drive the 
strategic choices that QSPSFs make at corporate and business levels, which is related 
to the size of the firm. 
 
Objective 2: To evaluate the impact of a turbulent environment on the strategic 
decision-making process of Irish QSPSFs 
 
Evidence suggests that strategic decision-making in a turbulent environment has an 
influence on strategic decision-making process characteristics (Eisenhardt, 1989). 
Findings from the research at hand concur with this perspective in many ways in the 
context of QSPSFs in Ireland, including for example the need for more advanced 
information gathering. However, this study provides an extension of existing 
knowledge by statistically testing the strength of the relationship between the 
turbulent environment and strategic decision-making process characteristics.  
 
Differing characteristics across firms of varying sizes is evident following 
undertaking Chi Square testing which serves to validate findings previously noted 
under objective one. Respondents confirmed not only the characteristics of the 
strategic decision-making process (addressed in objective one) but also the impact of 
environmental uncertainty on the process and the strength of the relationship was thus 
tested. Results clearly demonstrate that uncertainty and environmental turbulence has 
an impact on the process in terms of comprehensiveness of analysis, quality assurance, 
and flow of strategic decisions.  
 
A noteworthy impact of the turbulent environment brought about through economic 
recession is the reliance on repeat business with existing clients to ensure survival. 
Respondents to the research noted the importance of repeat business, sensing and 
seizing this opportunity is a key success factor for these firms. This conclusion 
provides unique statistical insight pertaining to the relationship between 
environmental turbulence and repeat business. At the point of writing, no known 
empirical investigation had addressed this crucial relationship within PSFs in Ireland. 
 
While several studies in the past, focused on the negative impacts of economic 




research discovered many potentially positive impacts of an economic downturn on 
strategic decision-making.  Many research participants noted the economic downturn 
had resulted in their firm diversifying into new markets and geographical locations, 
which provides staff with a greater breadth of experience of the domestic and 
international markets. It is reasonable to conclude that the diversification across 
industry sectors and geographic boundaries may provide greater prospects to sense 
and seize opportunities in the future. 
 
The research has thus demonstrated (with statistical evidence) the strong relationship 
between the turbulent business environment and strategic decision-making process 
characteristics in Irish QSPSFs.  
 
Objective 3: To assess the dynamic capabilities of Irish QSPSFs operating within a 
rapidly changing construction industry environment 
 
Professional service firms are highly resource intensive thereby the RBV resonates 
with such firms. However, the extension to dynamic capabilities and how firms use 
resources in an agile fashion in pursuit of competitive advantage within a rapidly 
changing business environment, has thus far not been empirically examined in the 
context of Irish QSPSFs.  
 
The three elements of dynamic capabilities are sensing, seizing and transforming a 
business within a turbulent environment (Teece et al., 2016; Day and Schoemaker, 
2016; Felin and Powell, 2016). This research focused on the activities that enhance 
the deployment of the three main components of dynamic capabilities in the strategic 
decision-making process in order to improve the competitive advantage of QSPSFs.  
Networking through the membership of professional bodies such as the SCSI, and 
RICS enable QSPSFs to improve their sensing capabilities. Networking provides 
several sources of information on opportunities through personal contacts and 
information provided by professional bodies, in particular through CPD. This leads to 
detailed analysis of information to ensure the comprehensiveness of strategic 
decision-making. Though existing studies emphasise the importance of detailed 




Bowen and Bowen, 2017), this study extends this discourse by correlating them to the 
sensing component of dynamic capabilities.  
 
With regards to seizing opportunities, repeat business; and client analysis 
(comprehensiveness) enable QSPSFs to capture opportunities in a turbulent business 
environment. For those firms that diversified their services and geographic location 
during the economic downturn, it is possible that further prospects to sense and seize 
opportunities may arise. This will further support the requirement for comprehensive 
macro, industry and competitor analysis in this regard. 
 
The transformation of internal resources occurs in QSPSFs through teamwork and 
collaboration, and innovation. Ultimately the strategic decisions made by firms and 
the characteristics, participation, flow and regularity of decision making are key 
influencing factors in the transformation process. 
 
This research extended the dynamic capabilities paradigm to include the role of 
digitisation in the process of making decisions and as a tool for gaining competitive 
advantage. There are currently many calls for the construction sector to fully embrace 
technology for efficiency and cost benefits in the delivery of construction projects.   
 
The research confirmed that at present within Irish QSPSFs the implementation of 
digital technology remains underdeveloped for small and medium firms and is 
emerging within large firms. It can thus be concluded that QSPSFs have not yet fully 
embraced available technologies, which is one of several internal resources available.  
 
Technology as a resource is not being fully utilised in pursuit of competitive 
advantage. Interview participants noted that where technology is being used at a 
project level, it remains at this tactical, rather than strategic level within QSPSFs. This 
is supported by the fact that the majority of survey respondents confirmed that 







Objective 4: To determine the role and impact of digitisation on the strategic 
decision-making process of Irish QSPSFs 
 
Many investigations on digitisation in the construction industry focus on its 
application on the delivery of projects to clients (Lu et al., 2017; Pärn et al., 2017; 
Gourlis and Kovacic, 2017; Dainty et al., 2017; Rowlinson and Rowlinson, 2017). 
However, the roles and impact of digitisation on the strategic decision-making of 
QSPSFs is underexplored even though digitisation has the potential to enhance the 
strategic decision-making process of QSPSFs operating in a complex, multifaceted 
and fragmented construction industry.  
 
This research identified six critical roles of digitisation comprising efficiency in 
project and service delivery, and low-cost and faster delivery of projects and services 
to clients. Though digital technologies are critical to strategic decision-making in 
QSPSFs, the study found that the level of digital technologies implementation for 
strategic decision-making is generally low across small and medium QSPSFs. This 
implies that QSPSFs are not currently harnessing the potential of digital technologies 
in their businesses to improve their strategic decision-making process, which has 
potential to improve participation, comprehensiveness of information gathering, and 
flow across levels of the project team and/or firm.  
 
The research found that the level of digital technologies implementation has a 
corresponding influence on strategic decision-making in QSPSFs. Through a quadrant 
analysis, the research found that the level of digital technologies implementation in 
QSPSFs is related to the influence of digital technologies on strategic decision-
making. This study revealed that the implementation of digital technologies in small 
and medium sized QSPSFs does not influence strategic decision-making.  
 
The research confirms that digitisation enables agility, collaboration, and sharing of 
information during strategic decision-making which may drive competitiveness and 
inter-organisational collaboration. Thus, harness the potentials of digitisation enable 





There is now significant statistical evidence to support the existence of a strong 
relationship between the implementation of digital technologies and the strategic 
decision-making process of QSPSFs. Those that engage with technology are more 
likely to plan ahead / strategise and they are also more likely to gather information, 
take advantage of emergent and innovative technologies/processes. This provides an 
agility to innovation because they know there is a potential for competitive advantage 
as a consequence of digitisation.  
 
Objective 5: To develop a framework for a strategic decision-making process for 
QSPSFs operating in a complex and unstable construction industry environment 
 
Strategic decision-making is complex; and in many cases pose challenges to senior 
managers considering the numerous components that must be addressed in order to 
make strategic choices. Frameworks have the potential to transform complex 
situations into a structured entity that ensures easy communication of complicated 
issues to people in organisations. The need for construction professionals to undertake 
further management training has been identified (Murphy, 2018) therefore supporting 
the need for such a framework. 
 
Thus, an important objective of the research lay in the development of a framework 
incorporating components of the strategic decision-making processes from  dynamic 
capabilities in  Irish QSPSFs.  
 
The strategic decision-making framework arising from the research consists of 
subcomponents that involve activities that drive the dynamic capabilities (sensing; 
seizing; and transforming) which are extended to include digitisation. The framework 
was validated by several senior managers in QSPSFs, all of whom concurred that the 
framework was applicable and useful for their business. 
 
This is the first known model developed specifically for construction PSFs based on 
extensive practitioner input coupled with the existing empirically tested knowledge 





10.3 Contribution to Knowledge 
The contribution of this research advances the existing knowledge on the strategic 
decision-making process in QSPSFs in a number of ways. There are different ways of 
demonstrating the original contribution to knowledge such as the area of study and 
topic; lessons learned; critical factors; contribution to methodology; publication; and 
development of frameworks (Presthus and Munkvold, 2016; Gray, 2011).   
 
10.3.1 Theoretical Contribution  
This investigation advances the existing knowledge on strategic decision-making 
process characteristics especially in a turbulent business environment by determining 
the impacts of turbulent business environment on the strategic decision-making of 
QSPSFs.  
 
The review of pertinent literature demonstrates that a comprehensive investigation 
focusing on the strategic decision-making process and dynamic capabilities in 
QSPSFs had not been undertaken.  
 
While the concepts of dynamic capabilities, strategic decision-making processes, and 
turbulent business environment are well established in mainstream management-
related disciplines, considerable work is required within the QS profession. This is 
particularly important given the role of the QS in a construction project team, and the 
impact of the construction sector overall to the global economy.  
 
The research demonstrates the application of digital technologies in the strategic 
decision-making process of QSPSFs. Thus, this study has demonstrated that digital 
technologies can be effectively used in strategic decision-making, and not only project 
management delivery.  Through this investigation, a theoretical improvement has 
been made by establishing the existence of a relationship between turbulent business 
environment and strategic decision-making process characteristics. Also, the theory 
of technology has been extended by demonstrating that there is a relationship between 






Within the context of theoretical contribution, this investigation has expanded the 
various aspects of the components of DC theory. For instance, this study expanded 
the sensing components of DC by demonstrating that new employees in organisations 
are critical to the identification of new market opportunities; and source of new ideas 
that have potential to strengthen the agility of organisations in rapidly changing 
business environment. Market intelligence, reward and incentives; repeat business; 
and graduate internships have all been demonstrated in this study as extensions to the 
key components of DC theory particularly in terms of sensing; seizing and 
transforming resources within the organisations. Graduate internships as a means of 
gathering information improves university-industry relationship, which ultimately 
drive innovation at both sides(industry and academia/universities). 
 
In terms of transforming, the study extends the DC by identifying six steps for testing 
the feasibility of new ideas. The six steps for testing new ideas consist of developing 
a written plan of new ideas in the organisation; assessing the revenue and cost 
components of all new ideas; further investigation of new ideas that are profitable to 
gather more information; assigning roles and responsibilities to pilot new ideas; and 
feedback. This hitherto this investigation has not been unravelled by previous studies 
such as Teece (2018, 2007,1997), therefore the identification of contributes and 
extend the existing components of DC.  
 
10.3.2 Empirical Contribution  
The empirical contribution of this investigation is entrenched in a number of key 
issues notably, the determination of strategic decision-making process characteristics, 
the relationship between the turbulent environment on process characteristics, the 
impact on strategic choice and the role and impact of digitisation on the strategy 
process. Evidence from this research provides unique insight pertaining to these core 
issues which heretofore was unavailable. This is crucial in determining future training 
and development requirements (including CPD) in addition to providing considerable 
insight for practitioners relating to professional conducts. 
 
Senior managers in QSPSFs have confirmed the practical usefulness of the strategic 




issues relating to the dynamic capabilities (sensing, seizing and transforming), internal 
and external environment, the strategic choices, and digitisation. This is the first 
framework of its type developed for construction industry professional service firms. 
 
10.3.3 Methodological Contribution  
The research instruments used for the purposes of this study were informed by the 
extensive body of knowledge in the strategy discipline yet developed within the 
context of the construction sector. The survey and interview protocol have been 
thoroughly tested and are now replicable, both within and outside of the construction 
sector. 
 
This study contributes to the sampling frame and participant selection of qualitative 
research by addressing the homogeneity and heterogeneity of the target population. 
The homogeneity of a target population emphasises the importance of collecting data 
from populations with similar traits and characteristics to ensure the reliability of 
results in QS studies. The collection of data from homogeneous population ensures 
that the results of QS investigations are free from outliers.  
 
10.3.4 Contribution to Practice  
The importance of the research was realised by the SCSI and a small amount of 
research funding was thus obtained for the purposes of undertaken the research. The 
SCSI sought to understand how their QS member practices engage in strategy and the 
choices made by these firms.  
 
The findings from the research have potential for the development of CPD in relation 
to strategic decision making for QSPSFs operating within a turbulent business 
environment.  
 
The strategic framework developed from the research provides QSPSFs with a 
practical tool to facilitate use of dynamic capabilities in QSPSFs to create competitive 
advantage in a turbulent business environment. 
Having ascertained that one of the factors influencing participation in strategic 




which is during service delivery to clients. It is appropriate that QSPSFs increase the 
participation of employees in strategic decision-making by including those individuals 
that make the right decisions during the delivery of projects, as a criterion for selecting 
those who will participate. In adopting this criterion for participation in strategic 
decision-making should not make QSPSFs to reject news ideas proposed by those not 
actively engaged in strategic decision-making. This study has identified the steps for 
testing new ideas which would be useful to QSPSFs. For instance, during strategy 
development, QSPSFs must scrutinise new ideas by requesting that all new ideas 
should be in written form and submitted to management. The feasibility of new ideas 
must be assessed based on their cost and revenue.  
 
Improve the sensing capabilities recruiting graduates for internships. This enables 
them to gather new ideas on emerging technologies and to prepare the graduates for 
the job market before they graduate. In doing this QSPSFs would also address the 
human resource scarcity confronting them presently. In addition, it is recommended 
that QSPSFs deploy digital technologies such as data analytics to enable them to 
gather data within the business environment in order to predict the uncertainties driven 
by fluctuations in interest rates; GDP, and changes in the expectation of clients with 
regards to service delivery. Deploying digital technologies such as data analytics 
enhances the comprehensiveness of information, which enables QSPSFs to make 
strategic choices that have positive impacts on the organisation.  
 
QSPSFs adopting digitisation for strategic decision-making enhances their agility of 
their organisation; promotes collaboration and information sharing across 
geographical locations during decision-making process. This saves the time required 
for arriving at the final decisions especially during emergency situations, as it is 
apparent in this Covid-19 pandemic confronting the world at the moment.   
 
One of the challenges of strategy development in organisations is the issue of getting 
appropriate feedback from the strategic decisions made. The application of the 
strategic decision-making framework enhances the monitoring, evaluation and 
feedback for strategic decisions taken in QSPSFs. By applying the strategic decision-
making framework, which is validated by QS professionals in this study, QSPSFs are 




feedback and be able to monitor and evaluate the effectiveness of their strategic 
decisions at the sensing phase of dynamic capabilities.  Based on the feedbacks 
received from their strategic decisions, QSPSFs are able to develop systematic 
procedures that would enable them to monitor progress using digital technologies such 
as data analytics, and cloud computing.   
 
10.4 Limitations of the Research 
This research has its limitations in terms of the research design and data collection. A 
limitation of this research is the focus of the investigation on a target population 
comprising only QSPSFs without considering contractor organisations. Also, only 
members of the SCSI were involved in the research, whereas there may be other 
QSPSFs in Ireland not registered with SCSI. 
 
This research is cross-sectional, indicating that the results and the findings were 
obtained at a point in time. Hence, a further study, which delves into the critical issues 
addressed in this research on a longitudinal basis will be appropriate and advance the 
current knowledge on strategic decision-making in QSPSFs.  
 
The research did not benchmark strategy process against performance (which is 
widely investigated in the literature, particularly for manufacturing) as it lay outside 
the scope or research. The limitations of this study culminate into the 
recommendations in section 10.5.   
 
10.5 Recommendations  
Considering the limitations and the findings of this research, this study has proposed 
the following recommendations for consideration by scholars and practitioners, as 
follows: 
 
1. The relationship between strategy and performance within construction PSFs 
should be examined. In particular, the role and impact of technology therein.  
 
2. The framework developed within the research has been validated by a number 
of senior professionals. An opportunity now exists to test the framework for 





3. The framework was developed for QSPSFs however has been developed to 
allow flexibility for use across other PSFs. It is recommended that the 
framework be tested in other construction PSFs, including Architecture or 
Engineering PSFs. 
 
4. A number of participants noted the internationalisation of their firm resulting 
from domestic economic downturn. Further research could be undertaken to 
explore the impact of internationalisation on these firms. 
 
10.6 Conclusions 
The construction industry plays significant roles in driving the economy of many 
countries including that of Ireland. QSPSFs play leading roles in the management of 
cost in the delivery of infrastructural projects. The characteristics of strategic 
decision-making process are numerous and differ across the firm size notably, small, 
medium and large culminating into the complexity of the strategy. However, it is 
imperative to make sense out of this complexity especially in the construction 
industry, which tends to be highly fragmented.  
 
The framework developed from empirical evidence gather as part of the research 
which integrates the crucial components of strategic decision making within turbulent 
business environment is thus timely and appropriate for the construction industry in 
Ireland. Utilising the dynamic capabilities paradigm in the development of the 
framework is appropriate given the resource intensity of professional service firms, 
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Appendix 1: TU Dublin Ethics Research Committee Approval Confirmation 
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From: STEVE MEANEY <steve.meaney@dit.ie> 
Date: Mon, Jan 8, 2018 at 11:35 PM 
Subject: Re: Application to the REC (Ref REC-17-140) 




Much appreciated. I can confirm that this is now approved, but I would note that it 
might be prudent to clarify the details the anonymous nature of the survey in the 
information sheet. The REC would generally advise that the consent question be 
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Appendix 2: TU Dublin Ethics Research Committee Approval Confirmation 
(Qualitative Phase): REC-18-33 
 
From: STEVE MEANEY  
Date: Mon, 12th November, 2018 at 05:39 (4 hours ago)  




Thank you for providing these final clarifications. As mentioned previously, I am 
happy to confirm approval. I would note that the updated information sheet in relation 
to point 2. is a little contradictory - it appears that consent is to be stored electronically 
with no destruction date and a hardcopy is to be destroyed after one year. It would be 
more appropriate to keep the consent documentation until the completion of the study 
plus five years (to account for any publications etc.). The GDPR note is to ensure that 
there is full transparency for the participants as to what happens to their data, and not 
necessarily a requirement for early destruction of the data. It would be reasonable to 
maintain the consent documentation for a longer period of time, and it would be 
important to avoid a situation where a participant has a copy of their own consent 
documentation but you do not! Please consider updating the information sheet to 
reflect this - a statement that the data will be retained for X years after the completion 
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Appendix 3: E-mail Invitation to Participants for Interviews 
 
Subject: Invitation to participate in a research project on Strategic Planning Process 
in Irish Quantity Surveying (QS) Firms  
 
Hello Jimmy (pseudonym),  
My name is Michael Adesi and I am a PhD Scholar in the School of Surveying and 
Construction Management at the Technological University Dublin. I am working on 
a research project under the supervision of Dr. Roisin Murphy and Dr. Dermot 
Kehily. 
I am writing to you today to invite you to participate in a study entitled ‘Strategy 
formulation in Irish QS practices.’ The first phase of this study involves a survey 
undertaken in collaboration with SCSI. The second phase involves interviews with 
senior managers in Irish QS practices. 
The interview will take 45- 60 minutes at a location and date convenient to you. With 
your consent, interviews will be audio-recorded and anonymised and will be subject 
to adherence to Ethical approval received within TU Dublin (ref. REC-18-33).  
The interviews will commence on March 11, 2019, and I will be grateful if you can 



















Appendix 4: Interview Guide 
 
 
TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY DUBLIN 
 
STRATEGIC DECISION-MAKING IN IRISH PROFESSIONAL SERVICE 
FIRMS 
 








Dr. Roisin Murphy 




Interview Prompt Sheet 
 
Objectives of the Study 
1. To ascertain the strategic planning process characteristics of QSPSFs 
operating in the changing construction industry in Ireland; 
2. To evaluate the impact of a turbulent environment on the strategic planning 
process of Irish QSPSFs; 
3. To evaluate the dynamic capabilities of Irish QSPSFs for implementation of 
digital technologies in a rapid changing construction industry environment; 
4. To determine the role and impact of technological developments, including 
digital technologies on the strategic planning process of Irish QSPSFs in 





A. Company Information 
Please tell us briefly about your company with emphasis on the number of 
employees; how long it has been in existence; and the major sectors that you provide 







Decision Making Process 
 
Describe how decision making starts in your organisation? 
Who initiates the decision making process in your organisations? 
Who are the people involved in the decision making? 
How do you get people in the organisation to be involved in decision making? 
How will you describe individual participation during decision making? 
How frequent do you undertake decision making in your organisation? 
Do you have written document of your decision making?  
If yes to the above question, what are the key things that you include in the 
document?  
If no, how do you keep your decision so that your organisation does not forget the 
key issues agreed? 
How do you communicate key decisions to employees or various units/departments 
within the organisation? 
Describe the usual approach to decision making in your organisation. 
Do you anticipate changes to the current decisions of your organisation of your in 
the future?  
How will you describe the key issues that will cause changes to your decision? 











Environmental Turbulence (Market Fluctuation + Rapid Technological 
Changes)  
   Market Fluctuation: Recession  
How will you describe the effects of the last recession on decision making; and 
service delivery to clients of your organisation? 
How will you describe the effects of market instability on your decision making? 
Describe how rapid technological changes affect decision making in your 
organisation? 
How will you describe the impacts of digital technological on the following in your 
organisation?  
1. Decision making; 2. Service delivery to clients; 3. Competition; 4. Relationship 
with clients and networking 
What are the specific digital technologies that have considerable impact on your 
decision making? 
   
Dynamic Capabilities 
Sensing 
 How does your organisation get information about new technologies and market 
opportunities? 
Who are the people responsible for identifying new technologies and market 
opportunities in your organisation? 
Who are the people outside the organisation do you think are best positioned to 
identify new market opportunities? 
Describe the rewards and incentives your company can use to motivate those who 
identify new market opportunities? 
What ways can people in your company be encouraged to share new information or 
ideas with others? 
 
Seizing 
How does your organisation capture new market opportunities identified? 
How many new market opportunities has your company captured in the last 5 years? 
Who make the final decision on new market opportunities to capture? 
 Does your company have rules for capturing new market opportunities? 







 Does your company have enough knowledge and expertise to develop new 
opportunities identified? 
If yes, who are the people who have the knowledge in your company? 
If no, how do you get the knowledge and expertise to develop the new 
opportunities? 
How do you encourage people in your organisation to think innovatively about 
future market opportunities? 
Does your organisational culture support employees to produce new ideas that make 
changes in the market? 
If no to the above question, why, and how do we encourage them to do so? 
Does your company have the mechanism for testing new ideas? 
Strategic Model/Framework 
Considering all that we have discussed so far, Will you suggest a model or a 
framework for decision making in Irish QS firms?  
If yes, what are some of the key elements or components that you will recommend 




















Appendix 5: Consent Form 
 
In agreeing to participate in this study, I understand the following: 
The research is being conducted by Michael Adesi, a PhD Scholar with the School of 
Surveying and Construction at TU Dublin. The research is being supervised by Dr. 
Roisin Murphy and Dr. Dermot Kehily, School of Surveying and Construction 
Management. The proposed method for the research has been approved in principle 
by the TU Dublin Research and Ethics Committee, which implies that the Committee 
does not have concerns about the prodecure as detailed by the researcher. However, it 






Researcher’s Name MICHAEL ADESI 
Academic Unit SCHOOL OF SURVEYING AND CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT 
Title of Study STRATEGIC DECISION-MAKING IN A TURBULENT BUSINESS 
ENVIRONMENT: A DYNAMIC CAPABILITIES PERSPECTIVE OF 
QUANTITY SURVEYING PROFESSIONAL SERVICE FIRMS IN 
IRELAND 
The following section should be completed by the research participant 
 Yes No 
Have you been fully informed of the nature of this study by the researcher? 
(Note that this would typically include use of a participant information sheet.) 
  
Have you had an opportunity to ask questions about this research?   
Have you received satisfactory answers to all of your questions?   
Have you received enough information about the potential health and/or safety 
implications of this research? 
  
Have you been full informed of your ability to withdraw participation and/or 
data from the research? 
  
Have you been fully informed of what will happen to data generated by your 
participation in the study and how it will be kept safe? 
  
Do you agree to take part in this study, the results of which may be disseminated 
in scientific publications, books or conference proceedings? 
  
Have you been informed that this consent form shall be kept securely and in 
confidence by the researcher? 
  
Name of Participant  
Signature of 
Participant 
 Date  
Signature of 
Researcher 





Appendix 6: Participant Information Sheet 
 
PARTCIPANT INFORMATION SHEET 
 
Research Project Title 
Strategic Decision-Making in a Turbulent Business Environment: A Dynamic 
Capabilities Perspective of Quantity Surveying Professional Service Firms (QSPSFs) 
in Ireland 
 
 Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of this study is to develop a strategic planning process framework to 
enable Irish QSPSFs to employ their dynamic capabilities in strategic decision making 
within a turbulent environment. 
 
Why have you been invited to participate? 
You have been invited to participate as you are currently a practitioner in the 
construction industry as a quantity surveyor (QS) in the senior management level of 
your organisation. 
 
What will the study involve? 
The study will involve one session of interview/conversation. It is envisaged that the 
interview will last for about one hour in which you will be asked to talk openly about 
your experiences in strategy formulation at quantity surveying practices in Ireland. 
The interview will be audio-recorded at a public venue agreed by both you and the 
researcher. The agreed venue may include public places such as Coffee Shop or a Spa 
which comply with the Safety, Health and Welfare regulations; and Fire Services 
requirements and regulations of Ireland. 
 
 Do you have to take part? 
Participation in this study is entirely voluntary, and you do not have to take part if you 
feel it is unnecessary or uncomfortable to be part of the interview process. Prior to the 
interview, this information sheet and a consent form which should be read carefully 
in order to ask the researcher all necessary questions relating to the study. Having read 
all the information and happy to take part in the interview, then you sign and date two 
copies of the consent form. You keep a copy of consent form and the other copy will 
be securely stored by me. 
 
You have the option to withdraw from the study even after you have sign and dated 
the consent form. You may also withdraw from the study at any stage upon which any 
data you have shared at that point will be destroyed.  
 
The electronic version of the consent form and participant form will be password 




which the research findings will be published. After 5 years, the electronic versions 
of the consent form and the participant information sheet will be deleted from all TU 
Dublin servers and computers. Hardcopies of information sheet and consent forms 
will be securely stored in cabinets with locks in a room with limited access at TU 
Dublin Bolton Street Campus for 5 years. After 5 years, the hardcopies of both the 
consent form and participant information sheet will be destroyed. In keeping with 
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), the information sheet and consent form 
will be destroyed 5 years after the completion of the study. This is to account for the 
publication of the research findings within 5 years. 
 
 Will the data be confidential? 
The commitment to confidentiality is held in high esteem in the conduct of this study. 
TU Dublin upholds the right to confidentiality in research. This study will fully 
comply with TU Dublin’s ethics, regulations of confidentiality in research.  
   
 Will the data you provide be anonymous? 
The anonymity of participants in the interview is assured, and no clues on their 
identity will be provided in the thesis as they will be given pseudonyms such as 
company A, B, C. The extracts of what you said during the interview will be 
anonymised in situations of direct quote during analysis and discussion of data in the 
thesis. 
What will happen to the information which you give? 
The information you provide will be transcribed and you will have the opportunity to 
review the transcription to ensure it is a true reflection of the interview or the 
conversation that took place. During the review of the transcript, you will have the 
opportunity to change any aspect or information you may not be happy with. The 
information you provide will be password protected, encrypted and stored in line with 
the requirement of GDPR. You may also withdraw your transcript at any stage of the 
study. 
The information you provide will be available to the researcher and the supervisors of 
this project. It will be securely stored and protected to prevent third party access. 
Electronic data will be password protected, encrypted and stored on a PC or server at 
the TU Dublin in line with the requirements of GDPR. Hard copy data will be securely 
stored in locked cabinets at TU Dublin campus and securely destroyed upon the final 
submission of the thesis on 30th November, 2019. 
What will happen to the results? 
The results of this interview will be presented as part of the PhD thesis. The people 
will see the lead supervisor, second supervisor, external examiner, internal examiner 
and the Director of research of my college. In the future, the thesis may be publicly 
available and part of it may be published in peer review journals, conference, CPD 






What are the possible disadvantages of taking part? 
No negative consequences are anticipated as a result of your involvement in this study. 
However, your own past experiences in a similar process may cause some level of 
distress or be a source of happiness to be part of this current interview process.  
Who has reviewed this study? 
This study must be approved by the TU Dublin Research and Ethics Committee before 
it can commence. In case of further information, kindly contact the following: 
Michael Adesi, E: michael.adesi@mytudublin.ie;  





























































































 1-2 years 
Long-Term Decisions 











Key Components for 
Decision-Making 
Commitment        Honesty       Quality 
 







Markets           Sectors               Clients 
 
Innovation                      Future Impact 
 
Personal Plan                  Empowerment 
Flexibility                       Participation 
 






      Key components for decision making 
       Issues for short-term decision-making 
       Issues for long-term decision-making 
  
Brief Explanation of the Diagram 
1. The diagram focuses on five critical issues for decision-making in QSPSFs labelled in         (BLUE Colour) 
2. There are 2 main timelines for decision making, namely short-term decisions shown in        , and long-term labelled in  in the diagram. 
3. Critical issues for consideration are indicated under the short-term and long-term timelines for decision-making. For example, short-term  
    decisions for cost involve risk and inflation, while long-term decisions involving cost focus on market instability. 
Questions 
Kindly indicate your response to the questions below by clicking the corresponding check box ☐  
1. Are the five key components shown in         (BLUE Colour) such as cost, value, opportunities, resources: people in the diagram important to   
    the decision-making process of your organisation? Yes ☐          No ☐ 
2. Are the critical issues under the short-term decision-making labelled in  (PURPLE Colour) appropriate?   Yes ☐          No   ☐ 
3. Are the critical issues for long-term decision-making labelled in           (GREEN Colour) appropriate?    Yes ☐          No   ☐ 





Appendix 14: Survey Questionnaire 
 
This questionnaire forms part of an ongoing PhD research project being undertaken 
in the School of Surveying and Construction Management, and is structured in five 
sections as follows: 
 
Section 1: General Company Information 
Section 2: Strategic Outlook 
Section 3: Strategic Decision-Making Process Characteristics 
Section 4: Digitisation 
 
In most instances, the questions are multiple choice or require you to select an 
answer option to determine the extent of your agreement with a particular statement. 
Please feel free to provide further comments when applicable. 
 
Responses to the questionnaire will be anonymised thus no individual respondent 
will be identified in the analysis of results. 
Thank you for your participation. 
 
SECTION 1: COMPANY INFORMATION 
 
1. Which of the following options best describes your current position within the 
company (please select only one option). 
 
☐ Managing Director/ Chief Executive Officer 
☐ Director 
☐ Associate director 
☐ Senior Quantity Surveyor 
 
2. How long has your company been in operation? 
☐ 1-5 years 
☐ 6-10 years 
☐ 11-15 years 
☐ 16-20 years 
☐ More than 20 years 
3. How many people are currently employed full time in your company (including 
administrative staff)? 
☐ less than 10 employees 
☐ 11-49 employees 
☐ 50-149 employees 
☐ 150-249 employees 





4. Please indicate the ownership structure that best describes your company (please 
select only one) 
☐ Sole Practitioner 
☐ Partnership 
☐ Public Limited Company 
☐ Part of Global Construction Consultancy Practice 
☐ Other (please specify in the space below) 
 
 
5. The following question seeks to determine the proportion of work undertaken 
across construction sectors. Please indicate the main sector(s) within which your 
company currently operate (please select as many as are appropriate) 
☐ Residential (private/public) 
☐ Private non-residential (office, rental) 
☐ Productive infrastructure (roads, civil) 
☐ Social infrastructure (healthcare, education) 
☐ Other (please specify in the space below) 
 
 
6. The following question seeks to determine the range of services offered by your 
company. Please confirm the services that your company currently provides to 
clients (please select as many as are appropriate). 
 
☐Traditional Quantity Surveying 
☐Value Management (Cost Control    
    and Value Engineering) 
☐Project Management 
☐Building surveying 
☐Dispute Resolution (Arbitration, 
☐Conciliation, Litigation, Expert 
    Advice) 
☐Procurement Advice (Procurement, 
    Contracts and Tendering) 
☐Bank Monitoring 
☐Project Scheduling and    
    Programming (Project Controls) 
☐Sustainability Advice (Life Cycle 
    Costing, Life Cycle Analysis and  
    Energy Efficiency) 
☐Insurance Claims and     
    Reinstatement Valuations 
☐Health and Safety Auditing and   
   Advice 

















7. Has the range of services offered by your company changed in the last five years? 
☐NO 
☐YES (If selected, please elaborate on how these services have changed in the      
comment box) 
 
SECTION 2: STRATEGIC DECISION-MAKING 
This section seeks to ascertain the key factors shaping your organisation's strategic 
direction/objectives. Please respond to the following questions as they apply to your 
organisation. 
 
8. The following statements represent varying approaches to strategic decision 
making. Please select the usual approach adopted by your organisation from the 
options below (please select only one option). 
 
☐Objectives are first determined followed by business environment analysis, prior  
     to the final decision being made 
☐Strategy is not planned; it emerges as opportunities and challenges arise 
☐Our internal resource availability usually drives the planning process 
☐Technological change often drives our corporate decision-making process 
9. The following question seeks to determine your organisation’s overall strategic 
outlook. Please select the statement that best describes your organisation's outlook 
(please select only one option) 
 
☐Primarily concerned with pioneering new service offerings and developing  
    innovative techniques for service delivery 
☐Seek ways of defending our current market share in some sectors while exploring  
    promising opportunities in others after a careful review of the market 
☐Primary focus is on in internal efficiency based on our current resource  
    availability 
☐Decisions are based mainly on circumstances as they arise 
10. The following statements outline various high level/corporate strategic options. 
Please select the statement that best describes your organisation’s current overall 
corporate strategy/objective (please select only one option). 
 
☐Seek to maintain our current market position, despite rapidly changing  
    competitive environment 
☐Seek to expand into new growth sectors/markets 
☐Currently rationalizing/downsizing our current practice in pursuit of increased  
    efficiency 
☐Combination of two of the above (for selecting this option, please confirm which  






11. In relation to the option selected above, please confirm if the corporate strategy 
of your organisation has changed over the last 5 years? 
 
☐No, it has not changed 
☐Yes, it has changed (if so, please elaborate in the comment section) 
 
12. In order to achieve the corporate level strategy, please confirm the mechanism 
adopted at a business/operational level to realise this goal. Please select one option 
from the list below. If option 5 is selected, please provide the numbers relating to the 
specific combination. 
 
☐1. Strive to achieve low cost of service provision than competitors 
☐2. Differentiate our services from rivals to make it appealing to clients 
☐3. Focus on narrow segment of the market with lower cost 
☐4. Concentrate on narrower segment of services 
☐5. Combine strategy (please specify which combination by identifying the two 
numbers of options choices 
If you selected option 5, please state which combination (e.g. Option 1 and 3) 
 
 
13. In relation to the option selected above, please confirm if the business level 
strategy of your organisation has changed over the last 5 years? 
☐No, it has not changed 
☐Yes, it has changed (if so, please elaborate in the comment section) 
 
 
14. What is the duration of your average strategic decision-making cycle/how often 





☐ Not specified/Ad hoc 
SECTION 3: STRATEGIC DECISION-MAKING PROCESS 
CHARACTERISTICS 
The questions contained in this section seek to determine the varying characteristics 
of the strategic decision-making process within your organisation. 
 
Please be reminded that answers to every question will be aggregated such that no 







15. This question seeks to identify key aspects/characteristics of your organisation's strategic decision-making process. Please indicate 
the extent of your agreement/disagreement with the following statements.  
 




Disagree Neither agree 
nor disagree, 
Agree Strongly Agree 
1. Analysis of the construction industry is undertaken on  
    an ongoing basis (e.g. industry reports; Tender Price  
    Indices) 
☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 
2. The macroeconomic environment is systematically  
     reviewed (e.g GDP; Interest Rates; Employment   
     trends) 
☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 
3. Competitor analysis is undertaken ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 
4. Regularly review our internal business processes (e.g.  
    staff, marketing, IT) 
☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 
5. Investment in staff training and development is  
    prioritised 
☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 
6. Repeat business is critical to our success ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 
7. Actively seek repeat business from existing clients ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 
8. Internal quality assurance mechanisms are reviewed on  
     an ongoing basis 
☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 
9. Investment in research and development is important to 
     our organisation 
☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 
10. The decision-making process is "top down" (i.e. senior 
       management only) 
☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 
11. Engage external consultants to facilitate our strategic  
     decision making process 




16. Uncertainty in the construction industry may have impacted the process by which key decisions are made within your organisation. Please 
indicate the extent of your agreement/disagreement with the following statements.  
 
Changes in the construction industry in the last 5-10 years have.... 
 




Disagree Neither agree 
nor disagree 
Agree Strongly Agree 
 
 
1. Impacted how we make key decisions ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 
2. Resulted in a change in our organisational goal ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 
3. Resulted in our organisation being more systematic in  
    gathering information 
☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 
4. Required greater Involvement of our staff in the  
    decision making process 
☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 
5. Reduced the time horizon/cycle for strategic decision 
    making 
☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 
6. Resulted in greater resource efficiency (e.g. staff,  
    operational costs) 






SECTION 4: DIGITISATION 
The next number of questions seek to determine the role, impact and the stage of implementation of digitisation within your organisation. 
Specifically, they seek to identify how technology has influenced the project selection, services offered and internal management of your 
organisation. 
 
17. The following statements relate to the role of Information Technology and digitisation in the decision-making process. 














1. Improves efficiency of project and service delivery to clients ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 
2. Drives innovation in the organisation internally and externally ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 
3. Reduces the cost incurred in delivery of project and services to clients ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 
4. Reduces duration by ensuring faster delivery of projects and services to clients ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 
5. Encourages collection of market and industry data for decision making ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 
6. Ensures collaboration between staff and other stakeholders during project and  
    service delivery to clients 
☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 
7. Improves communication between project participants and stakeholders ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 














Emerging Developed Mature Very 
Mature 
1. Mobile Solutions (Tablets/Phones) ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 
2. BIM Technologies (3D, 4D, 5D, i.e CostX, Cubit, Solibri, Navisworks) ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 
3. Cloud Computing (Data Storage, Cloud Software and E-Procurement) ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 
4. Digital Collaboration and Mobility (Mobile Connectivity,    
    Interoperability i.e IFC & DWFx) 
☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 
5. Internet of Things (Monitor Productivity during Construction and  
    Occupation i.e. Smart Technology) 
☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 
6. Data Analytics (Market and Cost Analysis to enhance Productivity and 
    Business gain) 
☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 
7. Innovation in Building Materials and Construction (3D Printing, Off  
    Site Manufacturing, Robotics, Prefabrication) 
☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 
8. High Definition Surveying (e.g. 3D Laser Scanning, Drones, thermal 
   Imaging) 






19. The following question seeks to identify the influence of digital technologies on the project selection, services provision and internal 
management of your organisation. 
 















1. Mobile Solutions (Tablets/Phones) ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 
2. BIM Technologies (3D, 4D, 5D, i.e CostX, Cubit, Solibri, Navisworks) ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 
3. Cloud Computing (Data Storage, Cloud Software and E-Procurement) ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 
4. Digital Collaboration and Mobility (Mobile Connectivity,    
    Interoperability i.e IFC & DWFx) 
☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 
5. Internet of Things (Monitor Productivity during Construction and  
    Occupation i.e. Smart Technology) 
☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 
6. Data Analytics (Market and Cost Analysis to enhance Productivity and 
    Business gain) 
☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 
7. Innovation in Building Materials and Construction (3D Printing, Off  
    Site Manufacturing, Robotics, Prefabrication) 
☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 
8. High Definition Surveying (e.g. 3D Laser Scanning, Drones, thermal 
   Imaging) 






























Map using Dynamic 




- Irish economic analysis  
-Competitors 
-Resources: Skills  
-International events 
-Government regulation 

























-Empower employees  
make decisions through 




-Membership of Professional 
Bodies 
-Repeat Client 
-Assess the risks and 
benefits associated with 
opportunities  
-Organisational structure  
-Engage employees and 
stakeholders 
 
- HR and finance 
team   
-Detailed project 









-Top management responsible 
for target markets 
-Planned and emergent 
approach 
 
-Systematic procedure for 








knowledge and expertise 
to develop new ideas and 
drive the expansion into 
new markets and sectors 
-Develop a written plan of the 
new idea 
-Assign roles to individuals 
and teams 




-Regular review of 
performance  
 




trends, clients and 
competitors 
-Collaborate with 
third level institutes 
- Graduate 
internships to gather 
information  
Deploy data analytics, 
cloud computing to keep 




Deploy digital tools for 
collaboration to coordinate 
teams responsible for projects 
in various markets/sectors 
Data analytics and  
Cloud computing to 





Brief Explanation of the Framework 
1. Strategic decision-making focuses on the reflections, values, and attitude of senior 
managers with impacts on the direction and future activities of organisations.  
 
2. The strategic decision-making framework above seeks to provide guidance to 
senior managers of QSPSFs on how to go about their strategic decision-making.  
 
3. The main components of the framework consists of the external environment; 
internal environment; strategic choices; feedback and monitoring. 
 
4. The activities that organisations must undertake to address the components listed 
in item 3 above are in blue colour under the main headings of sensing, seizing, 
transforming, and digitisation. 
 
Demography 
1.  Please, indicate your current position within the company? 
☐ Managing Director/ Chief Executive Officer 
☐ Director 
☐ Associate Director 
☐ Senior Quantity Surveyor 
 





☐More than 20 years 
3. Does your company have a written strategic plan? 
☐  Yes                    ☐   No 
4. What is the duration of your average strategic decision-making cycle/how often 





☐ Not specified/Ad hoc 
 
5. Will the issues indicated blue colour and green colour of the framework useful to 
strategic decision-making process of your company? 




6. Are the issues indicated in the white boxes of the framework significantly useful to 
the strategic decision-making process of your company? 
☐ Yes             ☐ No 
 
7. Will the framework be useful to strategic decision-making process of QS firms in 
Ireland? 
☐  Yes           ☐ No 
 
8. Is the framework clear enough to support strategic decision-making in your 
company? 
☐ Yes                 ☐  No 
9. Based on your experience in strategic decision-making of your organisation, kindly 









          
 
 
1. …………………………………………………………………………………… 
2. …………………………………………………………………………………. 
3. …………………………………………………………………………………. 
4. …………………………………………………………………………………. 
